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This report is one of the deliverables from the Integrated Research Project “Sustainable Bridges - Assessment for
th
Future Traffic Demands and Longer Lives” funded by the European Commission within 6 Framework Programme. The Project aims to help European railways to meet increasing transportation demands, which can only
be accommodated on the existing railway network by allowing the passage of heavier freight trains and faster
passenger trains. This requires that the existing bridges within the network have to be upgraded without causing
unnecessary disruption to the carriage of goods and passengers, and without compromising the safety and economy of the railways.
A consortium, consisting of 32 partners drawn from railway bridge owners, consultants, contractors, research
institutes and universities, has carried out the Project, which has a gross budget of more than 10 million Euros.
The European Commission has provided substantial funding, with the balancing funding has been coming from
the Project partners. Skanska Sverige AB has provided the overall co-ordination of the Project, whilst Luleå Technical University has undertaken the scientific leadership.
The Project has developed improved procedures and methods for inspection, testing, monitoring and condition
assessment, of railway bridges. Furthermore, it has developed advanced methodologies for assessing the safe
carrying capacity of bridges and better engineering solutions for repair and strengthening of bridges that are found
to be in need of attention.

The authors of this report have used their best endeavours to ensure that the information presented here is of the
highest quality. However, no liability can be accepted by the authors for any loss caused by its use.

Copyright © COWI A/S 2007.
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General remarks
The project "Sustainable Bridges - Assessment for Future Traffic Demands and
Longer Lives" is an integrated project within 6-th Framework Programme. It has been
financed on the basis of the contract TIP3-CT-2003-001653 between the European
Community represented by the Commission of the European Communities and
Skanska Sverige AB acting as coordinator of the project.
The main objectives of the project are:
− Increase the transport capacity of existing bridges by allowing axle loads up to
33 tonnes for freight traffic with moderate speeds
− Increase the capacity for passenger traffic with low axle loads by increasing
the maximum speeds to up to 350 km/hour
− Increase the residual lifetime of existing bridges with up to 25 %
− Enhance strengthening and repair systems
The present "Guideline for Load and Resistance Assessment of Existing European
Railway Bridges - advices on the use of advanced methods" has been prepared
within the work package WP4 of the Sustainable Bridges project, named "Loads, Capacity and Resistance", one of the nine work packages WP1-WP9 dealing with relevant tasks for increasing the capacity and service life of existing railway bridges. An
overview of the general organization of the project is presented below together with
the list of all the partners in the work package WP4:
Skanska Sverige AB, Sweden (project leader)

WP 1
Start-up and
Classification

COWI A/S, Denmark (WP4 leader)
Luleå University of Technology, Sweden
Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées, France

WP 2
Guidance and
Review

Kortes LtD, Finland
Wroclaw University of Technology, Poland
University of Salford, United Kingdom
Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Sweden

WP 3
Condition
Assessment
and Inspection

WP 4
Loads,
Capacity and
Resistance

WP 5
Monitoring

Swedish Road Administration, Sweden
WP 6
Repair and
Strengthening

Deutsche Bahn AG, DB Systemtechnik, Germany
Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule Aachen,
Germany
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology EPFL-MCS, Switzerland
Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
University of Oulu. Research Unit of Construction Technology,
Finland
Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais, France
Universidade do Minho, Portugal
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Spain
Cervenka Consulting, Czech Republic
Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
Lund University, Sweden

WP 8
Demonstration
Monitoring on
New Bridges

WP 7
Demonstration
Field Testing of
Old Bridges

WP 9
Training and
Dissemination
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The main objective of the work package WP4 "Loads, Capacity and Resistance" was
to establish a "state of the art" practice for assessing the load and resistance of existing railway bridges in Europe and to develop a guideline for best practice of load and
resistance assessment including the future "state-of-the-art". The latter includes the
development of methods to assess the actual load on a bridge and to assess the resistance taking into account the measures of the actual condition of the bridge, which
has been identified in WP3 "Condition Assessment and Inspection", and the results
of the monitoring, provided by WP5 "Monitoring". The assessment performed using
this Guideline may give the basis for the decision regarding repair or strengthening of
a bridge which has been the main area of interest of the work package WP6 "Repair
and Strengthening".
Besides this "Guideline for Load and Resistance Assessment of Existing European
Railway Bridges - advices on the use of advanced methods", SB-LRA (2007), (in
older versions of the SB project documents referred as Deliverable D4.2), three other
Guidelines dealing with the following topics relevant for bridge assessment have
been prepared within the Sustainable Bridges project:
− Guideline for Inspection and Condition Assessment of Railway BridgesSB-ICA (2007), (in older versions of the SB project documents referred as
Deliverable D3.16),
− Monitoring Guidelines for Railway Bridges - SB-MON (2007), (in older versions
of the SB project documents referred as Deliverable D5.2),
− Repair and Strengthening of Railway Bridges - Guideline - SB-STR (2007), (in
older versions of the SB project documents referred as Deliverable D6.1).
These Guidelines have been developed by the work packages WP3, WP5 and WP6
respectively.
For each of the four Guidelines, a number of Background Documents have also been
prepared, resuming the research activities performed. The list of the Background
Documents for each respective Guideline is presented in the Guideline Summary and
in References.
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Summary
The bridge assessment in many aspects is very similar to the bridge design. The
same basic principles lie at the heart of the process. Nevertheless, an important difference lies in the fact that when a bridge is being designed, an element of conservatism is generally a good thing that can be achieved with very little additional costs.
When a bridge is being assessed, it is important to avoid unnecessarily conservative
measures because of the financial implications that may follow the decision of rating
the bridge as deficient. Therefore, the design codes (e.g. EC codes) may not always
be appropriate for assessment of existing bridges and some additional recommendations or guidelines are required that will lead to less conservative assessment of
theirs load carrying capacity. Such guidelines have been already proposed for assessment of highway bridges in Europe. However, there is a lack of this type of
documents that can be applied for the assessment of railway bridges.
The present "Guideline for Load and Resistance Assessment of Existing European
Railway Bridges - advices on the use of advanced methods" is providing guidance
and recommendations for applying the most advanced and beneficial methods, models and tools for assessing the load carrying capacity of existing railway bridges. This
includes systematized step-level assessment methodology, advanced safety formats
(e.g. probabilistic or simplified probabilistic) refined structural analysis (e.g. non-linear
or plastic, dynamic considering train-bridge interaction), better models of loads and
resistance parameters (e.g. probabilistic and/or based on the results of measurements) and methods for incorporation of the results form monitoring and on-site testing (e.g. Bayesian updating).
Basis for the "Guideline for Load and Resistance Assessment of Existing European
Railway Bridges - advices on the use of advanced methods" is the research work
carried out in the work package WP4 of the Sustainable Bridges project combined
with the best practical experience and know-how of all the partners involved.
The research activities within the work package WP4 have been carried out in the
following five groups:
− Loads and dynamic effects, with focus on train loads and dynamics (Deliverables D4.3, also referred as SB4.3 Dynamic (2007), or just SB4.3 (2007));
− Safety and probabilistic modelling (Deliverables D4.4, also referred as SB4.4
Safety (2007), or just SB4.4 (2007));
− Concrete bridges, with focus on non-linear analysis (Deliverables D4.5, also
referred as SB4.5 Concrete (2007), or just SB4.5 (2007));
− Metal bridges, with focus on riveted bridges (Deliverables D4.6, also referred
as SB4.6 Metal (2007), or just SB4.6 (2007));
− Masonry arch bridges including soil/structure interaction (Deliverables D4.7,
also referred as SB4.7 Masonry (2007), or just SB4.7 (2007)).
The results of these activities are reported in corresponding Background Documents
(Deliverables) listed above within parenthesis.
The main results from the research activities performed and the know-how of all the
partners in the specific areas of bridge assessment are tried to be presented in this
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Guideline in such a way that the target reader of the Guideline, a structural engineer
experienced in assessment of railway bridges, is able to apply them in the everyday
practice, without necessity of searching for several specific scientific publications.
Nevertheless, in some cases it has been necessary to refer to public available literature and Background Documents prepared in the Sustainable Bridges project.
The present Guideline has been prepared aiming to follow somehow the structure of
the EC codes and it is divided into 10 chapters and 12 Annexes concerning:
− Assessment procedure (Chapter 2);
− Requirements, safety formats and limit states (Chapter 3, Annexes 3.1-3.7);
− Basic information for bridge assessment (Chapter 4);
− Load and dynamic effects (Chapter 5, Annex 5.1);
− Concrete bridges (Chapter 6);
− Metal bridges (Chapter 7, Annex 7.1);
− Masonry arch bridges (Chapter 8, Annexes 8.1 and 8.2);
− Foundations and transition zones (Chapter 9);
− Improvement of assessment using information from testing and monitoring
(Chapter 10, Annex 10.1).
In most of the topics related to railway bridges assessment the Guideline uses the
current state-of-the-art knowledge and the presently best practice. Nevertheless, in
many subjects it propose the use of original methods and models that have been developed, obtained or systematized due to research performed within one of the five
groups of work package WP4.
Regarding the loads and dynamic aspects, the innovative elements suggested in the
Guideline are:
− Train load models for assessment of railway bridges based on the UIC 71 load
model and calibrated α-values;
− Original methods for quantifying dynamic effects that may lead to reduced
dynamic amplification factors.
Unfortunately, due to limited time and resources it was impossible to provide new
approaches for dealing with two aspects related to "loads and dynamics" that initially
has been identified as important for the railways. These aspects are:
− Distribution of the railway traffic loads through the ballast;
− Influence of rail roughness the dynamic behaviour of bridges.
Regarding the requirements, safety formats and limit states, the main innovative elements implemented in this Guideline are:
− Overview of target reliability indices recommended for bridges and structures,
which makes a bridge owner able to specify a required safety level for a bridge
in cause;
− Systematized methodology of applying several safety formats and reliability
methods (characterized by different degree of accuracy and complexity) in the
assessment process;
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− Methodology for considering the durability and fatigue aspects in the
assessment of existing bridges including requirements regarding the
remaining service life.
Regarding the concrete bridges, the main innovative elements in the Guideline are:
− Recommendations for performing non-linear finite element analysis of railway
bridges (deterministic and probabilistic);
− Comprehensive models (i.e. fully probabilistic) of material properties of
concretes and reinforcing and prestressing steels used in the construction of
existing bridges;
− Models for bonding of the reinforcement affected by corrosion;
− Methodology for assessing concrete bridge elements subjected to combination
of shear and torsion.
Regarding the metal bridges, the original elements implemented in the Guideline are:
− Comprehensive database for material properties of old metal bridges;
− Assessment tools for riveted steel bridges (also considering fatigue problems).
Finally, regarding the masonry arch bridges the innovative elements applied in the
Guideline are:
− Recommendations for using several fundamental methods of assessment,
specific for arch bridges, with which assessing engineer are usually not
familiar;
− Concepts for taking into account the effect of cyclic loading and determining
the influence of abutment fixity on masonry arch behaviour;
− Recommendations regarding consideration of the effect of train traffic on the
load distribution and deflections in the bridge transition zone;
− Recommendations regarding modelling damages in arch bridges and the
selection of the most suitable analytical method for the assessment of
masonry arch bridges with damages.
Many innovative elements presented in this Guideline together with the state-of-theart information regarding methods, models and tool for bridge assessment should be
very helpful for bridge engineers evaluating load carrying capacity of existing railway
bridges.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Background and motivation

The railway infrastructure make up an important part of the European land based
transportation network. It allows for quick, safe, reliable and, what becomes every
day more important, environmentally sound transport of people and goods within
Europe. Bridges constitute a significant part of the railway infrastructure.
In most of the European countries the railway infrastructure has been created at the
end of nineteenth and the beginning of twentieth century. Then, the major part of it
has been built or rebuilt after world wars destructions. Consequently, nearly 75% of
the existing railway bridges are more than 50 years old and about 35% of all these
bridges are older than 100 years (SB1.2, 2004).
Figure 1.1 present the age distribution of railway bridges in 16 EU countries (Austria,
Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Ireland, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary,
Italy, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom) and in Switzerland. This figure has been made based on the results of the survey performed among
the railway administrations in above mentioned countries and presented in SB1.2
(2004). The result of the survey contains around 220 thousands of records corresponding to various types of bridges constructed from different materials, including
concrete bridges, metal bridges, masonry arch bridges and composite (steelconcrete) bridges. The distribution of the bridge types (with regard to the construction
material) within the bridge age intervals is also presented in Figure 1.1.
40%

Concrete

Metal

Masonry

Composite

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Figure 1.1:

< 20 years

20-50 years

50-100 years

> 100 years

Age distribution of bridges considering bridge construction materials.

In last decades, the traffic loads and speeds on European railway network have drastically increased due to demands of the continuously growing European economy. As
a consequence, many of existing railway bridges are now subjected to loads and
speeds far higher than those for which they have been designed. Furthermore, the
trend of increasing loads and speeds is going to increase because of the continuous
economical growth of the new EU member states. As a consequence, demands will
further increase on existing railway bridges regarding loads, speeds and robustness
while the expectations regarding reliability and durability will maintain or even increase.
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In order to meet present and future demands regarding effective, reliable and safe
railway transportation, it is of vital importance to upgrade the existing railway bridges
and ensure that they will behave properly under increased loads and higher speeds.
These demands can in many cases be met through assessment of the bridge structure considering the actual condition of the structure and its true behaviour that may
be evaluated by testing and monitoring.
Presently, in most of the European countries the assessment of existing railway
bridges is performed using existing codes and guidelines meant for the design of new
bridges. The bridge assessment in many aspects is very similar to the bridge design
and is based on the same principles. Nevertheless, an important difference lies in the
fact that when a bridge is being designed, an element of conservatism is generally a
good thing that can be achieved with very little additional costs. When a bridge is being assessed, it is important to avoid unnecessarily conservative measures because
of the financial implications that may follow the decision of rating the bridge as deficient. Therefore, the design codes (e.g. EC codes) may not be appropriate for assessment of existing bridges and some additional recommendations or guidelines are
required that will lead to less conservative assessment of their load carrying capacity.
In several European countries codes or guidelines for assessing existing railway
bridges already exist (e.g. Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, UK)
(see SB4.3.1, 2005). However, most of these codes and guidelines are still based on
the design codes and thus they are quite conservative and usually not very up to date
with the current know-how. Furthermore, they are meant for national application and
may not be relevant for using on the European level.
During the last decade a number of research projects have been financed by the
European Commission and some guidelines have been published, as an output from
these projects, that deal with the assessment of existing bridges in Europe, i.e.
BRIME (2001), COST345 (2004), SAMARIS (2005). Unfortunately, all of these guidelines are meant for highway bridges and do not consider the specific aspects characteristic for railway bridges (i.e. dynamic accelerations caused by passing trains, fatigue, different construction types, etc.). Furthermore, they do not consider particular
problems of existing railway bridges (i.e. fatigue cracks, material deterioration, loose
rivets, separation of arches, etc.).
The present "Guideline for Load and Resistance Assessment of Existing European
Railway Bridges - advices on the use of advanced methods" is providing guidance
and recommendations for applying the most advanced and beneficial methods, models and tools for assessing the load carrying capacity of existing railway bridges. This
includes systematized step-level assessment methodology, advanced safety formats
(e.g. probabilistic or simplified probabilistic) refined structural analysis (e.g. non-linear
or plastic, dynamic considering train-bridge interaction), better models of loads and
resistance parameters (e.g. probabilistic and/or based on the results of measurements) and methods for incorporation of the results form monitoring and on-site testing (e.g. Bayesian updating). Furthermore, it tries to cover most of the problems
commonly encountered in the existing railway bridges, which have been determined
due to survey performed among railway administrations of already mentioned European countries (SB1.2, 2004).
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Objective and scope

The main objective of this Guideline is to provide bridge evaluators (i.e. engineers
familiar with assessment of bridges) with the most advanced knowledge regarding
methods, models and tools that can be used in the assessment of existing railway
bridges in order to get a realistic evaluation of their load carrying capacity and also
more accurate evaluation of their remaining service life.
To meet this objective, in most of the topics related to bridge assessment the use of
the current state-of-the-art knowledge and the presently best practice is enough.
Therefore, some parts of the Guideline may resume the best practical experience
and know-how of all the partners involved in its elaboration. Nevertheless, in many
areas there is a need to propose some original methods, models and tools relevant
for assessment of existing bridges. The innovative elements to be proposed in this
Guideline have been identified and selected due to the survey performed among the
railway administrations of several, already mentioned, European countries (SB1.2,
2004) and due to discussion and agreement of all the partners involved in its preparation.
Regarding the loads and dynamic aspects, the innovative elements to be developed
and presented in this Guideline are:
− Train load models for assessment of railway bridges based on the UIC 71 load
model and Load Model SW/0 for continuous bridges if relevant, and the
calibrated α-values;
− Original methods for quantifying dynamic effects that may lead to reduced
dynamic amplification factors.
Regarding the requirements, safety formats and limit states, the innovative elements
to be developed and presented in this Guideline are:
− Overview of target reliability indices recommended for bridges and structures,
which makes a bridge owner able to specify a required safety level for a bridge
in cause;
− Systematized methodology of applying several safety formats and reliability
methods (characterized by different degree of accuracy and complexity) in the
assessment process;
− Methodology for considering the durability and fatigue aspects in the
assessment of existing bridges including requirements regarding the
remaining service life.
Regarding the concrete bridges, the innovative elements to be developed and presented in this Guideline are:
− Recommendations for performing non-linear finite element analysis of railway
bridges (deterministic and probabilistic);
− Comprehensive models (i.e. fully probabilistic) of material properties of
concretes and reinforcing and prestressing steels used in the construction of
existing bridges;
− Models for bonding of the reinforcement affected by corrosion;
− Methodology for assessing concrete bridge elements subjected to combination
of shear and torsion.
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Regarding the metal bridges, the original elements to be developed and presented in
this Guideline are:
− Comprehensive database for material properties of old metal bridges
(including wrought iron);
− Assessment tools for riveted steel bridges (also considering fatigue problems).
Finally, regarding the masonry arch bridges the innovative elements to be developed
and presented in this Guideline are:
− Recommendations for using several fundamental methods of assessment,
specific for arch bridges, with which assessing engineer are usually not
familiar;
− Concepts for taking into account the effect of cyclic loading and determining
the influence of abutment fixity on masonry arch behaviour;
− Recommendations regarding consideration of the effect of train traffic on the
load distribution and deflections in the bridge transition zone;
− Recommendations regarding modelling damages in arch bridges and the
selection of the most suitable analytical method for the assessment of
masonry arch bridges with damages.
From the survey (see SB1.2, 2004) it has been concluded that the Guideline should
cover all the bridge types and bridge construction materials with similar level of detail,
including concrete bridges, metal bridges and masonry arch bridges. Furthermore,
the special attention have to be paid to old bridge typologies (e.g. riveted steel
bridges, masonry arch bridges) due to the fact that this types of bridges consist significant part of the population of existing railway bridges (see Figure 1.1). Also, it has
been concluded that short span bridges (span lower than 40 meters) require special
consideration since they are in grate majority compare to larger span bridges (see
Figure 1.2). Nevertheless, bridges with larger spans can not be neglected because
their maintenance or replacement cost can be significantly higher than for bridges
with short spans.
Concrete

70%

Metal

Masonry

Composite

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 1.2:

< 10 meters

10-40 meters

> 40 meters

Span distribution of bridges considering bridge construction materials.

The special focus areas in this Guideline have also been identified due to the already
mentioned survey (see SB1.2, 2004). According to the results of this survey, the major problems in concrete bridges are the corrosion of pre-stressing tendons, the reinforcement corrosion and cracking or spalling of concrete cover. Metal bridges suffer
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from corrosion and fatigue cracking whilst masonry arch bridges experience materials
degradation and cracking. Considering the sub-structure (including foundations) and
transition zones the main maintenance problems appears to be seizure or fracture of
the bearings, settlement of abutments, foundations and transition zones and finally
scour for bridges with abutments or piers in (or close to) rivers. Considering the
above mentioned problems, the Guideline tries to cover several topics related to assessment of existing railway bridges with damages including deterioration.
The present Guideline gives only the guidance on the procedures, methods, and
models to be used in the assessment of the load carrying capacity of existing European railway bridges. It can not be treated as a code or standard for assessing the
safety of existing bridges. The characteristic values are only presented for selected
loads and/or material properties. No set of partial safety factors are given and only
examples of target reliability indices are shown. In many situations this Guideline
provides several procedures, methods or models that can be used concurrently, but
which can give different results, and the choice between them totally depends on the
bridge evaluator. Also, in many cases, the procedures, methods and models presented in this Guideline may not be relevant for some bridges or bridge typologies,
and this fact have to be identified by the bridge evaluator. Therefore, this Guideline is
meant for engineers experience in the assessment of existing railway bridges rather
than the people that would not be able to evaluate the information here provided.

1.3

Outline of the guideline

This Guideline is organized in 10 chapters and 12 related Annexes.
Chapter 1 provides the general introduction to the problem and states the objectives
and scope of this guideline.
Chapter 2 introduces the concepts and procedures to be used in the safety and serviceability assessment of existing railway bridges. It defines the types of assessment
and proposes the step-level procedure recommended for the assessment of existing
railway bridges. It also provided detailed information, regarding the use of various
safety formats, different types of structural analysis and diverse load and resistance
models on a different level of assessment.
Chapter 3 deals with the requirements necessary for a correct and accurate assessment of the bridge. The requirements are in regard with the safety format used for the
assessment, the required level of safety and the required remaining service life. Because the normal practice is to check if the requirements are fulfilled using the limit
states philosophy, a part of the chapter is devoted to the description of the limit states
to be considered in the assessment.
Chapter 4 provides guidance for identification and collection of the information that
forms the basis for a structural assessment. It describes which information is needed
for the structural assessment of a particular bridge or bridge element, and gives
guidance regarding how this information can be obtained.
Chapter 5 guides on the load modelling with focus on the train loads and it gives recommendations for taking into account the dynamic effects. Basis is present status for
train loads and dynamic effects applied for a railway bridge assessment specified in
existing European assessment codes combined with the newest knowledge within
the subjects.
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Chapter 6 provides methods for resistance assessment of concrete bridges .The
chapter focus on advanced analysis methods for the enhanced assessment level. It
provides guidance regarding basic information of special interest for concrete
bridges, e.g. determination of in-situ material properties. Methods are given for structural analysis, with special attention to non-linear analysis since it provides the greatest potential to reveal increased load carrying capacity. Remaining structural resistance for deteriorated concrete bridges is treated with focus on reinforcement corrosion and assessment of fatigue safety.
Chapter 7 is dedicated to the assessment of old riveted structures. For this purpose,
emphasis is given to the analysis of material properties in connection with fatigue of
riveted structure. The possible traffic load on steel rail bridges is usually limited by the
fatigue resistance, but for certain situations the static resistance has also to be
checked. This is why this chapter provides guidance for these different problems, as
well as gives some information regarding modelling, monitoring and strengthening.
Chapter 8 provides guidance on the assessment of masonry arch bridges. It presents
guidelines to help determine the relative importance of the many contributing parameters and techniques and introduces the SMART (Sustainable Masonry Arch Resistance Technique) method. The method provides a multi-level approach incorporating all the current methods of assessment/analysis and gives clear guidance on the
philosophy that governs the determination of the safe working loads and ultimate load
carrying capacity.
Chapter 9 provides general recommendations for the assessment of geotechnical
issues in bridge transition zones. The chapter discusses briefly numerical analyses
that were performed to evaluate the loads and deflections at bridge abutments, and
presents an analytical method that may be used to evaluate long-term settlements
beneath railway embankments supported on soft soil. Chapter 9 also guides the
reader to other documents pertaining to the evaluation and design of existing foundation types, as well as railway embankment strengthening methods. The recommendations presented in Chapter 9 are valid for all bridge types.
Chapter 10 provides the information regarding results of testing and monitoring which
can be used in the assessment of existing bridges in order to upgrade their load capacity rating. This chapter also guides the reader to the several documents prepared
within Sustainable Bridges project, and also to other documents, where the testing or
monitoring methods are presented and described. Furthermore, it presents methodologies allowing to incorporate the results or testing or monitoring in the assessment.
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2. Assessment procedure
This chapter introduces the concepts and procedures to be used in the safety and
serviceability assessment of existing railway bridges. At first the types of assessment
are defined and the main stages of assessment are specified. Afterwards the steplevel procedure recommended for the safety assessment of existing railway bridges
is presented. Finally, some detailed information and guidance is provided, regarding
the use of various safety formats, different types of structural analysis and diverse
load and resistance models on a different level of assessment.

2.1

Introduction

The need for the safety assessment of an existing railway bridge may arise due to
several reasons. One of the reasons is when there is a necessity to carry an exceptional heavy load that is normally not permitted. Other, when the bridge has been
subjected to change such as deterioration, mechanical damage, repair or change of
use. Following, when a bridge was designed according to outdated design code and
it have to be checked against new codes and new traffic load requirements, as for
example in the case when it is going to be reused within a new railway link. Finally,
when the maximum permit load on a railway network is going to be increased and
there is a concern for this change.
As it has been already mentioned in previous chapter, the question ’is the bridge still
sufficiently safe?’ is quite different to that commonly faced by engineers during the
design process of a new bridge and may not be answered using traditional safety
checking procedures known from design codes. Therefore, the procedures for assessment also differ from that known from the design. The most adequate method for
the assessment will depend on the cause for the need of the assessment and the
requested/desired capacity.

2.2

Types of assessment

Level of detail

Depending on the reasons for performing a load capacity assessment the type of assessment and the required level of detail may vary as shown in Figure 2.1.
Element assessment
(part of a bridge)
Bridge assessment
(one bridge)
Line assessment
(number of bridges)
Figure 2.1:

Types of assessment
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Line assessment
Many railway lines in Europe are classified according to the UIC Codex 700, UIC
(2004). The classification links the capacity of the line to the allowable axle load and
line load of the goods wagons. When an upgrade of a line is required, this will entail a
capacity assessment of a number of railway bridges. A line assessment would therefore typically initiate a primary sorting in order to identify the potentially critical
bridges. Such primary sorting could be carried out by a simple comparison between
the original design load and the classification load considering different simple static
systems and span lengths. For the identified 'critical bridges', where the classification
load is more unfavourable compared to the original design load, the assessment is
then carried out on the bridge level.
Bridge assessment
Typical load, capacity and resistance assessment is carried out on the bridge level.
There are two types of analysis. Either the bridge is analysed for the critical elements
and the ultimate capacity is found equal to the lowest capacity of the bridge elements
or the bridge is analysed as a system including the possible redundancy by treating
the bridge as a "system".
Element assessment
Element assessment can either be part of a bridge assessment or be a stand alone
investigation. The latter can be relevant if, for example, an element is damaged.

2.3

Criteria for assessment

Railway bridges are assessed taking into account the following criteria:
− Ultimate Limit State, ULS,
− Serviceability Limit State, SLS,
− Fatigue Limit State, FLS,
− Durability Limit State, DLS.
The ultimate limit states concern the cases where the safety of persons and/or the
safety of the bridge are considered. The serviceability limit states concern the cases
where the following is considered: the functioning of the bridge or a bridge element
under normal use, the comfort of passengers and the appearance of the bridge or
bridge element. Often fatigue limit states are part of either the serviceability or the
ultimate limit states. This is because, despite fatigue may lead to the collapse of the
structure and therefore should be considered as an ultimate limit state, the normal
service loads on the bridge are used in checking the limit state. Therefore, it is recommended in this Guideline to handle fatigue separately. Assessment of service life
belongs to the class of durability limit state. In the present guideline it has been chosen to let the conceptual models for durability relate to the mechanisms that transfer
environmental actions (performing in time) into cumulative, time-related degradation
that result in damage mechanisms causing failure (loose of required performance). A
detailed definition of the limit states is given in chapter 3.
Compared to road bridges railway bridge assessments require special attention to
the fatigue limit state and the serviceability limit states taking into account ballast instability and the comfort requirements. In fact, when assessing bridges for higher
speeds, the ballast instability requirement often results in a need for strengthening
even though the ultimate limit state satisfies the requirements.
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Main stages of assessment

The assessment of load carrying capacity of a bridge usually starts with the evaluation of its condition. The condition evaluation consists of examining existing documents and visiting the bridge for an inspection.
The aim of the inspection is to identify bridge particularities (e.g. delamination, material loses, cracking, etc.) which need to be investigated with more detail (due to further, more detailed, inspections or eventually due to monitoring) in order to determine
their cause, extent and consequently their effect on structural behaviour and carrying
capacity. A comprehensive guidance on how to carry out a condition assessment can
be found in SB-ICA, (2007). However, in (SB-MON, 2007) some guidance regarding
bridge monitoring is presented.
In the next step, the structural assessment is performed, which consists of determining the bridge strength in relation to bridge loads. During the structural assessment
all the information gathered due to condition evaluation is used.
Having in mind the above described usual procedure, the following stages of bridge
assessment can be identified (BRIME, 2001):
− Study of design and inspection documents and their correctness.
− Preliminary inspection in order to identify visually the structural system and
possible damages.
− Supplementary investigations in order to refine information about the bridge.
− Structural assessment in order to evaluate load carrying capacity and safety of
the bridge.
The last two stages of the assessment can be carried out using different levels of
accuracy and complexity. For many bridges simple check based on information from
existing documentation and visual inspection may be enough to proof their safety.
However, for some bridges, named sometimes ’substandard bridges’ or 'critical
bridges', more detailed investigation and sophisticated analysis (e.g. non-linear structural analysis, probabilistic safety analysis, etc.) would be necessary.

2.5

Step-level procedure for assessment

Assessment of an existing railway bridge with the purpose of re-qualifying the bridge
for increased loading and/or for prolonging the service life may be seen as an adaptive, step-level process of refining the state of knowledge regarding the present and
the future state of the bridge and its behaviour. As it has been stated in previous section, an assessment may involve a review of project documentation, inspection of the
structure, testing of materials, testing of structural performance, refined numerical
analysis and planning of future inspections.
The decision on whether or not to collect more information is always based on the
existing information (prior information) and the expected reduction of the life cycle
cost obtained on the basis of the additional information. Depending on the actually
achieved knowledge (posterior information) it may or may not turn out to be feasible
to refine further the state of knowledge. Also, in the same manner, the re-qualification
actions (strengthening and repairs) may be evaluated, compared and selected. It
should, however, be noticed that economical considerations alone, may not be suffi-
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cient for re-qualification purposes as explicit requirements to the safety of the bridge
are often dictated by legislation.
Figure 2.2 shows the step-level procedure that may be recommended for using in the
process of assessment of existing railway bridges. Considering the above discussed
topics, in the presented procedure, the knowledge about the bridge is established
and refined in an adaptive manner according to the actual needs.
As it can be seen in Figure 2.2, an assessment of existing bridges in the proposed
procedure is divided into three levels, which in terms of refinement and detailing can
be characterized as follows:
− purely heuristic experience based statements (initial assessment)
− application of deterministic and semi-probabilistic safety formats (intermediate
assessment)
− instrumentation, testing and/or probabilistic analyses (enhanced assessment)
Generally, an assessment can be carried out within the framework of these three
phases. However, the levels of detail within each phase may vary. In this way it is
possible to tailor a reassessment for different purposes. The level of detail of the assessment is recommended to be chosen for the particular bridge in cause considering its specifics.
According to the presented step-level procedure, the capacity of the bridge in cause
is initially assessed on the basis of simple calculation checks and readily accessible
data (drawings, design calculations, earlier assessment calculations, inspection records, etc.). On this basis, the extent to which the bridge fails to comply with the
given requirements is evaluated.
Then, in the intermediate level of assessment, the capacity of the bridge (which fails
the initial assessment) is evaluated using more advanced analysis (e.g. elastic but
giving better idealisation, plastic, etc.) and more accurate data (obtained due to inspection an simple tests) on the material properties, the loads, the current state and
the behaviour of the bridge (e.g. material properties obtained from simple measurement, loads defined by measurements, etc.).
Finally, in the enhanced level of assessment, the capacity of the bridge(which fails
the intermediate assessment and which repair or strengthening costs are significant)
can be evaluated using most advanced assessment methods (e.g. reliability-based
assessment methods, system level assessment, etc.) and tools available (e.g. nonlinear analysis, probabilistic analysis, testing, monitoring, etc). Testing and monitoring
may provide relevant data regarding actual bridge loads, actual properties of material, and actual behaviour of the bridge. However, probabilistic analysis and nonlinear analysis allow for considering the actual variability in modelling loads and resistance properties, and taking into account bridge redundancy.
The sensitivity analysis, performed during the assessment, may help to identify
where the refinement of the knowledge about the bridge may be the most beneficial
for the assessment of the bridge in cause. As already discussed, such refinements
may be based on detailing of the analysis methods and/or further collection of data.
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Doubts

INITIAL
Site visit
Study of documents
Simple calculation checks

INTERMEDIATE
Doubts confirmed

Yes

Further inspections
Detailed calculations/analysis
Material investigations

No

ENHANCED
Compliance with
codes and regulations

No

Yes

Simple repair or
strengthening solve
the problem

No

Refined calculations/analysis
Laboratory examinations
Statistical modelling
Reliability-based assessment
Economical decision analysis
Monitoring

Yes
Strengthening/repair
of bridge

Yes
Sufficient capacity?

No

Redefine use
(e.g. reduce loads)

Intensify
monitoring

Update maintenance strategy

Continued use
of bridge

Figure 2.2 Flow diagram for reassessment of existing bridges.
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of bridge
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Possible refinement of assessment

2.6.1 General overview
As already discussed in previous section, an assessment of an existing bridge generally may be improved (or refined) by the detailing the analysis methods and/or collection of additional data. The improvement of analysis methods may be achieved by
using more accurate structural analysis methods (e.g. linear elastic analysis but with
more accurate idealization, plastic analysis, non-linear analysis, etc.) and/or using
more appropriate safety formats (e.g. semi-probabilistic, simplified probabilistic, fully
probabilistic, etc.). The additional data can be collected to improve the load models
as well as the models of resistances (including material resistance properties) used in
the assessment. All these areas of possible refinement of assessment are discussed
in the following sections.

2.6.2 Structural analysis methods
The purpose of a structural analysis of a bridge is to determine internal forces, or directly the stresses, strains and deformations. Cross-sectional forces and moments
are used for capacity checks in analysis of cross-sections or local parts of the bridge.
Stresses and strains are used to determine the capacity directly, using the material
resistance.
The structural analysis comprises at least an idealisation of the bridge geometry, the
material behaviour and the structural behaviour.
A structural analysis can be made on different levels with respect to the idealisations
made on the material and structural behaviour. Generally four different methods of
structural analysis may be distinguished:
− Linear elastic analysis,
− Linear elastic analysis with limited redistribution,
− Plastic analysis,
− Non-linear analysis.
Linear elastic analysis can be used for the verification of SLS as well as ULS. It can
be effectively used to get a first estimate of deflections for SLS or to calculate crosssectional forces for cross-section verification using standard design formulas or more
advanced methods such as for instance probabilistic approaches.
Linear elastic analysis with limited redistribution can be used for the verification
of ULS. It provides a more realistic distribution of internal forces than the linear elastic
analysis where the concentrations of sectional moments and forces may appear (e.g.
where there are concentrated supports or loads, in corners of slab frame bridges
etc.). It can be used for cross-sectional checks using standard design formulas or
probabilistic approaches.
Plastic analysis can be based on lower or upper bound theory (static or kinematic),
e.g. frame analysis with plastic hinges, yield line theory and strip method for slabs,
strut and tie models. It is an efficient method for verification for all bridge types in
ULS. In this method it is necessary to verify the capacity for plastic deformation. Plastic analysis can help to verify additional load carrying capacity of structures due to
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redistribution of internal forces. It provides a more realistic distribution of internal
forces that can be used for cross-sectional checks using standard design formulas or
probabilistic approaches.
Non-linear analysis is the most appropriate method than can be used to describe
the behaviour of the structure in the most abnormal situations (excessive loading,
cracking, buckling, etc.). It can be used when non-linear response of the materials
and/or non-linear geometrical effects should be taken into account directly in the
structural analysis. The method can be used for all bridge types in SLS as well as
ULS. It may be used for determination of sectional forces and moments, but also for
direct study of the stress-strain response and the analysis of failure or load carrying
capacity.
The choice of the appropriate analysis method for each particular assessment case
depends on the type of the bridge or bridge construction material, the level of assessment (initial, intermediate and enhanced) and the analyzed effects (local or
global effects). Generally, for steel and concrete bridges the initial assessment can
be performed based on the linear elastic calculation. The intermediate assessment
can be performed using elastic analysis, elastic with limited redistribution, plastic
analysis or eventually non-linear analysis. The enhanced assessment should generally be performed based on results of non-linear structural analysis or, eventually,
plastic analysis.
In the case of masonry arch bridges, the choice of the appropriate structural analysis
method for initial, intermediate and enhanced assessment may be more complicated.
More information regarding this topic can be found in Chapter 8.
Besides the above mentioned types of structural analysis the different possibilities
are also available with regard to the idealisation of the bridge geometry and the corresponding structural behaviour (1,2 or 3 dimensional response). According to this, a
beam, grillage, frame or advanced FEM (plate, shell, solid and other types of elements) can be used. Guidance on the most suitable models for the structural analysis
of global and local effects in various bridge types and configurations, depending on
the assessment level, is provided in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.
Table 2.1

Suitability of models for the analysis of global effects (usually longitudinal analysis of the bridge deck).
Longitudinal
Initial
Intermediate
Enhanced
configuration
assessment
assessment
assessment

Beams*

beam

beam, grillage

beam, grillage,
FEM

Frames

2-D frame

2 or 3-D frame

3-D frame, FEM

Arches

2-D frame

2 or 3-D frame

3-D frame, FEM

Trusses

2-D frame

2 or 3-D frame

3-D frame, FEM

Note: * this includes box girders, slabs, slab on beams, trough bridges, etc.
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Table 2.2

Suitability of models for the analysis of local effects (usually transverse
analysis of the bridge deck but sometimes also longitudinal).
Deck type
Initial
Intermediate
Enhanced
assessment
assessment
assessment
Solid and voided
slabs

grillage

grillage, FEM (plate
or shell elements)

FEM (plate, shell or
solid elements)

Slabs on beams

grillage

grillage, FEM (combined beams and
plates or shells)

FEM (combined
beams and plates
or shells, solid el.)

Boxes

grillage

3-D frame, FEM
(shell elements)

FEM (shell or solid
elements)

Orthotropic

grillage

grillage, FEM (plate
or shell el.)

FEM (shell elements)

Through and halfthrough bridges

grillage

grillage, FEM (combined beams and
plates or shells)

FEM (combined
beams and plates
or shells, solid el.)

Note: in the brackets the recommendations regarding type of FEM elements to be
used in the analysis are made.
It should be noted that depending on the mesh size, the frame, grillage and FEM
models can be of application to study both global and local effects simultaneously.
Regarding the material models used in the structural analysis the guidance on the
models to be used is presented in section 2.6.5 and in chapters 6, 7 and 8 corresponding to concrete, metallic and masonry bridges. In chapter 9 guidance on modelling foundations and transition zones is given

2.6.3 Safety formats
As previously mentioned, assessment of existing bridges can be made on the different level of sophistication also with regard to safety format applied in the assessment.
Generally, deterministic, semi-probabilistic and probabilistic formats can be used.
The choice of the appropriate safety format for each particular assessment case depends on the type of the bridge or bridge construction material, the level of assessment (initial, intermediate and enhanced) and the analyzed effects (local or global
effects). Generally, for steel and concrete bridges the initial assessment can be performed using deterministic or semi-probabilistic formats from the available design or
assessment codes. The intermediate assessment can be performed based on semiprobabilistic formats meant for the purpose of assessment of existing bridges (e.g.
partial safety factor method considering redundancy and/or condition factor, Ghosn
and Moses method - redundancy factor approach, design resistance methods - partial factor estimate or EN 1992-2 (2003) estimate), or eventually using simplified
probabilistic format (e.g. Mean Load Method, design resistance method - probabilistic
estimate). The enhanced assessment should generally be performed using probabilistic safety formats applicable for non-linear analysis (e.g. Sobrino and Casas
method, simplified probabilistic format of Ghosn and Moses or fully probabilistic formats).
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Chapter 3 provides detailed information regarding above mentioned safety formats
and proposed safety levels to be used in probabilistic or semi-probabilistic assessment. As can be seen in chapter 3, the safety formats shown there present different
level of complexity. Therefore, their application by the user should follow a parallel
way to the increasing complexity of the assessment levels as presented in this chapter. In general, the following order of application of the safety formats presented in
chapter 3 can be proposed (presented in increasing level of complexity and accuracy):
Intermediate assessment (see figure 2.2)
− Partial safety factor format + condition factor (see page 33 and equation 3.1)
− Mean load method + simplified probabilistic models (see page 34, equation
3.2 and 3.4, and tables 3.1-3.3)
− Design resistance methods (see pages 40-42)
− Ghosn and Moses method (see page 38, equation 3.8 )
Enhanced assessment (see figure 2.2)
− Probabilistic linear analysis at member level (see page 34 and equation 3.2)
− Sobrino and Casas method (see page 39 and equations 3.10-3.12) applicable only to particular cases
− Simplified probabilistic non-linear analysis (see page 39 and equation 3.9)
− Full probabilistic non-linear analysis (see page 38)
In case of masonry arch bridges, due to limited information regarding probabilistic
models of resistance parameters and resistance models, the initial, intermediate and
enhanced assessment will be normally performed using deterministic or semiprobabilistic safety formats. However, probabilistic methods can also be used when
reliable information regarding material properties and response models will be provided. More information regarding this topic can be found in Chapter 8 and in SB4.7.4
(2007).

2.6.4 Load models
One of the first tasks, in the assessment of existing railway bridges, is the definition
of the railway traffic load which makes the basis for the assessment. In most European countries the assessment codes or guidelines do not exists. Therefore, the assessment of load carrying capacity of bridges is often carried out on the basis of the
design codes which are usually very conservative due to the fact that they have to
cover wide range of bridges and railway traffic conditions. It is obvious that it can be
very advantageous to perform assessment of existing bridges based on special load
models meant for assessment purposes. An overview of the train assessment loads
specified in selected European countries is presented in SB4.3.1 (2005).
The special assessment train loads may be connected directly to the classification of
heavy goods wagons (UIC, 2004). In this way it is possible to classify the line or
bridge capacity according to railway traffic that actually the railway line is experiencing. Detailed information regarding this subject, including the guidance on methods to
determine the assessment train loads and bridge specific dynamic amplification factor, is presented in Chapter 5.
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The traffic load models used in the assessment can also be based on the measurements of the actual loads on analyzed bridges, performed using Weigh in Motion
(WIM) systems. Furthermore, the loads can be modelled as random variables and
besides the information regarding the expected or extreme value the complete information about the probability distributions in whole load range can be used. In some
situations they can also contain information regarding all the loading history (e.g. for
fatigue analysis).
The same as in case of safety formats and structural analysis methods, the choice of
load models (i.e. railway traffic loads but also permanent loads) most appropriate for
assessment of the bridge in cause will depend on the type of the bridge, the level of
assessment (initial, intermediate and enhanced) and the analyzed effects (local or
global effects, ultimate strength or fatigue, etc.). Generally, in the initial assessment,
the load models from bridge design or assessment codes will be sufficient. In the intermediate level of assessment, the loads especially calibrated for the assessment of
existing bridges should be applied or, eventually, some simple probabilistic models
may be used. However, in the enhanced assessment, the semi-probabilistic or fully
probabilistic load models based on real traffic records (e.g. obtained by WIM) should
be used.
The guidance of the appropriate load models for initial, intermediate and enhanced
assessment is provided in Chapter 5. In addition some methods of refining load models using information from testing and monitoring can be found in Chapters 5 and 10.

2.6.5 Resistance models
The same as in the case of the load models, the resistance models used for the assessment may be refined during the assessment process. Generally it can be done
by collecting additional data (e.g. performing some non-destructive, minor destructive
or destructive test, monitoring behaviour of the bridge, etc.). Furthermore, more advanced models, e.g. probabilistic models, can be used.
The choice of the appropriate resistance model for each assessment case would be
made based on the information regarding bridge type and bridge construction material, the level of assessment (initial, intermediate and enhanced), the analyzed effects
(local or global effects, ultimate analysis, fatigue, etc.) and the bridge condition. Generally, the initial assessment can be performed using resistance models defined
based on available data about the bridge (design drawings and calculations, records
from the construction phase, results of previously performed tests, etc.) and the
available design or assessment codes. The design codes from the time when the
bridge has been constructed might be a background for the assessment. However,
the assessment should be performed using modern codes. The intermediate assessment can be performed using resistance models calibrated using information
from simple test performed on the analyzed structure (usually non-destructive or minor destructive tests). Sometimes, probabilistic models can also be used. The enhanced assessment should generally be performed using fully probabilistic models
calibrated against reliable test results (usually minor destructive or destructive).
Eventually, semi-probabilistic models retrieved from the fully probabilistic models can
also be used (e.g. for the assessment of masonry arch bridges or when the use of
probabilistic format for assessment is not necessary). Detailed information regarding
resistance models to be used on various assessment levels of concrete, steel and
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masonry arch bridges is presented in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Additionally,
Chapter 10 gives some guidance on the methods that can be used to refine the models using information from testing and monitoring.

2.7
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3. Requirements
The objective of a structural assessment of an existing structure in general and a
railway bridge in particular is to assess whether the requirements to functionality,
safety and service life are fulfilled or not. Therefore, this chapter deals with the requirements necessary for a correct and accurate assessment of the bridge. In fact,
the first requirement is to decide on the safety format to apply as well as to set the
required level of safety depending on the specific circumstances of the bridge under
assessment (importance in the network, economical consequences of failure, etc.). A
second group of requirements refer to the check of the remaining service life. Because the normal practice is to check if the requirements are fulfilled using the limit
states philosophy, the next part of the chapter is devoted to the description of the limit
states to be considered in the assessment.
It should be pointed out that in the Guideline, when talking about the probability of
failure we are referring to its “nominal” value (i.e. the probability of failure due to different sources of uncertainty but not taking into account the human error). Therefore,
the nominal probability of failure as used in the context of the present document does
not coincide with the actual probability of failure observed in the real structures.

3.1

Safety

The requirements for safety in this guideline are divided into requirements to the
safety format and to the safety level. In both cases, special issues have to be considered depending on the level of the assessment (bridge member or complete bridge).

3.1.1 Safety format
Component/member level assessment
The same general principles and formats as provided by current standards for the
design of new structures should be used as the basis for the assessment of an existing bridge albeit most of the variables and methods are different. Older codes valid in
the period when the original structure was designed can be used only as guidance
documents. Because EN (Eurocodes) are the common standards in Europe for the
design of new bridges, the safety principles and safety format assumed there are
also used here as the basis in the present guideline for assessment of existing
bridges. Because safety rules in EN are based on a member level, also the assessment of bridge members will be developed using the limit states philosophy and the
format of partial safety factors assuming a linear behaviour between the loads and
the corresponding internal forces in the bridge members. As presented in 3.3, the
limit states are the same as specified in the Eurocodes (ultimate, serviceability, fatigue). However, regarding the aspects related to the remaining service life of the
bridge, the limit state of Durability is also introduced (see 3.2 and 3.3).
The specific partial safety factors to be used in the assessment must be calibrated
according to the target reliability index defined in the assessment (see section 3.1.2).
Therefore, they may be different from those assumed in the design. In fact, in the
assessment, a better balance between the replacement costs and the continued operation can be done via a risk assessment and a life-cycle cost analysis. Also in the
part concerning the resistance of the limit state function, a condition factor (ΦC)
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should be used to consider the actual condition state of the member and its influence
on the resistance. Therefore, the safety format takes the form:

φC φ R Rn ≥ γ S1 S n1 + γ S 2 S n 2 + ......γ Sn S nn

(3.1)

where ΦR is the resistance partial safety factor and γs the load partial safety factors
specific for assessment.
In the absence of calibrated partial safety factors for resistance and actions derived
for assessment, a first step is to check Equation 3.1 using the partial safety factors
available in the design code (Eurocode or similar). In the case that this does not fulfil
Equation 3.1, then a calibration process can be undertaken for a representative
group of bridges, obtaining specific partial safety factors for their assessment. A general overview how the calibration is carried out can be found in Melchers(1987),
Nowak (1995) and Nowak (2000). However, the process of calibration should be performed by experts in the code calibration process. Alternatively, for the specific
bridge, direct probabilistic methods ( see chapters 5,6,7 and 8 of this Guideline)
should be applied with the target reliability levels defined for the bridge with guidance
from the values presented in 3.1.2. When a full probabilistic method is applied, the
corresponding safety format is:
β > β target

(3.2)

or, alternatively:
P f < P ftarget

(3.3)

Where β (Pf )is the reliability index (probability of failure) according to the limit state
function that in a general case takes the form G= R-S, being R and S random variables that model the resistance and load effect. The safety measure (β or Pf ) can be
obtained, in the general case, with available computational tools (FORM, SORM,
Monte Carlo simulation,…) (Melchers (1987), Nowak (2000)).
As an alternative to the full probabilistic approach, a simplified method, the Mean
Load Method can be applied. In this case, only the mean value and standard deviation of resistance and actions is necessary. In most cases, the values presented in
tables 3.1 and 3.2 for the bias ratio and coefficients of variation of dead load and resistance may be of application. The bias ratio is the ratio between the mean and
nominal values of the random variable and the coefficient of variation is the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean values. The proposed nominal value of
resistance can be obtained using the Eurocodes or other Codes and Standards.
Table 3.1:
Statistical parameters of dead load
Dead load type
Bias ratio (λ)

Coef. of var. (VS)

Steel elements*

1.012

0.03

Concrete (cast in situ)*

1.05

0.10

Concrete (precast)*

1.03

0.08

* According to Nowak(1995), Melchers (1987)
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Statistical parameters (Bias ratio and coefficient of variation) of resistance (SB4.4.2, 2007)
Resistance category
Bias
Coef. of

structure
Structural Steel

Reinforced concrete

Prestressed concrete

ratio (λ)

var. (VRt)

Yield moment

1.10

COVfys + 0.01

Plastic moment

1.10

COVfys + 0.01

Inelastic buckling bending moment**

1.16

0.08

Elastic buckling bending moment**

1.09

0.09

Compression**

1.05

0.08

Tension**

1.05

0.08

Shear**

1.17

0.17

Welded connection capacity*

1.15

0.15

Bolted connection capacity*

1.25

0.15

Bending moment

1.15

COVfyr

Shear with shear reinforcement

1.201

COVfyr

Shear without shear reinforcement

2)

COVfct

Axial

1.0

0.12

Rectangular and T beams -

1.10

0.07

1.05

0.085

Rectangular and T beams - shear

1.051

0.12

Massive slabs - bending moment

1.11

0.06

bending moment - Ap/Ac<0.4%
Rectangular and T beams bending moment - Ap/Ac>0.4%

Notes: COVfys= coefficient of variation of the structural steel; COVfyr = coefficient of
variation of the reinforcing steel; COVfct = coefficient of variation of the concrete tensile strength (15 to 20 %); Ap = area of prestressing steel; Ac = area of concrete;
* According to JCSS (2000); ** According to CAN/CSA-S6-00 (2000)
1

Nominal value calculated according to Annex 3.5. In the case that the nominal value
is obtained with more advanced tools (Modified Compression Field Theory) the bias
ratio is equal to the bias ratio of the stirrups reinforcing steel.
_

2

The mean value of the shear resistance is Vult = 1.05 x1.71kbd ,b is the section width
and d is the effective cross-section depth. k can be obtained from the following table
depending on the concrete grade.
compressive strength (MPa) 25

30

35

40

45

50

55

k (MPa)

0.75

0.85

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.15

0.65
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The COVfyi (see Table 3.2) depends on the steel quality and is usually between 510% (JCSS (2000), SB4.4.2 (2007)). The exact value has to be assumed for each
specific case.
In the case of shear in concrete elements, the values in table 3.2 can not be applied
to cross-sections failing in shear due to compression of the concrete or to the cases
where the longitudinal reinforcement fails due to shear before the rupture of the reinforcing stirrups.
In the values in table 3.2 the modelling error is not included. This can be accounted
for introducing a random variable “model error” (η). Therefore, the final mean value
and the coefficient of variation of the response will be:

Rmean =η mean λRn
2

2

V R = (Vη + VRt )1 / 2
VRt is the coefficient of variation of the theoretical resistance ( values in table 3.2).
The mean value and coefficient of variation of the variable model error are presented
in table 3.3
Table 3.3: Mean value and coefficient of variation of the random variable “model error” for bridge elements (SB4.4.2, 2007)
Type of structure
η
ηmean
Vη
Reinforced and prestressed concrete

Non-composite steel girders

Bending

1.02

0.06

Shear – with steel

1.07

0.10

Shear – no steel

1.20

0.10

Bending

1.02

0.06

Shear

1.02

0.07

A first order reliability format is proposed in the following way:
R
S
β=
2
V R + VS2
ln

(3.4)

where:
_

R = mean value of resistance (considering the actual state of the member and its
influence on the resistance)
_

S = mean value of total-load effect
VR = coefficient of variation of resistance
VS = coefficient of variation of total- load effect
The value of β obtained by Equation 3.4 must be greater than the target reliability
index derived from section 3.1.2.
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System/structural level assessment
The assessment of the bridge at the system level is of much higher complexity. It
should be undertaken only when the assessment at the component/member level
does not provide satisfactory results. The level of redundancy inherent to many
bridge types can declare a bridge as safe when a system level assessment is performed, even in cases where the component level assessment has resulted in the
bridge to fail to fulfil a limit state.
Failure criteria and Limit States
The ability of a structural system, particularly a bridge system, to carry the loads after
the failure of one of its members is called redundancy. Using different words the redundancy can be defined as the capability of the bridge to sustain the damage of
some of its components without collapsing.
Due to redundancy, a multiple-path to the final failure is obtained. Therefore, different
hazard scenarios should be defined leading to the bridge failure as the first step in
the assessment process. A hazard scenario is defined as a situation, transient in time
that a structure might happen to undergo which would endanger its life and those of
people. A hazard scenario is defined by a leading hazard and a number of accompanying actions, influences and settings.
Once the different hazard scenarios are defined, then the corresponding failure criteria and limit states can be defined.
A bridge may be considered safe from a system viewpoint if:
1.- It provides a reasonable safety level against first member failure
2.- It does not produce large deformations under regular traffic conditions
3.- It does not reach its ultimate system capacity under extreme loading conditions
4.- It is able to carry some traffic loads after damage or the loss of a main loadcarrying member
As seen, system safety not only concerns the ultimate system capacity, but also the
deformation, and the post-damage capacity. Therefore, the following four limit states
should be checked to ensure adequate bridge redundancy and system safety:
1.- Member failure limit state
This is the traditional check of individual member safety.
2.- Serviceability limit state
This is defined as a maximum live load displacement accounting for the nonlinear
behaviour of the bridge system. The displacement should be lower than then prescribed value in order to guarantee traffic safety (track irregularities) and passenger
comfort.
3.- Ultimate limit state
This is the ultimate capacity of the bridge system or the formation of a collapse
mechanism.
4.- Damaged condition limit stateThis is defined as the ultimate capacity of the bridge
system after the complete removal of one main load carrying component from the
structural model.
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Safety format for systems with known failure modes
This includes the bridges whose ultimate behaviour may be represented as a series
or parallel system as well as some simple mixed systems. In some cases, the system
behaviour can be also predictable based on some previous knowledge (results of
analysis performed for similar structures). In this case, the safety of the system can
be evaluated as a function of the safety of the members. Therefore what has been
explained at member level is of application with some modifications. The checking
equation is:

φ S φC φ R Rn = γ S 1 S n1 + γ S 2 S n 2 + ......γ Sn S nn

(3.5)

In this case, Φs accounts for the redundancy and ductility of the system and must be
obtained through calibration for the most representative railway bridges.
Again, in the case of absence of calibrated partial safety factors, a full probabilistic
analysis is possible. The limit state function refers to the bridge as a whole. The
checking equation is:
β system > β systemtarget

(3.6)

or
Pfsystem < Pfsystemtarget

(3.7)

The exact value of βsystem or Pfsystem or the corresponding upper and lower bounds can
be ob-tained from the values of the member elements without the need of advanced
non-linear analysis
The values of βsystemtarget can be adopted according to the values presented in 3.1.2.
Safety format for systems with unknown failure modes
In this case, the non-linear analysis of the bridge is required. Five different safety
formats can be defined with different levels of complexity and computation needs:
a) Format of Ghosn and Moses
Based on the reports NCHRP (1998) and NCHRP (2001), the checking equation for
the system is:

φ red ≥ 1

(3.8)

where Φred is the so-called redundancy factor that could be calculated according to
the method presented in annex 3.1 and SB4.4.1 (2007). If Equation (3.8) is fulfilled
then the bridge can be considered as safe
b) Full probabilistic format
A numerical model of the bridge based on a deterministic non-linear analysis is used
jointly with simulation or other applicable reliability technique to obtain the probability
of failure or the reliability index of the system which is compared to the target values
(see 3.1.2).
More information on the practical application of this format is available in annex 3.2
and SB4.4.3 (2007).
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c) Simplified probabilistic format
According to the definition of structural redundancy, the following criteria should be
met to get the required safety:

Δβ ult + β member = β ult ≥ Δβ ult arg et + β membert arg et = β ultt arg et
Δβ serv + β member = β serv ≥ Δβ servt arg et + β membert arg et = β servt arg et

(3.9)

Δβ damage + β member = β damage ≥ Δβ damaget arg et + β membert arg et = β damaget arg et
The values of βult, βser and βdamage are obtained using the Mean Load Method (see
Equation 3.4). The ultimate limit state corresponds to the formation of a collapse
mechanism. The serviceability limit state corresponds to the maximum displacement
due to the live load accounting for the non-linear behaviour of the bridge, and the
damaged limit state corresponds to the capacity of the bridge after removal of one
main load carrying component from the structural model. The mean value of the resistance for each one of these limit states is evaluated through a non-linear analysis
with the mean values of the variables. The coefficient of variation is taken equal to
the coefficient of variation of the member.
βmember corresponds to the traditional check of individual member safety and is obtained through a standard linear analysis. The target values can be obtained from the
values presented in 3.1.2.
More information on the practical application of this format is available in annex 3.3
and SB4.4.1 (2007).
d) Format of Sobrino and Casas
As reported in Sobrino and Casas (1994), in the case of continuous beams in bending and when the variability of the mechanical properties and geometrical uncertainties are such that they do not change the failure mode (which is the case of the
common continuous bridge structures ), an alternative and more simple solution to
the one proposed in b and c), is to use the format:
β > β target

(3.10)

where the reliability index is obtained considering the limit state function:

(

Z = M Ri − λ.i M Ge + M Qe

)

(3.11)

where MiR is the ultimate resistance moment of the i-th section of the continuous
beam, MeG is the bending moment due to dead loads calculated for the equivalent
simply supported beam and MeQ is the maximum bending moment due to traffic loads
calculated also for the equivalent simply supported beam. The equivalent simply
supported beam is defined as the simply supported beam with the same span-length
as the span where the cross-section i-th belongs. λi is the so-called moment redistribution factor for the i-th section and is defined as follows:

λ =
.i

1
M nla

i
M nla
3
+ M nla
2
+ M nla
2

(3.12)
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where Minla, M1nla, M3nla and M2nla are the bending moments at failure obtained in the
nonlinear analysis for the critical i-th section under consideration and the sections
over the supports and at mid-span respectively, for the span where i-th section is located. All these variables are assumed as normally distributed. The mean value is
the value obtained in each section with a non-linear analysis carried out with the
mean values of the basic variables (geometry, materials and permanent loads). The
coefficient of variation is taken equal to the coefficient of variation of the ultimate
bending moment in the section. The method only requires the solution of one nonlinear case.
More information on the practical application of this format is available in annex 3.4
and background document SB4.4.1.
e) Global/Overall resistance safety factor format
For non-linear analysis or plastic analysis it is also possible for ULS state to verify the
global resistance (of member or structure). In analogy to partial safety factor format
with variables for material resistance the following definitions are introduced:

R = r ( f ,...) resistance function of the numerical model, in which R is basic design
variable and f are material (or other) parameters. The following important values of
the resistance function r ( f ,...) can be identified:
Rm mean value of resistance,

Rk characteristic value of resistance, i.e. 5% percentile of the resistance
Rd design value of resistance, this value should satisfy the necessary safety requirements, i.e. the required reliability and probability of failure.
The proposed safety format is:

Ed < Rd

(3.13)

E d is the factorized load effect as in the case of partial safety factor method
Ed = γ S 1Sn1 + γ S 2 Sn 2 + ......γ Sn S nn

(3.14)

Design resistance – probabilistic estimate (Cervenka & Holicky)
It is assumed that random distribution of resistance is according to lognormal distribution. Mean and characteristic values of resistance shall be calculated using corresponding values of material parameters:

Rm = r ( f m ,...) , Rk = r ( f k ,...)

(3.15)

Where fm , fk are mean and characteristic values of input material parameters, respectively.
The coefficient of variation V R of resistance shall be determined from:
VR =

⎛R ⎞
1
ln ⎜ m ⎟
1.65 ⎝ Rk ⎠

Overall factor of resistance for mean resistance shall be determined from:

(3.16)
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(3.17)

where α R is sensitivity (weight) factor for resistance reliability and β is reliability index. Typically for β = 4.7 and α R = 0.8 , the global resistance factor equals to:

γ 0 ≅ exp(− 3.76VR )

(3.18)

and the design resistance is calculated as:

Rd =

Rm

(3.19)

γO

Design resistance – EN 1992-2 estimate
For the particular case of structural concrete, design resistance is calculated from:

Rd = r ( f%ym , f%cm ...) / γ O

(3.20)

Material properties used for resistance function are:

f%ym = 1.1 f yk

(3.21)

for steel yield strength,

f%pm = 1.1 f pk

(3.22)

for prestressing steel yield strength, and

γ
f%cm = 1.1 s f ck
γc

(3.23)

for concrete compressive strength, where γ s and γ c are partial safety factors for steel
and concrete respectively. Typically this means that the concrete compressive
~
strength should be calculated as f cm = 0.834 f ck . Overall factor of resistance shall be
γ 0 = 1.27 .
The evaluation of resistance function is done usually by nonlinear analysis assuming
the material parameters according to the above rules. This method is limited to cases
where tensile strength of concrete is not a major parameter influencing the limit state.
Design resistance – partial factor estimate
Design resistance Rd can be estimated using design material values as

Rd = r ( f d ,...)

(3.24)

In this case structural analysis is based on extremely low material parameters in all
locations. This may cause deviations in structural response, e.g. in failure mode. It
may be used as an estimate in absence of a more refined solution.
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3.1.2 Safety level
From a conceptual point of view, bridge assessment is very similar to bridge design.
The same basic principles lie at the heart of the process. An important difference
nevertheless lies in the fact that when a bridge is being designed, an element of conservatism is generally a good thing that can be achieved with very little additional
costs. When a bridge is being assessed, it is important to avoid unnecessarily conservative measures because of financial implications that may follow if a bridge is
designated as sub-standard without good cause. The definition of accurate and reliable safety levels is thus to be sought for carrying out assessments as accurate as
possible.
Design codes present safety margins which, in general, exceed those that are reasonable to accept for the assessment of existing bridges. This is because the level of
knowledge of existing structures and the actual traffic conditions can be determined
to a greater degree of reliability, as they can be observed and/or measured. Thus
partial safety factors can be reduced while maintaining the same level of structural
reliability. Knowledge of the structures can be increased by further investigations and
this can justify further reductions in partial safety factors. The partial safety factors
take into account variability in structural behaviour and loading. The required safety
margin is reduced with age as the remaining service-life is decreasing. Finally, the
optimum safety level in a new design is higher than in an existing bridge because of
the large costs associated with rehabilitation.
The selection of an appropriate safety level for bridge assessment is at present very
difficult because of the lack of rules on how such a choice should be made. Selecting
an appropriate level of safety must include consideration of socio-economic conditions. In all cases, the numerical applications and models developed for the analysis
of safety must account for the mode of construction, the type of structure and the part
of the structure considered.
The safety level can be expressed in terms of the so-called reliability index (β). In
the following, some guidelines on how to set the required minimum value of the reliability index for the assessment of an existing bridge are presented. They are differentiated according to the assessment of the whole bridge or only some of its members.

Component/member level assessment
Ultimate Limit States
As explained, the target value can be different to that assumed in design. As an example, in table 3.4 are presented some values adopted in different Codes and works.
The values in table 3.4 are adopted for the case of moderate consequences of failure
and 1 year reference period.
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Table 3.4.- Target values of the reliability index at member level for ULS and reference period of 1 year proposed in different countries and International Bodies.
Country
Canada
USA
Denmark Europe
JCSS
ISO
(Reference)

(CAN/CSA (AASHTO,
-S6-00,
1994);
2000)
(AASHTO,
2003)

(NKB,
(EN 1990,
1978); (Ve- 2001)
jdirektoratet, 2003)

(JCSS, (ISO,
2001)
1999)

Design

3.75

3.75

4.2

4.7

4.2

4.7

Assessment

3.25

2.5

4.2

-

-

4.7

In bridge design it is common to use a single safety level irrespective of the particularities in performance of different members or the whole bridge. The marginal difference in cost does not justify an increase in the complexity of the process. However,
for assessment, even a small difference in the required reliability index can result in a
major cost of bridge repairs. For this reason, it is justifiable to adjust target reliability
indexes depending on the behaviour of the element (ductile or brittle), the behaviour
of the structural system given the failure of one element (redundant or nonredundant) and the inspection level. For this reason, in the case of highway bridges
in Canada (CAN 2000) the values reflected in table 3.5 are proposed for all traffic
categories except permit controlled (PC). In the case of traffic with permit controlled
vehicles, the values in table 3.5 may be decreased by 0.5. For structures that could
affect the life safety of people or are essential to the local economy, or necessary for
the movement of emergency vehicles, a value at least 0.25 greater than that given in
table 3.5 shall be used.
Table 3.5- Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code. Target reliabilities for evaluation
of existing bridges (Ultimate limit state, 1 year)
System
Element
Inspection level
behaviour

behaviour

INSP1

INSP2

INSP3

S1

E1

4.00

3.75

3.75

E2

3.75

3.50

3.25

E3

3.50

3.25

3.00

E1

3.75

3.50

3.50

E2

3.50

3.25

3.00

E3

3.25

3.00

2.75

E1

3.50

3.25

3.25

E2

3.25

3.00

2.75

E3

3.00

2.75

2.50

S2

S3

The abbreviations in table 3.5 are defined as follows:
The system behaviour considers the effect of any existing deterioration and is classified by one of the following categories:
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S1: where element failure leads to total collapse. This would include failure of main
members with no benefit from continuity or multiple load paths, such as a simply
supported girder in a 2-girder system
S2: where element failure probably will not lead to total collapse. This would include
main load-carrying members in a multi-girder system, or continuous main members in
bending
S3: where element failure leads to local failure only. This would include decks slabs,
stringers and bearings in compression.
The element behaviour considers also the effect of any existing deterioration and is
classified into:
E1: where the element being considered is subject to sudden loss of capacity with
little or no warning. This might include failure by buckling; concrete in shear and/or
torsion with less than the minimum reinforcement required; bond (pullout) failure;
suspension cables, eyebars, bearing stiffeners, over-reinforced concrete beams,
connections, concrete beam column compression failure or steel in tension at net
section
E2: where the element being considered is subject to sudden failure with little or no
warning but will retain post-failure capacity. This might include concrete in shear
and/or torsion with at least the minimum reinforcement required, steel plates in compression with post-buckling capacity
E3: where the element being considered is subject to gradual failure with warning of
probable failure. This might include steel beams in bending or shear, underreinforced concrete in bending, decks, or steel in tension at gross section
The following inspections levels are considered:
INPS1: where a component is not inspectable. This might include hidden members
not accessible for inspection such as interior webs of voided slabs. This level applies
to elements that are not inspectable; it is not for bridges that are not inspected.
INSP2: where inspection is to the satisfaction of the evaluator, with results of each
inspection recorded and available to the evaluator
INSP3: where inspection of critical and/or substandard components has been carried
out by the evaluator and final evaluation calculations account for all information obtained during this inspection.
Also, the consequences of failure and the costs of safety measures can be considered when adopting the required target values. Based on cost-benefit analysis for the
public at characteristic and representative but simple example structures, the values
in table 3.6 are proposed by JCSS (2001) for the case of structural components and
systems in the narrow sense.
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Table 3.6.- Target reliability indices related to one year reference period and ultimate
limit states according to JCSS (JCSS 2001)
Relative cost of Minor conseModerate conseLarge consesafety measure quences of failure quences of failure quences of failure
Large (A)

3.1

3.3

3.7

Normal (B)

3.7

4.2

4.4

Small (C)

4.2

4.4

4.7

In table 3.6, the following definitions apply:
Minor consequences: Risk to life, given a failure, is small to negligible and economic consequences are small or negligible ( agricultural structures, silos, masts).
The cost of failure is similar to the cost of construction
Moderate consequences: Risk to life, given a failure, is medium or economic consequences are considerable (office buildings, industrial buildings, apartment buildings). The cost of failure is between 1 and 4 times the cost of construction
Large consequences: Risk to life, given a failure, is high, or economic consequences are significant (main bridges, theatres, hospitals, high rise buildings). The
cost of failure is between 4 and 9 times the cost of construction
Relative cost of safety measures: the normal class (B) should be associated with:

− medium variability of loads and resistances ( 0.1 < COV < 0.3)
− the increment of construction cost for a small variation of the reliability level is
in the order of 3 % of the original cost
− normal design life and normal obsolesce rate (the benefit for unit time due to
the existence of the construction is positive for at least 20 years)
Serviceability Limit States
For the serviceability limit state values of β between 1 and 2 are recommended for a
remaining service life around 50 years (SB4.4.1, 2007; ISO, 1999).
Fatigue Limit States
For the fatigue limit state and a remaining service life of 50 years, a value of β= 2.3 is
recommended in the case of inspection and β= 3.1 if the element or detail is not inspectable (SB4.4.1, 2007; ISO, 1999).

System/structural level assessment
In the case that a full probabilistic analysis is performed in the bridge, the values in
table 3.7 can be considered as representative of the required safety level for the Ultimate limit states
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Target values of reliability index (ULS, 1 year) at system level according
to CAN (2000)
Inspection level

behaviour

INSP1

INSP2

INSP3

E1

4.0

3.75

3.75

E2

3.75

3.50

3.25

E3

3.50

3.25

3.0

If a simplified probabilistic analysis taking into account the bridge redundancy is carried out according to the method explained in 3.1.1 (Equation 3.9), the target values
of the relative reliability indices to be considered are those presented in table 3.8
(NCHRP, 1998; NCHRP, 2001; SB4.4.1, 2007).
Table 3.8.- Target values of the relative reliability indices (NCHRP, 1998; NCHRP,
2001; SB4.4.1, 2007)
Δβult

Δβser

Δβdamage

Superstructure

0.85

0.25

-2.70

Substructure

0.50

0.50

-2.0

3.2

Service life

The assessment together with the inspection, maintenance and/or replacements
plans must guarantee the correct performance of the bridge during the remaining or
residual service life. The Residual Service Life (RSL), tRS, is defined as the assumed
period of time, obtained after an assessment process, for which the structure will continue to serve its purposes. When the residual service life elapses, a new assessment is requested. The intended RSL, agreed by the client and justified on the basis
of socio-economic criteria is the residual design life tD. It is decided case by case and
it is usually the same or shorter than the design life relevant for a new structure.
An assessment process must always define:
1. the reliability (or safety) level of the particular limit state
2. the residual service life inherent to the final results
3. the assumptions and models used in the assessment
4. conclusions, decisions and optimization to be taken for the bridge under consideration (this is of special relevance considering the fatigue limit state, and,
the inspection and maintenance program).

3.2.1 Safety format
The requirements for service life belong to the class of Durability Limit State (DLS).
The durability assessment can be carried out with similar statistical or deterministic
safety factor methods or full probabilistic approach as mechanical design (see 3.1.1).
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In structural engineering practice, conceptual models are used for considering what
can happen to a structure. This requires a consideration of the loading actions applied to the structure, the transfer of these actions into component forces and displacements, and the damage, deformation or collapse that can occur. Conceptual
models used for this consideration include load transfer based mainly on statics and
dynamics, and the mechanisms of changes in stress and strain fields (yielding, crushing, buckling, cracking or deformation) resulting in failure – more generally: loss of
required performance. The same concept applies to durability: the conceptual models
for durability relate to the mechanisms that transfer environmental actions (performing in time) into cumulative, time-related degradation that result in damage mechanisms causing failure (lost of required performance).
Traditionally the design is focused on mechanical design, because of the structural
safety reasons and high consequences of these types of failure to human beings.
However, degradation and obsolescence together are most important actions causing needs for refurbishment or demolition, and therefore have big economic consequences. Therefore it is important to develop rational and systematic methodologies
and methods for controlling all these types of limit states in lifetime planning, design
and management process of existing bridges. As mentioned, the relevant limit state
regarding the service life is that of durability. Therefore, two safety format categories
may be considered: Service life format and limit state format.
Service Life Format
The service life format consists of determining the residual design service life, tD, of
the component or structure and assessing the predicted remaining service life, tRS, of
the component or structure. The predicted service life, tRS, of the structure and its
components shall meet or exceed their design life, tD, i.e.
tRS ≥ tD

(3.25)

Within the probability framework: the following probability is compared to a specified
target probability
P{failure} at tD = P{ tRS (Xi, t) ≤ tD } ≤ Ptarget

(3.26)

The tRS is predicted value modelled as a function of basic variables, Xi and t.
In the case where a structural component is protected against degrading agents
(e.g., concrete cover of reinforcement, zinc coating of steel), tRS can be determined
as a sum of two service-life predictors:
tRS =

tstart + texp

(3.27)

where tstart, the time to initiation of degradation (initiation period), is modelled as a
function of the basic variables for agent transfer, Xi and t. The texp, the service life
after initiation of degradation (often called propagation period), is a function of basic
variables for damage or resistance, Yi and t. Basically, the variables Xi and Yi are
random variables (or random fields), some of them might be treated as deterministic
values in certain situations. A general statistical definition of these variables in the
case of concrete bridges is available in the FIB-Model Code for Service Life Design
(FIB (2006)). It should be recognized that the residual service life tRS can be considered as a random variable having its own probability density function.
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Limit States Format
The limit state into consideration is the durability limit state. In the same way as
Eurocodes are the common standards in Europe for checking ultimate and serviceability limit states in the design of new bridges, the new FIB-Model Code for Service
Life Design (MC-SLD) (FIB (2006)) is the common standard for checking of the durability limit states of concrete structures. Therefore, the safety formats described in the
MC-SLD will be also adopted in this Guideline when relevant and applicable to the
durability assessment of existing bridges. The two possibilities are the Full Probabilistic format and the Partial Factor format.
Full probabilistic format
The basic requirement during the residual design life of the component, tD, is
R(tD) ≥ S(tD)

(3.28)

where R(tD) is the resistance capacity of the structural component at the end of the
design life, tD, and S(tD) represents the cumulative degradation of the component at
the end of the design life, tD. R(t) and S(t) are modeled as a function of the basic
variables, Xi and t. The safety condition, Equation (3.28), is ensured by checking that
P{failure} at tD = P{R(tD) – S(tD)<0} < Ptarget

(3.29)

Either the resistance R or the load action S or both can be time-dependent quantities.
Thus the failure probability is also a time dependent quantity. In the case of concrete
structures, the definition of variables R and S can be done according to FIB (2006),
where the most relevant degradation processes are dealt with. In the case of the assessment, the available models described in FIB (2006) can be up-dated according
to the results obtained during the inspection and NDT. Again, it is recommendable to
split the total service life into initiation and propagation periods.
Apart of the probability of failure the reliability index β can be used alternatively.
Partial factor format
The safety equation takes the form:

Rd > S d

(3.30)

with Rd the design value of the durability parameter and Sd the design value of the
accumulated degradation. The calculation of the design values for concrete bridges
can be done according to the definitions and values reported in FIB (2006).

3.2.2 Safety level
The safety level may be expressed by the probability of failure or by the reliability index β. Reliability requirements for service life might be different from the requirements for structural safety in mechanical limit states due to economic, social and sustainability considerations, and, due to the level of knowledge about the technical history of the bridge in question.
The discussion and values of safety indexes are presented in SB4.4.1 (2007) and in
section 3.1.2 for different limit states, corresponding reliability classes, consequence
classes and relative costs of safety measures. The differentiation of safety indexes of
service life in durability limit states might be more pronounced: the reference period
equal to residual service life should be considered as well as the wishes of client.
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Some guidance is provided in Sarja et al. (2004). Also the definition/choice of specific
limit states has to be considered when discussing the target safety level. E.g. several
limit states of concrete structures related to the corrosion of steel reinforcement may
be distinguished: (i) depassivation of reinforcement; (ii) cracking (visible cracks); (iii)
spalling of concrete cover (which is combined with bond decrease); (iv) decrease of
effective reinforcement area (leading to excessive deformation or possibly to collapse). Types (i)-(ii) belong to the SLS category of limit states, (iii) might fall in both
ULS and SLS category depending on the location and grade of degradation, and, (iv)
is ULS category (load bearing capacity) or SLS (deformation capacity).
It is important to notice, that when checking the durability limit states, in addition the
safety of mechanical (static, dynamic and fatigue) limit states has to be checked
separately. Because durability performs in interaction with structural mechanical
safety, the recommended reliability indexes of durability service life are close to the
level of requirements for mechanical safety. In FIB (2006) are presented the recommended minimum values for reliability index for use in SLD when designing new concrete structures, as a function of the exposure classes as described in Eurocode 2
(EN 1992, 2003). In summary, a reliability index equal to 1.3 is considered for the depassivation limit states (initiation period) and a value between 3.7 and 4.4 is suggested for the collapse limit states (after the propagation period).

3.2.3 Degradation models
Degradation models are time dependent mathematical functions that show the average increase of degradation with time. Usually these models are parameterized with
several materials, structural and environmental parameters.
A degradation model is usually needed for each relevant degradation type. However,
in some cases two or more degradation types can be combined into the same model
formula. Sometimes the degradation types follow one another so that the occurrence
of one degradation type is the precondition for another degradation type to occur.
All degradation models should fulfil the following minimum requirements:

− The models and the parameters must be clearly defined.
− The models must cover all the degradation mechanisms and parameters that
have a major effect on the durability of the structures to be analyzed.
− The model functions must be continuous and differentiable with time.
− The parameter values must be available for the structures to be analyzed
− Both the macro and micro (local, in-site) climatic effects must be considered if
climate is relevant.
− The limit states corresponding to maximum allowable degradation must be
defined.
Selected calculation tools for degradation modelling can be found in several sources,
for concrete structures (Sarja et al. 2004, FIB (2006)) and in chapter 6 of this Guideline. Some new models are under development belonging to different levels.
In the case of steel structures, the predominant degradation processes are corrosion
and fatigue. Models to predict the fatigue damage with time are presented in chapter
7.
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In the case of masonry structures, the most usual degradation processes and the
corresponding models are described in chapter 8.
Main criteria in selecting the degradation model for each specific use are e. g.:

− availability of statistical data of variables of each model
− availability of data or testing method for the coefficients of each model
− accuracy of the model when using the available data in relation to the required
− accuracy level
− costs of IT tools and the work in calculations.
Some of these criteria can be evaluated roughly beforehand, but often some comparative test calculations are needed.
The predictions of degradation processes may be enhanced by utilizing the Bayesian
updating, see e.g. Novak et al. (1996) and chapter 10.

3.3

Limit States

As mentioned before, the current practise in EN (Eurocodes) to check performance of
new structures is based on the limit states philosophy. Therefore, the same philosophy is adopted in the case of existing railway bridges. In the following, the limit states
relevant for a railway bridge assessment are presented.
In a general way, distinction is made between:

− ultimate limit states
− serviceability limit states
− fatigue limit states
− durability limit states
As mentioned in chapter 2, often fatigue limit states are part of either the serviceability or the ultimate limit states. This is because, despite fatigue may lead to the collapse of the structure and therefore should be considered as a ultimate limit state, the
normal service loads on the bridge are used in the checking limit state. Therefore, it
is recommended in this Guideline to handle fatigue separately.
On the other hand, although it may be easy to differentiate between the serviceability,, fatigue and durability limit states for metal and concrete bridges, it is not so easy
for masonry arch bridges. Therefore, in the case of masonry arch bridges these three
limit states can be put together to check the residual life of the bridge. One can talk
about the Permissible Limit State (PLS) defined as the limit at which there is a loss of
structural integrity which will measurably affect the ability of the bridge to carry its
working loads for the expected life of the bridge ( see section 8.6)
Verification of a limit state may be omitted if sufficient information is available to
prove that the requirements of this limit state are met by one of the other.

3.3.1 Ultimate limit state
The ultimate limit state covers collapse and structural failure.
The ultimate limit state concern:

− safety of the structure and its contents
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− the safety of people.
Ultimate limit states which may require consideration include:
−
−
−
−
−

loss of equilibrium of the structure or any part of it, considered as a rigid body
failure by excessive deformation
transformation of the structure or any part of it into a mechanism
rupture
loss of stability of the structure or any part of it, including supports and
foundations.

3.3.2 Serviceability limit state
Serviceability limit states corresponds to conditions beyond which specified service
requirements for a structure or structural element are no longer met.
The serviceability requirements concern:

− the functioning of the structure or parts of it
− comfort to the user
− appearance
A distinction shall be made between reversible and irreversible serviceability limit
states, if relevant.
Serviceability limit states which may require considerations include:

− deformations and displacements which affects the appearance or effective use
of the structure or cause damage to non structural elements
− vibrations which cause discomfort to people, damage to the structure or the
materials it supports, or which limit its functional effectiveness
− damage, including cracking, which is likely to affect appearance, durability or
the function of the structure adversely.
For railway structures attention should especially be made to
− performance criteria (to avoid passenger discomfort)
− deformation
− vibrations
− traffic safety
− vertical acceleration of the deck
− deck twist
− rotations at the end of the deck (ballasted tracks)
− horizontal deflection of the deck.
as these cases are subject to special attention for railway bridges.

3.3.3 Fatigue limit state
The fatigue limit state includes:

− failure caused by fatigue or other time-dependant effects
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− observable damage caused by fatigue and other time-dependent effects.
Fatigue is a local material deterioration caused by repeated variations of stresses or
strains. Distinguish is made between low cycle fatigue (few load cycles) and high cycle fatigue (numerous load cycles).
Low cycle fatigue is associated with non-linear material and geometric behaviour,
e.g. alternating plastic strains in plastic zones.
High cycle fatigue is mainly governed by elastic behaviour and as a consequence
elastic models should be used.
Whether fatigue assessment is needed or not has to be evaluated in each case.
Specific procedure for the examination of fatigue safety and remaining fatigue life of
structural details and components in steel using probabilistic methods can be found
in Annex 3.7.

3.3.4 Durability limit state (Service Life Assessment)
The durability limit state refers to:

− Requirements to attain a specified design service life ( design of new bridges)
− Assessment of remaining service life ( assessment of existing bridges)
and is concerned with the degradation mechanisms induced by the environment that
may affect the bridge service life. Also related to remaining service life issues, fatigue
can be considered as a degradation process. However the degradation in the case of
fatigue is due to mechanical effects in the material due to the stress level induced by
external actions and, therefore, is considered apart from the durability limit state. In
this sense, durability and fatigue limit states could be grouped into a more global
“permissible” limit state. The term permissible refers to the condition at which, although not viewing extremely high load levels (ULS), the stresses incurred at normal
operation levels (service loads) can lead to the failure of the bridge. This situation is
of special relevance in the strength assessment of existing masonry arch bridges (
see chapter 8 ).
In general, the durability limit state includes:

− Initiation period
− Propagation period
In the case of concrete structures, the initiation period may refer to the following limit
states (among others):
− depassivation of the reinforcement by carbonation
− depassivation of the reinforcement by chlorides
− frost damage causing cracking and scaling
and the propagation period to:
−
−
−
−

corrosion-induced cracking
corrosion-induced spalling and collapse
frost-induced deflection and collapse
sulphate attack cracking
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4. Basic information for bridge assessment
This chapter provides guidance for identification and collection of the information that
forms the basis for a structural assessment. It describes which information is needed
for the structural assessment of a particular bridge or bridge element, and gives
guidance regarding how this information can be obtained.

4.1

General

The information needed for a structural assessment depends on the level of assessment, see section 2.6, figure 2.2, i.e. depending on how advanced the evaluation will
become. The assessment starts with an initial assessment. If the doubts regarding
the bridge safety or performance are confirmed, a more detailed evaluation is made.
It is then practical to continue with an intermediate assessment, according to the
code of practice and detailed regulations that, at least some of the railway administrators are providing. If required, an enhanced assessment can be made based on
this, in order to try to prove a higher capacity or a better understanding of the structural response for the bridge. In such an enhanced assessment, more advanced
analysis models and evaluation methods can be used, compared to the initial assessment. The enhanced assessment should be made step by step, as an integrated
part of the decision process.
In section 4.2 and 4.3 basic and improved information for initial/intermediate and enhanced structural assessment, respectively, are described. In section 4.4, information
that possibly can be obtained from different sources of documentation is treated. The
list of sub-headings may serve as a check list for collection of documentation. Section
4.5 – 4.10 treat different type of information needed for structural assessment of
bridges. Further Information on loads and load history is treated in Chapter 5. Bridge
type and material specific information for bridge assessment is treated more in detail
in Chapters 6 – 9. Information on improvement of structural models through testing
and monitoring is given in Chapter 10.
General textbooks on bridges are e.g. Brown (1998), Chen & Duan (2000),
Fernández Troyano (2003) and Ryal et al (2000).

4.2 Basic information for initial/intermediate structural assessment
The initial and intermediate bridge assessment should be performed by means of the
partial safety factor method using simplified structural models, standard design tools,
codes and formulas. Generally, the assessment will not require much additional information besides what is necessary for bridge design (bridge geometry, material
properties, construction type, etc.). However, due to the fact that assessment deals
with existing structures, the knowledge about the actual bridge condition will be essential. A site visit with inspection of the bridge is necessary, and is further treated in
a guideline for inspection and condition assessment, see SB-ICA (2007).
The basic information for the initial and intermediate structural assessment of a particular bridge is in some European countries available from the bridge database of
the administrator or owner. This consists typically of as-built drawings and other
documents from the construction, complemented with information from inspection
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and from the traffic history of the railway line. In other countries the information in the
bridge database is more scarce and consists only of the most basic information and
inspection protocols. In these cases, the information needs to be complemented with
physical examinations and measurements on the bridge on site, and with research
into old archives etc. Valuable information can also be obtained from codes and
standards valid at the time of the design and construction.

4.3

Improved information for enhanced structural assessment

An enhanced assessment is undertaken in case the initial and intermediate assessment shows that the structure is not safe, or if it is assumed that the standard methods are not sufficient to adequately describe the structural behaviour. Enhanced assessment usually includes the use of:

− advanced structural models including non-linear behaviour and/or
− reliability-based techniques.
The use of these models and techniques will require additional information on several
parameters of the model (construction type and construction process, geometry, materials, boundary conditions) and/or the statistical modelling of the involved basic
variables. Consequently, additional inspection and testing of the bridge, as well as
deeper study of the documentation of the bridge, will normally be of interest. This will
often involve additional material testing and determination of the load history during
the previous service-life. It can also include improved data of subsoil and ground water conditions, improved load data, bridge specific load models and load combinations, better knowledge of the construction process and bridge history including repairs and possible maintenance due to settlements in the transition zone between the
bridge and the embankment, etc.

4.4

Information from existing documentation

The correct and accurate assessment of the bridge requires a minimum level of
documentation (both in quantity and quality), essential for the reliability of the final
assessment results. At a minimum, the following documents are of interest when facing the assessment of an existing bridge. Unfortunately, in many cases, this documentation could be difficult to find or even non existent.
Specifications from design
The technical specifications dealing with material properties (characteristic or mean
values), design codes, live-load models used at the design stage could be of interest
in the capacity assessment. However, these data should be used carefully as the
final construction (dimensions, materials etc.) may not fulfil these requirements due to
faulty design or changes during construction. The year of design or construction can
also provide additional information regarding the specifications and material qualities
generally used at the time of construction and most probably used for the bridge.
Construction plans. As-built drawings
Construction plans are of interest since it often is difficult to obtain the actual dimensions of the bridge by in situ measurements. In fact, in some cases, the member of
interest can be non accessible. In such a case, the construction plans can be of aid in
deter-mining the real dimensions of the bridge. Again, it must be pointed that actual
dimensions and details can differ from those marked on the construction plans. For
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this reason, the use of as-built drawings (if available) is more recommended. In some
cases, the construction plans can provide information also on the material requirements. In any case, it is necessary to check if the bridge has undergone any changes
that are not reflected in the drawings.
In the case of evolutionary construction, the knowledge of the different construction
phases becomes essential. The actual internal forces in the bridge must then be derived from the progressive actuation of the self-weight and permanent loads. This is
particularly important in the case of materials that present a long-term behaviour.
Photographs and other visual material
Photographs or other visual material that show the bridge during the construction
phase can also be a source of relevant data. In many cases, critical members or
elements that remain hidden after completion of the construction may appear in photographs, sketches or drawings taken during the construction. Photographic material
coming from the inspections carried out on the bridge may also be available and of
interest in the assessment. However, it is always recommended to start the assessment with an “in situ” visual inspection of the bridge.
Material certification
Certificates of the materials used in the construction of the specific bridge under assessment will be the most reliable data regarding the strength and deformation capabilities of the bridge materials. This data can appear in the files where the drawings
and other documentation is stored. The certificates can provide information on the
type, grade and quality of materials used in the construction (steel mill certificates,
concrete delivery slips etc.)
Material test data
In many cases (normally in the recent times), the quality control during construction
requires testing of samples of the materials used in the construction. The results of
such quality control can also be stored in the construction dossier of the bridge, being
a source of very valuable data as it refers to the materials specifically used in the
construction. The material test data can be in the form of laboratory tests on samples
or as non-destructive tests carried out in the bridge.
Load test data
In many countries, the execution of a static load test before the bridge opening has
been, and still is, mandatory. In other cases, due to bridge particularities or because
some problems that could jeopardize the bridge integrity have been detected during
construction, load tests can also be executed after completion of the bridge or during
the service life. Normally, the results of such tests are also stored in the bridge data
file and can be used in the assessment process, giving evidence of the bridge performance at the time of the test execution. The comparison of experimental results
from the load test and theoretical results from a bridge model can also be used to
calibrate and up-date the models used in the assessment.
Inspection, maintenance and repair history
A visual inspection of the bridge is a necessary part of an assessment, and is further
treated in SB-ICA (2007).
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The correct assessment of a bridge requires an accurate estimate of the mechanical
response. It must be emphasized that in the case of existing bridges, the mechanical
response of deteriorated steel and concrete depends on the entire history of straining. It is important that a close approximation to the true path of deterioration, maintenance and repair can be represented. The deterioration of some elements may result in the redistribution of previous stresses in the structure and a new equilibrium
configuration. It is important to know as much as possible about the load level and
time when this redistribution took place.
The repair process may represent a change of the stiffness, changing bond characteristics, etc. while the structure is subjected to constant loading. This will result in a
redistribution of stresses in the bridge that affects the final assessment result.
Accident records
The information concerning accidental actions on the bridge (impact from vehicles,
etc.) may reveal weak points in the structure that may still be affected by the accidental action. Therefore, attention should be paid to these parts when assessing the
bridge.
Permit loads
Information available on the successful passage of overweight loads (close to or
greater than the design load) over the bridge is of relevant interest as it may be seen
as a load test. The total permit load that has crossed the bridge can be directly incorporated in the capacity and load assessment of the bridge, by up-dating its reliability
or safety. Also, any damage caused to the bridge due to the passage of the permit
loads (such as cracking, deformation, etc.) has to be recorded and taken into account
during the assessment.
Flood data
For the assessment of the foundations, any information concerning the chronological
history of major flooding events and the scour activity at each pier or abutment can
be of interest. As flooding not only affects the bridge in the waterway, but also other
infrastructures or homes close to the bridge, the data related to flood activity can either be found in the bridge record or in the records of surrounding structures.
Traffic data
In the process of capacity and load assessment it is of paramount importance to
know the actual actions on the bridge as accurate as possible. In the case of the
most important variable load, the traffic load, and with the objective to develop specific traffic load models for the bridge under assessment (see chapter 5), the frequency and type of trains using the bridge is of relevant importance, in particular
when assessing the fatigue limit state.
Settlement records
The information about settlement in the approach embankments or in the bridge supports has to be considered when obtaining the total actions in the bridge under assessment, particularly in the case of highly redundant structures. Information regarding settlements with time in bridge foundations and approach embankments and possible related additional loading and also ground water conditions should be collected
and evaluated.
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Surrounding constructions
The constructions erected close to the bridge during the years since the bridge entered into operation can modify some of the assumptions used in the design. For instance, the construction of a retaining wall close to a pier of the bridge can modify the
ground actions developed in the pier and its foundation. Such modifications of the
design hypothesis due to construction activity close to the bridge should be taken into
account in the assessment. Also the existence and influence of constructions works
on the bridge and surroundings has to be considered. The additional loads and their
effect on the structure from the compensation for settlements in the transition zone
and other ‘additional’ works performed should not be forgotten. The effects of
changes in ground water conditions ought to be handled.
Load history
For existing bridges, the mechanical response and, consequently, the resistance of
the bridges depend on the entire history of loading and changes of the structural system. This means that thee sequence in which the loads were applied to the bridge is
important. In cases when the bridge was constructed using e.g. sequential construction, launching or free cantilevering, the magnitude and time for load application during construction is necessary for a correct modelling of the response. In case of repair, strengthening or changes in use the un-loading and re-loading sequence is also
of great importance.
Environmental actions
In the checking of the fatigue and serviceability limit states, the accurate knowledge
of environmental actions in the bridge site, such as the thermal conditions, facilitates
an accurate estimation of the internal forces in the bridge due to for example temperature action. Normally, during design, the thermal action is obtained from the
codes, where it is defined in a very broad sense (for very large geographic areas).
Therefore, the exact knowledge of the temperature oscillations in the bridge will derive in a more accurate assessment. Also the effect of ground water should be considered either as a load or as the possible effect on the soundness of the foundation
of the existing bridge.

4.5

Bridge type

The knowledge of the bridge type is essential for a correct understanding of the
bridge behaviour and for a correct modelling of the bridge response. A reliable
knowledge of the type of structure used for the bridge will facilitate the adoption of a
theoretical model that better reflects the actual bridge behaviour. The choice of a
proper structural model depends on the assessment level and is treated generally in
section 2.6.2, and more in detail in the bridge type specific Chapters 6 – 8. Generally,
the bridge type can be determined from drawings and specification from the design.
In case of insufficient documentation, the bridge type needs to be determined through
careful on-site inspection and measurements.
In this section the most frequent bridges types present in the railway network in
Europe are shown. This is based on the demography survey performed in the project
(with answers from most European countries), see report SB1.2 (2004), and a questionnaire to the railway administrators participating in Sustainable bridges (with answers from Sweden, Germany, United Kingdom, France and Finland), see report
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SB4.4.2 (2006). The most common bridge types for different span lengths, with the
most frequent cross-sections of the bridge superstructures are indicated, with examples in the figures.

4.5.1 Concrete bridges
For shorter span concrete bridges (spans up to 10 m), non-prestressed simply
supported beam or slab bridges are common as well as frame bridges. The most
common cross-sections are slab and trough cross-sections, see figures 4.1 to 4.3.
Also, solid, wide, “slab-like” beam cross-sections are common for the larger spans,
see figure 4.4. In UK, the most common concrete bridge type consists of solid,
rectangular reinforced or prestressed prefabricated beams, placed close to each
other and connected to form a flat deck, see figure 4.5.

Figure 4.1

Simply supported slab bridge (with edge beams to keep the ballast in
place). The simply supported concrete slab can be reinforced or prestressed. In most cases the cross-section is massive.

Figure 4.2

Slab frame bridge. RC frames can be either reinforced or posttensioned.

Figure 4.3

Simply supported trough bridge.
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Figure 4.4

Solid “slab-like” beam cross-sections.

Figure 4.5

Flat deck built up by reinforced or prestressed prefabricated beams,
placed close to each other and usually transversely stressed together.

For medium span bridges (10 to 40 m.), prestressed, often continuous, girder bridges
are the most common, but continuous slab and frame bridges are also present. Slab
and “slab-like” beam cross-sections are still common, see figure 4.6, as well as the
trough cross-sections, see figure 4.7. For increasing spans, T and box cross-sections
become more common, see figures 4.8 and 4.9.
The larger span bridges (over 40 m.) represent a very small fraction of the total
concrete railway bridge stock. However, each bridge represents a great economical
value. Here, prestressed T- and box-girder bridges are common, see figures 4.8 and
4.9, but also arch bridges are present. For the larger span bridges, the construction
method and sequence are important.

Figure 4.6

Continuous slab bridge.
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Figure 4.7

Continuous trough bridge.

Figure 4.8

Continuous T-girder bridge.

Figure 4.9

Continuous box-girder bridge. Continuous box-girders are mainly built
in post-tensioned concrete.
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4.5.2 Metal bridges
For shorter span steel bridges (spans up to 10 m), two types of cross-sections
appears to be the most common in the European railway network. One is the “semitrough” or “half-trough” cross-section, see figure 4.10 and 4.11. It is built up by main
plate girders on each side of the track (usually with additional girders between
multiple tracks), cross-girders between these and rail bearers under each rail. The
other main type has the main plate girders placed directly below the tracks, see figure
4.12. Older bridges have usually the sleepers connected directly to the load-carrying
members, but there are also ballasted bridges for both bridge types, with steel or
timber decks supporting the ballast. For the very short spans, there are several
simple bridge types, typically consisting of several rolled sections supporting the
sleepers, or forming a deck for a ballasted track. For younger bridges, corrugated
steel pipes or arches are common for short spans.
For medium span bridges (10 to 40 m), the same two types of cross-sections as for
the shorter span bridges dominate. However, truss bridges are also common for the
longer bridges in the span.

Figure 4.10 Continuous half-trough plate girder bridge, with directly connected
sleepers.

Figure 4.11 Simply supported half-trough plate girder bridge, with steel decking for
ballasted track.
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Figure 4.12 Simply supported plate girder bridge, with directly connected sleepers.

Figure 4.13 Simply supported trough truss bridge.
For the larger span bridges (over 40 m) truss bridges are dominant, but also lattice
type bridges occur. Trough truss sections, see figure 4.13, and half-trough truss
sections are common, as well as deck-truss bridges with the track on top of the truss.
There are also arch bridges, constructed with steel box arches or truss arches, while
cable-stayed and suspension bridges are very unusual for railways.
Approximately until the 1950s, steel bridge girders and truss members were formed
by riveted sections. From this time, rivets were successively phased out and welding
became the normal method to build up the sections.
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4.5.3 Composite bridges
For younger bridges with medium or long spans, it is common with composite
bridges, see figures 4.14 to 4.16. Here, a main steel structure is connected to a concrete deck or trough section. Studs welded to the steel structure provide the composite action between the steel and concrete part of the cross-section.

Figure 4.14 Simply supported composite steel plate girder and RC trough.

Figure 4.15 Continuous composite plate girder RC trough.

Figure 4.16 Continuous composite steel box-girder and RC trough.
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For older bridges, filler beam or joist-in-concrete bridges are also common in some
European countries. Some examples of cross-sections are shown in figures 4.17 and
4.18. Here, steel profiles are partly or completely cast into the concrete deck.

Figure 4.17 Filler beam bridge.

Figure 4.18 Bridge with prefabricated filler beam elements.

4.5.4 Masonry arch bridges
Masonry arch bridges are the most common railway bridge type in Europe. 75 % of
these bridges have spans less than 10 meters, see examples in figures 4.17 and
4.18. About 65 % are older than 100 years and a lot of the bridges suffer from degradation. For masonry arch bridges, the fill material transfers the loads from the track to
the arch. The most common material for the arches is brickwork, followed by stones
made of rock. There are also plain concrete arches, but they are less frequent.

Figure 4.19 Stone arch.

Figure 4.20 Stone arch with mortar jointing
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Construction process and long-time behaviour

For the most common bridges on the railway network (masonry arch bridges, simply
supported concrete slabs, simply supported girder bridges, half-trough bridges, etc.)
the exact knowledge of the construction process is usually not required. However, for
some types of bridges, the accurate knowledge of the construction process is of high
relevance for an accurate assessment even on the initial stage assessment. This is
the case where different construction phases were used and the construction phases
have an influence on the redistribution of internal forces. Examples of such bridges
are cantilever bridges, incrementally launched bridges, segmental bridges and composite bridges. The construction process is important with respect to the longitudinal
configuration in case of e.g. cantilever and segmental construction, incremental
launching or construction span by span. The construction process is important both
for the cross-sectional and longitudinal direction in e.g. cast in situ slab on precast
beams, concrete slab on steel girders and concrete girder sections cast in different
phases.
The sequence of construction in combination with time-dependant mechanical properties of the materials (concrete shrinkage and creep, and pre-stressing steel relaxation) may derive in final stress and strain distributions that are completely different
from those that would appear if the construction had been carried out in one single
phase. Moreover, when in service and during the period when creep and relaxation
are effective, the redistribution of internal forces with time produces a continuous
change of the stresses in the cross-sections. Temperature effects in combination with
sequential construction can also lead to changes in the stress and strain configuration. This can be important, in particular for metal bridges. If a correct knowledge of
the actual stress and strain distribution is not available at the time of the assessment,
the result may be a wrong decision. This is even more evident in the case of fatigue
assessment where, besides an accurate knowledge of the actual state, the different
stresses that have been acting along the service-life are of interest.
When performing an assessment of a bridge that was constructed in different
phases, it is necessary to study available documentation in order to determine and
model properly the construction sequence. If such documentation is not available, the
construction process may be deducted from the design documents or the as-built
drawings. Also of interest are the calculations related to the different construction
stages contained in the design and tendering documents. Once the construction sequence is known, the internal forces at the time of assessment can be obtained using
appropriate rheological models (shrinkage, creep, relaxation) for the materials considered and assuming a regime of temperature and humidity along the previous service life of the bridge.
Already in an initial assessment phase, it is often important to take into account the
construction process. This is the case for bridges constructed in different construction
phases, which have time-dependent or temperature sensible material. However, simplified models for creep and shrinkage can be used here.
In an enhanced assessment, the accurate knowledge of the construction process is
of even higher relevance. Here, it is often necessary to model the material timedependent response more carefully. This is treated more in detail in chapters 6 and
8, for concrete, metal and masonry arch bridges, respectively.
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Geometry

The overall dimensions of the bridge (span length, girder spacing, column height,
etc.) and the geometry of the cross-section of bridge members (girder depth, web
thickness, flange dimensions, etc.) are basic information indispensable for the assessment.
In some situations all those data can be gathered from existing documentation (as
built drawings, documents from design and rehabilitation or strengthening projects,
etc.). After confirmation due to visual inspection and basic measurements, they can
be used in the assessment. However, for many structures in the railway bridge stock,
no such documentation exists. In this situation the overall dimensions of the bridge,
the dimension of the bridge cross-section, the position of the reinforcement, the reinforcement area, etc., have to be obtained from on-site measurements, see SB-ICA
(2007).
The documentation for a particular bridge is not always available. In some situations,
when the bridge is very similar to another bridge (the same type, the same basic dimensions, the same age, nearby localization, etc.) for which geometrical data exist,
there is a possibility that both bridges were constructed according to the same design. In such a situation, the remaining dimensions can be assumed to be equal to
the other (twin) bridge, after verification of the most important dimensions.
In other cases, where documentation for the specific bridge does not exist, it can be
identified from visual inspection that the bridge belongs to a standardized class. Due
to the calculation limitations until the second half of the last century, standard type
bridges with several span-lengths were developed in many countries. In many cases,
the documentation for these standard bridges can still be found in the archives of
consulting offices, railway administrations or university libraries, giving a full documentation of the bridge.
It is important to determine the geometry properly already for an initial assessment.
For an enhanced assessment this becomes even more important. It can then often
be motivated to verify the documentation of the geometry through on-site measurements. In an enhanced assessment it can also be important to include the real
(measured) imperfections of the bridge in the more advanced analysis made.

4.8

Foundation and support

A good knowledge of the bridge foundation and support conditions is important for a
correct definition of the boundary conditions in a structural bridge model. This includes also the transition zone and the soil-structure interaction. The correct definition of the boundary conditions is in turn essential for the accurate determination of
the internal forces in the bridge members.
Settlements and relative movements between the structure and the surrounding
ground are normally treated as prescribed deformations on the structure. In more
advanced structural models, such effects can instead be treated as deformation dependent reaction forces or, if the ground is included in the model, it can even be included through the material response of the soil.
In an initial structural assessment, the boundary conditions can normally be assumed
based on the existing documentation (as-built drawings, design calculations, rehabilitation or strengthening projects, maintenance and monitoring records etc.) and the
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information gathered through visual inspection. In some cases, where there is no
documentation and visual inspection does not give satisfactory information, more advanced inspection and some tests have to be performed.
For enhanced assessment it can be necessary to evaluate the foundation and support conditions more carefully to obtain a proper modelling of the boundary conditions. For example, it can be necessary to model the stiffness of the foundation and
surrounding soil. In many cases, it can be crucial to model the degrees of freedom of
the supports geometrically correct. In some cases, it might even be necessary to include the boundary regions in the structural model. The statistical variation of the parameters describing the boundary conditions are needed in case of reliability based
assessment.
The proper modelling of boundary conditions depend on the bridge type, and is further treated in the bridge type specific chapters 6 – 9. For masonry arch bridges, the
soil-structure interaction is essential, and effects such as scour, mining subsidence,
settlements in the transition zones, differential settlements and the response of the
backfill are important for a proper assessment. Masonry arch bridges are further
treated in chapter 8. Modelling of settlements and response of the transition zone is
further described in chapter 9. Often, it can be hard to determine correctly the response of the boundary conditions from the documentation, and it can also be impossible to perform direct measurements or test loading of the foundation or support
on site. Here, instead, the response of the boundary conditions can be determined
through updating of the structural model based on testing and monitoring of the
bridge, se chapter 10.

4.9

Material properties

For an initial assessment, the same material parameters as for bridge design are required. These are generally stiffness and strength parameters, but also parameters
related to time-dependent response and density can be of interest. For an enhanced
assessment, more material parameters may be required, such as parameters related
to non-linear material response (e.g. stress-strain relations, fracture energy etc.) and
interface response (e.g. bond-slip response for reinforcement in concrete). Furthermore, the statistical variation of the parameters can be of interest for reliability based
assessment.
The material properties for an initial assessment can often be derived from existing
documentation, such as as-built drawings, design calculations and documentation
from the construction, or from rehabilitation or strengthening projects. When the mechanical properties of the bridge materials are not defined directly in the existing
documentation, it is often possible to determine them based on the material class
(steel grade, concrete class, etc.) or mix proportions given. Information included in
the codes from when the bridge was designed and constructed can be valuable here.
In some situations, when the documentation for a particular bridge is not available,
the bridge that is to be assessed can be very similar to another bridge (the same
type, the same basic dimensions, the same age, nearby localization, etc.) for which
mechanical properties of materials are known. Then, there is a possibility that both
bridges were constructed form the same material. In such a situation, after some
simple test to confirm the equality of construction materials, all the mechanical properties can be assumed to be the same as in the other (twin) bridge
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Whenever the methods mentioned above is not sufficient, the material properties can
be determined from testing. Normally, the mechanical properties are determined
through material test on samples taken from the bridge. The methods for material
testing are different for different construction materials, and are further treated in the
bridge type specific chapters 6 – 8.
Regarding the subsoil properties (important for the assessment of the transition zone
and the soil-structure interaction), existing documentation should be used. If no
documentation is available or the documentation is suspected to be wrong or insufficient an investigation of the actual properties has to be performed through testing.
For many soils, especially soft soils, the properties improve with load and with time of
loading. Consequently an investigation of the actual properties at the time of assessment could be very cost-effective. This is further treated in chapter 9.

4.10 Bridge condition
When assessing an existing bridge the information about the bridge condition is essential. The actual bridge condition depends on its initial condition, on the deterioration and damage of the bridge, and on the maintenance actions performed. Therefore, during the assessment of any particular bridge, all information about incompatibilities with the design, structural faults, deterioration or/and information about performed repairs, rehabilitation, strengthening or any other structural changes is required.
In some situations, data about the bridge condition can be derived from the existing
documentation (rehabilitation and strengthening projects, bridge inspection reports,
etc.). However, even when documentation of the bridge condition exists, visual inspection has to be performed in order to verify the reported state of condition.
In other situations, the information about the actual bridge condition has to be based
on results from bridge inspection. For an initial assessment, the visual inspections will
be sufficient in most of the cases. However, when there is suspicion of deterioration
or other structural faults whose intensities cannot be clearly determined through visual inspections, more detailed inspections have to be performed. Often, such detailed
inspections also include measurements on the bridge, e.g. regarding corrosion or
crack growth. The condition rating systems available in most of the railway administrations and described in SB3.2 (2004), updated in a systematic way by regular inspections, can be very helpful in the definition of the actual condition state of the
bridge
The structural parameters influenced by the state of condition, vary with the type of
bridge and are further treated in chapters 6 – 8.
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5. Loads and dynamic effects
Rail traffic assessment of an existing railway bridge requires special emphasis on the
modelling of the railway load and dynamic effects. The present chapter guides on the
load modelling with focus on the train loads and guidelines for taking into account the
dynamic effects. Basis is present status for train loads and dynamic effects applied
for a railway bridge assessment specified in existing European assessment codes
combined with the newest knowledge within the subjects.
Section 5.2 defines the train load for deterministic assessment according to line
classes (UIC Code 700-O). Load model UIC71 or reference trains serve as reference
load. Dynamic amplification factors are defined for linear elastic bridge behaviour (fatigue and serviceability limit state) and for ultimate limit state relevant loads (elasticplastic bridge behaviour with energy dissipation potential).
When enhanced assessment is necessary, section 5.3 and section 5.5 of the present
chapter guides on how train loads for probabilistic assessment can be derived and on
how site measurements can be used to assess key input parameters for improving
and updating the analysis model.

5.1

Relevant loads for assessment purposes

Based on national recommendations.
In considering a particular structure, the assessing engineer should take account of
all loading scenarios that the structure is likely to be subjected to, and using his
judgement and knowledge determine those which will be critical to the capacity of the
bridge. Where relevant, the scenarios should include environmental effects such as
those due to wind, air pollution, moisture, chlorides etc. (Note: environmental effects
are not covered by this chapter however some of these are important input for the
degradation analysis)

5.1.1 Permanent Loads
Accurate estimation of the mass of the bridge, ballast etc. is essential for dynamic
analysis. Overestimating the mass will give lower acceleration levels and underestimated mass will result in higher calculated bridge frequencies and therefore higher
resonance speeds (thus un-conservatively overestimating the speed at which resonance effects occur), see also section 5.4.2.

5.1.1.1

Self-weight

Self-weight should include the weight of the bridge structure and the weight resulting
from service cables, ducting and other miscellaneous items such as walkways. (Note:
any assumptions made regarding such equipment should be clearly stated in the assessment calculations.)
The self-weight should, where possible, be based on dimensions verified during the
inspection. For the most conservative assessment level analysis, the applicable values of unit weight given in Table 5.1 (or from drawings) should be used. Where,
however, the initial assessment shows inadequacies, or there is doubt about the nature of a particular material, tests should be carried out to determine actual densities.
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Also in Table 5.1, the available information on the variability of unit weight for some
materials is presented as reported in JCSS (2001).
Table 5.1:
Material
Metal

Concrete

Masonry

Timber*1

Fill

Density of materials used in bridge construction (Railtrack, 2001).
Unit weights (kg/m³)
COV (%)
Aluminium

2750

< 1%

Cast Iron

7200

Wrought Iron

7700

Steel

7850

< 1%

Reinforced or Prestressed

2400

4

Plain

2300

4

Breeze Block

1400

4

Engineering Brickwork

2400

5

Other Brickwork

2100

5

Granite

2600 to 2930

Sandstone

2200 to 2400

Softwood

640 typical (480 to 720)

10

Hardwoods generally

640 to 1200

10

Jarrah

840 to 960

10

Greenheart

1040 to 1200

10

Sand (dry)

1600

Sand (saturated)

2000

Hardcore

1920

Crushed Slag

1440

Packed Stone Rubble

2240

Earth (dry, compact)

1600

Earth (moist, compact)

1800

Puddled Clay

1920

Asphalt

2300

Macadam

2560

Glass

2500

*1 wide range of unit weights because of the variability of timber.

5.1.1.2

Ballast

The ballast depth can either be established from drawings (higher safety factors) or
from direct site measurements. Drawings give inexact values and as ballast is a major part of the self weight of the structure, it is recommended to measure ballast depth
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on the bridge as soon as doubts exist on its load capacity. In enhanced assessment
(corresponding to assessment level 3, see chapter 2 and Figure 2.2), measurements
of actual ballast depth and weight is necessary.
If the ballast depth is measured, the weight should be based on the measured depth
with unit weight varying between 1600-2100 kg/m³. The density of the ballast is dependent on its condition (e.g. older crushed ballast absorbs more water), account
should be taken of the type of ballast and its condition (clean/dry or wet/contaminated
etc.) when estimating the density of the ballast.
Where required by the railway administration any future requirements for increase in
ballast depth of the bridge should be taken into account.

5.1.1.3

Track

There are a large diversity of sleepers, rails, ballast profiles and other track equipments. For enhanced assessment, these loads have to be checked by the track
maintenance office.
Where applicable, the loads due to track components given in Table 5.2 may be
used. Where a different configuration of sleepers and rails has been identified during
the inspection, the self weight to be used should be determined by measurement of
dimensions of the configuration and by reference to data on weights of components
produced by the manufacturer. Concerning the variability in the mass of components
in Table 5.2, a coefficient of variation of 3 % for steel elements, 8 % for pre-cast concrete sleepers and 15 % for timber sleepers can be assumed (JCSS, 2001).
Table 5.2:
Permanent track component weights (modified from Railtrack, 2001).
Component
Mass
Single Bullhead Rail

47 kg/m

Single Type 113A Rail

56 kg/m

Single UIC 60 Rail

60 kg/m

Conductor Rail

75 kg/m

Concrete Sleeper (Type F40 for use with 113A Rail) *1

300 kg

Concrete Sleeper (Type G44 for use with UIC 60 Rail) *1

315 kg

Timber Sleeper

94 kg

Chair for Bullhead Rail

21 kg

*1 includes shoulder, clips and rail pads.

5.1.1.4

Remaining pre-stressing forces

See Chapter 6.1.

5.1.1.5

Other permanent loads

Other permanent loads that should be considered are:

− Soil pressure
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− Water pressure
− Differential settlement
− Concrete creep and shrinkage

5.1.2 Variable loads
5.1.2.1

Traffic loads

The report SB4.3.1 (2005), Summary code survey, presents a review of some of the
national codes for the assessment of existing railway bridges concentrating on the
vertical traffic load actions.
In principle, the load model UIC 71 is applied. Contrary to the design of new bridges,
load model has to be updated to take into account the real bridge specific traffic effect. The load model mentioned above therefore may be reduced by multiplication
with a Line Classification Factor. The Line Classification Factor is determined such as
it covers, when multiplied with the maximum effect of Load Model UIC71:

− for simply supported beams: the maximum effect of the reference trains
including one by 10% overloaded carriage defined for international classified
lines after UIC Code 700,
− for continuous girders: the maximum effect of the reference trains including
one by 10% overloaded carriage defined for international classified lines after
UIC Code 700 AND the maximum effect of Load Model SW/0.
Traffic loads have been deemed the most important for the assessment calculations
and have therefore been given a separate subchapter, see section 5.2.

5.1.2.2

Thermal actions

Thermal actions may often be important for the assessment of capacity and performance. Thermal effects are particularly important for interaction between bridge and
track. They have to be taken into account when assessing piers or abutments receiving fixed bearings. Some information can be found in EN 1991-2 (2003) section 6.5.4.
Principles and rules for calculating thermal actions can be found in EN 1991-1-5
(2003) (the same for existing bridges and for bridges to be designed).
Thermal action can be divided into:
1. change over time of the average temperature of the superstructure
2. maximum and minimum temperature gradients over the depth of the cross section
3. differential temperatures between different sub elements of the cross section.
Thermal actions for a specific bridge at a specific site depend on the climate conditions on site (air temperature, solar radiation and wind), the geometry of the bridge
cross section and the thermal properties of the material.
Thermal actions associated with changes in average temperature of the cross section
are normally handled by appropriate boundary conditions allowing more or less free
movements so that stresses are not induced in the structure (except for e.g. frame
bridges and bridges with seized bearings).
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For thermal actions giving rise to gradients and differential temperatures in the cross
section the associated movements are often restrained so that stresses are induced
in the structure, especially for statically indeterminate structures. Such imposed
stresses may contribute to cracking. Thermal actions have the most significant effect
for serviceability limit states, but also for ultimate limit states associated with brittle
type failure modes and fatigue.
A correct estimation of the temperature loads is essential when the serviceability or
fatigue limit states are of concern. In the case of the assessment in the ultimate limit
state, the temperature load may be neglected for verification of failure modes where
sufficient ductility to allow for redistribution of the internal forces can be expected before the ultimate state is reached. In such cases thermal actions will have no influence on the capacity.

5.1.2.3

Other variable loads

Other variable loads that need to be considered for the assessment of existing
bridges are (EN 1991-2, 2003):

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

traction and braking forces
centrifugal forces
horizontal mass action
snow load
wind load (characteristic values are given in EN 1991-1-4 (2003))
pressure from ice and currents
actions from waves and flowing water
water pressure
nosing forces
actions from soil
frictional forces from bearings
loads on footpaths.

5.1.3 Load distribution by the rails, sleepers and ballast
Design codes (for examples EN 1991-2, 2003) contain often very simplified models
for the load distribution. Such models are acceptable for new bridges and give usually safe values. For existing bridges considering a more sophisticated load distribution taking into account the contribution of the track can increase the load capacity,
decrease the vertical bridge acceleration and the deflections. For the initial assessment (corresponding to assessment level 1, see chapter 2 and Figure 2.2) it is acceptable to directly apply the axel loads to the bridge deck as concentrated point
forces. However, in intermediate and enhanced assessment (i.e. assessment level 2
and 3), the beneficial effect of the track (i.e. the rails, sleepers and ballast) should be
considered. This requires often complex models and commercial FE-packages in
order to include a length of the track on the approaches to the bridge, across the
bridge and on the departure from the bridge.
Comparisons made between theoretical values (without any stiffness of the track)
and measured values of bridge eigen frequencies show that the theoretical values
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underestimate the frequency and thus the stiffness of the bridge-track system. For
this reason, it is expected that critical train speeds (resonance speeds) can be increased with adequate consideration of the load carrying contribution of the track.
In ERRI D214, the effect of spreading the axel loads of high-speed trains on bridge
decks has been investigated for simply supported bridges with spans from 5 - 15 m.
The results show a significant reduction of maximum acceleration for the short spans
(see Figure 5.1a), with the reduction dependent on the spread of the axle loads. Reductions of a fifth or tenth of the original values calculated under the assumption of
concentrated loads can be predicted. However for spans of 15 m the reduction due to
spread of axle loads is negligible.
The ERRI D214 study conclude that the reduction depends on the spread of the axle
loads, the span of the bridge, the damping and the ratio between train velocity and
lowest bridge eigen frequency (v/f1). Consequently, it is not possible to give one
overall reduction factor to take account of a spread of axle loads. Figure 5.1b shows
the variation in reduction factor as a function of v/f1.
For more details on load distribution by the rails, sleepers and ballast, see chapter
3.3 in the report SB4.3.1 (2005) and the report ERRI D214/RP9 (1999).
To summarise, the following approaches are recommended for the three levels of
assessment:
Initial level of assessment: Apply directly the axel loads to the bridge deck as concentrated point forces.
Intermediate level of assessment: Axel loads are distributed through the track according to chapter 3.3 of SB4.3.1 (2005).
Enhanced level of assessment: For medium and long span bridges (L≥15m), the
same approach as for the intermediate level of assessment. For short span bridges,
the track is modelled as a beam on elastic foundation (beam on spring elements) and
a length of the track on the approaches to the bridge, across the bridge and on the
departure from the bridge is included. The values used for the spring element stiffness must be verified e.g. by measuring the vertical track stiffness, see also section
5.6.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1:

(a) comparison between maximum vertical acceleration of a 5 m span
bridge with zero and 3.0 m travelling load distribution; (b) reduction in
maximum vertical acceleration with 2.5 m and 3.0 m travelling load distribution (ERRI D214/RP9, 1999).

5.1.4 Load transfer to bridges from transition zones
See Chapter 9.
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Train loads for deterministic assessment

5.2.1 Approach
The basic approach is to provide a coherent concept for the modelling of train loads
for the deterministic assessment. First, distinction is made between:
r
− loads ( m ⋅ g ) due to rail traffic: the corresponding values of axle loads and line
loads depend on the given line classification
r
− forces ( m ⋅ a ) in the bridge structure which are due to dynamic rail traffic action
effect: these forces are taken into account by a Dynamic Amplification Factor
DAF amplifying the static loads. The DAF depends on the Limit State
considered, e.g. ULS, SLS or FLS.
As a consequence, load models and dynamic effects have to be considered separately. Load Model UIC71 (Figure 5.3), serves as load model. The ΦUIC 71 -factor is
omitted. The line characteristic values applicable for the UIC Load Model 71 are:

Qk , LC = α LC ⋅ Qk ,UIC 71 = α LC ⋅ 250 kN

(5.1)

qk , LC = α LC ⋅ qk ,UIC 71 = α LC ⋅ 80 kN/m

(5.2)

In the examination of the structural safety, fatigue safety and serviceability of railway
bridges, dynamic effects of railway traffic action are usually considered by so called
“dynamic factors” ϕ LS which depend on the Limit State considered (Dynamic Amplification Factors see Chapter 5.4):

ELC = ϕ LS ⋅ E (α LC ⋅ Qk ,UIC 71 )

(5.3)

5.2.2 Train load models
In this sub section train loads models of different degrees of sophistication depending
on the assessment level are presented.

5.2.2.1

Train load models based on LM UIC 71

Train load models based on the load configuration of LM UIC71 shall be usually used
for the assessment.
Trains and train sets that are representative for the type of traffic on the route are
described by deterministic axle loads and axle spacing as well as deterministic train
configurations to assess the traffic load effects on the bridge. The UIC Load Model 71
(Figure 5.3) shall be used as the reference load model for the deterministic assessment of bridges.
The bridge owner has to define the required train load capacity for a line according to
the line classification system of the UIC Code 700-O “Classification of lines and resulting load limits for wagons” (Figure 5.2). Classification of lines: Class E4 and E5
were introduced recently in the UIC Code 700 “Classification of lines and resulting
load limits for wagons”. Wagons heavier than D4 already exist in the European network.
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Geometrical characteristics

b
1,50

a
1,80

c
6,20

a
1,80

b
1,50

L = 12,80

B1

P = 18 t

p = 5.0 t/m

b

a

c

a

b

1,50

1,80

7,80

1,80

1,50

L = 14,40

B2

P = 18 t

p = 6.4 t/m

b

a

c

a

b

1,50

1,80

4,65

1,80

1,50

c

a

b

5,90

1,80

1,50

L = 11,25

C2

P = 20 t

p = 6.4 t/m

b

a

1,50

1,80

50
L = 12,

C3 P = 20 t

p = 7.2 t/m

b

a

c

a

b

1,50

1,80

4,50

1,80

1,50

c

a

b

3,40

1,80

1,50

L = 11,10

C4 P = 20 t

p = 8.0 t/m

b

a

1,50

1,80

L = 10,00

D2 P = 22.5 t p = 6.4 t/m

b

a

c

a

b

1,50

1,80

7,45

1,80

1,50

c

a

b

5,90

1,80

1,50

L = 14,05

D3 P = 22.5 t p = 7.2 t/m

b

a

1,50

1,80

L = 12,50

D4 P = 22.5 t p = 8.0 t/m

b

a

c

a

b

1,50

1,80

4,65

1,80

1,50

c

a

b

5,90

1,80

1,50

L = 11,25

E4

P = 25 t

p = 8.0 t/m

b

a

1,50

1,80

L = 12,50

E5

P = 25 t

p = 8.8 t/m

b

a

c

a

b

1,50

1,80

4,75

1,80

1,50

L = 11,35

Figure 5.2: Reference trains (indefinite number of carriages) whose action effect
cover the action effect of all allowed carriages on the line for the line
classes (A...E5): wheel set mass P, line weight p, geometry.
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UIC Load Model 71 for bridges on international lines.

133 kN/m

15.0 m

133 kN/m

5.3 m

15.0 m

Figure 5.4: Load Model SW/0 for bridges on international lines
Line classification factor for deterministic verifications:
All load assessments given in section 6 of EN 1991-2 (2003) and partial load factors
given in Annex2 of EN 1990 (2001) can be taken into account.
The Line Classification Factor is obtained as follows:
for simply supported beams by division of the maximum action effect of the loads of
each international line class through the maximum action effect of the load model
UIC71 (5.4),
for continous girders by division of the maximum action effect of the loads of each
international line class or the load model SW/0, if determinant, through the maximum
action effect of the load model UIC71 (5.5).

α LC1 =

Emax (Q( LC ))
Emax (UIC 71)
⎛ Emax (Q( LC ))
E ( SW / 0) ⎞
_; _ max
⎟
Emax (UIC 71) ⎠
⎝ Emax (UIC 71)

α LC 2 = max ⎜

(5.4)
(5.5)

With:

Emax (Q( LC )) : maximum action effect of an unlimited number of reference carriages
including one by 10% overloaded carriage. Actions, which are unloading, are neglected
Emax (UIC 71) : action effect of unfavourable Load Model UIC71 position. Actions,
which are unloading, are neglected.
Emax ( SW / 0) : action effect of unfavourable Load Model SW/0 position, only for continuous girders.
E as an elasto-mechanical variable for M (moment), Q (shear force), δ (deflection), σ
(normal stress), τ (shear stress), ε (strain) and γ (shear deformation) at the
determinant points of the structure, due to line class load models, Load Models
UIC71 and SW/0 in unfavourable positions.
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Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 give classification factors α LC for different limit states for
lines classified as C3, C4, D3, D4, E4, and E5 depending on the influence length of
the bridge element in question.
Line classification factors applicable for ULS verifications:
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show classification factors for simply supported single span girders and continuous bridges, respectively. In both figures, the effect of one overloaded
carriage is considered for determinant lengths up to Lα = 40 m. In Figure 5.6, the effect of the load model SW/0 is considered, where it is determinant.
Line classification factors applicable for fatigue verifications with respect to
fatigue limit and serviceability verifications:
The line classification factors of Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7 are applicable for fatigue
verifications with respect to fatigue limit for simply supported single span girders and
continuous bridges, respectively.

Figure 5.5:

Classification factors for ULS and FLS verifications with respect to fatigue limit for simply supported single span girders for line classes C3,
C4, D3, D4, E4 and E5 including one by 10% overloaded carriage. M=
moment at mid-span, V=maximum shear force

Figure 5.6:

Classification factors for ULS verifications of for continuous bridge girders for line classes C3, C4, D3, D4, E4 and E5 including one by 10%
overloaded carriage and load model SW/0. M= moment of determinant
cross section, V= shear force of determinant cross section
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Figure 5.7:

Classification factors for FLS verifications with respect to fatigue limit for
continuous bridge girders for line classes C3, C4, D3, D4, E4 and E5.
M= moment of determinant cross section, V= shear force of determinant cross section

Table 5.3:

Line Classification Factors for principal load carrying directions transverse to the rail axis

Line Class

αLC

C3/C4

0.9

D3/D4

1.0

E3/E4

1.1

Note: The αLC approach may not be applied for the design of new bridges. For fatigue verifications with damage equivalence factors according to the design code EN
1991-2 (2003) applies: αLC=1.0.
Determinant lengths Lα are determined according to EN 1991-2 (2003), Table 6.2,
Section 6.”Rail traffic action and other actions specifically for railway bridges”.
The model gives a characteristic or representative value by definition. Note that the
characteristic value is not defined as a standardised fractile since railway load traffic
measurements are not readily available. Chapter 3 gives information on how the
safety margin for ULS verification can be taken into account. In general Load factors
of current EN codes may be applied.
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Fatigue loads:
The fatigue check depends upon the level of stresses:

− With respect to the fatigue limit: If the maximum stress range due to Load
Model UIC71 multiplied with αLC lies below the nominal fatigue limit, there is
no supplementary fatigue check necessary. The dynamic factor ϕFLS is taken
into account
− With respect to the fatigue strength with damage equivalence factors
according to EN 1991-2 (2003): Load Model UIC71 is the basis for the
checks and αLC =1.0. The dynamic factor Φ2 is taken into account.
For other possibilities see the Danish and Swedish Design Code with the comment
here below.

5.2.2.2

Other actions influenced by vertical traffic loads

Braking forces:
The braking force depends on the international line class and is given in Table 5.4:
Table 5.4: actualised characteristic values for braking forces (Length l in m)
Line class

QBk,act [kN]

A/B1

12,5 l ≤ 5400

B2/C2

16 l ≤ 5400

C3/D3

18 l ≤ 5400

C4/D4/E4

20 l ≤ 5400

E5

22 l ≤ 5400

Traction Force:
Like given in EN 1991-2 (2003)
Centrifugal forces:
These are actualised like the vertical axle loads and distributed loads. For speeds
over 120 km/h the reduction factor f given in Table 6.7 of EN 1991-2 (2003) may be
taken into account.
Nosing forces:
The actualised characteristic value for the nosing force is 80 kN.
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Derailment:
Table 5.5. Actualised characteristic values for derailment forces
International line
Load model for derailment due to 6.7.1 of EN 1991-2 (2003)
class
Design situation I
Design situation II
QA1d,act

qA1d,act

qA2d,act

A

210

70

70

B1

245

70

70

B2

245

90

90

C2

280

90

90

C3

280

100

100

C4

280

110

110

D3

315

100

100

D4

315

110

110

E4

350

110

110

E5

350

125

125

The values given may be reduced by 40% when the structure has a significant deformation capacity (through plastification or rotational capacity of its cross section at
ultimate limit state).
Other train load models:
Other train load models may be used in further steps of assessment with increased
degree of sophistication (in particular cases where LM UIC71 based verifications are
not fulfilled). These models include:

− A) Line specific train load models: Simple examples of this may be very
specific train types such as block trains or only passenger line (no freight).
Can possibly assess the static axle loads quite specifically because of limited
or specific traffic on the line.
− B) Historic traffic load models for fatigue assessment of existing bridges
according to the Danish and Swedish Assessment Codes (see below)
− C) UIC Traffic model of the past and the future
Line specific train load models:
This load model should be used for remaining fatigue life assessment of old bridges
of lines where freight traffic is decommissioned.
Historic traffic load models for fatigue assessment of existing bridges according to the Danish and Swedish Assessment Codes:
The following is a description of a method used by the Danish and Swedish Rail Authorities to take into account the fatigue effect of historic rail traffic, i.e. from the time
the bridge came into commission until the time of assessment. The method described
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below should be seen as one possible general method where the numbers used are
representative for Scandinavian traffic conditions and will need to be amended depending on the recommendations of the bridge owner.
The method described adopts the idea of Equivalent Freight Wagons where records
of the net or gross tonnage of a line together with the allowable axle loads for a particular line and a particular period are used to produce typical stress ranges and
numbers of stress cycles that may be used in a remaining fatigue life analysis based
on Miners Rule or Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics theory. This information, together with the simplified traffic model of Figure 5.8 and Table 5.6, may be used to
calculate the number of Equivalent Freight Wagons that have passed the bridge in
the different periods listed in Table 5.6. Alternatively the equivalent number of individual axles or bogies or the number of Equivalent Freight Train passages may be
calculated. In the Swedish code it is assumed that 20 wagons shown in Figure 5.8
constitute a train.
In the Danish and Swedish codes for existing bridges a check for the structural integrity of an existing bridge for fatigue may be carried out by one of four methods (see
the report SB4.3.1 (2005), Summary code survey):

− The maximum and minimum stresses resulting from the possible load
arrangements are calculated based on Equivalent Freight Train. The load
arrangements include the dynamic factor for fatigue, see later in this
subsection.
− The number of loading cycles is based on the loading history of the bridge.
The stress range is calculated based on loading from Equivalent Freight
Trains for existing bridges and the specified axle arrangement according to
AD1-3, Danish National Railway Agency, (2003).
− The stress range is calculated based on a "known" loading history of the
bridge modelled by realistic rail traffic through the lifetime of the bridge.
− The stress range is calculated based on measurements of stresses during a
certain period of normal rail traffic and the number of load cycles is determined
from a proportioning of the amount of freight during the measuring period
compared to that of the loading history of the bridge.
The criterion for method 1) is as following:
− According to the constant stress amplitude, a number of stress cycles which is
106 stress cycles for primary carrying elements with a span of Lϕ≥6 m and 107
stress cycles for primary carrying elements with a span of Lϕ<6 m and
secondary elements where the axle load is the dominating load effect.
− The correction factor κ=2/3, see explanation below.
The criterion for method 2) is as following:
− The number of stress cycles is based on the length of influence line. If the
influence line is short there are a higher number of stress cycles (small stress
range) than if the influence line is long (large stress range).
− The correction factor κ=2/3
The criterion for method 3) and 4) is as following:
− The stress spectra is determined by "Rain-flow counting"
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The correction factor κ describes the shape of the stress spectra. Stress ranges are
assumed to vary linearly with the logarithm of the number and cycles. κ is defined as
the ratio between the smallest and the highest stress strange in such a spectrum. κ =
1 would describe a constant stress spectra Δσ , however, in recognition of the fact
that the stress spectra is variable for mixed freight traffic and not constant, then the
factor has been reduced to 2/3 in the Danish and Swedish codes. The limiting case
where κ = 1 corresponds to a case where the train load is actually expected to appear and produces a constant stress range. κ = 2/3 is based on experience and is
also applied by the Swedish Rail Authority for mixed traffic and allows for the fact that
the stress range is variable. In the Swedish code a value of κ = 5/6 is used on the
Iron-Ore Line in recognition of the homogenous traffic situation where the vast majority of the traffic consists of freight trains solely transporting iron-ore with 30 or so
identical wagons to each train, i.e. producing what is assumed to be a near constant
stress range.
The correction factor κ is somewhat analogous with the correction factor λ as defined
in the Eurocodes. In the Eurocodes the factor λ is defined as the damage equivalent
factor for fatigue which takes account of the service traffic on the bridge and the span
of the member. Methods of how to calculate the correction factor can be derived from
first principles using the Palmgren-Miner damage accumulation hypothesis combined
with assumptions on how well or poorly the Equivalent Freight Train represents the
actual traffic on the bridge. The appropriate correction factor could be assessed on a
national or line level.
An example of a freight wagon of the Equivalent Freight Trains is shown below in
Figure 5.8. The characteristic axle loads and the number of axles per wagon for different periods are shown in Table 5.6 for existing bridges. This information can be
used to obtain an assessment of the fatigue effects based on the loading history of
the bridge. The variable length of the typical wagon shown in Table 5.6 allows the
axles to be placed so as to produce the worst load case for the load effect and section under consideration.

Figure 5.8:
Table 5.6:

Axle spacing and length over buffers for a freight wagon of the “Equivalent Freight Train” for all lines.

Year

Axle loads (kN) and number of axles per wagon of “Equivalent Freight
Train" (based on LM71) for different periods.
< 1920 1921 - 1940 1941 - 1960 1961 - 1980 > 1981 Mean

Speed

50

70

80

100

120

100

Pk

160

180

200

200

225

200

Pm

120

150

160

160

180

160

a

2

3

4

4

4

4

Po

40

40

50

50

50

50
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is the period for the particular amount of freight.

Speed is the speed of the train (km/h)
Pk

is the characteristic value of the axle load (kN) for the calculation of the
stress range.

Pm

is the mean value of the axle load (kN) used to calculate the number of train
passages.

a

is the number of axles per freight wagon and is used to calculate the number
of train and bogie passages.

Po

is the axle load (kN) of an empty freight wagon.

The above table can be used to calculate the number of equivalent trains, bogeys or
axles passages whichever is most relevant for the influence line of the bridge in
question. The assumed axle weight of the empty freight wagon is used when the net
tonnage is known.
UIC Traffic model of the past and the future:
For traffic simulations (used for fatigue damage evaluation) the service loads can be
described by means of characteristic trains e.g. those defined in UIC (1997). These
characteristic trains describe the (real) traffic and enable the simulations. Within the
characteristic trains the distinguishing between passenger and freight trains is made.
Every train is given with its fraction of the total traffic and its characteristic velocity. A
traffic model is a group of characteristic trains. Every traffic model represents so the
traffic of a period of the past or the future.
Dynamic factor for fatigue assessment using historical train model according
to the Danish and Swedish Assessment Codes as well as for the UIC Traffic
model:
The dynamic amplification factors to be applied to the historical train model for fatigue
assessment used in the Danish and Swedish assessment codes are described below. Again these should not be seen as absolute values but as a guide to a possible
method. The dynamic amplification factors used for fatigue assessment should represent mean values and not the extreme values used in the ultimate limit state. In
recognition of this the dynamic values applied in the Danish and Swedish code are
based on reduced values of the UIC 776-1R leaflet. It could be argued that even
lower dynamic amplification factors are actually more representative of the mean values that are applicable for fatigue assessment.
The axle loads of the Equivalent Freight Train detailed in Table 5.6 represent static
axle loads and therefore need to be increased to account for the dynamic response
of the bridge. Since the dynamic factors from the Danish and Swedish assessment
code are based on the UIC (1979) leaflet they are therefore only applicable for
speeds less than 220 km/h and where the natural frequency of the structure is within
the limits shown I figure 6.9 in EC1-3. If the natural frequency of the structure is not
within those limits a more detailed dynamic analyse would need to be conducted.
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Where the axle configuration is according to LM71 the dynamic factor for fatigue is
determined according to EN 1991-2 (2003).
For traffic loading representing real trains (e.g. line classes due to UIC Code 700) the
dynamic factor for fatigue considerations is determined by
1+½ϕ=1+½(ϕ'+½ ϕ'')

(5.6)

For steel bridges with direct rail-fastening the following can be applied:
1+ϕ=1+½(ϕ'+ ϕ'')

(5.7)

Definitions of ϕ' and ϕ'’ and how they may be calculated can be found in UIC (1979)
and EN 1991-2 (2003).

5.3

Train loads for probabilistic assessment

The probabilistic approach described in this section will be necessary only in particular cases where an enhanced assessment (corresponding to assessment level 3, see
chapter 2 and Figure 2.2) is required.
To be able to perform a probability based analysis of a structure, all the inherent variables in the limit state function must be described by their statistical distribution. In
this subsection focus is on the statistical distributions for the loads generated by
trains in bridges. To be able to determine these distributions measurements of reel
train loads must be carried out. Such measurements can be done by some WIM
(Weigh-in-Motion) techniques. These techniques are further described in the report
SB4.3.2 (2006).
This subsection gives only a very short description of how to determine the statistical
distributions for measured traffic loads. Further information can be found in the report
SB4.3.2 (2006). A study on probabilistic dynamic amplification factors can also be
found in that document.

5.3.1 Individual train load models
A WIM measurement on a line or bridge gives information about the load and location
of each axle of the passing trains. This implies that load effects in different types of
bridge elements can be calculated very accurately. If the measurements of the train
loads are made during a sufficiently long time period and one can assume that the
train loads are time invariant, i.e. there are not systematic change in e.g. traffic type
and train intensities, it is then possible to fit the measured data to a common statistical distribution with a cumulative distribution function, FX . FX describes the natural
variation of the load on the specific line where the measurements were done and are
of course also valid for other similar lines.
Traffic loads are variable loads, i.e. they fluctuate in time and for such loads the interesting statistical distributions are, at least in the ultimate limit state, the maximum
distributions. Such distributions describe the variation of the maximum loads during a
reference period, T . It is of time consuming and economical reasons not possible to
collect data to determine such distributions. Instead other techniques such as simulation and extrapolation are used to determine these distributions. Such techniques are
described in the report SB4.3.2 (2006). A simple approach to determine the maximum distribution FY is given by:
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FY ( y ) = [FX ( x)] n

(5.8)

where FX () is the parent distribution and FY () is the maximum distribution of n samples of X all of which are independently identically distributed. In this situation n is the
number of trains that passes the bridge during the reference period. The reference
period for variable loads are generally set to one year. The choice of reference period
is directly linked to the safety index, β in structural design.

As an illustration, Figure 5.9 shows the maximum distributions for different n if FX ( x)
is assumed standard normal distributed.
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Figure 5.9:

Maximum of standard normal distributed independent random variables.

In this case FMAX ( X ) = [FX ( x)] n is Gumbel distributed with cumulative distribution
function given by:

FMAX ( X ) = e

−e

⎛ x −b ⎞
−⎜
⎟
⎝ a ⎠

(5.9)

where a and b are parameters of the Gumbel distribution. The parameters of the
maximum distribution are obtained as:

1
b = FX−1 (1 − )
n

(5.10)

and

a=

1
n ⋅ f X (b)

(5.11)

where n is the number of trains during the reference period T . It is possible that the
parent distribution do not belong to a standard distribution. Methods to handle such
cases are described in SB4.3.2 (2006).

5.3.2 Meeting traffic
For bridges with two or more tracks there is a possibility of a meeting between two
trains on the bridge. The number of meetings on the bridge depends on the train intensity, the velocity of the train, length of the bridge and length of the train.
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The number of meetings, n , between trains on the bridge within a certain reference
period affects the size of the maximum section forces in the bridge. If FX ( x) is the
distribution function that describes the section forces generated by a meeting between two trains, the appearance of FX ( x) depends on the characteristics of the two
meeting trains. The distribution of the maximum section forces during a certain time
period is given by Equation 5.8.

5.3.3 Model checking
Whenever a mathematical model is adopted from measured data it is necessary to
check the validity of the model against the original data. In order to check the assumed statistical distributions against original data it is common to use so-called
“goodness-of-fit tests”. There are two types of such tests, numerical and visual.
Numerical tests generate a numerical value that can be compared to a test value, for
e.g. the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test a perfect fit is represented by a test value equal to
one. There are other examples of numerical tests e.g. the chi-square ( χ 2 ), and the
Anderson-Darling tests. Further information about these tests is available in several
statistic text books, e.g. Johnson (1994).
Examples of visual tests are e.g. the probability plot and the quantile plot, more information about these tests can be found in e.g. Coles (2001). In both of these tests
the empirical values, i.e. data, are plotted against the theoretical values, i.e. test values, and a perfect fit is represented by a straight line with an inclination of 45 degrees.

5.3.4 Available software
A list of available software for reliability analysis can be found in the Annex 3.6 of this
Guideline and in the report SB4.4.3 (2007).

5.3.5 Fatigue loads
Probabilistic train load models for the fatigue analysis may be deduced from reliable
traffic data (historic train loads) according to the above approach.
Peaks-over-threshold approach can be used here from measured data to estimate
the likelihood that a concrete section will crack under the proposed future loading.
The rain-flow analysis from measured data and the use of the cumulative damage
hypothesis (Miner´s rule) can be used for the fatigue analysis. A method for the probabilistic fatigue assessment including the uncertainty and variability of both the fatigue loads and resistance is explained in Crespo and Casas (1998) and Casas and
Crespo (1997). As far as the probabilistic S-N curve is defined for the material or detail under consideration, the uncertainty of the variables can be included in the cumulative damage hypothesis.

5.3.6 Model uncertainties
The model uncertainties on the load side of the failure equation take care of uncertainties such as:

− uncertainties in the load calculation model
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− uncertainties in the load effect calculation model
The model uncertainties, θ , are often modelled as normal- or lognormal distributed
variables. If the model uncertainty is normal distributed, it has a mean value about
zero and is commonly introduced into the calculation model as follows

Y = θ + f ( X 1..... X n )

(5.12)

Or if the variable is lognormal distributed, it has a mean value about one and is introduced into the calculation models as

Y = θ ⋅ f ( X 1..... X n )

(5.13)

where Y is the response of the structure and f ( X 1..... X n ) is the model with the inherent basic variables that describes the load effect.

5.4

Dynamic amplification factors for assessment level I

The vertical static loading defined in Chapter 5.2 shall be multiplied by a Dynamic
Amplification Factor DAF to account for the effect of impact, oscillation and other dynamic effects, including those caused by track and wheel irregularities, on the structural response of bridge elements.
Within the study of the bridge-train interaction it should be differentiated between dynamic effects under service loads (e.g. fatigue limit state) and ultimate limit state
relevant loads. In the first case, linear elastic bridge behaviour is assumed. In the
case of ultimate limit state relevant actions, elastic-plastic bridge behaviour with energy dissipation should be considered.
Current formulas for dynamic amplification factors refer to elastic structural behaviour
only and cover maximum effects which are not relevant for service limit state. In addition they are not relevant for the structural behaviour at ultimate limit state showing
non-linear behaviour with rather large deformations which allow absorbing energy
due to dynamic effects.
Parametric studies using simple dynamic models (see report SB4.3.3 (2007) Dynamic Railway Traffic effects on Bridge Elements) show that:

− relevant dynamic traffic action can be caused by rail surface irregularities,
vehicle braking and acceleration as well as centrifugal effects
− resonance may cause high dynamic amplification factors. However for bridges
on international lines with mixed traffic, resonance is not relevant for ultimate
(ULS) and fatigue limit state (FLS) as it is very unlikely that the following three
conditions are fulfilled at the same time: (1) the train is of regular axle
spacing, (2) train contains overloaded carriage(s) and (3) the velocity is equal
to one of the most severe resonance speeds. Exceptions are lines with
standard traffic e.g. iron ore lines or high speed lines.
− more probable for bridge girders is the scenario impact-like excitation of
passing vehicles by singular irregularities (track depressions, rail joints, wheel
defects, etc.) as each carriage crosses the irregularity
− under service load conditions, the dynamic amplification factors for high traffic
loads are on average distinctly lower than for trains with light carriages
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− at ultimate limit state, the capacity of bridge elements to compensate dynamic
traffic action by plastic deformation with strain hardening, although drastically
reduced by the gravity effect and internal redistribution of action effects, often
is significant enough to allow for sufficient dissipation capacity for absorbing
dynamic action effects. The required inelastic dissipation capacity increases
with the intensity of the excitation and the stiffness of the vehicle and
decreases with the decreasing stiffness of the structure. Also, marked strain
hardening increases the dissipation potential.
In the following, DAF factors are suggested depending on the type of verification to
be performed and limit state considered, i.e. ULS (Ultimate Limit State), SLS (Serviceability Limit State) and FLS (Fatigue Limit State).
Referring to the basic verifications of structural safety and serviceability, two basic
limit states need to be distinguished, and consequently, two different kinds of dynamic factors are established:

− Ultimate limit state (ULS) (for structural safety check): Bridge structures
made of reinforced concrete and steel show distinctly inelastic, ductile
behaviour at ultimate limit state which allows for internal redistribution of action
effects (through energy dissipation) and to have approaching failure
announced by excessive deformations. In the verification of the structural
safety, plastic deformation of the structure is commonly assumed. As a
consequence, a dynamic factor relevant for the ultimate limit state of the
structure needs to be considered. Two cases have to be distinguished:
a) If the bridge element has a significant deformation capacity (through
plastification or rotational capacity of its cross section at ultimate limit
state), then the dynamic amplification factor on the structural response
is negligible and thus:

ϕULS1 = 1.0
Sufficient dissipation capacity is usually provided in case of significant
hardening behaviour in the structural response. Such pre-peak behaviour may be expected from reinforced concrete or steel beams or reinforced concrete deck slabs under predominant bending or shear. Scientific background can be found in the report SB4.3.3 (2007).
b)

For bridge elements with limited deformation capacity (no plastification
or rotational capacity at ultimate limit state), the following dynamic amplification factor shall be considered as occasional value:
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Limited deformational behaviour is expected for concrete beams and
slabs without shear reinforcement (stirrups) for shear and punching like
failure modes.

− Serviceability limit states (SLS): Dynamic factor based on elastic bridge
behaviour is appropriate in the case of both fatigue and serviceability limit
states. In both cases, the bridge structure is subjected to traffic loads under
service conditions and remains in the elastic state, and the results of dynamic
bridge tests and theoretical studies using elastic models give the necessary
background for establishing a dynamic amplification factor.
As a consequence, a dynamic factor based on elastic bridge behaviour
needs to be considered. In this case, a frequent value of dynamic factor
is considered since occasional events may be easily accepted. The following dynamic amplification factor applies in general:
For service limit state:

ϕSLS =1+ϕ'+0.3ϕ'' with ϕ' and ϕ'' according to EN 1991-2 (2003)
for ballasted bridges and continuously welded rails.
For steel bridges with open deck, a higher amplification factor applies for
bridge elements with short influence length (< 10m) such as floor beams
or cross girders:

ϕSLS =1+ϕ'+ϕ'' with ϕ' and ϕ'' according to EN 1991-2 (2003)
− Fatigue limit states (FLS): At fatigue limit state FLS, frequent values of
dynamic action effects are considered to represent service load conditions.
Based on the considerations in [SB4.3.3, (2007)], the following dynamic
amplification factor is suggested:
ϕFLS =1+ 0.5(ϕ'+0.3ϕ'') with ϕ ' and ϕ'' according to EN 1991-2 (2003)
For fatigue verifications based on damage equivalence factors according to
EN 1991-2 (2003) with the Load model UIC71, Φ 2 after equation 6.4 of EN
1991-2 (2003) has to be considered (and αLC=1.0).
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5.5 Investigation of dynamic bridge-train interaction under service
loads
In particular cases, e.g. where upgrading of existing bridges is required for new
heavy axle loads or for higher speeds, it is important to carry out a full dynamic study
instead of using the very simplified approach in Section 5.4. The full dynamic study
will be necessary where an intermediate or enhanced assessment (corresponding to
assessment levels 2 and 3, see chapter 2 and Figure 2.2) is required for fatigue and
serviceability limit state. In most cases, any renewal or strengthening works can be
minimised by accurately assessing the dynamic effects.
In this section, methods that can be used for modelling of the dynamics of the bridgetrain system, techniques to be used for solving the problem and general guidance on
the dynamic analysis are briefly presented. For more information see the UIC document, Guidelines for Railway Bridge Dynamic Measurements and Calculations, (UIC,
2006).
Experience shows that full dynamic analysis becomes more and more necessary,
particularly for light and slender bridges as such bridges are more susceptible to dynamic loading.
It is also important to check for excessive acceleration of the bridge deck that can
cause destabilisation and migration of the ballast, as well as loss of wheel-rail contact
and increase the risk of train derailment. Recent research shows that the current
bridge deck acceleration limits may be fairly conservative for the re-calculation of existing bridges, leading to uneconomical requirements for strengthening, see Norris
(2003), Norris (2005) and Zacher (2005).
For the recalculation of existing bridges the criteria specified by the railway administration should be satisfied.

5.5.1 Factors influencing elastic dynamic bridge behaviour
The principal factors which influence elastic dynamic behaviour are:

− the speed of traffic across the bridge,
− the span L of the element and the influence line length for deflection of the
element being considered,
− the mass of the structure,
− the natural frequencies of the whole structure and relevant elements of the
structure and the associated mode shapes (eigenmodes) along the line of the
track,
− the number of axles, axle loads and the spacing of axles,
− the damping of the structure,
− vertical irregularities in the track,
− the unsprung/sprung mass and suspension characteristics of the vehicle,
− the presence of regularly spaced supports of the deck slab and/or track (cross
girders, sleepers etc.),
− vehicle imperfections (wheel flats, out of round wheels, suspension defects
etc.),
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− the dynamic characteristics of the track (ballast, sleepers, track components
etc.).
General guidance on the dynamic analysis of railway bridges is given in documents
(UIC, 2003), (EN 1991-2, 2003) and (ERRI D214/RP9, 1999). The general allowances for the vertical dynamic effects of rail traffic in EN 1991-2 chapter 6.4 and supporting Appendices and in UIC Leaflets 776-1 and 776-2 are intended to cover all rail
bridge types and normal rail traffic with supplementary checks for high speed traffic
taking all the above factors into account. Requirements are given in these documents
for determining the increment of static loading for individual trains and other dynamic
load effects, e.g. dynamic increment of loading and bridge deck acceleration effects.
However, these requirements are intended for the design of new structures and can
be conservative in some circumstances. For these situations it can be beneficial to
undertake a bridge specific dynamic analysis supported by site monitoring of the dynamic behaviour of the bridge to enable more refined predictions of dynamic load
effects in an individual structure.
When undertaking a dynamic analysis to predict the magnitude of dynamic load effects in a structure it is necessary to utilise conservative lower bound or conservative
upper bound assumptions as appropriate for key parameters in the absence of data
for the structure under consideration. Site monitoring of the structure can be used to:

−
−
−
−

confirm the significant modes of vibration of an element,
refine the prediction of natural frequencies and mode shapes,
refine damping values,
identify the significance of the track in reducing the dynamic increment of
loads by distributing point axle loads and the benefits of the stiffness / mass of
the track (especially for shorter span members and members of bridge floors
directly beneath the track),
− in conjunction with conventional survey techniques to refine allowances for the
mass of the structure and identify joints and other features influencing the
dynamic behaviour of the bridge.
The accuracy of a dynamic analysis, used to predict whether a bridge will be satisfactory under increased loads / speeds of operation etc., is improved with the above refined data.

5.5.2 Bridge-train interaction
Within the study of the bridge-train interaction it should be differentiated between dynamic effects under service loads (e.g. fatigue limit state) and ultimate limit state
relevant loads. In the first case, linear elastic bridge behaviour is assumed. In the
case of ultimate limit state relevant actions, elastic-plastic bridge behaviour with energy dissipation should be considered.

5.5.2.1 Wheel force amplifications due to track irregularities under
service load condition
To study the dynamic behaviour of the bridge, the geometry, the weight, the velocity
and the characteristic of real trains can be used to develop carriage models.
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Wheel force amplifications are one of the major causes of bridge vibrations at velocities below 200 km/h. Simulation results of analytical or numerical models for increased future axle loads not considering track irregularities should be interpreted
with care, as the real dynamic bridge behaviour (especially of short or medium span
bridges) is strongly influenced by track irregularities.
Therefore in addition to simulation results of analytical or numerical models (which
then are conducted with moving forces) scenarios with typical track irregularities and
current train velocities may be investigated separately with simple dynamic models
(e.g. two mass oscillators excited by imposed displacement, where the upper oscillator represents modal mass and stiffness of the vehicle, the lower oscillator the effective bridge mass and stiffness of the 1st mode). Many scenarios can be investigated
and discussed. In SB4.3.3 (2007) “Dynamic Railway Traffic Effects on Bridge Elements” such an approach is used to study the influence of different parameters such
as increased vehicle load.
Following parameters have an influence on the wheel force amplification and have to
be studied using appropriate models to obtain the relevance of each one:

− amplitude of track irregularities
− form of special irregularities
− excitation frequency (a function of the velocity and track irregularity wave
length)
− stiffness of the carriage suspension
− damping rate of the suspension
− coach mass.

5.5.2.2

Modelling of the bridge-track-train system

Modelling techniques
Various techniques are available for the mathematical modelling of railway bridges,
however, these can generally be divided into two groups:
i) Analytical techniques, which result in an infinite number of degrees of freedom
(DOFs) and a set of coupled equations that can then be solved by the series expansion method to obtain the closed form solution. However, the applicability of
these methods is often limited to simple bridge-moving load problems, such as
simply supported or continuous uniform beams, uniform plates subjected to a
moving force, moving mass or moving single DOF system. These methods can
also be used for a preliminary rough estimation of the dynamic response of more
complicated bridges.
Applying the analytical techniques, the dynamic displacement of a simply supported beam at position along the longitudinal axis x and time t, subjected to a
constant force F moving at speed v can be expressed by the following formula
(UIC, 2006 and Karoumi, 1998):

y ( x, t ) =

FL3 96 ∞
1
4∑ 4
48E g I g π i =1 i 1 − α 2 / i 2

(

⎞ ⎛ iπx ⎞
⎛ ⎛ πv ⎞ α
⎜⎜ sin ⎜ i t ⎟ − sin (ω i t )⎟⎟sin ⎜
⎟
⎠ ⎝ L ⎠
⎝ ⎝ L ⎠ i

)

(5.14)
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where L is the span length, E is the Young’s modulus, I is the moment of inertia
and μ is the uniformly distributed mass. The i-th natural circular frequency and
speed parameter are defined as:

iπ
ωi = ⎛⎜ ⎞⎟
⎝L⎠

2

EI

(5.15)

μ

and

α=

πv
ω1L

(5.16)

the bending moment can be expressed as:

m( x, t ) =

⎞ ⎛ iπx ⎞
⎛ ⎛ πv ⎞ α
1
FL 8 ∞
⎜ sin ⎜ i t ⎟ − sin (ωi t )⎟⎟sin⎜
⎟
2∑ 2
2
2 ⎜
4 π i =1 i (1 − α / i )⎝ ⎝ L ⎠ i
⎠ ⎝ L ⎠

(5.17)

The number of terms (vibration modes) to be included when computing the above
sums should be determined based on convergence studies.
ii) Numerical techniques, which results in a finite number of DOFs and sets of coupled or uncoupled equations:

− finite element method (FEM) – the most powerful and versatile technique that can be used in modelling of virtually any bridge type,
− finite difference method (FDM) – efficient technique for simple 2D
analysis (see Karoumi, 1998 and 1996),
− finite stripes method (FSM) – very efficient technique for modelling
of slab-type bridges.
Among these techniques, the FEM is recommended, given its very broad capabilities, robustness, good accuracy and wide availability of commercial finite element
packages.
Bridge models
The type of the bridge model used in the dynamic analysis should be as complex as
required to obtain the accurate dynamic response of the bridge to the passing trains,
but also as simple as reasonably possible to minimize the computational effort. To
begin with, and to gain the basic knowledge of the bridge dynamic behaviour, a very
simple model should be adopted, as the behaviour of very complex models can be
difficult to interpret initially and prone to errors. When required, the complexity of the
model should be increased to better represent the real structure.
Two-dimensional (2D) models can be used to represent:

− simply supported or continuous girder or multigirder symmetric bridge decks
carrying a centred single track,
− slab-type bridge decks with small values of the width-to-span ratio and low
skew angle,
− single-track symmetric truss, frame, bow-string or arch bridges.
Three-dimensional (3D) models should be used in the analysis of:
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− bridge decks carrying two or more tracks,
− bridges with asymmetric or unusual geometry,
− skewed bridge decks with a significant angle of skew,
− slab-type bridge decks with large values of the width-to-span ratio,
− bridges with transverse beams or other secondary transverse elements,
− bridges equipped with light or vibration sensitive decks.
Bridge mass
In the dynamic analysis, two extreme cases for the mass of the structure and the ballast must be considered:
1. lower limit of the mass of the structure, together with the minimum density and
thickness of the clean ballast to obtain the maximum possible acceleration of
the bridge deck,
2. upper limit of the mass of the structure, together with the maximum density
and thickness of the saturated ballast with slag to obtain the lowest possible
estimation of the fundamental frequency and the speed at which the resonance can occur.
However, where correlation of the numerical and measured results is undertaken,
any justified adjustment of the mass within the extreme limits is possible, based on
the inspection of the bridge and measurements of ballast thickness, local conditions,
saturation, etc.
Bridge stiffness
As the critical speed at which the resonance can occur highly depends on the fundamental frequency of the bridge, the lower value of the stiffness should be used in the
estimation of the lowest critical speed. In the dynamic analysis of concrete or composite bridges, the dynamic Young’s modulus of concrete should be used, (UIC,
2003). Where an assessment of existing concrete or composite bridges is undertaken, the increase in the magnitude of Young’s modulus of concrete with time
should be considered.
Where the correlation of the analysis and the test data is carried out, the stiffness can
be adjusted to better represent real condition of the structure or to account for the
stiffness contribution of other bridge components such as secondary structural elements, rails, ballast, railings, etc. However, none of these adjustments should be
made without proper justification.
In practice structures usually exhibit greater stiffnesses than those derived from the
properties used for normal design purposes (sometimes due to end restrain effects
from earth pressure and track continuity increasing the first mode of bending frequency).
For concrete sections it is normally acceptable to use the full concrete cross section.
No allowance for cracking, or the use of cracked concrete section properties is normally necessary.
Transformed section properties should be used where significant areas of reinforcement exist or the sections contain embedded steel sections or rails.
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Pre-stressed concrete members should include the tendon stiffening effects (and
sometimes the effect of precompression) increasing the natural frequency of members. Site measurements have shown considerable increases in stiffness with the
presence of pre-stressing.
Bridge damping
Damping or energy dissipation in railway bridges is a complex phenomenon, and its
accurate description and representation in a model is difficult. It depends principally
on the structural material, the bridge type, the span and the state and condition of the
bridge. Considering this, proportional Rayleigh damping is usually an accurate way of
representing damping in the majority of railway bridges, and the damping matrix in
the finite element model can be expressed as a linear combination of the mass and
the stiffness matrices, see (Bathe, 1996) and (UIC, 2006).

[C] = a0 [M ] + a1 [ K ]

(5.18)

where [ M ] and [ K ] are mass and stiffness matrices, and a0 & a1 are damping constants, respectively. The lower bounds of the damping ratio ξ to be used in the dynamic analysis, depending on the material and span of the bridge, are given in (UIC,
2003) or (ERRI D214/RP9, 1999). (Note: for assessment level 3, see chapter 2,
damping ratios should be determined based on field tests). The Rayleigh damping
method is convenient for direct time integration analysis, however, suffers from the
disadvantage that the damping becomes frequency dependent.
Where the measured data is available, the mode-specific values of damping ratios
should be used. These mode-specific values can be incorporated in models to be
solved using both mode superposition and direct integration methods, for details see
(Bathe, 1996). For additional information on evaluation of damping from measurements, see also chapter 5.5.3 and (UIC, 2006).
Joints between adjacent part of the structure and bridge deck ends in contact with
ballast etc. can significantly increase damping values (On older bridges joints between adjacent members with no shear connection across which there is differential
vertical deflection of the deck results in shearing of the ballast and a large associated
increase in damping).
Bridge abutments
Bridges without transition plate at the abutments can show a discontinuity of the track
stiffness. If there is a vertical depression of the rail, moving carriages are accelerated
in vertical direction before entering the bridge, which leads to wheel force variations
during the passage over the bridge. Very short bridges may be even unloaded by this
effect at current freight train velocities leading to dynamic amplification factors lower
than 1.0. This phenomenon has to be investigated in terms of its relevance on the
amplification of stresses and be quantified.
More information on prediction of bridge end problems can be found Chapter 9 and in
(ERRI D230.1/RP 3, Bridge Ends – Embankment Structure Transition).
Train models
In the dynamic analysis of bridges subjected to moving trains three main types of
moving load models are used (Note: models described in 2 and 3 should only be
used in assessment level 3, see chapter 2):
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1. the moving force (MF) model, which considers only gravitational effects of the
load and completely neglects its inertia and the interaction (coupling) with the
bridge. The moving force model cannot predict the response of the vehicle,
thus cannot be used in the applications where the assessment of passenger
comfort by direct calculations of car body accelerations is of concern,
2. the moving mass (MM) model, which considers gravitational as well as inertia
effects of the load, but neglects the elastic and damping properties of the vehicle’s suspension and vibrations of the sprung masses of the vehicle. This
model should be considered, where the inertia of the load cannot be regarded
as negligible. Similar to the MF model, MM model cannot realistically predict
the response of the vehicle and neglects the bouncing effect of the vehicle
masses,
3. the moving system (MS) model, which considers all effects neglected in the
previous two models. This type of model can vary from a single degree of
freedom (SDOF) system, also referred to as the sprung mass, to more sophisticated multi degree of freedom (MDOF) systems capable of very realistic
simulation of the vibrations of railway vehicles.
Generally, reasonable results can be obtained by considering the train as a series of
moving forces (MF) and making allowances for track irregularities later. This type of
load model neglects the bridge-train interaction, however its beneficial effect, which is
the most significant for spans up to 30m, can be accounted for by introduction of additional damping into the bridge model, as prescribed in Chapter 6.4.6.4 of
EN 1991-2 (2003).
In practice, the choice of technique adopted will depend upon the availability of
analysis software.
Track models
Railway track is an inherent part of the bridge-train dynamic system, however the
influence of its dynamic properties on the response of the bridge is generally negligible for medium and long span bridges (L≥15m), see also chapter 5.1.3. In this case,
the mass and stiffness properties of the railway track can be incorporated into the
bridge model in a simplified way by appropriate modification of its dynamic properties. However, this should not be done without justification based on survey, inspection or experimental tests of the bridge.
For bridges with shorter spans (L<15 m) or bridges with floor elements in the deck
with short influence line lengths (e.g. transverse elements in grillage floors or thin
slabs spanning between main girders) it is recommended that the analysis incorporates the beneficial effects of the track in distributing point axle loads and the benefits
of the mass and vertical flexibility of the track in reducing dynamic load effects in the
bridge deck, see chapter 5.1.3 and (ERRI D214/RP9, 1999).
The railway track model may also be considered in the analysis where the response
of the train is of concern, e.g. in the assessment of passenger comfort by direct calculation of the train vertical acceleration.
Considering the track and the load distribution through the track usually helps to meet
the criteria for the bridge deck acceleration, as incorporation of the track into the
analysis reduces the acceleration response, particularly at resonance conditions.
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Where a detailed model of the railway track is required (Only necessary in assessment level 3, see chapter 2), a beam discretely or continuously supported by an elastic uniform or non-uniform foundation (beam on spring elements), or a set of parallel
spring / dashpot units under each wheelset of the train may be used.
Where the benefits of the track is to be taken into account it is necessary to include a
model of the track on the approach, across and departure from the bridge.
Track irregularities
Track irregularities are deviations in the track contour from the ideal geometry, which
result in increased dynamic loading transferred from the train to the bridge. These
effects should be considered in the analysis. However, for carefully and moderately
maintained railway tracks, the influence on the dynamic response of bridges is limited.
Track irregularities can be directly incorporated into the train-track-bridge model
(Only necessary in assessment level 3, see chapter 2). However, in general, the
bridge-specific profiles of the irregularities are difficult to obtain and constantly
changes during the maintenance cycle. Therefore, the track or vehicle irregularities
can be satisfactorily accounted for by multiplying the load effects by 1+ϕ’’/2 for carefully maintained or 1+ϕ’’ for regularly maintained tracks, where ϕ’’ is the dynamic enhancement due to the track and vehicle irregularities given by Annex C of EN 1991-2
(2003).
Note: The requirements for allowances for variations in track quality and vehicle defects is the subject of on-going research by a number of railway administrations. The
railway administration may specify alternative recommendations.

5.5.2.3

Analysis

Methods of dynamic analysis
A time history analysis of the transient train event must be undertaken in order to
capture the peak acceleration and displacement events occurring during the passage
of the train. The analysis is carried out by solving the equations of motion for the
bridge and train models that are obtained using the techniques described in previous
sections. It can be done using either the mode superposition method or the direct
integration method. The latter method is more computationally demanding. The
choice of method is determined principally by the linear / nonlinear considerations,
required reliability of results and availability of simulation packages for bridge-train
dynamics.
The mode superposition method
The mode superposition method is the most suitable if numbers of different speeds
and options need to be investigated, as in general, it is more computationally efficient, yet accurate enough compared with the direct integration methods. This technique has the advantage that the modes being considered can be limited to the relevant frequency range, and calculations can be limited to points of interest and the
most responsive locations on the bridge. Where necessary, the mode superposition
technique can accommodate mode-specific values of damping ratios.
The number of mode shapes and corresponding range of natural frequencies used in
the solution depends principally on the frequency contents of the moving load acting
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on the bridge. Generally, the analysis should include all the modes that can be excited by the load, i.e. all the modes within the frequency range covered by the natural
and driving frequencies of the load. Practically, it is usually sufficient to consider the
modes at frequencies up to the greater of:

− 30Hz,
− 1.5 times the frequency of the first vertical bending mode of the element under
consideration, including at least the first three vertical bending modes that can
be excited by the traffic loads.
Generally, experience suggests that consideration of frequencies up to 50-60Hz is
sufficient.
The mode superposition method cannot be used to solve nonlinear systems since the
rule of superposition is valid only for linear systems. The technique also becomes
inefficient for solving problems, where the inertia of unsprung masses of the train is
considered.
With modal superposition techniques the engineer must make a specific decision as
to which modes to include in the analysis. This is generally undertaken by reviewing
a large number of potential modes and their associated mode shapes and frequencies, however, careful consideration should be given to the choice of significant
modes. The risk of missing important modes can be minimised by ensuring that the
mass participation factor is sufficiently high for each of the directions of interest.
The direct integration methods
The direct integration methods utilise numerical step-by-step procedures to solve the
equations of motion for the bridge-train system. Unlike in the mode superposition
method, no transformation or reduction of the degrees of freedom is carried out,
therefore these techniques are known as “direct” methods.
The direct integration methods are free of the limitations of the mode superposition
method and are the only possible choice where nonlinearities need to be considered.
These may also be more efficient for solving linear systems using a small number of
time steps. However, the direct integration methods are generally more computationally demanding for solving transient dynamic problems, in terms of both time and
storage requirements.
Among the direct integration methods, the implicit unconditionally stable constantaverage acceleration Newmark’s β method is the most widely used to solve the
bridge-train dynamic problems.
With direct integration methods the choice of time step also acts as a filter that effectively dictates which higher modes are included / excluded from the analysis and
careful choice of time step is required to ensure that important modes are not unknowingly excluded.
Time steps
Both groups of described analysis methods utilise numerical integration procedures,
thus the choice of time step used in the solution is an important issue. The time step
needs to be considered with regard to:

− speed of train,
− range of frequencies being considered,
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− analysis method,
− structural configuration.
Train speed must also be considered when determining suitable time steps for the
numerical integration. The time step chosen influences the position of wheel loads
along the track. If the time steps are too large, wheel load positions will be too widely
spaced.
The time step should be sufficiently small to determine the highest frequency of vibration being considered in ten steps per half wavelength.
Bridges with discrete closely spaced transverse elements such as cross girders are
subject to impact loading induced by the rate of loading from the train approaching in
a direction normal to the girder. Unlike a longitudinal girder, which has, half the span
in which to reach its peak modal force a cross girder can be almost instantaneously
loaded at its maximum modal force position. This is because the load is instantaneously applied in the mid span region of the cross girder where its mode has the largest magnitude. With poor longitudinal distribution between cross girders there will be
little spread of load along the line of the track. Accordingly the time steps need to be
chosen to ensure that these effects are taken into account. It is suggested that the
time step is sufficiently small to enable the analysis to take account of ten load positions between each cross girder at the highest train speed.
The above comments are also applicable to finite element models with discretised
members where too large a time step will erratically load the element.
The total number of time steps required for the passage of a train needs to be at least
ten times greater than the highest frequency times the duration of event being considered. This is to smoothly describe the motion of the bridge at the highest frequency under consideration.
When determining the maximum bridge deck acceleration effects, it is recommended
to use a time step typically corresponding to a half wavelength of excitation that is
sufficiently short to only potentially destabilise one sleeper whereby any potential adverse effects of excessive deck acceleration are mitigated by the spanning of the rail.
Available software
Information about available software for analysis of the bridge-train dynamic interaction is given in Annex 5.1.
Evaluation and presentation of results
The documentation part of this analysis is of extreme importance and should answer
the requirements of the railway administration.
The dynamic analysis should be carried out over the range of speeds of interest
which usually extends from the lower of 140 km/h and 0.5 times the maximum line
speed, up to 1.2 times the maximum line speed, with a maximum speed increment of
5 km/h. Smaller speed increments should be used in the vicinity of the resonant
speeds. Wherever a risk of resonance exists for lower speeds, the range of speeds of
interest should be extended to include these speeds.
A convenient way of presenting the results is to plot them against train speed and
bound them by the limit values.
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For the critical speed, it is convenient to plot the extreme values of displacement /
acceleration / force / stress for all nodes / elements along the bridge. By doing this,
the critical nodes / elements most susceptible to dynamic loading can be identified
and the time histories of the load effects can be plotted and bounded by the limit values. Surface plots of the extreme deck accelerations should be used to illustrate the
location and intensity of the strongest vibrations. Maximum values of bridge end rotations and deck twist should be plotted against speed.

5.6

Bridge and train properties from direct measurements

In order to obtain a dynamic analysis model with sufficient accuracy to predict the
future behaviour of the bridge under increased loading, speed of operation etc. the
results of the dynamic analysis are correlated with the site measurements. This approach and the techniques described in this section will be necessary only in particular cases where an enhanced assessment is required (corresponding to assessment
level 3, see chapter 2 and Figure 2.2).
For assessment level 3, site measurements should be used to assess key input parameters, such as damping ratios and natural frequencies, for the dynamic analysis.
By measuring a selection of critical dynamic load effects, various structural parameters of the analytical model can be adjusted (within justifiable limits) to ‘match’ the
actual measured dynamic response. The correlated dynamic analysis model can then
be used to predict behaviour of the bridge structure under required loadings, taking
into account allowances for other dynamic effects.
This section briefly describes how information from site measurements can be used
as input parameters to the analysis methods described previously in this chapter. For
more information see also Chapter 10, Improvement of assessment using information
from testing and monitoring and the UIC document, Guidelines for Railway Bridge
Dynamic Measurements and Calculations, (UIC, 2006).

5.6.1 Bridge specific train loading
5.6.1.1 Methods for establishing accurate axle weights from
measurements
Where accurate measurement of axle loads is required, axle loads may be measured
using the following techniques (see also SB4.3.2, 2006):
Static weigh stations
There are various stations for the static or near static weighing of axles, bogies and
wagons. These can be normal weigh-bridges to various types of special sleepers that
can be used to determine the axle weights while the train is either stationary or travelling at very low speeds.
Track based Weigh-in-Motion systems (WIM)
The primary purpose of some track based weigh in motion devices is to detect excessive dynamic wheel-rail contact forces to assist with identifying vehicle maintenance requirements and minimise the risk of damage to the track. When using these
systems to determine static axle loads it is important to take into account the accuracy of the system for determining equivalent static axle loads. The following two
techniques are available:
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Strain gauges
Traditional strain gauges can be used to measure the axle weights of passing axles.
The strain gauges are welded or glued to the neutral axis of the rail to form a Wheatstone bridge. Several Wheatstone bridges are used to form a measuring site. Calibration of the site must be per-formed to assure accuracy of the measurements. A
front end processor performs a signal processing analysis on the raw data and information such as axle spacing, train speed and individual axle weights can be obtained. This method has been mainly used to detect wheel defects and is often part
of an infrastructure owner’s safety programme.
Fibre optics
Fibre optics is also used to measure axle weights. Like the method using strain
gauges described previously, this method was developed chiefly for identifying wheel
defects. Wheel defects are a safety risk and also cause extra wear and tear of the
railway superstructure. Fibre optics has therefore been used to identify wheel defects
so that maintenance can be efficiently planned and so that train weights can be determined. A glass fibre sensor is attached to a rail whereby it can be used to measure
the vertical deflection of the rail due to a passing axle. At any one site several sensors are used. A train identification system has often been used in conjunction with
weigh-in-motion systems so that the rail vehicle with the wheel defect could be identified and if necessary scheduled for a visit to the workshop.
Bridge based Weigh-in-Motion systems (B-WIM)
B-WIM or bridge Weigh-in-Motion is the process of converting an instrumented bridge
into a scale for weighing passing vehicles. Bridge Weigh-in-Motion has been used
successfully for the weighing of trains passing over a bridge. Measuring instruments
such as strain gauges or strain transducers are fastened to the structure of the
bridge. This method has the advantage of not disturbing traffic as the measuring instruments are generally fitted to the underside of the bridge. Locomotives of known
weight can be used to calibrate the system for varying speeds. There is a classification system which defines the accuracy of the measurements. However, this classification system has been developed for the weighing of road vehicles and is not applicably to the railway industry, although it should give an indication of the accuracy
of the system. A typical B-WIM system produces the following results (also valid for
track based WIM systems):

− axle distances
− the static load of each axle
− the speed of the train
− the direction of the train
− the track on which the train is passing
− an indication for possible wheel or rail defects.
Of course, as the resolution of the B-WIM algorithm depends on the bridge type and
if the track is ballasted or not, for most bridges, the individual axles of a bogie can not
be separated. Consequently, for such bridges the B-WIM algorithm incorrectly identifies bogies as axles. In the report SB4.3.2, Assessment of actual traffic loads, the BWIM method for railways is described in detail.
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5.6.1.2 Methods for establishing accurate train speeds from measurements
The speed of the train may be obtained using a displacement time history graph to
measure the time for a number of vehicles of known length to pass a fixed point.
Another way of calculating the speed is by having two sensors installed on the rail (or
on the bridge) at known distance. The speed can be calculated by identifying a peak
on the strain or displacement time history curve for both sensors and measure the
time difference between the two peaks. This time is the time it takes for an axle of a
train to travel the distance between the two sensors. For more information on an accurate method for train speed calculation, see the report SB4.3.2, Assessment of actual traffic loads.

5.6.2 Evaluation of vertical track stiffness
There are several methods available for measuring vertical track stiffness, see (UIC,
2006). The two approaches that distinguish the methods of measuring track stiffness
are rolling and stationary measurements. Stationary measurements are generally
used for research or for refined bridge assessment studies while rolling measurements are more often used for track maintenance purposes.
The main objective with track stiffness measuring is for track maintenance but it can
be used for bridge calculations as well. The measured track stiffness can be used to
estimate the track system performance on bridges, where the measurements can be
used to get the stiffness of the unknown system consisting of rail, pad, sleeper and
ballast. The measured track stiffness can then be used to refine the calculation model
taking into account the beneficial effect of the track in distributing the moving axle
loads.
In the absence of track stiffness measurements the dynamic analysis should allow for
a nominal distribution of the axle loads – see section 5.1.3.

5.6.3 Evaluation of damping
Damping has a major influence on the dynamic response of a railway bridge because
it is one of the factors limiting the vibration amplitudes. Its knowledge is therefore essential for the assessment of existing bridges subjected to passing trains. A large
amount of work has been carried out on the measurement of damping for railway
bridges in the ERRI D214, of special interest is RP 3 and the final report RP9.
Damping is generally expressed as % of critical damping or damping ratio (ξ), which
is given by ξ =

δ
where δ is the logarithmic decrement of damping.
2π
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Figure 5.10: Typical damping values of UK Bridge Stock with ballasted track illustrating wide variation in damping for a given span.
The values given in the Eurocode (EN 1991-2, 2003) can be used for new bridges
and for a simplified initial assessment of existing bridges. In an enhanced assessment (i.e. assessment level 3) however, real damping values should always be determined from measurements. Damping values should be obtained from the freely
vibrating signal, i.e. when a structure is unloaded following the passage of a train.
This provides more realistic estimates of structural damping because of the greater
vibration amplitudes involved. The ambient method (ambient method is based on
background vibrations induced by wind or e.g. nearby road traffic. The amplitudes of
such vibrations are normally much lower than for train passages.) should only be applied in cases where the isolation of a vibration mode is impossible. The ambient vibration method requires more expensive instrumentation, more sophisticated data
processing and the results are usually only valid for small amplitude vibrations. In
general, the ambient vibration method provides lower bounds of structural damping.
Damping can be determined from either displacement or acceleration time histories.
Measuring displacements is however more expensive than measuring accelerations
because displacement measurements need fixed reference point.
Frictional damping, which mobilises ballast particles on railway bridges, may require
deflections of more than 0.5 mm. Ballast shearing effects can have a considerable
influence on damping. It has been observed at a number of bridge sites where bridge
beams and slabs are free to move independently that abnormally high damping occurs.
In the SB5.2.S2 (2005), Guideline for the experimental estimation of structural damping of railway bridges, methods for evaluation of bridge damping from measurements
are described. This document also provides a list of damping values for different materials, bridge types and bearing conditions that are in common use today.
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5.6.4 Evaluation of the first natural frequency of a bridge
The natural frequencies of the bridge structure can be most clearly identified using an
acceleration spectral density plot of the unloaded (freely vibrating) portion of the acceleration signal.
The fundamental bending frequency can also be measured from the appropriate sensors by analysing the free vibration displacement after the train event has passed.
This is carried out by e.g. measuring the time period between successive peaks (i.e.
one wavelength) of the freely vibrating signal, as shown in the Figure 5.11. The fundamental bending frequency is the reciprocal of the measured time period. In this
example, the frequency is 1/0.16 s = 6.25 Hz (cycles/second). Of course, the precision can be increased by considering more than one period.
0.16s

1.8%
~ 30 cycles

Figure 5.11: Typical displacement time history showing period of freely vibrating signal.
It should be noted that the above method is only suitable when the signal is relatively
uniform, i.e., without coupling or superposition from higher order modes. Where the
signal is a complex superposition of many modes, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is
more appropriate.
Additional information on evaluation of bridge frequencies can be found in the report
SB5.2.S2 (2005), Guideline for the experimental estimation of structural damping of
railway bridges.

5.6.5 Evaluation of bridge influence lines
The Influence Line (IL), i.e. the load effect at a point due to unit load at different positions across the bridge, is a useful measure of the characteristic response of a bridge
to load. While ILs can readily be found by analysis, the results often do not correspond to measurements on site and it is sometimes useful to derive the IL from direct
measurements of the load effect in response to a vehicle of known weight. As vehicles invariably have more than one axle, to determine the IL from the measured
multi-axle response, the following equation has to be solved:

[ A]K −CN ,K −CN {I}K −CN ,1 = {ε }K −CN ,1

(5.19)
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where [ A] is a sparse symmetric matrix dependent on the known train axle weights,
{I} is a vector containing the sought influence ordinates, and {ε } is a vector dependent on the vehicle axle weights and the measured load effect readings. N is the number of axles, K is the total number of scans, Ci is the number of scans corresponding
to the distance between axle i and the first axle. The vector, {I} , of influence ordinates can be solved by inverting the square matrix [ A] , or by Cholesky factorisation
(the [ A] matrix is symmetric positive definite).
In (O'Brien et al, 2006) the general form of the matrices is described and the particular matrices for a 3-axle vehicle are given. The presented method gives the static influence line (i.e. not dependent on train speed) as it filters out the dynamic effect of
passing trains. In (Linljencrantz, 2007), a program is described which enables the
evaluation of the bridges actual influence lines from measurements of passing trains.
In existing bridges such so-called 'measured' ILs can be used to determine and understand the real behaviour, to monitor changes over time, to accurately predict responses to various load patterns and to calibrate a bridge weigh-in-motion system.
Figure 5.12 below show an example of derived IL and measured versus predicted
response due to the crossing of a 7-axle calibration vehicle over the Kramfors bridge
in Sweden.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Kramfors bridge: (a) Response due to the crossing of a 7-axle calibration vehicle with the calculated influence line (in red and is scaled for
presentation purposes); (b) Plot of measured versus predicted response.
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6. Concrete bridges
This chapter deals with resistance assessment of concrete bridges, based on the
conditions stated in previous chapters. The content focus on advanced analysis
methods for enhanced assessment level, see figure 2.2, that goes beyond the methods normally used in design. Assessment of concrete bridges on initial and intermediate levels, see section 2.5, follows the code of practise and is assumed to be well
known to the experienced bridge engineer performing bridge assessments.
An enhanced evaluation of a concrete bridge is best made step by step as an integrated part of the decision process. Here, calculations and structural analyses are
made in continuous interaction with investigations of the bridge properties and condition. The most appropriate methods must be chosen for each bridge individually, with
respect to the objective of the assessment and the weaknesses of the bridge. The
decisions whether to proceed with the assessment must be made with respect to the
cost and the potential to succeed with it.
Section 6.1 is a complement to chapter 4, Basic information for bridge assessment,
and treats aspects that are of special interest for concrete bridges. Here, the determination of in-situ material properties is of particular importance.
In section 6.3, methods for structural analysis on different levels of detailing and accuracy are given. Both system level analysis and local resistance analysis are
treated. The most advanced level is non-linear analysis, which is available in many
software tools in practice today. Non-linear analysis has also the greatest potential
for discovering any additional sources for load carrying capacity.
In section 6.4, modelling and analysis of the remaining structural resistance for deteriorated concrete railway bridges is treated. In particular, recommendations regarding
assessment with respect to reinforcement corrosion and a methodology for assessment of fatigue safety are given. These aspects have also been pointed out by the
railway owners to be the most important with respect to deterioration of concrete railway bridges
Finally, the effect of repair and strengthening is treated in section 6.5, evaluation of
remaining service life is described in section 6.6 and the evaluation of the analysis
results and the decision making is treated in section 6.7.

6.1

Basis for assessment

In this section, information needed as a basis for the assessment of a concrete
bridge is treated. The section is a complement to chapter 4, Basic information for
bridge assessment, and treats only aspects that are of special interest for concrete
bridges.
For enhanced bridge assessment, a careful determination of the bridge properties is
normally required. For concrete bridges, the in-situ material properties are of particular interest. For existing bridges, the condition of the bridge is very important to account for. Furthermore, for advanced analysis, a realistic modelling of the boundary
conditions becomes important and the sequence of construction need to be taken
into account when assessing a concrete bridge constructed in different phases.
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6.1.1 Bridge type and geometry
A detailed knowledge about the bridge type and its geometry is necessary in order to
perform an enhanced bridge assessment. A description of the most common concrete railway bridge types is given in section 4.5. Textbooks describing existing concrete bridge types are e.g. fib (2000b).
The geometry can generally be determined from as-built drawings and other documentation, see sections 4.4 and 4.7. If the documentation of the bridge does not provide the necessary information, the geometry needs to be determined from measurements on site. For concrete bridges, the amount and position of reinforcement and
prestressing tendons is critical for the assessment. When this cannot be verified
through the documentation, in-situ measurements have to be made, see SB-ICA
(2007). When deviations in reinforcement and tendon positions or concrete cover
have a great influence on the assessment, and the accuracy of the documentation
can be questioned, it is advisable to verify the correct positions through measurements.

6.1.2 Construction and design process
Knowledge from the bridge construction and design is often essential for assessment
of concrete bridges. Information of how the bridge was constructed and about
changes in design or bridge components during construction can be of outermost
importance. A special aspect treated here is the prestressing force in prestressed
concrete bridges.

6.1.2.1

Construction methods and sequence

The construction method and construction sequence have in many cases a major
influence on the stress distribution in a concrete bridge and often need to be included
in the structural analysis. This is generally the case for static indeterminate bridges
that were not constructed on fixed scaffolding. Typical examples are where methods
like sequential construction, free cantilevering or launching were used. Also the sequence of prestressing, the use of temporary supports and active stress regulation
needs to be accounted for.
When modelling the effect of the construction, it is important to take into account how
the loads were applied during construction. These include normally the gravity loads,
but can also consist of, for example, active stress regulations. Also, any imposed
constraints need to be taken into account. This includes the use of temporary supports or any other changes of the boundary conditions during construction. Furthermore, the casting sequence as well as the sequence of prestressing may need to be
accounted for.
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Figure 6.1:
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Analysis time, t

Step 4

Example of modelling of the constructions sequence of a concrete
girder road bridge, the Källösund Bridge, Plos and Gylltoft (2006). The
bridge was cast in situ using the free cantilevering method (1). After
completing the end T:s, the end supports were installed (2) and extra
weights were added to the end spans (3). After completing the central
part, the main span spans were connected (4), and the bridge was
loaded with permanent (5) and variable (6) loads. The effect of creep on
the moment distribution can be simulated by raising the end supports to
obtain the same support reactions as what can be measured on site.

The effect of construction method and sequence is generally of greater interest for
concrete bridges than for other bridge types. This is due to the long-term material
response of concrete structures, including effects like shrinkage, creep and relaxation. Normally the long-term effects need to be included when modelling the effect of
the construction. Generally, shrinkage, creep and relaxation can be treated according
to Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004).

6.1.2.2

Prestressing force

The pre-stressing force in the tendons of a pre-stressed concrete bridge can be calculated according to available methods in Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2,
2004). The prestressing force at a distance x from the active end at time t can be expressed as

P ( x, t ) = Po − ΔP( x, t )

(6.1)

where Po is the jacking force applied initially in the active end and ΔP(x,t) is the loss
of pre-stress. It includes immediate losses in pre-stressing due to friction, concrete
deformation and anchorage of pre-stressing tendons, and time dependent losses due
to creep and shrinkage of concrete, and relaxation of steel. For a correct estimation
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of the different parameters involved, the documentation from the stressing operation
of the cables during construction can be used, if available.
In case of pre-tensioned strands in pre-cast elements, the pre-stressing losses include losses during the time from the jacketing until the transfer of the force into the
concrete. These are due to steel relaxation in ambient temperature, possibly also due
to heating, thermal expansion in the steel, concrete shrinkage, and wedge penetration and elastic shortening at force transfer.
The variability of Po is normally small and depends on the quality of equipment and
calibration of gauges. It can either be neglected or estimated from data available from
the equipment producer.
Pre-stress losses are normally defined at two specific occasions:
t = to: immediately after transfer of pre-stress to the concrete. Losses occur due to
friction, short term relaxation, anchorage slip and elastic shortening of the concrete.
t = ∞: after long time when losses due to shrinkage, creep and steel relaxation has
stabilised.
Pre-stress loss can be treated as a normal distributed random variable. Mean values
of pre-stress losses ΔP(x,t) can be estimated from models given in design codes. In
absence of more specific data the variability of pre-stress loss can be described by
the Coefficients of variation given in Table 6.1, taken from JCSS (2001).
Table 6.1:
Quantity

Variability for prestress losses and pre-stressing force
Coefficient of variation
Immediate, t = to

Long term, t = ∞

Prestress loss ΔP(x,t)

0.3

0.3

Prestresssing force, P(x,t)

0.04 - 0.06

0.06 - 0.09

In cases where the documentation is insufficient, or when an accurate estimation of
the remaining pre-stressing is crucial, an alternative is to perform experimental
measurement. This can be done relatively easily in the case of non-adherent tendons, if the anchorages are easily accessible. The use of jacks to pull-out the tendon
or single strands can give a measure of the existing force in the cable. In other cases,
a semi-destructive test, opening a hole to the duct and reaching the pre-stressing
steel is first necessary. Once the tendon is reached and the duct and grouting removed, the following measurement techniques can be applied:

− The so-called “cross-bow” method requires a length of tendon of around 600
mm to be exposed and the surrounding grout carefully removed. The middle of
the exposed tendon is then gripped and the perpendicular force required to
deflect the strand at a known distance I measured. The force in the strand can
be then calculated by means of charts previously calibrated in the laboratory.
The accuracy of the measurements is approximately 3 %. In this method, no
wires are removed from the structure.
− The second possibility is to attach strain gauges to some single wires and then
cut one of the wire ends and measure the strain. The knowledge of the Young
modulus of the steel allows the calculation of the stress. The application of this
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technique involves the loss of the tested wires and can only be used in case
that redundant steel is available at the point of the tests and, consequently, a
sufficiently high safety level can be assured after the removal of the tested
wires.
− If the strand is free of grouting along a sufficient length, a vibration process
can be generated and the acceleration recorded. From the acceleration record
the natural frequencies of the tendon can be obtained and, using the vibrating
chord theory, the existing force can be calculated. The method requires a
perfect knowledge of the vibrating length and the boundary conditions at the
end of the strand. In this method, no pre-stressing steel is removed from the
structure.
− X-Ray Diffraction Method allows for direct stress measurements in
prestressing tendons. In this method, strains are estimated by measuring the
elastic atomic lattice spacing (distance between atomic planes). In case of
enclosed elements such as PT tendons and stay cables, this method would be
partially destructive. In any case, if one needs to subtract residual stresses
from measured values, then a sample must be cut out from the cable. This
method measures strain only at the surface of the sample.
In all cases, careful attention should be taken so that the measuring operations do
not affect the safety of the bridge.

6.1.3 Foundation and support (Boundary condition)
The knowledge about the foundation and the support conditions is essential in order
to model the boundary conditions properly. This is treated generally in section 4.8.
For concrete bridges, the boundary conditions can often have a decisive influence on
the load carrying capacity. This is often the parameter that has shown to have the
greatest influence on the load carrying capacity when altered between possible limits
determined based on the documentation. In many cases, the changes regarding the
assumption of the boundary conditions can double (or half) the load carrying capacity, see e.g. Huria et al. (1993), Shahrooz et al. (1994), Song et al. (2002).
Consequently, when doing bridge assessment, it is important to perform analyses
for different limiting assumptions regarding the boundary conditions whenever the
boundary conditions are uncertain. This way, the right solution can be bounded, and
the capacity determined conservatively.
For frame bridges, it is obvious that the interaction with the soil in the transition zone
is important and that different assumptions regarding the boundary conditions and
support from the soil can have a great influence. Soil-structure interaction is further
treated in Chapter 9.Also for simply supported or continuous slab, trough or girder
bridges, the boundary conditions may vary more than what is generally assumed. For
older bridges with shorter spans, a “simply supported” superstructure may rest directly on the foundation walls. In reality such supports can transfer both moments
and substantial horizontal forces. Also if simply supported or continuous bridge superstructures rest on bearings, the continuous ballasted track will cause the support
to work as partly restraint, both for moments and horizontal forces. Partially restraint
support conditions can often be modelled using translational and rotational springs.
When modelling the supports, it is important to model the boundary conditions in their
correct positions, since eccentricities of the support points will influence the normal
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force in the superstructure whenever there is any horizontal restraint. The effect of
horizontal restraint becomes even more important when doing non-linear analyses.
When a concrete member cracks in bending, the neutral axis is shifted towards the
compressed side. This means that the centre-of-gravity axis will become elongated. If
this is prevented by the boundary conditions, a compressive normal force will arise
and the moment capacity may increase substantially.
Consequently, it is important to try to determine the bounds for the boundary condition properties carefully. In a structural assessment there can be much to gain in limiting the possible span of restraint of the supports, and not to assume boundary conditions too much “on the safe side”.
Normally, it is not possible to directly measure the restraint of the supports. However,
the parameters describing the boundary conditions can be improved through testing
and monitoring of the bridge. Using the measurements, the structural model can be
updated, and the span for the boundary parameters can be limited. This is further
treated in Chapter 10. Another possibility can be to make a detailed modelling of the
boundary zone, including the soil-structure interaction, and from this determine the
response to use in structural analysis of the complete bridge.

6.1.4 Material properties
The materials relevant for the resistance of concrete bridges are

− concrete
− reinforcement
− prestressing steel
In addition to this, the interaction between the reinforcement or prestressing steel and
surrounding concrete is treated here.

6.1.4.1

Concrete

General
For concrete bridges built after 1945 some type of reference to concrete quality class
related to a nominal value of standardised compressive strength is often available.
This can be seen as a reference value, which after appropriate interpretation can be
used as a basis for estimation of other material parameters. Guidelines for this are
given in the following sections. In other cases, where only information about the concrete mixture proportions may be available, rough estimates may also be made of
compressive strength. If no information whatsoever is available, in-situ testing can be
used if the concrete strength properties are important for the assessment of resistance. Testing of drilled out cores gives a basis for more reliable estimates of the
properties at the current age of the structure. For preliminary assessment and monitoring of concrete strength non-destructive and semi-destructive methods are available, such as the Smith Rebound Hammer, the Capo-test and the Ultrasonic Pulse
Velocity method, see SB-ICA (2007).
A proper description of mechanical properties for concrete as a basis for structural
analysis is a complex matter for the following reasons:

− A number of different strength parameters are needed
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− Material properties change significantly with age, due to continuous hardening
− Results from testing of strength depend on size and design of the test
specimens used.
− The strength in the finished structure is different from that obtained by testing
of standardized specimens.
Uniaxial compressive strength is normally used to characterize the quality of concrete
and most other strength parameters can be derived from compressive strength by
empirical relations. Standard compressive strength is also used in today's codes to
define strength classes. Once the strength class is specified other design material
parameters needed for prediction of load bearing capacities are specified in e.g.
Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004).
For an existing bridge structure, the strength class specified for the original construction is one basis for evaluation. However, this gives a rather imprecise prediction of
the actual strength, especially if the concrete is old. The strength has normally increased significantly due to continued hydration. Also, deterioration may have occurred so that the actual strength needs to be re-evaluated.
When the assessment of the bridge is made by reliability analysis the strength parameters should refer to in-situ concrete properties. Also when the verification of capacity is performed via non-linear structural analysis in-situ material properties should
be used as input.
Definitions
Standard compressive strength is the measured compressive strength of a standard
test specimen which is sampled, made, cured and tested in accordance with standard test methods such as those described in EN 12390-1 (2000) and EN 12390-3
(2001).
Core compressive strength is the measured compressive strength of a core taken
from the structure and is determined according to a standard such as EN 12504-1
(2000).
In-situ compressive strength in a structure or in a structural element is expressed as
the strength of a standard test specimen (cylinder or cube). The in-situ strength is
estimated from tests on a number of cores drilled from the structure or the structural
element or from indirect tests on the structure.
Test location is a limited area which is selected for measuring in-situ strength.
Test region is one or several structural elements produced under similar conditions. A
test region contains several test locations. A test region can be a part of a structure in
which

− the strength has to be assessed
− the properties of concrete may be assumed to be distributed in the same way
Standard test specimens
Standard compressive strength is determined from uniaxial tests usually at the age of
28 days. Two different types of specimens have been used during the last 50 years

− Cylinders with length 300 mm and diameter 150 mm (strength fc,cyl)
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− 150 mm cubes (strength fc,cube)
Conversion between these two strength measures can be made with the following
empirical relation which can be used for fc,cube < 80 MPa.
f c ,cyl . ≈ 0 . 8 ⋅ f c,cube

(6.2)

Compression tests in earlier times were usually also performed on cube or cylinders
but sometimes with other dimensions. 200 mm cube specimens were e.g. commonly
used before 1950. This has some influence on the results. Further information about
strength conversion with respect to specimen size and shape can be found in the
background document SB4.5 (2007).
In-situ strength
The compressive strength in-situ will generally be less than that measured on standard test specimens taken from the same batch of concrete. The reason for this is
e.g. that the degree of compaction and curing in practical site conditions is not optimal. The location in the member where in-situ strength is determined has significant
influence.
Tests on in-situ concrete indicate that

− In-situ strength can vary within a member both randomly and in an ordered
fashion.
− The variations of in-situ strength within structural members can vary from one
member to another.
− In-situ strength decreases towards the top of the pour, even for slabs, and can
be up to 25 % lower at the top than in the body of the member.
Figure 6.2 gives an illustration to the influence of position in structure and difference
between standard specimens, core strength and in-situ strength. The numbers given
in the figure are examples, but typical relative to each other.
The ratio between in-situ strength and standard strength can be set to 0.85 for all
strength classes, prEN 13791 (2003). The conversion factor is based on an empirical
relation between on one hand strengths for cores taken from the top pour of structural elements that have been produced in accordance with standards of good practice and on the other hand standard test specimens.
In non-linear analysis of concrete structures the material parameters should be related to in-situ compressive strength expressed in terms of cylinder strength. This will
give the most realistic representation of the material response of the concrete in the
structure.
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Illustrative example of relationships between various compressive
strengths. Source: prEN 13791 (2003).

Assessment based on specified strength class
A given concrete quality is normally specified through a standardised 28-day compressive strength for cylinder or cube specimens. For concrete produced according to
modern standards the quality class is defined in terms of characteristic value or 5th
percentile of the strength parameter in question.
For concrete in older structures, “quality” or strength class is specified in terms of
nominal 28 day compressive strength fc,nom usually for cylinder or cube specimens.
The definition of nominal value is different in different national standards and for different time periods, but is usually equivalent to a low fractile of the strength distribution, so that
f cm = f c, nom + Δf c

(6.3)

where fcm is mean compressive strength and Δfc is the margin between nominal
strength and mean value. This difference is often specified in concrete standards
through control procedures of concrete quality. It is then required that the mean concrete strength from quality control tests shall be at least Δfc higher than the nominal
value fc for the concrete quality specified. It is therefore reasonable to estimate the
mean 28 day strength from Eq. (6.3) if information can be found in the old standard
about the value of Δfc. If such information is not available a conservative value

Δfc = 4 MPa may be used.
When the mean value fcm of standardised compressive strength is known, the characteristic value defined as the 5th percentile can be determined assuming a log-normal
distribution, i.e.
f ck = f cm ⋅ exp( −1 .64 ⋅ V fc )

(6.4)
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where Vfc = σfc/fcm is the coefficient of variation and σfc is the standard deviation for fc,
Vfc and σfc depend on the concrete production conditions and degree of control. For
concrete production under modern quality control procedures, the standard deviation
is quite low. In that case a standard deviation of the order 5 MPa can be assumed,
which is a conservative estimate in cases where no other information is available.
For concrete in old bridge structures one can expect that the quality control procedures have been less strict, so that higher values of σfc can be expected. The quality
of concreting was early classified with respect to the level of control. It can generally
be expected that strict control was applied when concrete bridges were built, but
even so the variability in strength was higher than is valid today due to more primitive
equipment for mixing, concreting and compacting. It is therefore recommended that
σfc for concrete produced under the strictest manufacturing class can be set to 8
MPa.
Further information about assessment of old concrete can be found in the background document SB4.5 (2007).
The 28 day in-situ strength fcm,is can be determined as
f cm ,is = κ ⋅ f cm

(6.5)

where κ is a parameter accounting for the difference between in-situ strength and
standard strength, with mean E(κ) = 0.85 and coefficient of variation (COV)
Vκ = 0.06. The coefficient of variation Vfc,is for the in-situ strength fc,is can be determined from
V fc2 , is = V fc2 + V κ2

(6.6)

For existing structures the increased strength due to aging can be utilised. The
strength increase over time is especially significant for old concrete with initially low
quality due to low water/cement ratio. Further information about aging influence is
given in a separate section below.
Assessment based on specified mix proportions
For concrete structures built before and just after the Second World War strength
classes are often not specified. Instead, there can be information about proportions of
the constituents of the concrete mix. If the water/cement ratio is specified this gives
the best basis for estimation, since the 28 day compressive strength is strongly dependent on the w/c ratio. The strength level for a given w/c ratio varies with age, cement type and hardening conditions but is more or less independent of amount and
type of aggregate.
In old structures the w/c ratio may not be specified, but only the mix proportions between cement, sand and coarse aggregate. The consistency of the fresh concrete
may also be known, but since the amount of water in the mix is unknown, any estimation of the strength is uncertain. In such a case the amount of cement per unit volume can give a rough indication of the strength, but to quantify the strength more
precisely, testing of cores should be performed.
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Age dependence of concrete properties
Due to continuing hydration of the cement, concrete properties depend significantly
on age after casting. The compressive strength at an age t depends on the type of
cement, temperature and other curing conditions. The age dependence is usually
described under the assumption of a mean temperature of 20 °C and standard curing in accordance with e.g. EN 12390-2 (2000). This means that the specimens are
stored in water or at very high humidity at 20 °C after removal of the moulds. Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004) and in CEB-FIP (1993), recommends
the following formula for mean compressive strength fcm(t) at age t (in days)
f cm (t ) = β cc (t ) ⋅ f cm

(6.7a)

with
⎡ ⎛

⎧ 28 ⎫
⎬
⎩ t ⎭

β cc (t ) = exp ⎢s⎜ 1 − ⎨
⎢⎣ ⎜⎝

1/ 2

⎞⎤
⎟⎥
⎟⎥
⎠⎦

(6.7b)

Where fcm is the mean compressive strength at the age 28 days
s is a coefficient which depends on the type of cement:
= 0.20 for rapid hardening high strength cements (R)
= 0.25 for normal and rapid hardening cements (N)
= 0.38 for slow hardening cements (S)
The cement type is defined in standards supporting Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004;
EN 1992-2, 2004).
Eq. (6.7) is mainly intended to predict age development in the earlier stages of the
concrete life. Few tests are available to verify the prediction formula at very high ages
of the order several decades, which is of interest for assessment of railway bridges.
Tests by e.g. Walz (1976) and Washa & Wendt (1975) give however clear indications
that the growth in strength is significantly larger at such high ages. Furthermore, the
relative aging effect seems to depend significantly on water-cement ratio. For low
strength concretes with higher w/c ratio the relative increase in strength is significantly larger than for concretes with lower w/c ratio. For very old concretes, predictions based on Eq. (6.7) can be expected to be very conservative. Further information about strength at high ages can be found in the background document SB4.5
(2007).
The uncertainty in the aging model can be considered by estimating the COV for the
relative increase in strength βcc(t)-1. A reasonable estimate is 0.3 and the standard
deviation σβcc for βcc(t) then becomes
σ βcc = 0 .3 ⋅ (1 − β cc (t ))

(6.8a)

and the COV for βcc(t)
f cm (t ) = β cc (t ) ⋅ f cm

(6.8b)

where E(βcc) is the mean value of βcc(t) determined from Eq. (6.7b).
The coefficient of variation Vfc,t for strength fc(t) at age t is then
V fc ,t = V fc2 ,28 + V β2cc

where Vfc,28 is COV for 28 day compressive strength.

(6.9)
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Assessment based on in-situ testing
Testing of cores provides a direct and the best method to estimate in-situ compressive strength.
If concrete cores with length = diameter in the interval 100 - 150 mm are used, the
test value can be assumed to be equal to the strength of a 150 mm cube, prEN
13791 (2003). Other sizes and lengths can be used if the test value is converted to
standard cube or cylinder. Methodology for sampling and testing of cores is given in
EN 12504-1 (2000).
Assessment of strength shall generally be based on at least 9 cores taken from one
test region, but assessment of a specific structural element can be based on specimens from 3 cores or more, provided that the cores have a diameter ≥ 100 mm.
The results from core tests can be interpreted as in-situ strength. In case of core
specimens with length and diameter in the range 100 - 150 mm taken from the top
pour this gives
f cm ,is ,cube = f m ( n ),core

(6.10)

where fm(n),core is the mean strength for n specimens (cores) and fcm,is,cube is the mean
in-situ compressive strength expressed in terms of standard 150 mm cube strength.
If the cores are sampled from other parts of the structure than the top pour, the in-situ
strength to be used for analysis of resistance should be reduced in relation to the
strength measured for the core specimens. A reasonable estimate is then
f cm ,is ,cube = 0 . 85 ⋅ f m ( n ),core

(6.11)

The in-situ cube strength can be transformed to in-situ cylinder strength by use of Eq.
(6.2).
The coefficient of variation Vfc,is for in-situ strength can be estimated directly from the
test results, provided that at least 9 cores have been taken from the test region in a
representative manner, but the COV should be minimum 10 %, i.e.
V fc ,is = max( V fc ,core ,0 .10 )

(6.12)

where Vfc,core is the COV determined from minimum 9 specimens taken from different
cores.
Indirect methods, such as rebound hammer test, pull-out tests or ultrasonic pulse
velocity testing, provide alternatives to core tests for estimating in-situ strength. By an
indirect test method a quantity other than strength is measured and it is therefore
necessary to use a relationship between the indirect test result and the compressive
strength of cores. Procedures to determine empirical relations between in-situ
strength and indirect test results from non-destructive evaluation are described in
prEN 13791 (2003).
Non-destructive test methods are also suitable for preliminary screening of a structure to determine positions for taking out cores for testing.
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Other concrete strength and stiffness properties
When the concrete quality is described via compressive strength, other mechanical
properties may be assessed from empirical relations. These relations are summarised in Table 6.2.
Strength and stiffness properties may in general be modelled by a log-normal statistical distribution.
Properties such as tensile strength, elastic modulus and fracture energy can also be
determined from direct testing of the material in an existing structure. Tensile strength
can be determined from cores either by axial tension tests or splitting tensile tests.
Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004) states that “an approximative value
of the axial tensile strength fct” may be taken as
f ct = 0 . 9 ⋅ f ct , sp

(6.13)

where fct,sp is the splitting tensile strength. Eq. (6.13) can be applied for mean values
of fct and fct,sp . A relation of the same form can be used for characteristic values, but
the conversion factor can be expected to be somewhat lower in this case.
When interpreting tensile strength results and using them in analysis, it is important
to be aware of the fact that the spatial variability of tensile strength is normally larger
than that for compressive strength. The effective tensile strength in a structure is also
affected by scale (size-effects) as well as stress distribution in the tensioned volume.
Creep and shrinkage
Neither creep nor shrinkage can be seen as distinct material properties for a certain
concrete. They depend on the ambient humidity, dimensions of the structural element
and the composition of the concrete; Creep also depends on the maturity of the concrete when the load is first applied and depends on the duration and the magnitude
of the applied loading. Any estimation of creep and shrinkage should take these parameters into account.
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Relations between concrete properties and compressive strength. fcm =
mean cylinder strength.
Mean
COV
Source
%

Uniaxial tensile
strength

2 / 3 [MPa]
E( f ct ) = 0 . 20 f cm

0.30

CEB-FIP
(1993)

for strength class≤C50/60
E( f ct ) = 2 . 12 ⋅ ln[ 1 + ( f cm / 10 )] [MPa]

for strength class>C50/60
Elastic modulus

E( Ec ) = 22000 [(f cm )/ 10 ]0 . 3 [Mpa]

0.20

Eurocode 2

Fracture energy

E( G F ) = α F ( f cm f cmo )0 .7 [N/mm]

0.30

CEB-FIP
(1993)

(fcmo = 10 MPa)
Basic bond
strength*, fb

Ultimate compressive strain,
εcu1 (Fig. 2)
Strain at peak
compressive
stress, εc1 (Fig.
2)

E( f b ) = k ⋅ f ct

0.30

Eurocode 2

0.20

Eurocode 2

0.20

Eurocode 2

k depends on bond conditions
(position in the structure in relation to concreting) and bar diameter, see Eurocode 2.
E(ε cu1 ) = 3 . 5 ‰ for fcm < 58 MPa
E(ε cu1 ) = 2 .8 + 27 [(98 − f cm ) / 100 ]4 ‰

for fcm ≥ 58 MPa
0 . 31 < 2 . 8
E(ε c1 ) = 0 . 7 f cm
‰ (fcm in

MPa)

* The basic bond strength is valid for straight bars in unconfined concrete with normal
cover. For effect of cover, confinement and shape, see Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1,
2004; EN 1992-2, 2004).
The creep deformation of concrete ε cc (∞, t o ) at time t= ∞ for constant compressive
stress σc can be estimated from

ε cc (∞, t o ) = ϕ (∞, t o ) ⋅ (σ c / Eco )

(6.14)

where to is the age at first loading and Eco is the secant modulus of elasticity at time
to. According to Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004) the linear formulation in Eq. (6.14)
can be considered valid for stresses up to 0,45 fck (to). Simplified methods to determine the creep factor ϕ(∞, to) are presented in Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN
1992-2, 2004).
For existing structures it is mainly drying shrinkage which is of interest. The drying
shrinkage strain develops slowly, of the order of decades for concrete structures with
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large dimensions. According to Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004) the final value εcd,∞ of
drying shrinkage strain can be determined as

ε cd ,∞ = k h ⋅ ε cd ,0

(6.15)

where kh is a coefficient depending on the size of the structural element, and εcd,0 is a
reference shrinkage value depending on concrete quality and relative humidity of the
surrounding air. Numerical values for these parameters are given in Eurocode 2 (EN
1992-1, 2004).
More complicated, but more accurate methods to estimate creep and shrinkage in
concrete can be found in ACI 209 (1992) and Bazant & Murphy (1995).
Dynamic effects on concrete properties
The influence of stress rate σ& and strain rate ε& on concrete properties in compression is illustrated in Figure 6.3, displaying the ratio between dynamic properties xdyn
and quasi-static properties xstat. The static values correspond to a testing rate of the
order 1 MPa/s.
The change in properties due to dynamic effects is usually expressed as a relation
between the relative value of the property and logarithm of strain rate. For compressive strength a bilinear relation is valid, with moderate linear increase in strength at
strain rates up to about 30 s-1, whereas for higher strain rates the strength increases
at a much higher rate. For most vibration problems the strain rate is significantly
lower than 30 s-1, so that expected changes in properties are moderate for this class
of problems.

Figure 6.3:

Relative influence of stress rate and strain rate on concrete properties
in compression, CEB (1991).

The elastic modulus Ec and ultimate strain εcu both show a linear increase with the
logarithm of strain rate over the whole range. Empirical formulas for calculation of
strain rate effects are given in Table 6.3.
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Corresponding relations for properties in tension are given in Table 6.4. Note that
tensile strength is more sensitive to strain rate than compressive strength, whereas
the opposite is valid for modulus of elasticity.
The influence of stress rate on bond of smooth bars and strands is negligible, but the
opposite is valid for deformed bars. The dynamic effect on bond properties for ribbed
bars depends on relative displacement (slip) between steel and concrete. The following relation can be used for the bond stress τ.
η
⎡τ&dyn ⎤
=⎢
⎥
τ stat
⎣⎢ τ&o ⎥⎦

τ dyn

(6.16)

Where η = 0 .7 ⋅ (1 − 2 .5 Δ ) /( f cm ,cube )0 .8

Δ = slip in mm
τ&o = 0 . 1 MPa/s
Equation (6.16) is valid for 0 < Δ < 0.2 mm.
Table 6.3
Property

Dynamic influence on concrete properties in compression. CEB (1991).
Static properties are defined for ε&o = 30 ⋅ 10 −6 s −1
Formula
Valid for

Compressive
strength, fc

f c ,dyn

⎡ ε& ⎤
=⎢ ⎥
f c, stat
⎣ ε&o ⎦

α=

1 . 026 α

with

1
5 + 3 ⋅ f cm ,cube

ε& ≤ 30 s −1

where

fcm,cube is the mean static cube
strength
Modulus of
elasticity, Ec

Ec, dyn

⎡ ε& ⎤
=⎢ ⎥
Ec, stat
⎣ ε&o ⎦

0 .026

-

Ultimate strain,

ε cu ,dyn

0 . 020

-

εcu

⎡ ε& ⎤
=⎢ ⎥
ε cu , stat
⎣ ε&o ⎦
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Dynamic influence on concrete properties in tension. CEB (1991). Static
properties are defined for ε&o = 3 ⋅ 10 −6 s −1
Formula
Valid for

Property
Tensile
strength, ft

f t ,dyn

⎡ ε& ⎤
=⎢ ⎥
f t , stat
⎣ ε&o ⎦

δ =

1 . 016 δ

with

1
10 + 0 . 5 ⋅ f cm ,cube

ε& ≤ 30 s −1

where

fcm,cube is the mean static cube strength
Modulus of
elasticity, Ec
Ultimate strain,

εcu

6.1.4.2

Ec,dyn

⎡ ε& ⎤
=⎢ ⎥
Ec, stat
⎣ ε&o ⎦

ε cu ,dyn

0 . 016

⎡ ε& ⎤
=⎢ ⎥
ε cu , stat
⎣ ε&o ⎦

-

0 . 020

Steel reinforcement

General
The basic mechanical property for reinforcing steel is the static yield strength fy defined at proof strain 0.2 %. The grade of reinforcing steel is usually defined through a
nominal value of yield strength, which is close to but not fully equivalent with the
characteristic value fyk. Reinforcing steels considered here have a characteristic
value fyk for the yield strength in the interval 400-600 MPa. Other properties of interest are the tensile strength ft and the strain εu at maximum load.
For a probabilistic description of reinforcing steel, the yield stress, here denoted by X,
can be modelled as a sum of three independent random variables
X = X1 + X2 + X2

(6.17)

where X1 ∈ N(μ1(d), σ1) represents the variations in global mean of different mills,
X2 ∈ N(0, σ2) the variations in a mill from batch (melt) to batch,
X3 ∈ N(0, σ3) the variations within a batch and
d is the nominal bar diameter.
For high standard steel production the values σ1 = 19 MPa, σ2 = 22 MPa and
σ3 = 8 MPa can be used, JCSS (2001). This gives an overall standard deviation
σs = 30 MPa. The variation of strength within the same batch is very small, which
means that the actual strength for all bars from the same batch and with a given diameter can be determined with high precision from tests on a few specimens.
Assessment based on specified grade
The yield stress fy can be modelled by a log-normal distribution. If the nominal or
characteristic value for strength of the specified grade is defined in statistical terms,
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e.g. as a fractile, it can be used in assessment situations. The standard deviation σs
for a general population representative for the grade considered can be set to
30 MPa.
If the nominal value fnom is not defined in statistical terms the overall mean value E(fy)
can be estimated from
E( f y ) = f nom + 2 σ s

(6.18)

This is slightly on the conservative side compared with data from Degerman (1981)
who analysed a great number of quality control tests from Swedish mills concerning
the grades Ks 40 and Ks 60. The yield strength decreases somewhat with increasing
diameter for the same grade. This effect is illustrated in Figure 6.4 by data from Degerman (1981) based on tests from Swedish steel mills.

Mean yield strength for reinforcement
800

700
Ks 60S
Ks 60

MPa

600

Ks40
500

Ks40S
400

300
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Bar diameter, mm

Figure 6.4:

Effect of bar diameter on yield strength for ribbed reinforcing steels,
Degerman (1981).

Assessment based on test results from the structure
A better estimate can be found if test data on the specific reinforcement are available
either from tests during construction or tests made for specimens taken from the
structure in connection with the assessment. The average value from the tests can
be used as mean value for reinforcement yield strength provided that the test sampling is representative for the population considered. If it is known that all reinforcement comes from the same mill or the same batch the standard deviation can be reduced accordingly.
For tensile strength fst or strain at ultimate load εsu in non-linear modelling it is recommended to use the lower limits for ductility requirements in Eurocode 2 (EN 19921, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004) for steel of different ductility classes if no other information
is available. These are reproduced in Table 6.5. Note, however, that the ratio ft/fy can
in reality be significantly higher for reinforcing steel in existing structures. The tensile
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strength as well as the ultimate strain εsu can be easily determined from tests on reinforcement taken from the structure.
The tensile strength fst has a larger variation than the yield strength fsy. JCSS (2001)
suggests that the standard deviation can be set to 40 MPa.
Table 6.5
Property

Requirements for ductility class of reinforcing steel according to Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004). Characteristic yield stress
in the range 400-600 MPa.
Ductility class
A

B

C

Ratio tensile strength to yield strength ft/fy

≥1.05

≥1.08

≥1.15
<1.35

Strain at maximum load εsu (%)

≥2.5

≥5.0

≥7.5

Dynamic effects on properties of steel reinforcement
The modulus of elasticity remains unchanged under dynamic loading, but yield stress
fy and tensile strength ft increases with strain rate. Empirical relations for the effect of
dynamic loading are given in Table 6.6, where index dyn stands for property under
dynamic load and stat for property under quasi-static conditions. Other notations are
ε&

= strain rate

ε& o

= strain rate under quasi-static loading = 5⋅ 10-5 s-1

Table 6.6

Strength properties for reinforcing steels under dynamic loading with
strain rate ε&
Hot rolled steel:
Yield stress fy

f y ,dyn
f y , stat

Tensile strength, ft

f t ,dyn
f t , stat

=1+

⎛ ε& ⎞
⋅ ln ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
f y , stat
⎝ ε&o ⎠

=1+

⎛ ε& ⎞
⋅ ln ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
f y , stat
⎝ ε&o ⎠

6 .0

7 .0

Cold worked steel
0.2 % proof stress f0.2

f 0 .2 ,dyn
f 0 . 2 , stat

Tensile strength, ft

f t ,dyn
f t , stat

=1+

=1+

⎛ ε& ⎞
⋅ ln ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
f 0 .2 , stat
⎝ ε&o ⎠
4 .3

⎛ ε& ⎞
⋅ ln ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
f y , stat
⎝ ε&o ⎠
6 .5

For high quality steel and pre-stressing wires the influence of strain rate on strength
properties is almost negligible.
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Pre-stressing steels
Existing pre-stressed concrete structures are normally designed with any of the following three types of pre-stressing steel:

− cold drawn wires
− strands, which consists of a number of (most often 3 or 7) cold drawn wires
spun together in a helical configuration.
− high-strength bars
The following reference mechanical properties can be defined for pre-stressing
steels.
− Tensile strength fp
− Effective elastic modulus Ep
− Strain at maximum load, εpu
These variables can be assumed to be uncorrelated. Characteristic or nominal values
for tensile strength here denoted fpk, associated to a particular steel grade, are generally specified by manufacturers of pre-stressing steel products.
Statistical parameters of these random variables are given in JCSS (2001), and reproduced in Table 6.7.
A typical stress-strain diagram for pre-stressing steel is shown in Figure 6.5. The 0.1
% proof stress fp,0.1 is defined in Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004) as
a property which characterises the stress strain relation. This property is strongly correlated with the tensile strength and can therefore be expressed via fp. According to
JCSS (2001).

f p 0 .1 = k 0 .1 ⋅ f p

(6.19)

where k0.1 is a deterministic parameter which can be obtained from the steel supplier.
If such information is not available k0.1 can be set to 0.85.
Table 6.7:
Mechanical properties for pre-stressing steels
Variable Mean
Standard
Coeff. of
Reference
dev.
variation
fpt
Ep

1.04 fptk or

-

0.025

Mirza et al (1980)

fptk + 66 [MPa]

40 MPa

-

FIP (1976)

200 GPa (wires)

-

0.02

Mirza et al (1980)

0.0035

-

Mirza et al (1980)

195 GPa (strands)
200 GPa (bars)

εpu

0.05
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Schematic stress-strain diagram for pre-stressing steel

In some cases, results from strength tests of the pre-stressing steels used during
construction are available. Such results can be used to estimate the mean values of
strength, proof stress and ultimate strain. The variability may also be estimated from
such data.

6.1.4.3

Interaction between reinforcement and concrete

When performing non-linear analysis for enhanced structural assessment, the interaction between the reinforcement and concrete may need to be included. The transfer of forces results in bond stresses and slip between the reinforcement and surrounding concrete, but also to normal stresses that can lead to splitting cracks in the
concrete, see figure 6.6. A detailed model describing the interaction in three dimensions was developed by Lundgren (2005a). However, this model requires a too detailed structural analysis to be practical for bridge assessment.
Splitting crack

Figure 6.6:

Tensile ring stresses causing splitting cracks in an anchorage zone,
according to Tepfers (1973).

In CEB-FIP (1993) a simplified local bond stress-slip relation is presented, see figure
6.7. These relations can be considered as statistical mean curves. Assumptions has
to be made regarding the bond conditions and, since the normal stresses that cause
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splitting is not included, regarding the confinement of the surrounding concrete, i.e. if
splitting failure will occur or not. Furthermore, the bond reduction due to yielding of
the reinforcement is not included. However, even if this model is simplified, it provides an improvement compared to the assumption of complete interaction (with no
slip), and compared to simplified models for determination of anchorage lengths.
Two classes of bond conditions are used: “good bond conditions“ and “all other bond
conditions”. The main factors influencing the bond condition are the position and orientation of the bar during casting. A large scatter has been observed in tests and this
is reflected by the large difference in bond strength between the bond condition
classes. Recommendations of how to interpret these conditions are given in connection with the design model for bond stress in CEB-FIP (1993), and are the same as
those given in Eurocode, EN 1992-1 (2004).
τ [MPa]

18

τ [MPa]

2

16

1.8

14

1.6

12

1.4

Hot rolled, good

1.2

10

Confined, good

8

1

Hot rolled, others

0.8

6
4

Confined, others

2

Unconfined, good
Unconfined, others

Cold drawn, good

0.6
0.4

0
0

1

Figure 6.7:

2

3

4

5

Slip [mm]

Cold drawn, other

0.2
0
0

0,05

0,1

0,15

0,2

Slip [mm]

Example of bond stress-slip relations according to CEB-FIP (1993), for
a characteristic concrete compressive strength of 40 MPa. For ribbed
bars with confined or unconfined concrete (left), and for cold drawn and
hot rolled smooth bars (right), for good and for other bond conditions.

6.1.5 Bridge condition
The basic information needed regarding the bridge condition is generally treated in
section 4.8. The most common condition problems with concrete railway bridges are
reinforcement corrosion and concrete spalling, an effect that, if present, need to be
included in the assessment. Other deterioration mechanisms of interest are frost
damage in northern countries and different kinds of chemical reactions due to environmental actions or internal reactions in the concrete. Also, possible mechanical
damages need to be taken into account. This is further treated in section 6.4. To improve the structural modelling using information from testing and monitoring is treated
in chapter 10. Methods for inspection and testing are treated in SB-ICA (2007). Monitoring methods in general and corrosion monitoring systems in particular are described in SB-MON (2007).

6.2

Bridge performance and behaviour

The structural behaviour of different kind of existing concrete railway bridges is assumed to be well known for the experienced structural engineer performing an enhanced bridge assessment. It is also a too ambitious task to be covered here. How-
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ever, information on bridge performance and behaviour can be found in many textbooks, e.g. fib (2000b).

6.3

Structural analysis

The general methodology for assessment of a concrete bridge is to first perform an
analysis of the structural system, in order to determine the sectional forces and moments due to loading. These actions are then compared to corresponding resistance
determined through a local analysis, often a cross-sectional analysis. In an enhanced
assessment, a non-linear analysis can be performed where stresses are determined
and the resistance is studied directly in the structural system analysis. Consequently,
this section on structural analysis is subdivided in sections on system level analysis,
local resistance analysis and on non-linear analysis with finite element methods
(FEM).
It must be pointed out that non-linear analysis has the highest potential from all the
analysis method for discovering any additional sources for load carrying capacity and
is available in many software tools in practice. Non-linear analysis can also be combined with probabilistic methods to achieve the most reliable level of assessment.

6.3.1 System level analysis
The purpose of the system level analysis is to determine cross-sectional forces and
moments throughout the bridge, due to the loads or actions on the bridge. Usually,
the cross-sectional forces and moments are calculated for a large number of different
load combinations and traffic load positions, and the extreme values for each crosssection are then compared to corresponding capacities determined in a separate local resistance analysis.
Structural analysis on different levels with respect to the material response is described in section 2.7. This follow the idealisation levels presented in Eurocode 2 (EN
1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004).

6.3.1.1

Linear elastic analysis

Linear elastic analysis is commonly used since it is practical; it is possible to superimpose results from different loads and easy to determine critical load positions and
combinations. However, the assumption of linear elastic response does not correspond very well to the real behaviour of reinforced concrete structures. When the
concrete cracks and the reinforcement start to yield, plastic redistributions of the internal forces take place. It is important to realize what the assumption of linear elastic
response means in design and assessment situations, respectively.
In bridge design, linear analysis is often used as a basis for the choice of reinforcement distribution. This is made relying on the plastic behaviour of the reinforced concrete. If the concrete bridge would be subjected to increased loading, the concrete
would crack and the reinforcement would eventually start to yield. The distribution of
internal forces and moments would then deviate from the distribution assumed in the
design. However, when the ultimate limit state would be approached, the distribution
assumed in the design would again be reached due to the capability of the structure
to undergo plastic redistributions.
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When a linear analysis is used for assessment of an existing concrete bridge, a conservative evaluation of the load carrying capacity is normally obtained. If the existing
bridge would be subjected to increased loading, the concrete would crack and the
reinforcement would start to yield, leading to a redistribution of internal forces and
moments just as for the “design bridge”. However, when the bridge would reach the
ultimate limit state, the distribution of internal forces and moments would approach
the distribution originally designed for. If this distribution does not correspond to the
linear elastic one, assumed in the assessment, the critical cross-section will reach its
capacity at a too low load level in the analysis. Consequently, the capacity will be
under-estimated. This means that, in order to benefit from the entire intrinsic load
carrying capacity, the non-linear response of the bridge has to be reflected in the
analysis.
It is important to realise that also a linear elastic system analysis relies on, and requires non-linear redistributions in order to provide the required capacity in ultimate
limit state. However, when linear elastic analysis is used, the required plastic deformations of the structure are generally assumed to be able to develop without any particular check.

6.3.1.2

Linear elastic analysis with limited redistribution

Linear elastic analysis with limited redistribution can be used for determination of the
load carrying capacity in ultimate limit state. This is a simplified way to take into account, at least to some extent, a reinforcement distribution in an existing bridge that
does not correspond to the linear elastic distribution of internal forces and moments.
Re-distributions between cross-sections
In case of continuous beam or frame bridges, redistribution of internal forces and
moments can be made between different cross-sections. Typically, this can be redistributions between field and support moments. The redistribution should be made so
that it reflects the existing reinforcement distribution in the bridge. If the redistribution
involves larger deviations from the elastic distribution, it is necessary to check that
the critical cross-sections have sufficient possibility for plastic rotation. The simplified
check provided in Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004), section 5.5, regarding how large deviations from the linear elastic distribution that can be acceptable without any further investigation can be used.
Re-distributions between reinforcement directions in slabs
In case of slab and slab frame bridges, redistribution of internal forces and moments
can also be made between the two main reinforcement directions. The in-plane torsional moments obtained in a three-dimensional linear elastic analysis, using slab or
shell elements, must be resisted by the moment capacities provided by the present
reinforcement. According to Eibl J. (1995), the positive and negative reinforcement
moments, giving the amount of perpendicular reinforcement in the top and bottom of
the slab, can be calculated according to:
m xt , pos = m x + μ1 ⋅ t

(6.20a)

m xt ,neg = m x − μ 2 ⋅ t

(6.20b)
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t

(6.20c)

t

(6.20d)

where mx and my are the bending moments in the x and y directions,
t is the torsional moment and
μ1 and μ 2 are factors that can be chosen with respect to practical considerations. ,
When designing a reinforced concrete slab, the factors μ 1 and μ 2 are usually chosen
close to 1. When assessing an existing bridge, the factors can be chosen to match
the present reinforcement. The factors can be chosen differently in different points in
the slab.
Lateral re-distribution in slab cross-sections
When assessing a bridge using linear elastic three-dimensional analysis with slab or
shell elements, there is also a need for lateral distribution of the calculated bending
moments and shear forces, within cross-sections through the slab. This need is particularly clear where there are concentrated supports like columns or abutments.
Here, cross-sectional moments and shear forces may tend to go to infinity if the support conditions are applied in discrete points.
When making the lateral re-distribution, it is important to distinguish between the effect of simplified geometrical modelling (e.g. if the supports are modelled to act in
single points) and the effect of simplified material modelling (i.e. the assumption of
linear elastic behaviour), see Background document SB4.5 (2007).
With respect to simplified geometrical modelling, the design moments and shear
forces in the critical cross-sections around the support are unaffected by the geometrical simplification if the element mesh is sufficiently dense around a support point.
The moments and shear forces in the critical cross-sections can be used, provided
that the FE mesh density is chosen so that there are at least two first-order (or one
second-order) element lengths between the support point and the critical crosssections. Any higher values inside the critical cross-section can then be disregarded.
The critical cross-sections must be determined based on the possible failure modes.
For example, the critical cross-section for bending moments in a bridge slab, at an
integrated connection between the slab and a column, can be taken to be along the
surface of the column.
The assumption of linear elastic response when analysing a bridge slab will result in
a reinforcement moment that vary continuously along a slab cross-section perpendicular to the bar direction of the corresponding bending reinforcement. However, the
reinforcement in a bridge is normally arranged in “strips” with constant spacing between the bars. When the concrete cracks and the reinforcement yields, the lateral
moment distribution will change. If the capacity for plastic rotation is sufficient, a moment distributions corresponding to the existing reinforcement distribution will be obtained in the critical sections in ultimate limit state.
A study on the possibility for lateral redistribution of cross-sectional moments and
forces were made within the project, see SB4.5 (2007). Non-linear FE analyses of
slab bridges supported on columns have shown that a substantial deviation from the
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linear elastic distribution in lateral direction can be accepted. Consequently, when
checking the capacity, the requirement is that the total moment or shear capacity
across the cross-section must be sufficient to withstand the total moment or shear
force. The slab can be assumed to have sufficient capacity for plastic re-distribution if
it fulfils the ductility requirement in Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004).

6.3.1.3

Plastic analysis

Methods based on the theory of plasticity can be used for estimation of the load carrying capacity of concrete bridges in ultimate limit state. Methods based on the lower
bound theorem can be used to make conservative estimations of the load carrying
capacity in the ultimate limit state, provided that the structure has adequately plastic
behaviour. Methods based on the lower bound theorem are e.g. strut-and-tie models
and the strip methods for slabs. Methods based on the upper bound theorem of plasticity, such as limit analysis of frames with plastic hinges and the yield line method for
slabs, should only be used in cases where the critical failure mechanism is obvious
(or where it can be shown that the most critical failure mode has been found). In
other cases they should be used in combination with methods based on the lower
bound theorem.
Using plastic analysis there is a need to show that the bridge has sufficient plastic
deformation capacities. Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1, 2004; EN 1992-2, 2004), section
5.6, provides both simplified ductility checks and a method for determination of the
rotational capacity.

6.3.1.4

Non-linear analysis

Non-linear analysis has the highest potential from all the analysis method for discovering any additional sources for load carrying capacity and is available in most software tools in practice. Non-linear analysis can be also combined with probabilistic
methods to achieve the highest level of accuracy.
In a non-linear analysis where the geometry and material response is modelled in
detail, the stresses can be determined and the resistance can be studied directly in
the structural system analysis. Such analyses are treated more in detail in section
6.3.3, Non-linear analysis with Finite Element Method.
Simplified non-linear analysis can be used to determine more accurately the cross
sectional forces and moments, for a separate check of the resistance through local
analysis of cross-sections.

6.3.2 Local resistance analysis
6.3.2.1

Shear and torsion

The capacity in shear and torsion is often critical when assessing existing concrete
bridges. Due to problems and failures in the past, code design methods have grown
more conservative for new structures. Thus there is a need for more accurate methods to evaluate the capacity of existing bridges.
One method to get an overall view of the capacity is to use the theory of plasticity. A
short background and some principles and examples are given in SB4.5 (2007).
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Another method, which provides a way to study the behaviour of a bridge element
during increased loading, is the modified compression field theory, MFCT, Collins
and Mitchell (1991) and Bentz (2000). One example is given in Figure 6.8. A presentation and more examples are given in SB4.5 (2007) and in Puurula (2004).

Figure 6.8

6.3.2.2

The Figure illustrates the relation between the applied shear force [kN]
(on the vertical axis) and the resulting shear strain [mm/m] (on the horizontal axis) for three stages 1, 2, and 3 for a concrete box girder bridge
according to the Modified Compression Field Theory, MCFT. Figures
are inserted which, for the three different load levels, illustrate average
angle of cracks in relation to the horizontal beam axis (top) , crack diagrams with average crack widths [mm] (middle), and concrete compression stresses [MPa] in the axial direction (bottom). Puurula (2004).
Such a representation is very useful for the understanding of how the
stresses and strains develop during increasing load and at failure.

Bond and anchorage

Methods to assess bond and anchorage of existing structures are given in fib
(2000a), see also section 6.1.4.3.
Methods to assess fastenings are given in Eligehausen (1997) and Eligehausen et al.
(2006). Although a large number of fastening assemblies are installed every day, understanding of their behaviour is limited. This Design Guide covers all loading situations and failure modes. It is valid for expansion, undercut and headed anchors, and
is applicable to both new structures and the repair and strengthening of existing
structures.
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Punching

Punching of slabs is treated in fib (2001). A refined method has recently been presented by Broms (2005)

6.3.3 Non-linear analysis with Finite Element Methods
Non-linear analysis has the highest potential from all the analysis methods for discovering any additional sources for load carrying capacity and is available in most
software tools in practice. If non-linear analysis is combined with probabilistic methods the highest level of accuracy is obtained for the assessment. The table below
provides a summary of suitable analysis methods based on the structure type and
expected failure mode. The suitability of each method is evaluated according to its
potential to discover additional load-carrying capacity
Before applying non-linear analysis to the assessment of bridges or other structures,
it is the responsibility of the engineer to validate that the selected numerical tool is
suitable for analyzed problem, structural type and expected failure model. This verification should be based on the following set of tests:
(1) Basic material tests (they should verify that the material model can capture the
expected main features of the materials that are used in the analyzed structure)
(2) Structural tests (they should verify that the software can accurately simulate
the relevant class of structures)
(3) Model sensitivity tests (they should verify the numerical model sensitivity to
main input parameters, for instance in FE method this can be the size and
shape of finite elements, or other modelling assumption made during the model
preparation)
Validation 1 and 2 may be performed studying other published and reliable sources
or program documentation, but validation 3 should be part of any assessment by
nonlinear analysis. Useful examples of validation problems are included in the background document SB4.5 (2007) for various bridge types and materials.
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Analysis type suitability for different structural types and failure modes
and its potential for discovering additional load-carrying capacity

Structure type Failure Mode/
Limit State

Analysis
Type

Determinate

Bending, ULS

Probabilistic More accurate statistical distrimethods
bution

Shear/
Torsion/
Punching/
ULS

Non-linear
analysis,

Serviceability
(deflection,
crack width)

Non-linear
analysis

Indeterminate

Potential Source of Additional
Capacity

Better utilization of tensile
strength and failure mechanism

Probabilistic More accurate statistical distrimethods,
bution
Tensile strength

Probabilistic More accurate statistical distrimethods
bution

All failure modes Plastic
analysis
Non-linear
analysis

Force redistribution
Force redistribution + tensile
strength + 3D effects + failure
mechanism

Probabilistic More accurate statistical distrimethods
bution
Serviceability

Non-linear
analysis

Tensile strength + 3D effects

Probabilistic More accurate statistical distrimethods
bution

6.3.3.1

Concrete

A proper way of modelling material behaviour is one of fundamentals that is essential
for realistic analyses of concrete structures. The description of cracking and failure
within finite element analysis of quasi-brittle structures and materials such as concrete has led to two fundamentally different approaches: the discrete and the
smeared one. They represent two distinct viewpoints on the problem of modelling
damage in quasi-brittle materials.
Smeared model that was first introduced by Rashid (1968) and Cervenka & Gerstle
(1971,1972) is based on the development of appropriate continuum material models,
in which cracks are smeared over a distinct area, typically finite element or an area
corresponding to an integration point of the finite element. It builds up on an equiva-
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lent continuum concepts of elastic degradation and/or softening plasticity within the
fixed mesh approach. Although a few commercial packages support nowadays a discrete crack model as well (at least in a simplified manner), smeared model seems to
retain its dominant role for engineering practitioners. Based on the authors’ experience, this approach is adequate for most practical analyses, and it delivers reasonably accurate results at a lower cost than is needed by discrete models.
In the discrete approach, that was first introduced to concrete structures by Saouma
& Ingraffea (1981), the discontinuities of the displacement field resulting from the failure process are introduced directly into the numerical model. The discrete approach
is directly based on the principles of fracture mechanics or the fictitious crack concepts. This method is theoretically more suitable to capture the failure localisation.
On the other hand, an adaptive re-meshing technique is required to account for phenomena such as progressive failure. This and other requirements mean that discrete
models are usually more demanding in the sense that they need more specialised
software. It is probably the main disadvantage of the discrete crack concept. It requires the development of a rather complex software package, in which the finite
element model is tightly coupled with the geometrical one.
Within the smeared crack concept, various mathematical theories are available for
the formulation of a concrete material model. Some of the most prominent are:
orthotropic or multi-crack smeared crack models, plasticity theory, damage mechanics, micro-plane models or their combination. The most FE commercial programs include some variant of the smeared crack model so this model will be treated here in
more detail. For brief explanation of the other individual theories, the reader is encouraged to read the background document SB4.5 (2007). A real discrete crack is
simulated by a band of localized strains as illustrated in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10.
Due to the energy formulation this model is objective and its dependency on the finite
element mesh size is substantially reduced (Cervenka et. al. 1995). This was confirmed by numerous studies, for example by those about shear failure published in
Cervenka (1998). It is of utmost importance that a material model for brittle material
such as concrete or masonry, which aims at modelling cracking, includes such assumptions to account for correct energy dissipation. The user can recognize this by
checking if fracture energy GF is one of the material parameters or that a softening
diagram in the program theory manual is based on displacements instead of strains.
A material model that is formulated without appropriate energetic assumptions may
result in results that are strongly dependent on finite element size or mesh orientation. Examples documenting this problem are presented in the background document
SB4.5 (2007).
Within the smeared concept, usually two crack models are recognized. In the fixed
crack model the crack direction is determined and fixed at the time of crack initiation.
In the rotating crack model the crack direction is identical with a principal strain direction and rotate if the strain direction changes. The main difference in these crack
models is the absence of shear stresses on the crack plane in the rotating crack
model due to coincidence of principal strain directions with the crack orientation,
which makes the rotating crack model more simple. In the fixed crack model the
shear resistance of the cracks is modelled by means of the variable shear retention
factor, which reflects the aggregate interlock effect of cracked concrete.
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Concrete in plane stress condition can be well described by a failure envelope shown
in Figure 6.11. It is based on the “equivalent uniaxial law”, which covers the complete
range of the plane stress behaviour in tension and compression. The effect of biaxial
stress state on the concrete strength is captured by the failure function due to Kupfer
et al (1969). For the tensile response (cracking) the crack band method described
above is applied. Similar method is applied for the compressive softening. Thus complete softening behaviour is based on an objective and mesh independent approach.
Concrete under confinement in three-dimensional stress state can be described by
the theory of plasticity with a non-associated flow rule according to Menetrey & Willam (1995). The failure function is illustrated in Fig. 6.11 (left) in the space of principal
stress. The strength is increasing with the hydrostatic compressive stress σo. The
failure occurs when the deviatoric shear stress too reaches the failure function

Figure 6.9:

Crack opening law (left). Strain softening law (middle). Crack band L
(right).

Figure 6.10: Example of a crack band in a shear wall.
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Figure 6.11: Equivalent uniaxial law. (left) Bi-axial failure function by Kupfer et al.
(1969). (right), Three-dimensional failure envelope by Menetrey & Willam (1995).

6.3.3.2

Reinforcement

Reinforcement in finite element codes is usually adequately modelled by truss elements with 1-D material model (see Figure 6.12) that are connected to the solid elements representing the basic materials. In some cases with heavily reinforced concrete it is possible to model the reinforcement in a smeared sense by including them
as a combined reinforced concrete composite material (see Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.12: Reinforcement models: (a) bi-linear model, (b) multi-linear model, (c)
cycling model by Menegotto and Pinto (1973).

6.3.3.3

Reinforcement – concrete interaction

Finite element modelling of reinforced concrete structures requires special tools for
modelling of all types of reinforcement. Most of these models are illustrated in Figure
6.13 for two- and three-dimensional solids. Concrete can be modelled by solid, beam
or shell/plate elements. As examples quadrilateral and brick elements for 2D and 3D
solids are shown in Figure 6.13. Concrete to concrete or concrete to other material
interfaces can model the frictional type of interaction between structural elements.
Smeared reinforcement model:
The mesh type of reinforcement can be represented as smeared reinforcement. In
this element the individual bars are not considered, while reinforcement is considered
as a component of the composite material. This reinforcement model is the most
simple one and can be used in almost all finite element types.
Discrete/embedded reinforcement approach:
Individual bars can be modelled by truss elements embedded in concrete elements
with axial stiffness only. In this technique, the mesh is generated first for concrete.
Then the bar elements are embedded in this mesh. The bar element can be considered as any other element but its nodes are made kinematically dependent on concrete nodes. Thus the reinforcing is not affecting the mesh generation. This embedded approach is possible usually only in connection with 2D or 3D solid finite element
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models. In connection with beam or shell/plate elements usually the smeared model
is the only choice.

Figure 6.13: Elements of reinforced concrete model
Cables, which are connected with the concrete structure only in a limited number of
points, can be modelled as external cables. The described family of finite elements
makes it possible to cover most practical cases of reinforced concrete structures. It
should be noted that the bond serves to transfer the stresses from reinforcement to
concrete and assures the integrity of reinforced concrete structures. Bond mechanics
is very complex and include all behaviour modes of concrete: friction, tensile and
splitting cracks as well as compressive crushing. Theoretically it should be possible
to solve the bond with available solid models. However, such approach leads to very
large tasks and is not practically useful.
High attention was paid to develop simpler bond models, see for example CEB-FIP
(1993), section 6.1.4.3. These models are usually cast in form of bond stress-slip
diagrams and include influencing parameters (concrete properties, confinement, surface properties). They can be directly used in the finite element models. Examples
are shown in Figure 6.14. It is realized, that some features, which are covered by the
simplified bond laws are already covered by the concrete models. This is especially
true for concrete splitting, which is the main source of the softening behaviour of
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bond slip laws. Such aspects must be carefully considered in particular cases. For
example, in case of analysis which sufficiently covers the splitting of concrete by a
detail analysis of cracks in concrete, it may be adequate to choose the plastic bond
model.

Figure 6.14: Examples of bond slip law

6.4

Modelling of damages and defects

This section deals with the modelling and analysis of the remaining structural resistance for deteriorated concrete railway bridges. The prediction of remaining service
life is treated in section 6.2.5 Service life assessment.
In assessment of existing bridges, it is important to include the condition of the
bridge. One of the most important condition problems for concrete railway bridges are
the reinforcement corrosion, causing cover spalling, loss of bond capacity and loss of
reinforcement and concrete cross-sectional area. This is one of the main subjects
treated here. The other major problem treated is fatigue damage. For railway concrete bridges, the fatigue problem is concentrated to fatigue of the reinforcement.
Other damage or deterioration effects that need to be accounted for when assessing
an existing railway bridge are, for example, mechanical damages from impacts of
vehicles and goods, frost spalling in northern countries and different kinds of chemical reactions due to environmental actions or internal reactions in the concrete.

6.4.1 Cracking in concrete
For reasons of function, durability and appearance cracking is a major concern in
concrete construction. The increasing use of more cement and lower water to binder
ratios for higher concrete qualities has rendered this problem more acute in recent
years. For this reason more severe crack prevention requirements have been specified by proprietors and normative bodies in the last decades, especially for civil engineering structures in severe environmental conditions.
Recent research and development have put focus on the fact that the temperature
decrease alone is only a part of the crucial factors, and the influence of the restraint
from the adjacent construction as well as the transient mechanical properties of the
hardening concrete and the autogenous shrinkage in modern concretes are involved
in a complex interaction in the formation of early age cracking of concrete.
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Cracking in concrete can be classified according to Figure 6.15 and Table 6.9, TRB
(2006). Some influencing factors are illustrated in Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.15: Different types of cracks in concrete, TRB (2006)
With respect to the newly cast concrete, the risk of surface cracks at the heating
stage of the temperature cycle for an ordinary civil engineering construction is usually
highest within one to two days after casting in self-balancing parts of the structure. In
some cases through cracking also may occur in this very early age if there are markedly different dimension changes, and in some cases also there might be a risk of
through cracking in the adjacent structure during the heating stage. For both curing
reasons and to minimize the risk of early age surface cracking, stripping of framework
should be avoided in the heating stage and the first part of the cooling stage. The
main problem of surface cracks in this very early age is strongly dependent on the
dimensions of the construction, and for the majority of the civil engineering structures,
say dimensions up to about 1 or 1.5 m depending on the local situation, no extra
measures have to be taken to avoid surface cracks. Besides, if the matter of very
early age surface cracking is settled, the final state will end up in compressed surface
layers in homogenous concrete. This latter situation is beneficial as it will counteract
the start of cracks at later temperature variations or late shrinkage.
For the issue of “ordinary” through cracking for civil engineering structures at the
temperature cooling stage, the situation is completely different. For the most common
bridge constructions through cracks are formed weeks after casting of the new concrete. The crack starts in a section a short distance from the casting joint, and it continues from the joint as long as the degree of restraint is big enough. The cause of
the cracking is contraction (temperature decrease and/or shrinkage) of the concrete
from the reaching of the “zero stress level”, which occurs in many cases about two to
three days after casting. After this the concrete will remain in a tensile state, and if a
crack is formed it will remain open. If the stress state is low enough compared with
the tensile strength, there will be, due to long term creep in concrete, a residual
stress level about 30 to 50 percent of the maximum stress level. So, the final situation
is here a tensile stress state, which may influence the design process, especially
when there will be a one-sided water pressure in the service life of the structure.
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ENVIRONMENT
(Air temp, humidity etc)
THERMAL PROPERTIES
(Hydration heat etc)

STRUCTURE
(Geometry, dimension etc))

MOISTURE PROPERTIES
(Diffusion coeff etc)

MATURITY

CONCRETING
(Sequence, joints etc)
TEMPERATURE &
MOISTURE
DEVELOPMENT

MECHANICAL
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Elasticity
Creep
Strength
Thermal expansion
contraction
Shrinkage/swelling
Fracture mechanics
Plasticity
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MATHEMATICAL
MODELS
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RISKS

CRACK?

MEASURES AGAINST
CRACKING

Figure 6.16: Factors influencing the formation of cracks during the hardening phase
of the concrete. Modified from Emborg and Bernander (1994) and
Springenschmid (1998)
Methods to evaluate cracking in concrete due to hydration, temperature, restrains
and settlements are given in e.g. ConTeSt Pro (1999), Jonasson et al (2003), Nilsson
(2003) and Larsson (2003). Background material is also given in Springenschmid
(1998) and in SB4.5 (2007).
According to Eurocode EN-1992-1-1 (2004) recommended crack widths can be
stated as follows with reference mainly to the corrosion risk for the reinforcement. For
reinforced and prestressed members with unbonded tendens, the maximum characteristic crack width is wmax = 0,3 and 0,4 mm. The lower value, 0,3 mm, refers to
ordinary bridge environments and the higher value, 0,4 mm, to favourable dry conditions. For prestressed members with bonded tendons more restrictive values are
recommended: 0,2 mm for favourable conditions, and zero (concrete in compression)
for more severe conditions (Section 7.3.1).
An upper bound value of the maximum crack width is given by the risk for yielding of
the reinforcement. For ordinary reinforcement with a yield strength of 500 MPa the
reinforcement may start yield at a crack width of w = 0,75 mm for a crack spacing of
300 mm. Values for other conditions are given in SB-4.3 (2007).
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Table 6.9: Classification of cracks, TRB (2006).

6.4.2 Reinforcement corrosion
6.4.2.1

General

The survey of European railway bridge problems, performed within Sustainable
Bridges, showed that the major maintenance problem for concrete bridges are corrosion of reinforcement, including pre-stressing tendons, and the spalling of concrete
cover.
The effect of corrosion on concrete structures is described in e.g. CEB (1998) and fib
(2005). It is also treated in background documents SB4.5 (2007) and SB3.11 (2007).
There are mainly two types of environmental actions leading to corrosion of reinforcement embedded in concrete bridges, carbonation of the concrete and chloride
penetration. Substantial research has resulted in well verified models describing how
the carbonation and chloride penetration advances through an uncracked concrete
cover, see e.g. Duracrete (2000). However, existing models describing the subsequent corrosion development is more rudimentary, and the influence of cover cracking and other deficiencies of the concrete protecting the reinforcement is still not well
known.
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There are two main consequence of reinforcement corrosion can be subdivided into
two main effects:

− The reinforcement cross-section is reduced, leading to a reduced capacity.
Furthermore, the reinforcement can become more brittle in case of localised
corrosion.
− The rust occupies a larger volume than the steel it was formed from. This
leads to splitting stresses in the concrete, which eventually may lead to
spalling of the concrete cover. In addition to risk for personal or property
damage when pieces of concrete falls off, and a bad appearance of the bridge,
this influences the structural response in several ways:
− The bond between the reinforcement and the concrete is influenced.
When the bond is deteriorated the deflections of the bridge will increase. A more serious matter is that the load carrying capacity can
decrease if the corrosion occurs at splices or in anchorage zones.
− If the concrete cover is spalled off in a compression zone, the inner
level arm will be reduced and, consequently, the moment capacity
will decrease. Furthermore, if there is compression reinforcement
this may buckle, leading to further capacity reduction.

6.4.2.2

Types of reinforcement corrosion

When evaluating the consequences of reinforcement corrosion, it is important to be
aware of the different kind of corrosion that may occur. There are three main type of
reinforcement corrosion that occurs in concrete bridges:

− Uniform corrosion consists of a uniform surface attack of the steel with no
discrete anodic and cathodic sites on the reinforcement. It leads to an
approximately equally distributed layer of corrosion around and along the
reinforcement. This kind of corrosion can be seen when unprotected
reinforcement is exposed to the environment, e.g. at construction sites. When
uniform corrosion occurs on reinforcement cast in concrete, the volume
increase causes splitting stresses in the concrete, influences the bond and will
eventually lead to cover cracks and spalling. Prior to formation of concrete
cracks, the reduction of reinforcement area is negligible.
− Localised or pitting corrosion occurs due inhomogeneous corrosive
environment or inhomogeneous reinforcement surface conditions. Here, a
localised (small) anodic area forms an electrochemical cell with a large
cathodic area, leading to locally high corrosion rates. If there are high
concentrations of ions, such as chlorides, e.g. where there is a concrete crack,
a pitting mechanism may occur. This can lead to a substantial reduction of
reinforcement area locally, without any splitting cracks. This may eventually
lead to rupture of the reinforcement, something that can be hard to predict
through inspection.
− Stress corrosion may occur in pre-stressed reinforcement. It is a locally
concentrated attack that results from the combined action of corrosion and
static tensile stress. It starts at positions with high stresses and/or more
aggressive environmental actions, e.g. where there is a concrete crack. The
local loss of cross-sectional area leads to higher stress concentrations, which
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in turn gives higher corrosion rates. Eventually, this may lead to rupture of the
reinforcement.

6.4.2.3

Corrosion in pre-stressed concrete bridges

In pre-stressed reinforcement, uniform, localised as well as stress corrosion may occur. However, the corrosion is most often restricted to limited parts of the tendon.
Since pre-stressing tendons normally have a thicker concrete cover than the non-prestressed reinforcement, corrosion is normally not governed by carbonation or chloride
penetration through the concrete cover. Instead, corrosion occurs mainly through
failure of the tendon corrosion protection system, defect drainage or other cast-in
systems, or chloride penetrations through construction or element joints and through
major cracks, etc. Failure of the tendon corrosion protection system may typically
consist of grout voids in the tendon ducts, open or partly open grouting in- and outlets, leaking and damaged metal ducts and poor concrete covering the anchorage
devices. When inspecting and assessing the bridge condition, attention should be
given to the detailing and particular protection concept for the bridge in question.
Non destructive testing and condition measurement methods are described in SBICA (2007). This includes methods to detect voids in e.g. ducts and electrochemical
potential methods to detect if reinforcement corrosion is presently in progress. In fib
(2005), inspection, testing and assessment of post-tensioned tendons are treated.
Currently, the best method to verify the condition of a tendon, including its anchorages and couplers, is careful opening at questionable locations like grout voids in
ducts. For assessment of the bridge resistance it is important to quantify the extent of
the corrosion, i.e. to determine the remaining cross-sectional area of the tendon and
the remaining pre-stressing force. The task of rehabilitation of the corrosion protection is also treated in fib (2005).

6.4.2.4

Corrosion in non-prestressed concrete bridges

In non-prestressed reinforcement, uniform or localised corrosion may occur, while
stress corrosion is restricted to prestressed reinforcement. Carbonation of the cover
concrete normally leads to uniform corrosion along the bar. The side of the bar closest to the concrete surface may become a little more corroded, but this has no practical influence on the structural response. Carbonation can often be a problem for
older concrete railway bridges with permeable, low strength concrete and relatively
small concrete covers.
Chloride penetration through the concrete cover normally leads to localised or pitting
corrosion. Often, as the corrosion is propagating, the spots with local corrosion will
join up, forming a more or less uniform corrosion along the bar. However, if there are
concrete cracks or other sections with severe environmental actions, such as construction and element joints or defect drainage or other cast-in systems, it is likely
that the corrosion will remain local and that the area reduction at the pits will be critical. Chloride induced corrosion is normally a problem for railway bridges in coastal
areas and in highway environment in the colder regions of Europe, due to the use of
de-icing salts.
Corrosion monitoring systems for detection of the advancing corrosion front in the
concrete cover is described in SB-MON (2007). Non destructive testing (NDT) and
condition measurement methods are described in SB-ICA (2007), e.g. electrochemi-
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cal potential methods to detect if reinforcement corrosion is presently in progress.
Careful opening is a semi-destructive method that can be used to un-cover parts of
the reinforcement at representative locations outside anchorage and splice regions,
in order to measure the area reduction. Corrosion can sometimes be detected
through careful inspection for corrosion traces where cracks meet the concrete surface. In case of more or less well distributed corrosion, splitting cracks will eventually
occur and can be detected through inspection, as well as parts where the concrete
cover is lost through spalling.
For assessment of the bridge resistance it is important to determine the type of corrosion and to quantify its extent. In case of distributed corrosion, the influence on
bond and anchorage capacity is critical. The amount of corrosion products will determine the possible loss in anchorage capacity, and the risk of spalling of the concrete
cover. In case of localised or pitting corrosion the remaining reinforcement crosssectional area is often critical, determining for example the moment and shear capacity. There are currently no non-destructive methods to measure how far the corrosion
has proceeded. Instead engineering judgement in combination with existing NDT
methods and inspection, possibly including careful opening, must be used to determine the necessary input data for a structural assessment and to judge the risk of
structural failure. Some recommendations for this will be given below.

6.4.2.5

Modelling of corrosion in bridges

The corrosion of reinforcement can be modelled with different accuracy through
structural analysis on different levels of detailing. In cross-sectional analysis, the
loss of reinforcement area due to corrosion and loss of effective concrete area due to
splitting cracks and spalling can be accounted for. This can be made by directly reducing the geometrical measures of the cross-section. Consequently, the influence of
corrosion on moment, shear and torsional capacities can be evaluated. However, the
effect on bond and anchorage capacity can not be assessed by models on this level.
The remaining reinforcement cross-section area can be evaluated based on measurements on bars with removed concrete cover and knowledge about the present
type of corrosion. It can also, in case of uniform corrosion, be approximated based on
calculations, see SB3.11 (2007).
The remaining concrete cross-section can be evaluated based on detailed inspection
and documentation of splitting cracks and spalling. It is particularly important to detect such damages in compression zones. From the picture of splitting cracks, parts
of the cover with doubtful interaction with the rest of the cross-section can be identified and disregarded when doing the sectional analysis. If reinforcement bars in compression becomes un-confined due to the possible spalling, their capacity need to be
reduced with respect to buckling. The buckling length can typically be taken as half
the distance between two adjacent transversal reinforcement bars that are providing
confinement. In this case it is important that the transverse bars are not loose and
that they really provide support in the buckling direction.
In a non-linear FE analysis of a bridge or structural element, the structural response can be simulated using realistic non-liner material models for concrete, reinforcement and their interaction. In background document SB3.11 (2007), it is demonstrated how two-dimensional FE models with plane concrete elements, truss elements for the reinforcement and interface elements for the bond-slip relation can be
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used to model the response of corroded concrete laboratory beams. By assuming a
corrosion degradation of the bond slip relation given in CEB-FIP (1993), the response
of concrete beams at different levels of corrosion could be simulated. In such a
model, it is also possible to take into account reduced reinforcement area or concrete
cross-section. However, it is still not possible to give any general recommendations
regarding how the bond-slip relation should be modified in order to correctly reflect
the effect of corrosion on the anchorage capacity.
In special cases, the effect of corrosion, and the bond between reinforcement and
concrete, can be modelled in detail for a critical part of a bridge. In such cases, detailed three-dimensional non-linear FE analyses are required, where both the
concrete and the reinforcement are modelled with continuum elements. An interface
model is used for the bond between reinforcement and concrete, including the effect
of corrosion. Such a bond model was previously developed by Lundgren (2005a) and
was expanded to include corrosion, Lundgren (2005b). In this model, the expanding
volume of the corrosion product is included in combination with its mechanical properties to produce splitting stresses in the surrounding concrete.
Such detailed analyses can easily lead to very large FE models even for limited parts
of a bridge. Consequently, it is not practical for assessment of a bridge in engineering
practice. On the other hand, the bond model is well verified, at least in case of ribbed
(or deformed) bars, and it is possible to predict the bond response based on the reinforcement type and concrete quality. In the future, analyses on this level can be used
to develop methods that are able to predict the bond-slip response after corrosion,
which is needed for simplified FE analysis. Furthermore, such analyses were performed, in combination with literature studies, to obtain an overview of the effect of
corrosion on bond and anchorage. This is treated in the next section, followed by
general recommendations for assessment of corroded railway bridges.

6.4.2.6

The effect of corrosion on bond and anchorage

In case of distributed corrosion, the main effect of corrosion is on the bond and anchorage. The corrosion increases the splitting stresses and may lead to loss of anchorage capacity. This may lead to brittle failure and can risk the safety level of corroded concrete bridges. In engineering practice, this effect is still hard to model and
quantify correctly in structural analysis. Instead, the bridge engineer performing a
structural assessment must to a great extent rely on engineering judgement.
To support this, a study was made of the influence of the most critical parameters for
the bond using detailed non-linear three-dimensional FE analysis of the kind described in previous section. The aim was to be able to judge the consequences of the
corrosion. The effect of reinforcement corrosion on the bond was evaluated by
Lundgren (2005c), and is summarised in figure 6.17. It can be seen that it depends
on the reinforcement type, if there are transverse reinforcement, and on the type of
failure for un-corroded pull-out.
The study showed that the same basic mechanisms are active for both ribbed (or
deformed) and smooth bars. However, the basic mechanisms are of different magnitude, and therefore different mechanisms determine the behaviour. Generally, the
bond capacity of smooth bars is less than for ribbed bars, mainly because the capacity of smooth bars is limited by the limited ability of the bar to generate normal
stresses at slip. Therefore corrosion, as long as it does not crack the cover, can in-
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crease the bond capacity of smooth bars to about the level of ribbed bars. For ribbed
bars, corrosion might increase the bond capacity, but only to a minor extent. High
corrosion levels will damage the bond, especially if transverse reinforcement is not
supplied.
For both ribbed and smooth bars, transverse reinforcement crossing potential splitting cracks and thus providing confinement makes the bond behaviour much less
sensitive to corrosion. This is logical, as the transverse reinforcement will limit the
splitting cracks that may arise due to the corrosion. Another general observation is
that corrosion increases the initial stiffness for all cases. The effect on the bond capacity varies more.
In short, the following conclusions can be drawn (referring to the different cases in
figure 6.17, from left to right):

− For ribbed bars with transverse reinforcement, where the cover would
crack for an uncorroded bar loaded in pull-out: Corrosion causes small bond
decrease, or does not influence the bond capacity.
− For ribbed bars with transverse reinforcement, where the cover would not
crack for an uncorroded bar loaded in pull-out: Corrosion causes small
increase in bond capacity until the cover cracks; for larger corrosion levels the
bond capacity decreases or remains approximately equal.
− For ribbed bars without transverse reinforcement, where the cover would
crack for an uncorroded bar loaded in pull-out: Bond capacity decreases
already for low corrosion levels.
− For ribbed bars without transverse reinforcement, where the cover would
not crack for an uncorroded bar loaded in pull-out: Corrosion causes small
increase in bond capacity until the cover cracks; for larger corrosion levels the
bond capacity decreases abruptly. Also the ductility decreases after cover
cracking.
− For smooth bars with transverse reinforcement, where the cover would
crack for an uncorroded bar loaded in pull-out: Corrosion causes small
increase of bond capacity.
− For smooth bars with transverse reinforcement, where the cover would not
crack for an uncorroded bar loaded in pull-out: Corrosion increases the
capacity until the cover cracks. This increase can be substantial, especially for
large covers. Larger corrosion levels cause small bond increase or do not
further influence the bond capacity.
− For smooth bars without transverse reinforcement, where the cover would
crack for an uncorroded bar loaded in pull-out: Corrosion decreases the bond
capacity.
− For smooth bars without transverse reinforcement, where the cover would
not crack for an uncorroded bar loaded in pull-out: Corrosion increases the
capacity until the cover cracks, while larger corrosion levels decrease the bond
capacity and ductility.

Figure 6.17 Overview of effect of corrosion on bond
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In Figure 6.18, the results has been further summarised into four main categories.
The four cases this leads to are listed in the order of how serious it is if corrosion
takes place in anchorage regions; i.e. both at end anchorage and at splices. Each
case is graded compared to statements when corrosion will become critical related to
cracking of the cover due to corrosion: before the cover cracks, when the cover
cracks, or first at a later stage.
Corrosion becomes
more critical for
anchorage
Ribbed bars, no transverse reinforcement
Smooth bars, no transverse reinforcement
Ribbed bars, transverse reinforcement
Corrosion becomes
less critical for
Smooth bars, transverse reinforcement
anchorage

Critical already for smaller corrosion
levels than what causes cracking of
the cover
Critical when corrosion causes
cracking of the cover
Mainly area reduction that is critical

Figure 6.18: Overview of how critical corrosion is for the anchorage capacity. Observe that it is important that the transverse reinforcement crosses potential splitting cracks in order to be effective.

6.4.2.7

Recommendations for assessment of anchorage capacity

From the overview presented in the previous sections, recommendations were
worked out for judgements concerning how serious corrosion is when assessing existing concrete structures. From drawings etc., it is supposed to be known what type
of reinforcement that has been used, and whether transverse reinforcement crossing
potential splitting cracks is provided or not.
In the following, recommendations regarding the four various cases this leads to are
given. They are meant to give guidance for bridge owners, of how to judge results
from inspections and corrosion measurements.
It was concluded that ribbed bars without transverse reinforcement is most sensitive to corrosion. In this case, the anchorage capacity can be reduced already before
the cover is cracked due to corrosion. And, especially if the cover is thick, as soon as
cracking of the cover occurs, the anchorage capacity will be very much reduced, and
thus become critical. As cracking of the cover can occur between inspections, it is in
new design advised to use transverse reinforcement in zones where ribbed bars are
anchored. This advice is also given in Berra et al. (2003). In existing structures, it is
advised to inspect at close intervals if ribbed bars are anchored without any transverse reinforcement and if corrosion is likely to occur. For bridges where the anchorage capacity may become critical for the load carrying capacity, it is advised to follow
the risk of reinforcement corrosion due to carbonation or chloride ingress. This can
be made by using a corrosion monitoring system, see report SB-MON (2007), or
through regularly taken material samples from concrete cover. Measures need to be
taken as soon as there is any risk of corrosion.
Also for smooth bars without transverse reinforcement, the anchorage capacity
will decrease when cracking of the cover occurs. However, the decrease will not be
as abrupt as for ribbed bars, and furthermore, the anchorage length of smooth bars
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will be long already in the original design. Most often, smooth bars are provided with
end hooks, providing most of the anchorage capacity. The orientation of the end
hooks is most likely of importance; if the hook is oriented into the structure, the anchorage is less sensitive to corrosion.
In cases with smooth bars without end hooks oriented into the structure, and without
transverse reinforcement, is it advised to inspect at close intervals if corrosion is likely
to occur. For bridges where the anchorage capacity may become critical for the load
carrying capacity, it is advised to detect the onset of corrosion. This can be monitored
e.g. through electrochemical potential methods, see SB-ICA (2007). For this situation, it is judged that measures must be taken when there is any indication of corrosion.
For ribbed bars with transverse reinforcement, the anchorage of corroded reinforcement will depend on the amount of transverse reinforcement. It is also important
that the transverse reinforcement crosses the potential splitting cracks. Normally the
transverse reinforcement corrodes as well as the main reinforcement; naturally it is
then only the uncorroded part of the transverse reinforcement that can be accounted
for. If the transverse reinforcement is sufficient and satisfactory oriented, the anchorage will not be immediately critical, even if cracking of the cover occurs. In this case it
is advised to do regular inspections in order to detect splitting cracks. Measures must
be taken before the cover spalls off in order not to lose the anchorage capacity.
Finally, when smooth bars with transverse reinforcement corrode, the anchorage
is not a very critical issue as long as the transverse reinforcement crosses the potential splitting cracks. Of course, as for ribbed bars, one needs to consider corrosion of
the transverse reinforcement. Furthermore, if significant spalling of the cover occurs,
investigations are needed. This case becomes critical mainly through reduction of
reinforcement area. It is advised to do regular inspections to detect splitting cracks
and cover spalling. Measures must be taken when the concrete cover has spalled off.
It is important to point out that these recommendations concern how critical corrosion
is for the anchorage. At assessment of the load-carrying capacity, it is also important
to take the effect of the area reduction into account. This includes reduction of the
reinforcement area, of both the main and the transverse reinforcement, but also reduction of the concrete cross-section, for example when corrosion has caused
spalling of the concrete cover in the compression zone. The effect of the area reduction becomes more important when transverse reinforcement is present, as the anchorage is not as critical then.

6.4.3 Frost damage
Freezing damage in concrete is caused by the volume expansion of freezing water in
the concrete pore system. If the expansion cannot be accommodated in the pore system, but is restrained by the surrounding concrete, it induces tensile stresses in the
concrete. The tensile stresses cause cracks, which affect the strength, stiffness, and
fracture energy of the concrete as well as the bond strength between the reinforcing
bar and surrounding concrete in damaged regions; see Powerst (1945) and Shih et
al. (1988).
Two types of freezing damage can be distinguished, Fagerlund (2004):
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1. Internal freezing damage caused by freezing of moisture inside the concrete.
This may cause cracking and substantial reduction of strength and stiffness,
Fagerlund (2004).
2. Surface scaling, which is usually caused by freezing of salt water in contact
with the concrete surface. This damage usually results in spalling of the concrete surface, while the remaining concrete is mainly unaffected, Fagerlund
(2004) and Gudmundsson and Wallevik (1999).
The effect of internal freezing damage can be modelled by changing the material
properties for the concrete, Zandi Hanjari et al. (2007). The material properties for the
freezing damaged concrete must be determined from tests on material samples.
However, the relations between the material properties commonly used for undamaged concrete are not directly applicable. Instead, the frost damage will lead to a
greater reduction of the tensile strength and Young’s modulus than for the compressive strength. Consequently, these material parameters, as well as the fracture energy, can not be evaluated based on results from compressive tests. Instead, they
must be determined from independent material tests whenever they are needed. The
greater reduction of tensile strength and Young’s modulus may also lead to a change
of failure mode, something that must be accounted for in the assessment. Zandi Hanjari et al. (2007) suggest an approximate relation between the tensile strength, f ct ,
and compressive strength, f cc , of freezing damaged concrete, based on a limited
number of test results:
f ct = 0.027 f cc

(1.197 )

(6.21)

The effect of surface scaling can be modelled as change in the geometry, i.e. reduction in dimensions, Zandi Hanjari et al. (2007). The remaining concrete is assumed to
be unaffected, according to Gudmunsson and Wallevik (1999). The extent of the
damaged region and the depth of surface scaling must be measured on site. The geometry of the structural analysis model must be updated accordingly.

6.4.4 Fatigue damage
6.4.4.1

Fatigue of steel reinforcement

The fatigue behaviour of steel reinforcement is similar to fatigue of elements in steel
construction. The fatigue relevant parameters are the stress range, the number of
stress cycles and discontinuities both in the cross section and the layout of the steel
reinforcement, resulting in stress concentration at possible fatigue damage locations.
Fatigue life of steel reinforcement can be divided into a crack initiation phase, a
steady crack propagation phase and brittle fracture of the remaining section.
The fatigue behaviour of the reinforcement can be represented by means of the S-Ndiagram (Wöhler line) in a double-logarithmic representation. The nominal fatigue
strength is commonly defined by the stress range amplitude at 2 million cycles. This
value is called fatigue category and refers to a given S-N-diagram.
A literature review regarding the fatigue strength of various types of steel reinforcement has led to the results shown in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.10 can be used as a reference to assess the fatigue strength of steel reinforcement in an existing railway bridge. It should be noted that for deterministic fatigue safety checks the values for the fatigue categories have to be divided by a partial safety factor according to following equation.
Δσ sd , fat =

Δσ s , fat

γ s , fat

(6.22)

Additionally and in an effort to update fatigue strength for a given bridge detail, the
following findings deduced from the literature may be used:
Reinforcing steel:

−
−
−
−

−
−

−

−
−

−

Crack initiation on ribbed bars usually starts at the root of a rib.
The steel quality does not influence the fatigue strength.
There is a dependence of the fatigue strength from the bar diameter.
The fatigue strength of bent bars is reduced. Bendings of stirrups are however
an exception [Background Document Sustainable Bridges D4.5 (2007)].
Consequently, stirrups may be considered like straight bars.
Straight laps of bars present the same fatigue strength as continuous bars if
the standard lap joint length (as defined in codes) is respected.
Welds have a strong detrimental effect on the fatigue behaviour of bars.
Consequently, the fatigue strength of bars with welds shows a significant
reduction.
Mechanical connections of bars present a low fatigue strength. The fatigue
strength of mechanical connectors depends on the given product and is
difficult to classify.
Pre-stressing steel shows in principle the same fatigue behaviour as
reinforcing steel.
Fretting between pre-stressing steel and duct as well as between single
strands or wires has a significant effect on the fatigue strength (fretting
fatigue). [see Background Document Sustainable Bridges D4.5 (2007)].
Fatigue behaviour of anchorages and couplings: From the few results that
exist, it can be concluded that anchorages and cable couplings present low
fatigue strength.
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Table 6.10:

Fatigue categories for reinforcing steel, pre-stressing steel and prestressing systems.
Fatigue
Description
Comments
category

Δσs, fat [N/mm2]
Reinforcing steel
170

Bars: ∅ ≤ 20 mm, straight
Vertical stirrups: ∅ ≤ 16 mm,
bent in accordance with standards

140

70

Bars: 20 mm ≤ ∅ < 40 mm,
straight
Butt welds and welded intersections between bars
(e.g. reinforcing lattice).
Mechanical joints between
bars.

For bent bars, the values
are reduced as follows:

Δσs, fat, red = kØ × Δσs, fat
where k

∅

= 0.35 + 0.026

di
∅s

where d is the diameter of
the bar bender roller
If no results from specific
studies are available, the
standard value shown
should be used.

Pre-stressing steel and pre-stressing systems
200

Single strands and single-layer tendons in plastic
ducts

170

Multi-strand and HiAm cables
in plastic ducts.
Straight tendons without
ducts (e.g. in elements fabricated by the long-line
method)

110

Multi-strand and HiAm cables
in steel ducts.

80

Anchorages, cable couplers

6.4.4.2

Tendons may be bonded
or unbonded friction has a
significant effect on fatigue behaviour.
Where pre-stressing is
carried out using unbonded tendons, the anchorage is the determining factor.
For pre-stressing systems
that comply with the standards.

Fatigue of concrete

The fatigue strength of concrete may be described by means of a Goodman-diagram
showing the relation between the stress couple (σmin, σmax) and the number of stress
cycles N. However, dependence of the fatigue strength from the number of stress
cycles is small, and the maximum stress due to the fatigue load needs to be larger
than 50% of the compressive strength in order to observe fatigue failures in the relevant domain up to 100 million stress cycles.
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For deck slabs without shear reinforcement, fatigue failure of concrete may occur
only when the stress level is higher than 40% of the ultimate load of the structural
element. Also, the nominal shear stress is not the relevant parameter to describe fatigue failure. As a consequence, a fatigue safety check with respect to the ultimate
load may be conducted.
Consequently, for the concrete no fatigue safety check appears to be necessary for a
normal concrete fulfilling usual quality requirements. A safety check is advisable only
in cases of existing bridges with low concrete strength due to bad fabrication and deterioration (micro-cracking due to corroding bars and freeze-thaw cycles). In those
cases, however, the verification of the structural safety and serviceability may also
not be fulfilled
In old trough bridges the fatigue capacity may be dependent on the concrete shear
capacity in the connection between the slab and the beam. This case has been studied by Thun (2006).

6.4.5 Methodology for the assessment of fatigue safety
6.4.5.1

General

A rational methodology for the assessment of fatigue safety is based on the three
following study areas taking advantage of the fact that the bridge exists already:
1) study of the bridge structure and evaluation of reinforcement detailing
2) inspection of the existing bridge and study of the past performance
3) fatigue safety check
In the following, each of the three study areas will be discussed.

6.4.5.2
ing

Evaluation of the bridge structure and reinforcement detail-

Grouping types of reinforcement into fatigue categories in accordance with Table 6.8
allows recognising types of reinforcement with low fatigue strength. Fatigue vulnerable reinforcement details include the following:

− All welded reinforcement is principally fatigue vulnerable, including welded
wire mesh, tack welding to reinforcing steel bars, prestressing steel or ducts.
Also, butt welds are more fatigue resistant than other load-bearing welds of
bars.
− Mechanically connected reinforcing bars show also significantly reduced
fatigue strength.
− If the radius of curvature of bars is smaller than the minimum values according
to specifications, reduced fatigue strength is to be expected.
− Areas of high concentration of bars or a complex process of placing of the
reinforcement might have led to a fatigue vulnerable spot since it was very
difficult to obtain the required quality when pouring and working the concrete.
Hence, load transfer between bars may not be optimal giving rise to stress
concentrations.
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− Anchorages for and coupler between prestressing elements show in general
rather low fatigue strength although there might be some differences between
the various prestressing systems. Anchorages and couplers (of bonded
tendons) are fatigue vulnerable if they are not located in areas where the
stress ranges are small.
− The fatigue strength of bars is also reduced when corrosion is probable or can
be observed, paying special attention to pitting corrosion. However it is difficult
to describe this reduction in terms of fatigue strength.

6.4.5.3

Bridge inspection and monitoring

It can be assumed that there is no fatigue damage if the concrete is un-cracked. If the
bridge was already exposed to significant rail traffic (more than 100’000 trains inducing more than 1’000’000 load cycles) this state can be assumed to remain stable only
when traffic (axle) loads are not increased.
Measurements on a crack (variation of the crack opening) can be made. This allows
a rough estimation on the real stress range in the reinforcement under known loading
and the effect can be extrapolated to the effect under the fatigue load. The scope of
this procedure is to find out if the stress range due to the fatigue load remains below
the fatigue limit in the real structure.
Appropriate monitoring techniques (including detailed inspections) allow for determining the probability of detection of a fatigue damage indicator (usually a crack). Detailed information on monitoring can be found in background document: SB-MON
(2007).

6.4.5.4

Fatigue safety check

Concept:
The fatigue safety of a structure is deemed to have been proved if the following condition is satisfied:
n fat =

Rd , fat
Ed , fat

≥ 1.0

(6.23)

where:
n fat

: fatigue degree of compliance

Rd , fat

: examination value for the fatigue resistance (including a partial safety fac-

tor)
E d , fat

: examination value for the fatigue action effect

No partial safety factors for the fatigue action effect are used when proving fatigue
safety.
The partial safety factor for fatigue resistance γ fat may be set to 1.15 for taking account of differences between the actual load bearing system and the system used for
the calculation, simplifications and inaccuracies in the strength model, plus inaccuracies in the cross section.
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In the following, fatigue safety is proved separately for

− the reinforcing steel and
− the concrete.
− Additionally, a method is suggested using the overall structural response of an
element.
Proof for reinforcing steel
Determination of fatigue effect (fatigue stress):
The determining parameters when calculating the examination values for the effect of
fatigue are the stresses due to fatigue loading only. The stress range Δσ (Qfat ) is
derived from the absolute value of the difference between the maximum stress
σ max (Qfat) and the minimum stress σ min (Qfat) induced by the effect of fatigue load in
the relevant unfavourable positions.
Under bending moment the stresses are calculated at a cracked cross-section, assuming that plane sections remain plane and linear-elastic material behaviour. The
behaviour of concrete under tension is ignored.
Under fatigue loading, the bond behaviour of reinforcing and prestressing steel is different. This may be considered by increasing the stress in the reinforcing steel using
the following factor:

k=

As + Ap
As + Ap ξ (φs φ p )

(6.24)

with As und Ap being the area of reinforcing and prestressing steels respectively, φs
is the largest bar diameter and φ p = AP being the equivalent diameter of the
prestressing steel.
The ratio ξ of the bond strength between prestressing steel (of bonded tendons) and
reinforcing steel is approximately:

ξ=

4

6
AP ⋅ f ctm

(6.25)

with fctm being the average value of the tensile strength of the concrete.
For prestressed structures with bonded tendons, stresses can only be calculated if
the true prestressing force is known. If the load is smaller than the decompression
moment, the stress range remains small. If, at maximum fatigue load, the decompression moment is exceeded, the stress ranges will increase significantly.
Where prestressing is by means of unbonded tendons, the stresses will have to be
calculated iteratively.
For beams and slabs with shear reinforcement, the stresses in the main and shear
reinforcement are calculated using a lattice model. The angle of inclination of the
concrete compression struts to be assumed when calculating the stress differences
in the reinforcement is as follows:
tan α fat = tan α ≤ 1.0
(6.26)
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With α being the angle of inclination of the compression strut at ultimate limit state.
Determination of fatigue resistance:
Common types of reinforcement are divided into fatigue categories ( Δσ s , fat ) according to their fatigue strength (see Table 6.8). The number designating the fatigue
category is the fatigue strength in MPa for 2 million load cycles.
Verification:
Proof with respect to the fatigue limit: Initially, the fatigue safety of reinforcing steel is
verified with respect to the fatigue limit. If all stress ranges due to service loads remain below the fatigue limit Δσ sd , D for the entire service life, fatigue failure will not
occur:

n fat =

Δσ sd , D

Δσ sd ( Q fat )

≥ 1.0

(6.27)

The nominal fatigue resistance may be taken as:
Δσ sd , D = 0.8 ⋅ Δσ sd , fat , ___ Δσ sd , fat =

Δσ s , fat

γ R. fat

(6.28)

Proof with respect to equivalent stress range: If fatigue safety has not been verified
with respect to the fatigue limit, proof of operational resistance shall be performed.
When using this method, the aim is to demonstrate that the equivalent stress range
does not exceed the fatigue strength:
n=

Δσ sd , fat
Δσ ed (Q fat )

≥ 1.0

(6.29)

The equivalent stress range Δσ ed is the product of the correction factor λ and the
stress range induced by the fatigue load Qfat:
Δσ ed = λ ⋅ Δσ sd ( Q fat )

(6.30)

The correction load factor λ [EN 1991-2:2003] compares the fatigue effect of the
load models with that of the effective fatigue load. This factor depends on traffic composition, traffic volume, load geometry, service life, number of load cycles, fatigue
load and static system.
Proof for concrete
Proof of fatigue safety by calculation is not required for normal stresses in concrete if
inspection shows that the concrete is in good condition (Background Document Sustainable Bridges D4.5 (2007)).
Nevertheless, it is useful to determine and evaluate the level of fatigue solicitation. A
simple proof of compression fields consists in showing that the maximum compressive stress due to permanent loads as well as frequent temperature and rail traffic
fatigue loading are smaller than 50% of the characteristic value of compressive
strength of concrete. Besides the compressive stresses due to bending may be calculated using a stress block.
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For deck slabs without shear reinforcement, fatigue failure of concrete may occur
only when the stress level is higher than 40% of the ultimate load (determined e.g.
with nonlinear analysis) of the structural element. Also, the nominal shear stress is
not the relevant parameter to describe fatigue failure. As a consequence, a fatigue
safety check with respect to the ultimate load may be conducted.
Proof with respect to ultimate load
No fatigue failure of the structural element will occur if the following conditions are
fulfilled:
-

under predominant bending fatigue:

n fat =
-

0.5 ⋅ Fult
≥ 1.0
F fat ,max

(6.31)

under predominant shear fatigue:

n fat =

0.4 ⋅ Fult
≥ 1.0
Ffat ,max

(6.32)

Fult is the ultimate load of the structural element. It is determined by means of a nonlinear structural analysis using nominal values of material properties and considering
partial safety factors (resistance coefficients). [Detailed information on non-linear
structural analysis can be found in the Background Document Sustainable Bridges
D4.5 (2007)-Non-Linear Analysis and Remaining Fatigue Life of Reinforced Concrete
Bridges]. Ffat,max is the corresponding maximum fatigue load due to permanent loads
as well as frequent temperature and rail traffic fatigue loading.

6.4.5.5

Remaining fatigue life assessment and action

a) Introduction
The fatigue life calculation for reinforced concrete elements is generally based on a
5% fractile value for the fatigue resistance.
Due to simplifying assumptions on the traffic loads and the action effect model for the
reinforcement stress ranges, the calculated remaining fatigue life may be much
shorter than the real fatigue life.
In reinforced concrete elements with distributed reinforcement, the fatigue resistance
is governed by the reinforcement if the concrete is in good condition. It may be expected that the reinforcement exhibit the same scatter for the fatigue resistance as
observed in fatigue tests on naked bars. This was confirmed by several tests on reinforced concrete elements. This high scatter allows that the reinforcement bars break
one after the other with a relative high interval between two reinforcement bar fractures [Schläfli 1999 et al.].
The remaining intact (un-separated) reinforcement bars after the fracture of the first
reinforcement bar(s) show the same ultimate resistance as un-cycled bars and are
able to yield. This was confirmed through the analysis of several tests on reinforced
concrete elements [Herwig 2007]. Therefore, the ULS resistance of the bridge element is only marginally affected after the fatigue fracture of the first reinforcement
bar(s).
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The disadvantage of the high inaccuracy of the calculation of the remaining fatigue
life can be avoided by the use of the high potential of surveying of the bridge condition through “monitoring”.
b) Crack growth calculation of weakest rebar
A damage model for a reliable and not overly conservative prediction of the remaining fatigue life of the steel reinforcement based on LEFM (Paris law for stable crack
propagation) and the well-known parameters of the S-N curves is presented in SB4.5
(2007).
Usually, traffic models are used with characteristic trains, given by its ratio of total
traffic.
c) Fatigue safety concept
The fatigue safety concept takes into account the high uncertainty of fatigue life predictions and the fact that fatigue failure is announced long in advance by the fracture
of the first reinforcement bar.
The fatigue safety concept consists on fatigue analysis and condition survey. Due to
the relative small live load of ballasted reinforced concrete bridges and their young
age, no signs of fatigue damage (excessive cracking, large crack openings) can be
observed in many bridges yet. However, the increase of maximum allowable axle
loads may accelerate fatigue damage in the future.
The fatigue safety concept is applied if fatigue safety check of Section 6.4.5.4 is not
fulfilled.
Figure 6.19 systematically shows the time axis. It begins with the special condition
survey before the fatigue life calculation with updated values is made (more detailed
information may be found in SB 4.5 (2007).
With pessimistic material parameters a lower bound for the number of years until first
rebar fracture is calculated. A procedure for the calculation for the fatigue life under
variable stress range, based LEFM is given in SB4.5 (2007). Only routine condition
survey is conducted during the stage were no rebar fracture is expected by calculation.
At the end of the period a second special condition survey allows an eventual updating of the fatigue life calculation (still based on lower bound assumptions) that eventually extends the fatigue life.
When the calculated fatigue life ends, which is still a lower bound, there are two possibilities to proceed: (1) the bridge is reinforced or replaced, or (2) a continuous monitoring system is introduced. The introduction of monitoring is advisable only for bridge
elements with distributed reinforcement, such as slabs, containing a high redundancy
for the fatigue resistance of the reinforcement bars. SB4.5 (2007) gives information
on how to proceed when monitoring is indicated.
When a rebar fracture is detected through continuous monitoring (again, only with
elements with distributed reinforcement), a predefined intervention period starts during which the rehabilitation or reinforcement should be undertaken. The length of the
intervention period is chosen as a function of expected fatigue damage evolution of
remaining rebars. During the intervention period the required structural performance
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be considered or a temporary reinforced axle load control performed.
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Figure 6.19 Fatigue safety concept for reinforced concrete bridges

6.5

Modelling of repair and strengthening

The principles when assessing strengthened structures are generally the same as for
other structures. However, it is important to take into account the effect of repair and
strengthening made on the bridge. This includes not only the final state after repair or
strengthening, but also how the he repair or strengthening work was performed, the
sequence of actions and the state of loading. These circumstances can have a major
influence on the distribution of forces in the bridge. They can be taken into account
using the same principles as for the construction method and construction sequence,
see section 6.1.2. If the support and continuity conditions are influenced by the
strengthening, this has to be taken into account as well, see section 6.1.3.
Special consideration should be given to the use of materials with properties differing
from the traditional ones. Properties for concrete and steel reinforcement are treated
in section 6.1.4. A general overview for strengthening materials is given in SB-STR
(2007). For Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymers, CFRP, methods and examples are
given in Täljsten (2002). A critical question that has to be evaluated is the bond between the existing structure and the strengthening materials.
Structural analysis can be performed using the same methods as for nonstrengthened structures, see section 6.3, taking the effects of the strengthening into
account. In non-linear FE analysis, see section 6.3.3, the strengthening material can
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be included in the FE model, and the bond to the existing structure can be taken into
account through interface elements. Damages and defects of the existing structure
can be included according to 6.4. An example of a probabilistic evaluation of the lifelength of a degraded and strengthened structure is given in Bergström (2006).

6.6

Service life assessment

The Residual Service Life is defined as the assumed period of time, obtained after
structural assessment, for which the structure will continue to serve its purpose. This
concept is presented in Chapter 3, along with the definition of the limit states and the
generic description of degradation models.
In order to assess the residual life of deteriorated concrete structures, several aspects of the structural assessment of a deteriorating structure need to be addressed:
1. The need to establish the level of present performance by establishing the type,
extent and cause of the damage
2. The establishment of the deterioration rate
3. The prediction of the loss of the structural capacity
4. The identification of the minimum acceptance level of performance
5. The urgency of intervention
Figure 6.20 shows the main aspects of the structural assessment of a deteriorating
structure. An example of a methodology for the assessment the residual life of deteriorated concrete structures can be found in CONTECVET (2004) and REHABCON
(2004).

Figure 6.20: Deterioration curve that is quantified in a detailed assessment
The main stages to accomplish a service life assessment are:
1. Inspection and testing on-site
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2. Diagnosis of the cause of damage and its effect on structural performance
3. Prediction of the development of the damage and the structural consequences.
The first two stages are not the objective of this chapter. Inspecting and testing on
site is treated in SB-ICA (2007). The assessment of present structural performance
with respect to damage is treated in section 6.4 “Modelling of damages and defects”.
The third stage is based on the models used for the prediction of residual service life.
There are many different models, some theoretical, others empirical, however, all
simulate to a certain degree the mechanisms of deterioration of concrete structures.
The main mechanisms are: reinforcement corrosion (carbonation induced and chloride induced), alkali-aggregate reaction, frost attack and leaching. These mechanisms refer to complex physicochemical processes occurring within the concrete. Of
these, only models for corrosion are sufficiently mature to be used for a service life
assessment. Care should be taken to understand the limitation and realm of applicability for each model.

− For alkali-aggregate reaction, there are two distinct approaches to modelling:
One dealing with design of new structures and the other with the assessment
of affected structures. No reliable models have yet been identified and it has
been concluded that avoidance is the best policy, see DuraCrete (1998).
− For frost attack, there are two main mechanisms whereby frost action can lead
to deterioration: frost attack leading to internal damage and deterioration; and
scaling of the surface. Frost actions are still imperfectly understood. Several
theories exist based on the numerous factors have influence, however none
reliable enough to be used as a model.
− For corrosion, models should enable the prediction of the performance of
structures at various stages of the corrosion process. The detailed description
of the recommended models for carbonation and chloride induced corrosion
can be found in fib (2006) and DuraCrete (2000).

6.7

Evaluation

A very important part of the assessment procedure, see figure 2.2, is the evaluation
of the analysis results and the decision making. An enhanced evaluation is best
made step by step as an integrated part of the decision process. Calculations and
analyses are made in a continuous interaction with physical investigations of the
condition of the bridge, and decisions whether to proceed with the assessment are
made successively.
This means that if the acceptance criteria for continued use of the bridge are not fulfilled with the basic information and analysis models used, there are often good possibilities to further enhance the assessment through improved modelling and analysis, or by improving the basic information. If the bridge finally is found not to fulfil the
requirements or if further evaluation is not economically motivated, redefined use or
strengthening of the bridge might enable continuous use of the bridge.

6.7.1 Acceptance criteria
The acceptance criteria are established by the railway owner, for limit states with
safety levels according to Chapter 3, to the requirements regarding functionality,
safety and service life. Special considerations with respect to the acceptance criteria
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for concrete railway bridges are cracking and limitations of crack widths, corrosion
and frost damage and fatigue damage of reinforcement.

6.7.2 Improvement of structural model
The analysis performed often reveals the critical modes of failure and the critical
parts of the bridge. This means that a successively improved knowledge is gained
concerning the bridge and its response. Based on this it is often possible to further
improve the structural models, so that the response and/or the critical parts of the
bridge are better reflected. In previous sections different ways to improve the structural model is described. In Chapter 10, improvements of structural models through
testing and monitoring are described.

6.7.3 Improvement of basic information
The basic information can often be improved through more detailed inspections, testing and measurements. Based on the evaluation it is possible to focus the further
collection of field data to where the greatest benefit can be achieved.

6.7.4 Strengthening, redefinition of use or demolition
Strengthening of railway concrete bridges is further treated in SB-STR (2007). Sometimes it is possible to, at least temporarily, redefine the use of the bridge, e.g. by decreasing the allowed axle loads or the train speed, or by keeping a close eye on it by
monitoring, see SB-MON (2007). Sometimes the bridge may even be used for a
complete other purpose. If no other measures are possible, the bridge has to be demolished, and possibly replaced by a new bridge.

6.8
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7. Metal bridges
The knowledge of the material properties of existing metal bridges is essential for the
resistance assessment and the determination of the remaining lifetime of old metallic
bridges. Built between 1870 and 1940, the material parameters are in many cases
not available. Yet, especially the old bridges require more exact and efficient assessment methods that call for a precise description of the material. This is why a
major part of this chapter is focused on the material properties of old metal bridges.
Among the problems met in metal bridges and material properties estimation, fatigue
is the most common cause of failure. To be able to make accurate assessments of
existing bridges, it is important to know the behaviour of bridges exposed to fatigue,
and how the old materials behave due to cyclic exposure. The technique of riveting is
no longer used in bridges due to more developed methods of assembling plates as
welding. Due to this fact there is often missing information in codes how to deal with
and assess riveted structures. Chapter 7 consequently deals with the evaluation of
riveted structure remaining lifetime. The main question answered herein is how to
make a safe estimation concerning the remaining life in service. Influencing factors
are also investigated, such as corrosion, clamping force and material properties etc.
To be able to perform estimations of the remaining life for a detail or a structure the
detail category is essential. From tests on both full scale structures and small sizes
specimens retrieved from bridges taken out of service a detail category for riveted
structures is proposed.
The possible traffic load on steel rail bridges is usually limited by the fatigue resistance, but for certain situations the static resistance has also to be checked. Most
design rules for steel structures, for instance those in Eurocode 3, are applicable also
to riveted structures. However, some information is missing on how to deal with the
special case that elements are intermittently connected in contrast welded structures
that are connected continuously. As the traditional methods for assessing the resistance of steel bridges are based on elastic analysis, a method for utilizing a limited
redistribution of bending moments based on beam theory is proposed.
In old truss bridges with rails on wooden sleepers which lie on rail bearers and cross
girders (open decks), fatigue problems will probably start in these elements, before
having problems in the main girders. The reason is, that the short elements have to
endure a greater number of stress cycles than the elements with greater spans. For
the small elements each axle load or boogie represents a cycle of stress range but
for the main girder it is only each train which gives a cycle of stress range.
At last, some guidance regarding modelling, monitoring and strengthening are also
given.

7.1 Basis for assessment
The spectrum of metal bridges is very broad since they represent the largest family of
structures. They cover the full history of railway industry, since they start from its development until today. Consequently, this family of bridges includes very different
bridge types, geometries, structural designs, construction processes and material
properties.
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In contrast to road metal bridges most of the metal railway bridges are composed of
old structures, with the very recent construction of composite structures during the
past twenty years. One of the challenges for the development of assessment guidelines applied to metal bridges is certainly the performance appraisal of old riveted
structures. This explains why the following guidelines largely insist on this type of
structures. The different stages of the assessment procedure explained in Chapter 2
are mentioned in order to provide guidelines for the analyst.

7.1.1 Bridge type and geometry
The assessment of old metal bridge performance must include an overall conventional safety evaluation for all the joints and all the structural components versus the
actual operating conditions. The evaluation has the purpose to identify the risks to
predict in terms of stability, strength and fatigue, and to localize the hot spots for
which failure due to damages and undetected cracks could lead to bridge collapse.
These investigations have to be based on a full set of drawings, highlighting all the
details of the structure, and all the parts which have been repaired or upgraded.
These elements must provide all the information necessary to handle at least a static
calculation. Experience shows that this basic knowledge is rarely available and requires often a special investigation. Most of the documents do not exist, are incomplete, or do not represent the actual structure!
In parallel, it is very rare – if not, never – to have a set of calculation reports or to
have details regarding the material properties. As a matter of fact, these old bridges
oftentimes call for an enhanced assessment which requires a precise description of
the material.
The initial stage of the assessment procedure requires to identify all the documents
(drawings, previous calculations) which can be available for the analyst, before to
perform further investigations. Figure 7.1 gives an example of documents available
from a bridge owner.
The intermediate assessment implies to enhance knowledge of the bridge geometry
and of structural details before to initiate a detailed analysis. This is of particular importance for components critical for fracture identified in the procedure of section
7.2.2. More examples can be found in section 4.5.2. Figure 7.2 provides some examples.
Bridge

Set of drawings found in the railway district

Figure 7.1. Plate girder bridge and initial drawings
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Garabit (France)

Ironbridge (UK)

Sikfors (Sweden)

Figure 7.2. Some examples of old steel bridges

7.1.2 Construction and design process
The hole drilling, the assembling techniques and the clamping force constitute essential aspects of the construction process which can affect the strength and the lifetime
of old riveted structures. The assembling technique of riveting was to drive a hot
rivet through the parts that were to be connected. The rivet was then formed by
hammering the shank to form another head. When the rivet cooled the material contracted which created a compressive force on the assembled parts, called clamping
force. The magnitude of the force differed significantly between rivets depending on
the persons conducting the riveting. When replacing damage or missing rivets in
structures, high strength bolts can be used. A big advantage with high strength bolts
compared to rivets is that a defined clamping force can be obtained due to prestressing of the bolts. However to use high strength bolts as a replacement of rivets
the fit of the bolts can be hard to achieve unless the holes are reamed to fit the high
strength bolts. In some cases, due to corrosion, plates can be deformed and
prestressing forces in the bolts can lead to a plate failure. Preloaded bolts are useful
as a substitute for rivets but this is not generally accepted. Some engineers prefer
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injection bolts. This is why an alternative to high strength bolts is to use injected bolts
with low prestressing force.
From investigations on the clamping force of rivets, it was found that the mean
clamping stress was 100 MPa with a standard deviation of 40 MPa in the rivets. The
amount of clamping force obtained by rivets is much smaller than that of bolts but it
seems still to be enough to improve the fatigue endurance. Specimens with open
holes generally provide lower fatigue endurance than those with rivets or high
strength bolts placed in the holes. In the investigations, it was discovered a similar
cracking pattern, cracks originated from rivet holes and propagated through angles or
plates (unless corroded or damaged in other ways). This is explained by the fact that
the hole acts as a stress raiser.
Methods of producing rivet holes in old bridge structures were drilling, punching,
sub drilling and reaming, and punching and reaming. The surface conditions of rivet
holes are believed to be an influencing factor on the fatigue life of riveted structures.
Opinions concerning the method best suited for producing rivet holes are not unanimous. The investigations concerning small scale fatigue endurance depending on the
hole preparation method do not indicate any differences of the fatigue life.

7.1.3 Foundation and support (Boundary condition)
Foundation and support conditions can be assessed from the available documents.
This information is used in initial assessment in connection with the elements (inspection, tests) which have been performed on that bridge. For intermediate assessment, it is recommended to properly assess the support conditions. Dynamic
experimental investigations (dynamic testing) can provide valuable information. Some
degrees-of-freedom locking or unlocking, which can be assumed from the drawings,
may not be appropriate and have to be modified (figure 7.3).
As mentioned in Section 4.4.12, information about settlement or bridge supports has
to be considered when obtaining the total actions in the bridge under assessment,
particularly in the case of highly redundant structures.

Figure 7.3. Behaviour of support conditions

7.1.4 Material properties
The knowledge of the material properties of existing metal bridges is essential for the
resistance assessment and the determination of the remaining lifetime of the bridge.
For old metal bridges that were built between 1870 and 1940 in particular, the material parameters are in many cases not available.
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In view of maintaining as many bridges as possible questions for the remaining lifetime must be considered. This is especially the case where design loads must be
adjusted to meet modern traffics. Any safety assessment for an old bridge requires
the knowledge of the structural resistance and therefore the information of the material properties. For the resistance to static loads, the yield strength ( fy ) and the ultimate strength ( fu ) are the significant parameters. In order to ensure sufficient fatigue
resistance, next to the classic fatigue methods using damage accumulation further
assessment models have been established that are based on fracture mechanics.
For the classic fatigue assessment the fatigue properties are needed. Fracture mechanical approaches, taking into account that crack-like defects are very likely to be
in the structure, use the fracture toughness as material resistance. This is usually
given by J-Integrals ( Jc ) or stress-intensity-factors ( KIc ). Also further crack growth
parameters, e.g. threshold values for crack growth, are important.
Production of steel in the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century was
conducted with a technique called chill mould casting. The chill mould casting was
preformed by pouring the molten steel from the oven in to a chill mould. The chill
mould can be descried as a big bowl, to cool down before rolling the steel.
The cooling process in the mould started from the borders, with high temperatures in
the middle. During the cooling process almost pure steel formed at the borders and
unwanted alloys and impurities increases towards the centre of the melt (depending
on thermal properties). When the temperature in the chill mould decreases to
~1500°C, the soluble ability of oxygen in the steel decreased, oxygen was then released in to the steel fusion and blister formed. To decrease the blisters alloys as
Silicon or Aluminium were added.
Another partition also took place in the centre of the cooling steel, lighter particles
rose while heavier sunk. Due to this manufacturing process impurities and blisters
increased in the core parts of the steel component.
Concentrations of unwanted particles in the top of the chill mould were removed before rolling but the concentration in the middle could not be affected by such a measure. Steel produced during these circumstances is not considered of the same good
quality as construction steels today. Yet, the fact that blisters formed is not the only
reason for these steels being less appropriate than modern steels. It is also the high
concentration of unwanted compounds formed in the core parts of the steel that lead
to inhomogeneous material properties along the cross section and drastically lowered
the quality of details formed from these steels. A plate manufactured with this technique may show very good qualities at the surface while the centre of the plate will be
a more brittle material.
Characteristics of old metal bridge materials
The relevant information is:
1. Chemical analysis of the material, which is useful for the material identification.
For the old metals that are considered here, no limit requirements had to be
fulfilled. The relevant chemical components with effect on the material properties are:
C

Carbon, increasing hardness, strength and hardenability, but decreasing
toughness and weldability,
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Silicon, similar effects as carbon, leading to brittle behaviour in high
amounts,
Manganese, positive effect on both strength and toughness properties,
Phosphorus, increasing hardness and brittleness,
Sulphur, negative effect on strength and toughness properties,
Nitrogen, unwanted element, reducing toughness and weldability;

2. Mechanical properties determined by tensile tests, with the relevant parameters:
fy

Yield strength/elastic limit. Modern codes are based on the upper yield
strength ( ReH ),

fu

Ultimate tensile strength,

εu

Ultimate elongation;

3. Fatigue properties, given e.g. by fatigue resistance curves/S-N-curves;
4. Fracture mechanical properties, which are required for an assessment of the
remaining service life, once damages such as cracks have been detected. The
parameters are fracture toughness values and threshold values for crack
growth, as well as the test temperature of the charpy energy test,
K mat (KIc ), Jmat (Jc ), ΔK th ,T27J

measured on full thickness.

The early metal bridges, until the end of the 19th century, were fabricated mostly of
wrought (puddle) iron, next to cast iron. Early mild steels succeeded cast and puddle
iron as structural material from approximately 1895. A rough classification of the metals used is given in table 7.1. A more detailed identification scheme taking into account typical characteristics concerning chemical compound, microstructure and
strength properties can be found in SB4.6.1 (2007).
Next to cast iron, which was implemented in compression elements as it showed
poor tensile strength properties, the highest attention to the mechanical properties
must be paid when dealing with wrought (puddle) iron. Due to the production process
these irons have a large amount of slags and inclusions, plus a great anisotropy.
Strength properties differ in all three directions of a plate and through-thickness properties. Puddle iron does usually not fulfil the requirements of a steel S235 according
EN 10025 (2004). Neither the yield strength is reached, nor is the strain elongation at
failure, nor the necking reached.
The later mild iron and mild steels were much improved in their strength properties.
Often the strength and also the deformation values, as the elongation can be comparable to S235. Yet care must be taken regarding the toughness values and also the
weldability, as the chemical analysis still shows high sulphur, phosphorus and carbon
contents.
Wrought iron was used between 1850 and about 1900, old steel from about 1890 to
1925, Thomas Steel till 1940. The most important characteristic values of these materials were determined by some railways (BR,DR,NS,SBB,MAV), which made fatigue tests on 667 specimens. The yield stress showed big variation with a standard
deviation of 26 N/mm2. The mean value of the yield stress was 261 N/mm2. 220
N/mm2 was taken for the characteristic value of the yield stress (probability of survival 95%).
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Table 7.1. Definition and characteristics of iron materials
Cast iron
High carbonised iron, the direct product of the blast furnace;
used for making castings, and for conversion into wrought
iron and steel. It cannot be welded or forged, is brittle, and
sometimes very hard. Besides carbon, it contains sulphur,
phosphorus, silica, etc.
Wrought (puddle) iron

Iron having a low carbon content that is tough and malleable and so can be forged. It has a high anisotropy. Produced in puddling process, which leads to a typical characteristic where a matrix of puddled almost clean iron and slag
layers can be found.

Early mild iron

First iron produced with industrial processes that use a converter to blast air through molten iron and thus burning the
excess carbon and impurities. Steel with less than 0.15%
carbon.

Mild steel (rimmed
steel)

Refers to steel with less than 0.15% carbon produced at the
end of the 19th century and early 20th century with Siemens-Martin process. The properties are close to today’s
S235 steel.

Killed steel

Steel produced after end of 19th century or early 20th using
the Siemens-Martin- or the Thomas-process wherein the
use of converter is characteristic. This kind of steel has mechanical properties close to modern steel.

Fatigue phenomenon
Fatigue phenomenon has puzzled researchers for over 200 years. The problem with
fatigue attracted attention with the use of metal in structures. Failure due to fatigue
was explained by: the material became tired and could no longer stand its design
loads, hence the name fatigue.
One of the first to investigate the fatigue phenomenon was Wöhler (1819-1914). He
conducted systematic investigations on train axels and why they broke during repeated loads lower than the static design load. Tests from fatigue investigations were
plotted in diagrams with the stress on the vertical axis and the number of cycles on
the horizontal axis. To get a better overview of the results, the diagram axis was logscaled.
A linear decreasing response of the components fatigue life was thereby possible to
be detected. The diagrams developed to a standard for predicting fatigue life of details and structures, still used today. The diagrams developed by Wöhler became
known as Wöhler-diagrams or S-N diagrams, with S for stress range and N for the
number of cycles. Fatigue failures can occur in a detail or a whole structure due to
repeated loading at load levels lower than the design load for a single load application to cause failure.
Fatigue failures can be explained by microscopic cracks occurring in the material and
weakening the structure. When a crack has formed each load cycle (above a certain
threshold) contributes to the development, the crack will continue to propagate until
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the remaining uncracked material no longer can stand the load and fails. Design
against fatigue in structures, the main concern is the variable forces, even if the permanent loads are larger. Fatigue is the most common cause of failure in details and
structures.
The processes leading to a fatigue failure are often explained in three stages, each
stage whit its own characteristics.
1. Crack initiation: a crack is forming in the metal microstructure. Cracks will initiate through plastic deformations due to tension on grains in the steel structure.
This occurs when the stresses in a crystal reach its yield point and the crystal
begins to deform plastically. Plastic deformations, in the crystals often have its
origin at a notch or at a stress raiser such as dislocations, blisters, and inclusions of impurities, etc.
2. Crack propagation: the crack is growing in the material. The crack propagation
occurs due to continued cyclic loading, making cracks form into one or more
main cracks. A plastic zone forms in front of the crack with the size of a few
grains. Growth of cracks depends on the internal structure of the material, the
size of grains (governing both the crack direction and the ability to endure fatigue in the first stage), but at the end, the crack direction becomes normal to
the far field tensile axis.
3. Rapid crack growth: the component or the structure is failing rapidly. This late
stage in the fatigue process is leading to failure when the remaining crosssection can no longer stand the loads. The two main failure modes are brittle
and ductile. Brittle failure leads to a rapid collapse. Ductile failures are characterised by a plastic deformation of the remaining cross section.
The number of cycles for the different stages in the fatigue process can vary significantly from hundred to millions of cycles depending on stress range, stress initiation
factors material properties, etc.
The fatigue endurance is one of the major influencing factors concerning the service
life for old metal bridges. The technique of riveting bridges is obsolete and not practised today for steel structures. Due to this, knowledge concerning riveted structures
ability to withstand fatigue has not been investigated to the same extent as for modern structures assembled by welding. Clamping force, corrosion, hole preparation
and material properties largely influence fatigue performance. The information in this
section is retrieved from SB4.6.2 (2007).
Figure 7.4 synthesises fatigue results on primary girders or stringers in bridges tested
by means of 3- or 4-points bending tests. The referred stress range is the net section
stress range. The endurances of many of the tests were found to be lower than predicted by detail category Δσc = 71 N/mm2. The state of corrosion on these tests was
classified by the researchers as heavy with reductions of cross section from 20 % to
50 %. Tests with heavy corrosion were removed to separate its influence. The effect
of corrosion and notches lowers the fatigue endurance by several detail categories
(figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.4. Fatigue strength of plate girders, compared to design category

Δσ c Δσc = 71 N/mm2 with a net stress range varying from 40 to
240 MPa
With the removal of the heavy corroded samples, the endurance for all tests are over
2
Δσc = 71 N/mm except three that falls below. The two tests that clearly fall below the
detail categories were however exposed to unrealistic high stress ranges (~180 MPa)
not representative for railway bridges.
In the evaluation of the detail category for plate girders, tests that were heavy corroded or extreme (one value which exceeded the estimated fatigue life by 4 times)
were removed as for tests that had been performed under unrealistic high stress
ranges > 130 Mpa (Figure 7.5). The evaluation where done to obtain an indication of
the feasibility of using the detail category C = 71 to predict the fatigue endurance of
riveted plate girders in railway bridges.
The detail category of a distribution should be, according to EN 1993-1-9 (2005), the
5% fractile with a75 % significance level. In Figure 7.5, the blue line represent mean
value of a distribution derived with the least square method and the read line represents the 5% fractile. From these results one can see that an acceptable fit is
achieved with the 5% fractile and C = 71 for N ≤ 5 106 cycles for plate girders.
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Figure 7.5. Plate girders without heavy corrosion and stress levels < 130 MPa compared to detail categories Δσ c = 71 N/mm2 and Δσ c = 63 N/mm2 The
net stresses ranges for the girders in bending are plotted
The truss girders survival probability and the feasibility of using the detail C =71
category for prediction of the fatigue endurance were also derived. Only test with a
stress level < 130 MPa were taken into consideration in the evaluation see Figure
7.6.
The fatigue performance of truss girders showed that six tests had an endurance
lower than the detail category C = 71, but one of the tests had a result that was distinctly lower than detail category C = 63. Results of the endurance of truss girders
seem to be lower than plate girders, which may be a result of higher bearing
stresses. The recommendation is to use C = 63 for load bearing members in trusses.
Investigations concerning the constant amplitude limit (N > 5 106 cycles) and the
cut off limit (N > 1 108 cycles) are time consuming and expensive. Thus only a few
investigations have been conducted on low stress ranges at 40 to 60 MPa. In the investigations with constant stress range no cracks were found for stresses below the
constant amplitude limit 52.3 MPa. From the evaluation of the full scale tests fatigue
endurance conducted with variable stress range, it appears that the level for no fatigue accumulation (cut off limit) can be raised from 28.7 MPa to 40 MPa. A constant
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stress range below 52.3 MPa does not provide cracking in components according to
the evaluated tests. This is only valid providing that there is no severe corrosion or
damage present on the structural components.
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mean truss girders
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Figure 7.6. Truss girders plotted with detail category C = 71 and C = 63. The net
stress range is plotted for the tests < 130 MPa.
The cut off limit of 40 MPa is reasonably verified for girders together with C=71. For
trusses there is no experimental evidence and as the detail category is 63 for trusses
the cut off limit cannot be extrapolated.
If a fracture mechanics model is used, it is important to express the capability of a
crack to grow by the fatigue crack growth threshold. A crack can exist in a structural
member that is subjected to an alternating stress, and yet the crack will not exhibit
any measurable growth. If the stress intensity range ΔK at the crack tip is below a
threshold value ΔK th , then the crack will likely remain dormant. Investigations and
studies tend to prove that this threshold level ranges from 3 to 11 MPa.m1/2. Nevertheless, these values have to be considered with care because of the large scatter.
For fatigue resistance of wrought iron and old steel, the recommended curve of ORE
had to be corrected in the year 2001, because some new test results were known
which showed lower values than the proposed 95% fractile given in the ORE report.
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Figure 7.7. Fatigue results of full scale fatigue tests
On the basis of all known results at this time, the following S-N curve is
recommended:
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Figure 7.8. Recommended S-N curve for wrought iron and old steel
Corrosion is a problem for metal structures (figure 7.9). Unless treated with some
kind of protection, the resistance of structural details will decrease due to corrosion.
Concerning old metal bridges some degree of corrosion will always be present due to
the assembling technique with layered parts making corrosion protection hard to perform and maintain.
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Figure 7.9. Corrosion on bridge elements
In the tests which were analysed, it is difficult to compare the amount and the severity
of corrosion. A reduction of area of 20% is exceptional and it is not recommended to
accep it. Nevertheless, figure 7.4 shows that the fatigue endurance is improved when
the plate girders that had been classified as heavily corroded were removed.
The fatigue life will not be influenced in the same way if the corrosion damage is located at the compressed flange rather at the tension flange. Especially corrosion
near rivets increases the local stress levels which lead to lower fatigue endurance.
The rough surfaces due to corrosion acts as a stress raiser which can cause the
growth of cracks, the amount of corrosion that can be allowed before it becomes a
larger stress raiser than the rivet holes can however not be established.
It should be kept in mind that the ductile parts of old steel are located at the surface
of plates and angles. A corroded structure will have a reduced cross section consisting of more brittle material which increases the risk of a brittle fracture especially in
low working temperatures.
The majority of the old bridges still remaining today are made of steel; however there
are some made from wrought iron still in service. The knowledge concerning the
wrought iron bridges is not as extensive as for steel bridges. From the investigations,
no major differences have been seen in the performance of plate and truss girders
with the removal of wrought iron tests. The result indicates that there is no obvious
difference in the fatigue endurance between steel and wrought iron structures concerning fatigue.
Welding of old structural steel must be treated with care as many old steels may react to the thermal process with damages such as embrittlement, increase of hardness and cracks. In general welding on old metal bridges should possibly be avoided.
For many repair and strengthening matters though the application of welding could
be a useful solution, if the material is weldable.
To examine the weldability a step-wise procedure should be chosen:
1. Examine the existing steel work to see if welding was used during the original
fabrication and erection or if the structure has been successfully welded onto
at a later stage.
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2. Any steel whose weldability cannot be confirmed by such positive evidence
should be tested. This can be done by cutting or drilling samples from redundant parts of the existing steel and having them tested mechanically for ductility and chemical composition can be provided regarding carbon content and
other ingredients.
Alternatively, according to Ricker (1988), a simple on-site test can be done by
welding a lug of weldable steel to an existing member or base metal specimen
and beating it with a hammer (figure 7.10). If the weld deforms without fracturing, the steel can be considered weldable. If the weld separates from the base
metal at the junction of weld and base metal this indicates that the base metal
is subject to hardening, often as a result of a high carbon content. The separation exhibits a grey granular surface and usually follows the profile of the heataffected zone, appearing as a shallow crater in the base metal. This is not a
very sophisticated test (about as refined as the hammer test on welded shear
studs), but still it is considered useful in emergencies or when a testing agency
is not readily available. It is not recommended if other methods of determination are available.

Test for weld ductility

Test for hardening of base
material

Figure 7.10. Simple on-site test and dimensions of the test specimen
3. If the chemical analysis of the material has been determined, three of the ingredients of the steel must be considered in particular, as they have a considerable effect on its weldability:

− Carbon: an excess of carbon results in high hardening effect and
loss of ductility. The higher the carbon content the less adaptable is
the steel to welding.
− Phosphor: an excess of phosphor increases brittleness.
− Sulphur: a high sulphur content often results in porous welds.
4. The weldability can be determined by the carbon equivalent CEV. There are
several carbon equivalent formulas in circulation today. For steel with C >
0.18% what is normally the case regarding old steel structures the carbon
equivalent (CEV) formula according to the International Institute of Welding
(IIW) should be used:
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CEV = C + Mn/6 + Cr/5 + Mo/5 + V/5 + Ni/15 + Cu/15 + Si/6
where
C

= Carbon content in % (by weight)

Mn = Manganese content in %
Cr = Chromium content in %
Mo = Molybdenum content in %
V

= Vanadium content in %

Ni = Nickel content in %
Cu = Copper content in %
Si = Silicon content in %
A carbon equivalent of less than 0.40 % determined with the above formula generally assures good weldability.
If a carbon equivalent formula is used, the laboratory analysis report should be
required to list the quantities of each of the elements in the formula, even if the
percentage reported is zero. If excessive CEV are indicated, further investigations
of the existing steel, such as destructive tests, should be considered. In case the
material turns out to be not weldable other repair methods should be considered.
The large number of available formulae for the carbon equivalent indicates that
this method to determine the weldability should only be used with a critical analysis of all relevant circumstances. The experience has shown that in some cases
the application of the carbon equivalent formulae leads to an unsafe assessment,
i.e. the weldability cannot be assessed sufficiently. As the most reliable determination of the weldability of steel the performance of cold-cracking tests should be
considered. For these destructive tests samples made from the existing structure
are necessary. For practice the most common cold-cracking tests are the Tekken
test and the CTS test, both shown in figure 7.11. In both tests the necessary test
load is caused by cooling down the weld. A useful compilation of available coldcracking tests can be taken from IIW-IX-752-71.
The step-wise procedure mentioned above leads to the following rules of thumb:
1. Welding and flame-cutting on existing structures should be avoided if possible.
2. If welding is needed and cannot be avoided, then the weldability must be examined by one of the above mentioned methods, before application of welding
on old steel structures.
3. The quality of the characterisation of the weldability increases according to the
following listing in the same way as the effort for testing:

− simple on-site test
− carbon equivalent
− cold-cracking tests
4. If possible, the specific members should be tested on which the welding is to
be performed.
Weldability is required in particular for advanced assessment (strengthening).
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Modified Tekken test

Controlled Thermal Severity (CTS) test

Figure 7.11. Common cold-cracking tests

7.1.5 Reference values
On the basis of the different investigations and studies, when no specific data is
available, the following reference values can be chosen and used for preliminary
evaluations for the mechanical properties.
For wrought iron and old steels the following characteristic values may be adopted:

− yield stress

fy =

220 N/mm2

fu = 320 to 380 N/mm2 (direction of rolling)
− Young’s modulus
E =
200000 N/mm2
− Shear modulus
G =
77000 N/mm2
− density
ρ =
78 kN/m3
− ultimate elongation in direction of rolling (only as informative values):
− wrought iron
λ10 ≅ 12%
λ5 ≅ 15%
− old steels
λ10 ≅ 20%
λ5 ≅ 25%
In transverse direction, the values for ultimate tensile strength, yield point and ultimate elongation are decreasing strongly for wrought iron and only a little bit for old
steels (see Table 7.2).

− ultimate tensile strength

The recommended resistance factors are respectively:

− γR = 1,20 for wrought iron (anisotropic material, lower ultimate elongation),
− γR = 1,10 for old steels
For steel produced using Siemens-Martin process (since 1925) the following reference values can be chosen:

− yield stress

fu = 370 to 460 N/mm2
fy =
240 N/mm2

− Young’s modulus
− shear modulus
− density

E =
G =
ρ =

− ultimate tensile strength

200 000 N/mm2
81 000 N/mm2
78,5 kN/m3
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The values given in Table 7.3 are also valid for older steels, if their yield strength is
known and over fy = 240 N/mm2 and the values for the ultimate tensile strength given
above is observed. If indications are only given in the static calculations, some
specimen taken out of the structure should be tested.
The recommended resistance factor is γR = 1,10
Table 7.2. Stress limits for wrought iron and old steels in [N/mm2]
Type of stress

Limit of stress

Traction, compression, bending (net section)

fy = 220

shear (gross section)

τR = 125

bearing pressure for rivets and fitted bolts*

440

bearing pressure for connections with black bolts (not recommended)

330

shear, rivets and fitted bolts

190

shear, black bolts

160

rivets, in traction

75

bolts, in traction
150
*) The lateral pressure is given for regular spacing between the rivets or bolts. For
smaller spacing, reduction has to be taken in accordance with EN 1993-2 (2005).
For bigger spacing no enhancement is allowed.
Table 7.3. Stress limits for structural steels in [N/mm2]
Type of stress

Limit of stress

Traction, compression, bending (net section)

fy = 240

shear (gross section)

τR = 140

bearing pressure for rivets und fitted bolts*)

480

bearing pressure for connections with black bolts

360

shear, rivet and fitted bolts

210

shear, black bolts

170

rivet, in traction

70

bolts, in traction
140
*) The lateral pressure is given for regular spacing between the rivets or bolts. For
other spacing, reduction has to be taken in accordance with EN 1993-2 (2005),
enhancement or diminution.
For fatigue analysis, the detail category can be fixed for old steels to Δσc =
71 N/mm2 at 2 106 cycles (5% fractile).
These data is particularly important for initial assessment analysis. Since these old
bridges oftentimes call for an enhanced assessment, they require a precise descrip-
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tion of the material. For this reason, for intermediate assessment, it is often necessary to identify the properties of the relevant material parameters by testing (in particular fracture mechanics properties). Section 7.3.3. provides a procedure for determining such information from tests.

7.1.6 Operating conditions
As for any structure, the study of the operating conditions is essential. They concern
several aspects of the life of the structure: changes in number of tracks, evolution of
loads, reported failures, exceptional events (damages due to external sources)… A
large number of metal bridges have been subjected to repairing and reinforcing processes due to damages related to the two world wars or due to modifications in their
operating conditions. For those bridges, safety and serviceability questions arise versus modern loads; the question of assessing their remaining service life has to be
asked.

7.1.7 Loads
When assessing the structural performance of metal bridges, resistance and fatigue
have to be analyzed. Except if some overloads have been applied to the bridge, and
reported, design or actual extreme configurations can be applied for assessing the
ultimate strength. For fatigue assessment, the procedure would require the knowledge of the fatigue cycles applied to the different details. This information is generally
not readily available.
Some studies tend to prove that the eventual fatigue damage accumulated for old
structures until the end of WWII is negligible in comparison to the cycles applied during the past 50 years. This is consistent with the finding that the cut off limit for stress
range is 40 Mpa.
A simplified procedure in Germany exists for the remaining service life assessment
based on fatigue damage accumulation using S-N-lines. The verification implemented in the DB-Guideline 805 (RiL805, 2002) consists of four steps and results in
a remaining service life T for non-welded constructions.
1. Determination of the fatigue-relevant capacity value βD,UIC :
βD,UIC =

zulΔσBE ,k
φ max ( ΔσUIC )

(7.1)

where φ, zul ΔσBE ,k ,max ( ΔσUIC ) are respectively the dynamic amplification factor, the
permissible fatigue amplitude in dependence of the fatigue class, of the material
and of the stress ratio, and the maximum fatigue amplitude using UIC load
If βD,UIC > 1,05 ,for the past and future lifetime, a minimum service life of 30 years
can be assumed.
2. Cumulative damage ( Dpast ,1876 ) due to past railway traffic based on a fictive year
of construction (1876) until year 1996. The gross tonnage is assumed to be
25 106 t . The damage index α depends on the relevant span length of the
bridge:
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(7.2)

3. Cumulative damage due to past traffic taking into account the actual beginning
of service:
Dpast = ρ1 ρ2 ρ3 ρ4 Dpast ,1876

(7.3)

with ρ1, ρ2 , ρ3 , ρ4 the correction factors for construction year of the bridge, span
length, gross tonnage, track number and line speed
4. Remaining service life T in years:
T =

(1 − DPast )
0.01 + DFuture

−A

(7.4)

where DFuture is the cumulative damage in the future. If no traffic changes or
strengthening measures are expected, DFuture can be evaluated with
DFuture = 0.025 DPast . A is the difference of the year considered and the reference
year 1996.

7.1.8 Bridge condition
The analysis of the bridge condition provides an essential information regarding the
performance of the bridge. In particular, for metal bridges, reporting cracks and and
repairs provides valuable information. In SB3.4 (2007), guidelines for inspection according to prEN 1090-2 (2005) are given for bolted and riveted connections.
The number of rivets inspected overall in a structure shall be at least of 5%, with a
minimum of 5. Heads of driven rivets shall be visually inspected and shall satisfy the
following acceptance criteria (in some cases provisions for detection of nonconformities will not be available):

− The rivet heads shall be centred. The head eccentricity relative to the shank
axis shall not exceed 0.15 d0 where d0 is the hole diameter,
− The rivet heads shall be well formed and shall not show cracks or pits,
− The rivets shall be in satisfactory contact with the assembled parts both at the
outer surface of the plies and in the hole. No movement or vibration shall be
detected when the rivet head is lightly tapped with a hammer.
− A small well-formed and centred lip may be accepted if only a small number of
rivets in the group is concerned.
− Outer faces of plies free of indentation by the riveting machine may be
specified.
Inspection of satisfactory contact shall de done by lightly ringing the rivet head with a
hammer of 0.5 kg. The inspection is carried out in a sequential fashion according to
the sequential method for bolt tightening inspection described in report SB3.4 (2007)
to a sufficient number of rivets until either the acceptance or the refusal conditions for
the relevant sequential type are met for the relevant criteria.
If it is necessary to replace a defective rivet, it shall be done while the structure is not
loaded. Cutting out shall be done by means of a chisel or by cutting.
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After removing a rivet, sides of the rivet hole shall be inspected carefully. In case of
cracks, pits, or hole distortion, the hole shall be reamed. If necessary, the replacement rivet shall be of a larger diameter than that removed.
Defects in riveted connections may originate from fabrication or may be induced during service life by corrosion. Rivets with defects that originate from fabrication usually
are not critical, because they have been in service since assembly without any negative effects. Rivet defects induced by corrosion are of particular concern. Typical fabrication defects of riveted connections are listed in Table 12 of SB3.4 (2007). The
tolerable deterioration of rivet heads is a main topic for condition assessment of old
riveted steel railway bridges. Possible results of rivet head corrosion are:

− Loss of pre-stress
− Constitutional change of riveted connection
− Loss of position permanence
− Gaping of plies followed by stress corrosion cracking
The visual inspection of the rail bearers and cross girders is also very important. The
bridge inspector should certify by written, that he has really inspected each connection or attach of these elements. Accessibility must eventually be made possible by
special inspection platform.

7.2 Modelling and analysis
For old riveted bridges, the following question arises:

− Do these bridges present a sufficient level of safety for the actual operating
conditions (loads)?
− If yes, what are their remaining service lifes, if the operating conditions are
expected to change (higher loads)?
− If not, what are the inspection and repair necessary to be considered for this
remaining lifetime?
From the investigations performed, to answer these questions requires new identification methods for assessing safety and material properties. For instance, fatigue
evaluation is often performed through a stress analysis point of view, which relies
more heavily on empirical data than the fracture mechanics approach to fatigue. The
fatigue life curves (S-N curves) must be factored to account for a wide range of structural conditions and loading. As a result, this method tends to produce very conservative results, many times leaving the analyst with a structure that has a predicted
mean fatigue life that was used up many years ago.

7.2.1 Bridge performance (Limit states)
A component of an old metal bridge can, due to previous damages or undetected
cracks, lead to brittle or ductile failures. These failure modes are affected by the material properties, the temperature, the loading conditions and the shape of the component. For metal bridges, these two modes are pertinent, since the assessment has
to be done for low temperatures for which fracture toughness is generally very low.
This explains why the possible traffic load on metal railway bridges is usually limited
by the fatigue resistance.
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But, for certain situations the static resistance has to be checked and recommendations are given in this document. It deals with matters specific for riveted steel structures, which are common in the old railway bridge stock. Most design rules for steel
structures, for instance those in Eurocode 3, are applicable also to riveted structures.
However, some information is missing on how to deal with the special case that elements are intermittently connected in contrast to welded structures that are connected continuously. One such issue is how to define the cross section class of a
riveted member. One question that is not covered in a reasonable way is the distance
between rivets in the direction of stress. Another is to quantify the positive effect of
restraint to local buckling provided by the connecting angles.
The traditional method for assessing the resistance of steel bridges is based on elastic analysis. In case the resistance in the ultimate limit state is insufficient it is possible that allowing for plastic deformations gives a more favourable answer. Such a
situation may occur if one wants to allow one or a few exceptionally heavy trains that
do not contribute to the fatigue.

7.2.2 Bridge behaviour
Fracture critical members represent the most sensitive parts in old metal bridges. It is
therefore essential to analysis the bridge behavior in terms of failure consequences.
This helps to identify the most critical parts and to reduce the analysis to these hot
spots. This risk analysis will help to identify the failure consequences for the critical
bridge components for different calculation conditions and is required for intermediate assessment.
The critical components are those for which their failure could lead to a global structural collapse. Figure 7.12 provides a scheme to identify critical components.
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Simple static analysis

Identification of the elements
in tensile loading

Identification of the elements
in compressive loading

Stability checking

Failures simulations

Does the cross-section failure lead to the bridge collapse
Yes

No

Critical component

Redundancy?

Yes

No risk

No

Tenacity has to be checked by
fracture mechanics

Figure 7.12. General scheme for identifying fracture critical components
The critical components which are subjected to tensile stresses, must be checked,
except if they are subject to low stresses ( < 0.20 fy ) or if they are sufficiently redundant (figure 7.13).
The evaluation has to be done for different combinations of permanent loads, traffic
loads and temperature conditions.
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Risk level

Figure 7.13. Risk level of riveted cross-sections

7.2.3 Structural analysis
Modern standards for design of steel structures like Eurocode 3 cover riveted structures but they do not give complete information. Old design standards on the other
hand are quite incomplete concerning instability phenomena and they are covering
elastic design only. Here Eurocode 3 will be taken as the starting point and some additional information relevant for riveted structures will be developed.
The requirement on global analysis in Eurocode 3-2 is that elastic analysis should be
used to determine the internal forces and moments for all persistent and transient
design situations with exception for accidental situations. This may be reasonable for
design of new bridges but for evaluation of existing bridges there are economical
reasons to relax the requirement of elastic design in ULS. Elastic analysis can be
taken as appropriate only for the initial assessment in ULS. For SLS and fatigue,
elastic analysis has to be used for all levels of assessment. The modelling of the
structure has to be appropriate for the considered limit state. For example, trusses
are usually modelled with pinned joints for ULS verification but for verification of yielding in SLS and for fatigue the continuity has to be considered. Stringers and floor
beams are usually connected by double angles to the web, which is often considered
as a pinned joint. It is actually a semi rigid joint with fairly high stiffness but low resistance. It should preferably be treated as a semi rigid joint. The design rules in Eurocode 3-1-8 gives guidance on how this can be done but the information on this type
of joint is not complete.
For intermediate and advanced assessment, if the resistance in ULS is insufficient
it is likely that allowing for plastic deformations gives a more favourable answer. This
is very obvious if the girders are stocky enough for using plastic hinge analysis. In
such case the effects of differential temperature, shrinkage and settlement at ULS
may be ignored. Most girders are however not stocky enough but also more slender
girders have some plastic deformation capacity, which can be utilised for a limited
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redistribution of moments in the girders. A simplified method for this is described in
the end of this section, which can be used for intermediate assessment.
For advanced assessment it is recommended to perform a non linear analysis with
FEM. In order to cover all possible failure modes it is needed to model the structure
with shell elements and to apply local and global initial imperfections. Recommendations for the use of non linear FEM are given in Annex C of Eurocode 3-1-5 to which
can be added that residual stresses are likely to be small in riveted structures and
they can usually be ignored.
The cross section classes in Eurocode 3 are essential in defining the resistance to
bending moment and axial compression. They are defined for rolled or welded sections but those definitions are not complete for riveted girders. First the maximum
distance between rivets in the stress direction has to be defined. Further, there are
some beneficial effects of confinement of plates in certain cases.
Resistance of rivets
The design resistance of rivets is given in Eurocode 3-1-8 as:
FRd =

0,6 fur A0
γM 2

(7.5)

where fur is the ultimate strength of the rivet material, A0 is the area of the hole and
γ M 2 is a partial factor with recommended value 1.25.
Considering a load factor of 1.5 this design rule gives a total safety factor of 1.8.
Compared to the resistance utilized in the original design there is a high reserve
strength in the rivets as the old design rules included a safety factor about 3. The reserve is much higher than for the steel members and it is likely that the rivets are not
limiting the possible increase in resistance of the bridge. One exception may be that
the load conditions has substantially changed e. g. concerning horizontal loads. It is
recommended to check this resistance in initial assessment.
Cross section classes for riveted elements
Cross section classes are defined in Eurocode 3-1-1 in order to describe the behaviour of a girder in bending or axial compression with respect to effects of local buckling. The cross section class is governed by the slenderness of elements in compression expressed as width over thickness, see Table 7.2 and Table 7.3. The thickness
creates no problem but the width is not defined in Eurocode 3 for typical riveted cross
sections (figure 7.14).
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bi

I-girder or
truss diagonal

bf

bi

bw

bw

bw

bf

I-girder

Truss chord

Figure 7.14. Examples of riveted cross sections and definition of width for calculating
plate slenderness
For an outstand flange of single angles as in the left part of figure 7.12 it is reasonable to apply the normal definition of width for an outstand flange in an I-girder, which
is from the free edge to the start of the fillet. The width of the web for the first and
second parts of figure 7.14 is suggested to be taken as that clear width between the
angles, because the web is clamped between the angles. This is however not the
case for the truss chord in figure 7.14 because it has an angle on one side only. For
this case it is suggested to use the centre distance between the rivet rows as width.
The I-girder in the middle of figure 7.14 has a flange plate which contains an outstand
flange and also an internal flange with the terminology from Eurocode 3. The definitions of their width as taken from the centre lines of rivet rows are slightly conservative. For the condition that the plate only can buckle in one direction the rules for
composite plates from EC4-2 are applicable. They are shown in Table 7.4 in which
the limitations for Class 2 and 3 are from EC4-1 and the ones for Class 1 are estimated values.
As the rivets are discrete connections between the plates and angles there is a need
to check also the longitudinal distance between the rivets. A review of old design
rules has shown that the longitudinal distance is not likely to exceed 12 times the
plate thickness. This will be sufficient for Class 1 sections. The definition of cross
section classes has to be made in initial assessment procedure.
Table 7.4. Upper limits to spacing of rivets in plates subject to compression
supported by web and angles
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Transverse to the direction of compressive stress

outstand flange:

≈10tε

14 tε

20 tε

interior flange:

≈40tε

45 tε

50 tε

In the direction of compressive stress

outstand and interior flange:

≈12tε

22 tε

25 tε
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Table 7.5. Maximum width to thickness ratios for compression parts (from EC3-1-1)
Internal compression parts

c

c

c

t

t

c

Axis of bending

t

t

t
c

t

c

t

t

Axis of bending

c

c
Class
Stess distribution in parts
(compression
positive)

Part subject to
bending

Part subject to
compression

fy

Part subject to bending and compression

fy

+

fy

+

+

c

-

fy

fy

αc

c

c

-

-

fy

396ε
13α − 1
36ε
when α ≤ 0,5 : c / t ≤
α
when α > 0,5 : c / t ≤

1

c / t ≤ 72ε

c / t ≤ 33ε

456ε
13α − 1
41,5ε
when α ≤ 0,5 : c / t ≤
α
when α > 0,5 : c / t ≤

2

Stess distribution in parts
(compression
positive)

3

c / t ≤ 83ε

c / t ≤ 38ε

fy

fy

fy

+

+
c

+

c/2

-

c

c

-

fy

ψ fy

c / t ≤ 124ε

c / t ≤ 42ε

when ψ > −1: c / t ≤

42ε
0,67 + 0,33ψ

when ψ ≤ −1*) : c / t ≤ 62ε(1 − ψ ) ( −ψ )

ε = 235 / fy

fy

235

275

355

420

460

ε

1,00

0,92

0,81

0,75

0,71
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Table 7.6. Maximum width to thickness ratios for compression outstand flanges
(from EC3-1-1)
Outstand flanges
c

c

c
t

t

t

t

Rolled sections
Class

Welded sections

Part subject to compression

Stess distribution in
parts (compression
positive)

Part subject to bending and compression
Tip in compression

+
c

-

Tip in tension

αc

αc

+

+

c / t ≤ 9ε

c /t ≤

9ε
α

c /t ≤

2

c / t ≤ 10ε

c /t ≤

10ε
α

c /t ≤

3

+

-

c

c

1

Stess distribution in
parts (compression
positive)

c

9ε
α α

10ε
α α

+

-

c

c

c

c / t ≤ 21ε kσ

c / t ≤ 14ε

For kσ see EN 1993-1-5 (2005)
ε = 235 / fy

fy

235

275

355

420

460

ε

1,00

0,92

0,81

0,75

0,71

Redistribution of bending moments in girders
The method described below applies to I-girders , either riveted or welded.
In case the girder has all cross sections in class 1 normal plastic hinge analysis can
be used. In addition there is a requirement that the girder should remain elastic in
SLS. This check may be done considering residual moments after unloading from
ULS state. This checking is performed in phase I assessment.
If one or more cross sections are in class 2, 3 or 4 the deformation capacity of the
plastic hinges has to be considered in phase II assessment. This deformation capacity depends on the slenderness of the web and the compression flange. It may be
defined as in figure 7.15. By choosing a lower level of moment in the hinge say
0.9 MRd a higher rotation capacity is gained. The analysis of the girder can in the
simplest method be to assume a constant moment Mref at the pier until either the
available rotation capacity is reached or the sagging bending moment reaches its
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elastic resistance. The calculations can be done with a simple FE-program for elastic
beam analysis provided that it includes rotation springs with defined moment.

Figure 7.15. Moment-rotation curve for the pier section of a bridge girder
and definition of available rotation capacity
The design philosophy for bridges in the Eurocodes includes a check in ULS for sufficient resistance and a check of reversible behaviour in SLS. The former is thought of
as a single occasion of overload for which each cross section has to be shown strong
enough to withstand the load effects. The check for reversible behaviour is usually
done by checking that yielding does not occur under characteristic loads. This situation is assumed to occur several times and if plastic strains are allowed it would be
possible that plastic strains would accumulate leading to incremental plastic collapse.
It is possible to relax this criterion by allowing limited plastic deformations if it can be
shown that a distribution of residual moments exist such that only elastic deformations occur after that the residual moments have been established, so called shake
down.
In case the girder has all cross sections in class 1 normal plastic hinge analysis can
be used for verification of the resistance in ULS. In addition to the method described
here it should be noted that for composite bridges the design according to EN 1994-2
(2005) allows that the plastic resistance is utilised in sagging bending even if the
cross section at support is Class 3 or 4.
If one or more cross sections are in class 2, 3 or 4 the deformation capacity of the
girder has to be considered. In the simple method described in figure 7.15, it is assumed that a plastic hinge develops at the support and that hinge retains a moment
Mref for a rotation not exceeding an allowable value Θref .The choice of Mref can be
any moment not exceeding  MRd  which is the design bending resistance calculated
according to EN 1993-1-1 (2005) or EN 1993-1-5 (2005), as applicable. The implication of the choice is that a lower Mref gives a higher rotation capacity. Data is here
given for Mref = MRd by the formulae below as function of the plate slenderness of
compression flange and web.
⎡
θ0 = ⎢3 +
⎢⎣

17 ⎤
⎥ κf < 63 mrad
λ1,8
w ⎥⎦

(7.6a)
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0 ≤ κf ≤ 1,0

(7.7a)

For Mref = 0.9 MRd the formulas takes the following form:
⎡
θ0 = ⎢3 +
⎢⎣

10 ⎤
⎥ κf <63 mrad
2,6
λw
⎥⎦

(7.6b)

0 ≤ κf ≤ 1,0

(7.7b)

κf = 3,8 − 5,9λ f

where λf =

bf
and λw =
18,6tf ε

fy
σcr

=

hw
28,4tw ε kσ

bf is the outstand of the flange as defined above, tf the thickness of the flange, hw
235
the web depth, tw the web thickness and ε =
with fy in MPa. κf is the buckling
fy

coefficient for the web according to EN 1993-1-1 (2005).
The upper limit θ0 of 63 mrad corresponds to the limit of Class 1. If that limit is
reached normal plastic hinge theory is applicable provided that the cross section in
the span is also Class 1.
The rotation capacity given above is applicable under the following conditions:

− the girder is an I-girder;
− the rotation takes place at an internal support;
− the girder has no significant fatigue cracks and sufficient toughness not to
suffer brittle fracture (some concern has been expressed about wrought iron in
this context);
− the shear force at the support is smaller than 80% of the resistance;
− the bottom flange is prevented from lateral torsional buckling.
The calculations can be done with a simple FE-program for elastic beam analysis
provided that it includes rotation springs with defined moment (hinge with friction).
The calculation is stopped if either θ0 is reached at the support or the bending resistance in the span is reached. If the computer program does not have this kind of
spring an alternative procedure can be used. Instead of inserting a spring a hinge can
be inserted close to the support under study and a fixed moment Mref is introduced
at each side of the hinge. The subsequent steps are the same as previously but note
that the rotation θ0 is the sum of the rotations on both sides of the hinge.
If the computer program can handle non-linear problem the analysis can be made in
one run. At the considered support a non-linear rotation spring with characteristics
according to Figure 7.16 is introduced. The unloading branch may be useful to include especially if θ0 is small. The slope of the unloading branch can be taken as
-1
kθ = 0.007 mrad .
If the load combination at ULS includes imposed deformations like non-uniform temperature or settlements of support the action effects of these will be cancelled by the
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plastic rotation. The rotation needed for this has to be determined and be deducted
from the available rotation capacity.

M
M ref
1,0

M
= 1 − kθ (θ − θ 0 )
M ref

θ0

θ

Figure 7.16. Bending moment in a plastic hinge as function of plastic rotation of the
hinge
In addition to the check of hogging bending the girder has to be checked for sagging
bending in the spans. The rotation capacity of slender girders in sagging bending has
not been studied much and it can be expected to be less favourable than in hogging
bending. For that reason it is suggested that the check for sagging bending is done
with elastic analysis (figure 7.17).
A more advanced method utilizes still beam theory and springs with simplified moment rotation relations both for hogging and sagging bending. This method comes
quite close the elastic-plastic resistance of the girder. The approximation lies mainly
in the moment rotation relations, which uses conservative approximations. The requirement on the computer program is that it includes non-linear rotation springs. The
inelastic part of the moment rotation relation for hogging bending will be taken as bilinear with a plateau and a descending linear part.
In both simple and the more advanced method two load situations have to checked,
one for maximum hogging moment and one for maximum sagging moment. If the pier
section has undergone plastic rotation there will be residual moments after unloading.
These residual moments should be considered in the check for yielding at SLS.
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M ref ,i
M Sd ,i

θ ≥ θ0
+
+
M Sd
≥ M Rd

Figure 7.17. Flow chart for check of hogging bending with limited redistribution
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7.2.4 Modelling of damages/defects
Corrosion should in the first place be avoided by maintenance of the corrosion protection. If that for some has not been done there are two effects of the corrosion on
the performance of the structure:

− Loss of cross-sectional area;
− Increased surface roughness.
The loss of cross-sectional area can be measured either mechanically or with ultra
sound equipment. The reduced area is then used for a conventional verification of the
static resistance.
The increased roughness may influence the fatigue resistance of the structure. Light,
general corrosion has no effect but severe corrosion with pitting may be negative if it
interacts with other stress risers. One such example is corroded plates with open
holes. The fatigue resistance may be reduced with one or two steps depending on
the severity of the corrosion. On the other hand there are several tests showing no
effect of corrosion on riveted girders. The explanation is probably that corrosion did
not affect the material close to the rivet holes and hence the effects of the corrosion
and the hole did not interact.

7.2.5 Service life assessment
For initial assessment, fatigue life is evaluated by using Miner cumulative damage
law. The damage at a certain stress range is proportional to the number cycles. The
fatigue endurance Ni at a constant stress range Δσi indicates the space for the
available cycles to occur. The influence the number of cycles at a certain stress
range that have affected a detail is compared to the allowable, ni Ni , and the maximum damage is reached when ∑ ni Ni = 1 :
n

∑
i =1

ni
n
n
n
= 1 + 2 +L+ n = 1
Ni N1 N2
Nn

(7.8)

The values of Ni are determined by Wöhler curves for the corresponding value of
Δσi . The Miners rule is not exact; however for the majority of stress spectra, it will
provide a safe estimation. Nevertheless the order of how stresses influence a detail
will not be taken into consideration which can affect the outcome of the fatigue endurance.
Maddox (1991) discovered spectra when the Miner's rule will overestimate the fatigue
life. One occasion when this can occur is if an even stress spectrum at high mean
stress with recurrent stress relieving is applied. Another example is when the stress
range contains a large amount of cycles under the cut off limit (stress level where no
fatigue accumulation is assumed to occur).
Based on the Miner’s rule and Wöhler curves an equivalent stress range for stress
spectra can be derived. The equivalent stress spectra are obtained by:
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m

(7.9)

for n ≤ 5x 106 with m = 3, taken from the set of reference values.
Determination of the remaining fatigue life of a structure exposed to a varied stress
range can also be obtained by calculating an equivalent stress range. The remaining
life is then determined by comparison of that stress to the valid Wöhler curve (detail
category).
The reference value (71) is used for this purpose. The cut off limit can be taken as 40
MPa.
For intermediate assessment, enhanced methods beyond the conventional design
and assessment procedures as required in Eurocode 3 for the resistance assessment of old steel railway bridges must be introduced. As alternative methods fracture
mechanical models can be applied that allow a more detailed assessment appropriate for two cases:
1. A component shows damages like cracks and crack-like defects. In this case a
fitness-for service assessment may be carried out to secure and to quantify
the remaining service life.
2. Cracks are not detected in a structure during inspections. Nevertheless fracture mechanics are useful in cases where

− despite the inspections it is uncertain if the structure does contain
undetected, e.g. underneath the head of a rivet, on in inner plies,
− the conventional fatigue assessment based on the Wöhler concept
results in an insufficient service life.
In both cases the fracture mechanical assessment can be performed in the same
way. It can be used for the determination of operating time intervals to prevent from
unforeseen fracture within the inspection interval, for a detected crack as well as in
cases where fatigue damages remain undetected during inspection.
Fitness-for-service procedures are required for old steel railway bridges, if damages or defects are detected during inspection which may reduce the resistance capacity, fatigue resistance or the serviceability of the structure. For securing a sufficient remaining service life, it is necessary to assess the resistance and to define criteria for necessity, choice and execution of strengthening measures for components
and connections of steel railway bridges.
Fitness-for-service can be applied for all types of members loaded by cyclic tension
and bending stresses regardless of members with bolted, riveted or welded connections. To carry out fitness-for-service assessments on old steel railway bridges more
and more fracture mechanics calculations have been established. Nowadays these
methods are developed in a way that also some design guides are based on it, e.g.
see RiL 805 of the German Railway (RiL805, 2002) or SBB-Guideline (SBB, 2002) of
the Swiss Railway. All of these fracture mechanics based assessment methods have
a common ground; they are based on the assumption of cracks in the assessed steel
member. In most cases of fitness-for-service assessments fictive cracks are only assumed notionally at a critical location of a steel member. In some cases cracks are
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found in a steel structure by inspections. In such cases the real dimension of the
cracks are used in the assessment.
If the visible initial crack length a0 is assumed or measured and if the critical crack
length acrit is determined, one can calculate the maximum permissible number of
load cycles for a steel member under a certain fatigue load. This maximum permissible number of load cycles defines the period in which a crack growth under fatigue
loads starting with an initial crack length a0 to a critical length acrit . For that the
maximum permissible number of load cycles gives a hint on the residual service life
of the structure/member and on its resistance. One advantage of this procedure is
that the accumulated damage due to past traffic is satisfied by the assumption of the
crack of the defined crack size.
After the calculation of maximum permissible number of load cycles two cases can
occur:
1. The maximum permissible number of load cycles is higher than the number of
load cycles occurring between two inspections.
2. The maximum permissible number of load cycles is lower than the number of
load cycles occurring between two inspections.
In the first case the structure / member has a proven sufficient resistance against
crack initiation and crack growth. However, in the second case the resistance is insufficient and either the inspection interval must be decreased or the assessed structure/member has to be strengthened.
For the determination of the maximum permissible number of load cycles the most
common formula in fracture mechanics calculations is the so-called Paris-equation:
da
= C ΔK m
dN

(7.10)

The material constants C and m for normal old steels can be taken from the reference values if no further information is available.
An integration of this equation leads to a formula for the determination of the number
of load cycles N in relation to the crack length a:
N=

∫

acrit

a0

da

(7.11)

C ΔK m

The integration of this equation can be expressed by a sum function as follows:
i =crit

N=

∑ C ⎡Δσ π (
⎣
i =0

ai +1 − ai

)

ai +1Y (ai +1,T ) − ai Y (ai ,T ) ⎤
⎦

(7.12)

Figure 7.16 shows the result of a crack growth calculation. The maximum permissible
number of load cycles N can be determined by subtracting the number of load cycles
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N0 related to the initial crack length a0 from the number of load cycles Ncrit related to
the critical crack length acrit (figure 7.18).

Figure 7.18. Result of a crack growth calculation
To simplify the fracture mechanics calculation, tabulated values derived from Hensen's analysis (Hensen, 1992), are proposed. For the number of load cycles N based
on crack growth calculations and material properties (phase I reference data, or
phase II material testing), three different geometric models (plates under cyclic tension loads with through cracks on each side, with a through crack only on one side
and with a through crack in the middle of the plate) are introduced.
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Figure 7.19. Geometric fracture models for plates with cracks under tension
These models are linked to a catalogue of typical riveted connections in old structures, e.g. see figures 7.19-20 for the assessment of angles. Similar catalogues also
exist for web plates, bottom flanges and U-profiles. Nine different cyclic stress level
Δσ (10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 N/mm²) are used and a modified geometrical
correction function Y (a,T ) derived from a function according to handbooks of stress
intensity factors, (e.g. Tada et al. (1973)) is considered.
The initial crack size a0 underneath a rivet head is (if not measured differently) assumed with a0 = radius of the rivet head + 5mm.
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T

a
a

T
Initial crack size a0 = (D+10)/2
Plate width T = C/2
D: diameter of rivet head

a
a

T
T

Initial crack size a0 = (D+10)/2
Plate width T = 1.1 C/2
D: diameter of rivet head

a

T

a

T

Initial crack size a0 = (D+10)/2
Plate width T = (C+B)/2
D: diameter of rivet head

Figure 7.20. Examples for riveted connections and corresponding geometric fracture
models for the assessment of angles
The critical crack length is the relevant result of both a fracture mechanical assessment, and of a resistance assessment given by the residual cross section capacity of
the damaged component.
Figure 7.21 shows for example the tabulated values of N resulting from crack growth
calculations on a plate with through cracks on both sides under a cyclic tension load
Δσ = 20 N/mm² for various plate widths T.
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Figure 7.21. Example for tabulated values of N resulting from crack growth calculations on a plate with through cracks on both sides under a cyclic tension
load Δσ = 20 N/mm² for various plate widths T
For more tabulated values see annex A4 to A6 in Hensen (1992). Linear interpolation
can be used in applying the tables in these annexes.
For the determination of the maximum permissible number of load cycles N per on the
basis of tabulated values the following principally approach can be used:
1. Determination of the relevant crack configuration in relation to the relevant
structural detail. Annex I in Hensen (1992) can be used.
2. Determination of the relevant cyclic stress level Δσ for the component.
3. Perform a crack growth calculation with equation (7.12) or chose of the relevant table (Hensen, 1992), annex A4 to A6) related to the results of 1. and 2.
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4. Estimation of the plate width of the geometric model in relation to the relevant
structural detail using annex I in Hensen (1992).
5. Definition of the initial crack length a0 by either measurement or assumption.
6. Determination of the critical crack length acrit using by performing a fracture
mechanical assessment (criterion K I ≤ K IC , where K IC can be derived from reference values JC ) or by using tabulated values (e.g. Hensen, (1992), annex
A1 to A3) related to:

− the fracture toughness expressed as Jc at low temperatures,
− the relevant crack configuration, see also point 1.
− the ratio of the maximum stress σ taken out of static calculation to
the yield strength fy of the material
− the dimension of the geometrical model, see also point 4.
7. Determination of the number of load cycles N0 related to the initial crack
length a0 and the number of load cycles Ncrit related to the critical crack
length acrit using the relevant table, see also point 3.
8. The subtraction of the number of load cycles N0 from the number of load cycles Ncrit leads to the maximum permissible number of load cycles N per :
N per = Ncrit (acrit ) − N0 (a0 )

(7.13)

As mentioned before two cases can be occurring:
9. The maximum permissible number of load cycles N per is higher than the
number of load cycles Ninsp occurring between two inspections. In this case
the structure/member has a sufficient robustness against crack initiation and
crack growth.
10. The maximum permissible number of load cycles N per is lower than the number of load cycles Ninsp occurring between two inspections. Here the robustness is insufficient and either the inspection interval must be decreased or the
assessed structure/member has to be strengthened.
A procedure how to calculate necessary strengthening measures for members under
tension or bending stresses to increase their resistance against crack growth and
their remaining service life is given for example in SB3.4 (2007).
The procedure described above can be applied for geometrical cases that are not
tabulated in a similar way for riveted and welded structures. Then a fracture mechanical assessment can be carried out where the appropriate models for the individual case must be taken into account. Guidance for such an assessment procedure
can be taken from e.g. BS7910, (1999) or SINTAP (1999).
For advanced assessment analysis, a probabilistic analysis of fatigue damage can
be performed. To do so, it is necessary to introduce statistical distributions and statistical parameters for performing the reliability analysis. Two approaches can be used:
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1. a reliability analysis with classical reliability techniques (cf. Chapter 3): this approach helps to determine the probability function of the element lifetime;
2. a reliability analysis with Markov chains; this approach allows to get the probability function of the element lifetime, but also the density function of the crack
size versus time.
These two methods are recommended for advanced assessment. They require to
handle the variability of the different parameters (cf. section 7.3.3). A probabilistic
approach provides the sensitivity of the element lifetime according to the parameters
variability. It is recalled that a fracture mechanics model is required for this phase III
analysis, the probabilistic calculations being only introduced to handle parameters
variability, but not model errors.

7.3 Assessment
7.3.1 Improvement of structural model
Stringer-to-floor beam connections (double angle connections) are designed to carry
shear forces alone. Nevertheless, they are subjected to secondary bending moments, and the usual assumption is that they provide sufficient rotational flexibility
(without developing appreciable moment). Such an assumption is justifiable for Ultimate Limit State, but moments have to be considered for fatigue assessment. It requires Finite Element calculations in order to assess these secondary bending moments (Al-Emrani, 2005). Such an analysis is recommended for advanced assessment. This improved assessment model can be also be pertinent when repairs have
to be taken into consideration.
For advanced assessment, finite element calculations and reliability analysis can be
jointly performed according to chapter 1 methods.

7.3.2 Improvement of basic information
Material properties
Since the direct analysis of material properties is costly and implies a destruction of
parts of the structure it is only recommended where reference values or statistically
derived material models lead to a too conservative assessment. In many cases the
testing of the chemical analysis and the microstructure, information necessary for
identifying the material, may be sufficient. This section is related to intermediate assessment.
Beforehand the following questions need to be considered:

− Which material parameters need to be determined for the assessment?
− How many tests are needed for a reliable conclusion? From which structural
parts should the samples be extracted?
− Which are the required dimensions of the test specimens?
− How can the samples be extracted?
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1. Material parameters that need to be determined by testing
It is recommended to limit any testing as far as possible and to material parameters
that may influence the assessment result in a great manner. Tests should only be
performed to gain the most important values, such as:

− Chemical analysis
− Mechanical properties: yield strength and ultimate tensile strength
− Fracture toughness: K mat ( K Ic ), J mat ( J c ), ΔK th , T27 J
Testing of fatigue properties as well as fracture mechanical threshold values ( ΔKth ) is
expensive and may not lead to beneficial results. The application of reference values
is recommended.
The question which data needs to be tested depends and on the information that is
already available and on the type of assessment. For example in cases where steel
grade and producer of the material are known and the existing data has been proven
to be in accordance with the actual properties of the structure it may be possible to
use reference values for the mechanical properties instead of testing.
2. Number of test specimens and structural parts from which samples should
be extracted
The number of tests to carry out depends on the available information of the bridge
material and on the type of assessment. From the assessment type it can be distinguished whether the data must be gained

− globally for the structure, requiring information about all metals applied, or
− locally for a selected member, so that only this member needs to be
investigated.
According to this distinction of information that the German Railway (RiL805, 2002)
offers recommendations based on research studies. A scheme can be derived as
presented in Table 7.7.
Table7.7 Testing procedures depending on assessment type
Global assessment
Local assessment
e.g. increase of loads on the whole
structure must be secured

e.g. cracks detected on specific hot spots,
deterioration on single spots

Information of the bridge material required globally for the structure.

Information of material properties required for selected members for the local
spots

Samples for test specimens need to be
distributed over the structure and cover
all essential load bearing members

Identification of vital members (high
stresses)
Estimation of further members that are
likely to come from the same lot
Extraction of samples of the (less critical)
members identified from the same lot.
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For the positions of samples it is generally recommended to select spots with small
stresses. Yet the material non-homogeneity within a member has to be taken into
account by extracting several samples of a component. Otherwise samples have to
be extracted at highly stressed areas. It should be avoided to extract samples at positions that are heavily corroded.
For the required number of tests, depending on the information level and the purpose
of the investigation (global or local assessment), the following recommendations are
given:
Global assessment:

− Information about steel grade and quality of the bridge available - One
representative sample is sufficient in order to confirm the available information
− No information about the bridge material available - No less than 5 samples
should be extracted, covering different parts of the structure, in order to
receive representative results. The characteristic values are evaluated from
the test results.
Local assessment:
− Information about steel grade and quality of the critical component available One representative sample taken from a less critical member of the same lot is
sufficient in order to confirm the available information
− No information about the bridge material available - No less than 3 samples
should be extracted from a less critical member of the same lot. The
characteristic values are evaluated from the test results.
The scatter of the sampling decreases with increasing number of samples. Yet the
decreasing scatter and the greater destruction of bridge components should be balanced.
3. Dimensions of test specimens/samples
In order to limit the amount of destruction on an existing structure it is necessary to
extract samples as small and compact as possible. If several material parameters
need to be determined the extraction of cylindrical bore cores is suggested which
allow the fabrication of several small scale test specimens. The minimum diameter
recommended is 60mm, this dimension is given mainly by the size of the tensile test
specimens that need a minimum size in order to provide reliable results.
The circular core provides enough material to produce small scale test specimens for
a tensile test, a charpy impact test, a fracture mechanical test and leaves material to
analyse the chemical components, hardness and microstructure. The Charpy test
and the fracture mechanical test should preferably be done on full thickness specimens because the toughness properties may vary substantially over the thickness.
The following material properties can be derived by small scale tests using a 60mmborehole:
1. The chemical analysis allows to reproduce the manufacturing process and the
analysis of the microstructure gives a hint of sulphur inclusions.
2. The tensile test with the cylindrical tension specimen (B 5x25) provides the parameters Rel (lower yield strength), ReH (higher yield strength), Rm (tensile
strength) and A (elongation). Smaller tensile test specimens, e.g. B 3x15, are
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not recommended as the results tend to overestimate the real strength, unless
several samples are extracted.
3. The charpy-notch energy test provides the toughness K v in dependency of
the test temperature T.
4. The fracture mechanical test provides fracture toughness parameters
J c ( J c , J i ) needed for a fracture mechanical assessment.
One 60mm-core provides enough material to fabricate either
5. 2 tensile tests (minimum B 5x25), or
6. 1 tensile test B 5x25 and a modified SENB3-test specimen for the fracture
mechanical test,
or
7. 1 tensile test B 5x25 and a charpy-v-notch test specimen.
The remaining pieces of the core can be used for the chemical analysis and investigations of microstructure and hardness. Figure 7.22 shows, how the material
can be segmented (Helmerich, 2005), with:
1
2
3
4
5

Tensile specimen B 6x30 (minimum B 5x25)
SENB3 according to BS7910, (1999)
micro structure, hardness
charpy-v-notch energy test
chemical analysis

Figure 7.22. Possibilities of segmenting bore cores for test specimens (Helmerich, 2005)

In Langenberg (1995) a procedure has been suggested, where one bore core
provides enough material to perform both a fracture mechanical and a charpy-vnotch energy test, see figure 7.23:
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1. Bore core ∅ 60mm

2. Fragmentation
in test specimens

3. Determination
of material
parameters

Rest for
• chemical analysis
• microstructure
• hardness

Modified ½ CTtest specimen

Charpy-V-notch
test specimen

Cylindrical tension
specimen B 3x15

Fracture
toughness
JC, Ji

Charpy energy
toughness
KV(T)

ReL, ReH, Rm, A, Z

Figure 7.23. Determination of material properties with small scale test specimens
“Modified” means that the CT-test specimen is slightly curved, which is of no significant matter for the test result.
In exceptions also smaller boreholes can be sufficient with a diameter of 45mm. The
disadvantage is that the dimensions of the small scale test specimens differ significantly from the dimensions given in the testing standards. Also problems might arise
due to the size effect, as small local discontinuities then have a significant influence
on the results. Additionally, the 45mm-borhole does not provide enough material to
produce a charpy v notch test specimen.
4) Extraction of samples
For the extraction of samples cut-off-wheels or saws are suitable. Welding torches
are not recommended in order to avoid embrittling and ageing effects by the inserted
torch heat.
The loading direction in the structural member must be marked on the sample so that
the direction of notches and cracks in the test specimens can be oriented according
to the actual crack orientation in the member.
For advanced assessment, in particular when probabilistic calculations are performed, it is necessary to have probability functions as well as statistical parameters.
It is therefore recommended from intermediate assessment updating to perform
tests able to fit statistical parameters.
Load measurements
Load history analysis and load measurements can enhance the assessment procedure. For intermediate analysis, load field measurements can be performed (figure
7.24). These measurements will help to identify precisely the traffic nature (freight,
passengers) and the loads. The provided data can be used for refining the structural
analysis and the fatigue assessment as far as they are representative of the operat-
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ing conditions over the bridge life (which is rarely the case, but it is the best estimation of load spectra of the actual traffic).

Figure 7.24. Example of load measurement
Deliverable SB3.4 (2007) provides further technical details for measuring variable
loads.
Field tests
If the remaining fatigue life from conventional calculations or insufficient strength reserve have been obtained, field strain measurements should be performed. Considerations include physical conditions of the critical members, reports from previous
inspections, and the cost of replacing or retrofitting the structure of the critical members. The field measurement plan is developed if further evaluation is considered to
be beneficial and necessary for intermediate assessment (figure 7.25). The plan
lists members selected to be instrumented, strain gages locations, sampling rates for
data collection and processing, and time length for measurement. The strain gages
must record the maximum cyclic loading effects at the concerned details, including
secondary stresses such as bending in axial members (for advanced assessment).
The test period should be sufficient for producing stress range histograms to represent the loading effect for an extended time. A calibration test with vehicles of know
weight help to establish relationships between strain responses and vehicle weight
and location for all the gages. From the data, the effective stress range from a truncated histogram (by eliminating truncation stress range) can be used for a initial/intermediate assessment procedure.

Figure 7.25. Example of stress measurement on a riveted bridge
Deliverable SB3.4 (2007) provides further technical details for stress measurements.
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Field tests can only provide information regarding the weak parts of the bridge. In
particular, dynamic testing will help to redefine support conditions and structural stiffness, especially if a model updating is performed (Figure 7.26).
Initial model/experimental model

Final model

Figure 7.26. Finite element updating from dynamic tests

7.4 Strengthening
In Deliverable SB3.4 (2007), calculation procedures for necessary replacing rivets
and strengthening measures are detailed and explained. This section synthesizes the
essential elements.

7.4.1 Replacement criteria for hot rivets
Riveted connections are pre-stressed connections. The rivet is tensioned during cooling whereas the plies are set under compression through the rivet head.
For riveted connections two different load-bearing mechanisms are considered:
1. Load-bearing by friction forces: The friction coefficient in riveted connections is
usually taken as 0,25, see e.g. SIA 161. If the shear forces exceed the restraining friction force slip occurs in the connection until the rivet shank
achieves firm contact with the hole
2. Load-bearing by bearing forces: Bearing forces occur if the rivet shank is in
firm contact with the hole. Peak stresses are induced which seriously concern
the fatigue behaviour of the connection
Another distinction is drawn between load-bearing rivets and tack rivets:
1. Load-bearing rivets are used in structural connections
2. Tack rivets are used to transfer clamp forces if several lamellar plates need to
be set up. The use of tack rivets is required for corrosion protection purposes
because they enable to prevent the ingress of water into a gaping. They also
are able to prevent local buckling in compressed members in particular cases.
The bandwidth of rivet pre-stress ranges from 20 to 220 N/mm², at an average value
of about 100 N/mm². Due to several parameters influencing the pre-stress, e.g. the
clamp length, rivet diameter, material and fabrication method, a reliable calculative
method for the determination of the rivet pre-stress is not available.
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Figure 7.27. Rivet pre-stress depending on clamp length and diameter for rivet material (SB3.4, 2007)
From SB3.4 (2007), it is shown that, for the investigated cases with uniformly distributed corrosion (2 mm or 4 mm, respectively) the rivet is capable to bear an average
value of pre-stress of 100 N/mm² (a deterioration of 4 mm means a loss of volume of
the rivet head of 56%). Hence they may be classified as uncritical. Furthermore, a
skew-shaped corrosion turns out to be more critical than a uniformly distributed one.
Supposed that rivet pre-stresses of 100 N/mm² represent the normal case for undeteriorated rivet heads, then the investigated damage types with uniformly distributed
corrosion are uncritical with regard to the load-bearing capacity and the remaining
service life of a bridge.

7.4.2 Calculation of necessary strengthening measures for members under tension or bending stresses to increase their resistance
against crack growth
In case that the maximum permissible number of load cycles N per is lower than the
number of load cycles Ninsp occurring between two inspections the robustness is insufficient and e.g. the inspection interval must be decreased. This possibility leads
often to a high financially effort, because the bridge owner often do not have enough
staff to inspect a bridge more often than normally and therefore the owner has to assign external experts. Due to this fact, bridge owner often are interested in strengthening measures to increase the robustness of a structure and therefore also their
resistance against crack growth.
Due to the difficulties in strengthening of old riveted structures without replacement of
load carrying rivets in connections, the cross section of the strengthening should be
not bigger than necessary.
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The strengthening has to satisfy two boundary conditions:
1. The cross section of the strengthening has to be as large as the cyclic stress
range was decreased in a way that the maximum permissible number of load
cycles N per becomes higher than the number of load cycles Ninsp ( Nact ) .
2. The cross section of the strengthening has to be as large as necessary for an
accidental load case, where a part or the completely old cross section fails
brittle. Normally the failure of the completely old cross section was conservatively assumed and due to that, the cross section of the strengthening has to
carry the full maximum load.
The dimension of the strengthening cross section has to meet the requirements of
these both boundary conditions. The first one is related to cyclic loading on a structure and the second one is related to an ultimate limit state in an accidental load
case.
This section deals with the effects of cyclic loading and the required strengthening
cross section.
As mentioned in section 7.2.6, the crack growth under an actual stress range Δσact
can be described according to Paris as follows:
Nact =

ai +1 − ai

i =crit

∑
i =0

(

C Δσact π ⎡ ai +1Y ( ai +1,T ) − ai Y ( ai ,T ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

)

(7.14)

m

In the case that the maximum permissible number of load cycles Nper is lower than
the number of load cycles Ninsp occurring between two inspections, the stress range
has to be reduced to increase N per and to meet the equilibrium N per ≥ Ninsp . The reduced required stress range is called Δσ req and therefore the equation (7.14) is
changed to:
Nact =

i = crit

∑
i =0

(

ai +1 − ai

C Δσreq π ⎡ ai +1Y ( ai +1,T ) − ai Y ( ai ,T ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

)

m

(7.15)

To derive a relationship between the actual and required stress range to the maximum permissible number of load cycles and the number of load cycles Nact occurring
between two inspections, the ratio between equations (7.14) and (7.15) has to be
made:
i = crit

∑

Nact
Nreq

(

ai +1 − ai

C Δσact π ⎡ ai +1Y ( ai +1,T ) − ai Y ( ai ,T ) ⎤
⎣
⎦
= i = crit
ai +1 − ai
i =0

∑
i =0

(

C Δσreq π ⎡⎣ ai +1Y ( ai +1,T ) − ai Y ( ai ,T ) ⎤⎦

which leads to:

)

m

)

(7.16)
m
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(7.17)

On the basis of (7.17), equations are derived to calculate the required cross section
of strengthening of members under tension load and under bending load. Members
of truss girders mainly show normal stresses. For members under tension load the
decisive stress range Δσ due to traffic loads is:
Δσ =

ΔF
Anet

(7.18)

where ΔF is the algebraic difference between the two extremes of a particular tension force cycle derived from a traffic load history and Anet is the net cross section.
The cross section of the strengthening has to be as large as the cyclic stress range
was decreased in a way that the maximum permissible number of load cycles becomes higher than the number of load cycles between two inspections. With the assumption that the traffic load on a structure was not decreased, a reduction of the
stress range can only be achieved by extension of the cross section (strengthening).
Applying equation (7.18), and with the help of equation (7.17), the required strengthening cross section is given by:
⎛ N
⎞
ΔAreq = Anet ,act ⎜ m act − 1⎟
⎜ Nreq
⎟
⎝
⎠

(7.19)

The actual cross section Anet ,act which can fail if fatigue cracks occur, was taken conservatively as the actual cross section or a part of it. Due to the low probability of simultaneous failure of all members of a cross section, normally only a part of a cross
section is assumed as fault for Anet ,act (Figure 7.28).

Figure 7.28. Anet ,act cross-section to consider for strengthening
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Riveted plate girders are normally built up in a way that its have several flange lamellae in areas with a high bending moment load, whereas its have often only two rolled
angle profiles in areas with a low bending moment load. Plate girders built up with
two rolled angle profiles and several flange lamellae often have a sufficient robustness against crack initiation. This can be proofed by a worst-case calculation with the
assumption that one member of the flange with tension stresses fails and the
stresses in the remaining members of this flange are lower than the permissible
stresses. In such worst-case calculation no use of partial safety factors are required
together with the remaining old parts.
In the case, that the calculation shows stresses in the remaining part of the flange
which are higher than the permissible stresses strengthening of the cross section is
required. In the following the necessary strengthening of a plate girder with flanges
only built up with two rolled angle profiles is derived. But the derived equations apply
analogously to plate girders built up with two rolled angle profiles and several flange
lamellae. The stresses of a plate girder due to traffic can be determined as follows:
Δσ =

ΔM
W

(7.20)

ΔM, W are respectively the algebraic difference between the two extremes of a par-

ticular bending moment cycle derived from a traffic load history and the section
modulus. Applying this equation on the actual state and on the state after strengthening leads to the following formulas:
Actual state
Δσact =

ΔMact
Wact

(7.21)

State after strengthening
Δσreq =

ΔMact
Wreq

(7.22)

Both equations show that the stress range depends on the section modulus.
The equation for calculation of the section modulus of an uncracked plate girder built
up with two rolled angle profiles and a web plate and the equation for calculation of
the section modulus of such cross section strengthened with an additional flange lamella are given in Figure 7.29. For calculation of the section modulus of the strengthened cross section, it was assumed that the neutral axis is placed in the middle of the
web. Due to that the moment of inertia is not exactly specified, but this inaccuracy
can be neglected.
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Figure 7.29. Section modulus calculation
The distance e between the neutral axes of rolled angle profiles to the outer edge of
its flanges varies with the type of profile. A sufficient estimation of e for various types
of rolled angle profiles is given in Figure 7.28.
e = 0,27 ⋅ B

e = 0,30 ⋅ B

e = 0,37 ⋅ B

Figure 7.30. Estimation of the distance e between the neutral axes of rolled angle
profiles to the outer edge of its flanges for various types of profile
Mixing equations (7.21), (7.22) and (7.17) provides:
ΔMact ΔMact
=
Wreq
Wact

m

Nact
Nreq

(7.23)

By introducing the section modulus, it comes:
Wreq = Wact ⋅ m

Nact
Nreq

(7.24)

and therefore, the required cross section Alamella of the strengthening (additional
flange lamella) is given by:
⎛ N
⎞ ⎡h ⋅ t
⎛
8 ⋅ e 8 ⋅ e2 ⎞ ⎤
+ 2 ⋅ Aangle ⋅ ⎜ 2 −
+ 2 ⎟⎥
Alamella = ⎜ 3 act − 1⎟ ⋅ ⎢
⎜ Nreq
⎟ ⎢⎣ 3
h
h ⎠ ⎦⎥
⎝
⎝
⎠

(7.25)
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7.4.3 Calculation of necessary strengthening measures to increase
the resistance
In the above section, equations were derived for:

− calculation of the required cross section of the strengthening of members
under cyclic tension load (equation (7.19))
− calculation of the required cross section to strengthen a plate girder under
cyclic bending load (equation (7.25)).
These strengthening cross sections lead to a decrease of the stress range and therefore to a higher number of load cycles equal to number of load cycles between two
inspections.
As mentioned previously, the dimension of a strengthening cross section has to meet
an additional requirement. The cross section of the strengthening has to be as large
as necessary for an accidental load case, where a part or the completely old cross
section fails brittle. Normally the failure of the completely old cross section was
conservatively assumed and due to that, the cross section of the strengthening has to
carry the full maximum load in the ultimate limit state (dead loads, traffic loads, wind
loads, temperature effects, break loads and constraint forces).
For members under tension load the above mentioned additional requirement can be
meet by a strengthening cross section calculated with:
ΔAreq =

max F
fy

(7.26)

where max F , fy are respectively the maximum force in the ultimate limit state [N] and
the yield strength [N/mm²] of the material used for the strengthening.
For members under bending load the above mentioned additional requirement can
be meet by a section modulus that fulfil the following equilibrium:
ΔW req =

max M
fy

(7.27)

These two conditions have to be added to equations (7.19) and (7.25).
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8. Masonry arch bridges
Although masonry arch bridges are one of the oldest type of bridge on the European
railway network, their behaviour is not as well understood as more modern types of
bridge.
Issues of special importance for masonry arch bridges:

− the need to investigate and evaluate the existing structure, its performance
and materials, taking into account issues such as complex structural
behaviour, lack of design to modern codes, the presence of defects/damages
and the original variability and in-service deterioration of materials (including
backfill)
− a thorough understanding of the holistic and elemental behaviour of this type
of structure
− consideration of the effectiveness of repairs and strengthening on the longterm performance of the bridge
− consideration of the historical, aesthetic and environmental value of the bridge
− lack of recent experience in and modern guidance for the construction of
masonry arch bridges.
The assessment of masonry arch bridges will include quantitative and qualitative
elements. The guidelines give help in determining the relative importance of the
many contributing parameters and techniques.
Guidance is given on material properties, bridge construction, inspection, analysis
and existing assessment methods (including the effects of defects and repairs).
In the course of the research it became apparent that the current methods of assessment lack a single multi-level (initial, intermediate, enhanced) approach that includes all the current methods of assessment/analysis and gives clear guidance on
the philosophy that governs the determination of the safe working loads and ultimate
load carrying capacity. The new SMART (Sustainable Masonry Arch Resistance
Technique) method presents a multi-level approach incorporating all the current
methods of assessment/analysis and gives clear guidance on the philosophy that
governs the determination of the safe working loads and ultimate load carrying capacity. See Section 8.3.5 for further details.
Two annexes are appended to provide background information to the guideline.

8.1

Basis for assessment

Assessment is the determination of the load capacity of a bridge to ascertain whether
or not an arch bridge meets safety and serviceability criteria whilst regularly carrying
rail traffic up to a level of traffic load and speed in accordance with the operational
system requirements.
The assessment will include quantitative and qualitative elements. In the context of
masonry arch bridges more qualitative engineering judgement is generally required
compared with the assessment of bridges constructed with other materials and form.
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The basic information required to undertake an assessment will depend upon the
level of assessment. Traditionally, a modified MEXE assessment has required only
dimensions that can easily be measured externally and simple classification of construction details. However, the improved methods discussed in the guideline require
a more extensive set of data. These are presented in Table 8.1 which should be read
in the context of the subsequent sections.
Table 8.1 Survey information
Parameter
Initial Assessment

Intermediate Assessment

Enhanced Assessment

Span – Number
and dimensions

Square, Skew

Full survey

Full survey

Number of rings

Number

Number

Number

Arch Profile

Estimated from
Determined from
basic field data and field measurearchive drawings
ments

Full survey

Transverse profile

At crown

At crown and
abutments

Full survey

Material

Arch ring unit type
and size, mortar
type and thickness

All bridge elements
including arch,
abutments, backfill.

As per intermediate plus enhanced
investigation (NDT)
and material testing

Some material
tests
Form of construction

Based on bridge
records and observation

Detailed survey

Exploratory investigation

Damages/defects

Basic mapping of
defects

Detailed mapping
of damages/defects –
usually only on the
surface.

As per intermediate plus enhanced
investigation (NDT)
to establish internal
extent of damages/defects.
Further material
assessment.

The assessed load capacity will be dependent on the constructional details (including
the geometrical form, the materials used in construction and foundation and backfill),
the structural interaction between all of the elements of the bridge (including the
foundations and backfill) and the condition of the structure, backfill and foundations.
Assessment of arch bridges may be carried out using purpose built techniques, however deteriorated masonry e.g. discontinuities, degenerated materials, partial failures
in the boundary conditions cannot be always modelled easily. Guidance is therefore
necessary for suitable assessment methods and their application for different types of
damages.
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The Sustainable Bridges project has collaborated with the UIC (Union Internationale
des Chemins de Fer) ‘Masonry Arch Bridges’ Working Group in producing these
Guidelines in order to ensure compatibility between the Guidelines being developed
by the two organisations.

8.1.1 Bridge type and geometry
Although sometimes used specifically to refer exclusively to building stone, in this
guideline the word ‘masonry’ will be used more generally to include brickwork as well
as stone construction.
Figure 8.1 shows typical examples of masonry arch bridges with backfilled spandrels.
A glossary of terms is included in Annex 8.1.
Masonry arch bridges have one feature in common – a masonry arch which acts as a
primary structural element carrying the imposed load down to the foundations. There
are many variations.
The simplest form is shown in Figure 8.1 and comprises a square span masonry arch
supported upon substantial abutments and over which solid spandrel walls contain a
soil backfill that supports the ballast and track.
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Figure 8.1: Typical example of masonry arch bridge and terminology
The masonry arch bridge type is usually defined by the material from which it is constructed, the shape of the arch and its orientation; for example, a stone, elliptical
square span arch bridge. Possible arch barrel shapes include: Semi-circular, segmental, elliptical, 3-centre and Gothic-pointed.
Bridges can be single or multi-span. Bridges can be square, skew or curved in plan.
In the case of multi-span bridges the individual spans can vary considerably as can
the height and proportion of the piers. The type of material from which the bridge is
constructed can vary from random rubble to mass concrete.
It is important to have a thorough knowledge of this particular bridge form in order to
make good assessments of their condition, and understanding the significance of
observed features.

8.1.2 Construction and design process
Most masonry arch bridges are in excess of one hundred years old. It is very important at the outset to dispel the idea that all masonry arch bridges are of similar construction. Nothing could be further from the truth. Whether designing a new bridge,
assessing an existing bridge or formulating a repair and maintenance strategy, it is
vital that a holistic view is taken of the interaction between each of the elements of
the bridge and that it is a three-dimensional structure.
The essential features of masonry arch bridges are shown in Figure 8.1.
Masonry arch bridges can be constructed from a whole range of materials and in
many combinations. These include:
Stone

-Ashlar
-Dressed

Brickwork

-Random
-Multi-ring with headers
-Multi-ring without headers

Concrete

-Mass concrete

Backfill

-Granular
-Cohesive
-Rubble (including boulders)
-Concrete

Mortar

-Lime
-Lime:cement

The bridge can take many forms but the basic principles and processes of construction were fairly similar.

− Initially, some basic surveying and setting-out would be required – for railways
levels were particularly critical.
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− Dependent upon local conditions, excavations were made to expose bedrock
or remove any weak material to allow foundation construction.
− Weak material was often replaced with compacted stone.
− Timber rafts and/or piles were often used where weak material extended to a
depth that could not be easily replaced.
− Construction of the bridge superstructure and parts of the substructure (eg tall
abutments and piers) would make use of scaffold. Large items would have
required the use of a wooden derrick.
− Stone would have been quarried, aged, cut and dressed as necessary by
masons before being stockpiled to ‘mature’ before use.
− With no transport system in place, bricks were often manufactured on site,
using material dug from cuttings in the vicinity.
− Once the piers were completed, temporary timber centring was erected to
define the intrados of the arch barrel. This would usually be left in place until
the spandrel walls were completed up to the stringcourse level and backfilled
to that level.
− Fill material often comprised whatever materials were to hand locally; as a
result it could be anything from ash to concrete!
− Removal of the centring resulted in displacement of the whole bridge as the
dead load was redistributed within the structure.
− It is worth noting that many of the visible defects in old masonry arch bridges
date back to the removal of the centring; subsequent to which little permanent
defections have occurred.
Bridges with no skew or very small degrees of skew (square bridges) can be constructed using masonry bedding planes parallel to each other and to the abutments,
but this presents significant constructional difficulties in bridges with larger skews.
The two alternatives used for skew bridge construction are the English (or Helicoidal)
pattern, in which the brick courses are parallel to each other, at right angles to the
longitudinal axis at the crown, and at a constant inclined angle to the springings, and
the French (or Orthogonal) pattern, in which the courses are not parallel to each
other and at varying angles to the springings (see Figure 8.2).

Figure 8.2: Skew bridge construction patterns (Melbourne and Hodgson, 1995)
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Multi-span masonry arch bridges can be constructed as a sequence of independent
single spans or as a unit, in which the thrusts imposed by adjacent spans at the
heads of the piers balance each other. The proportions of the piers are greatly affected by the philosophy of design adopted. In cross-section, the pier can be solid,
hollow or hollow but filled with clay or rubble. In hollow, backfilled piers, it is important
that the weight of the backfill is transferred to the pier masonry perimeter (not directly
to its foundation) to achieve an adequate stability of the pier and the entire bridge.
For this reason, some "hollow" piers are compartmentalised, with layers of continuous masonry at certain heights.
The foundations of masonry arch bridges often comprise relatively shallow spread
footings. In cases where suitably solid ground was too deep below the land surface,
timber piles were often used and connected to a surface grillage as a platform for
construction. Until the dawn of the industrial revolution (18th century) and the beginning of the "mass production" of masonry arch bridges, most bridges were built from
stone. Over the years, these may have rotted resulting in loss of support and movements of abutments and piers. It is not uncommon for the foundations of masonry
arch bridges to be one of their weak points.

8.1.3 Foundation and support (Boundary condition)
Boundary conditions relate to the conditions at the interface between the structural
elements of the bridge with its backfill and supports. In the case of the boundary between bridge foundations and the ground, the location and nature of that interface is
clear, but it is less clear when considering the backfill. The backfill plays a key role in
restraining the barrel and abutments and in spreading the load, and loss of backfill
performance is as crucial to the strength of the bridge as are its foundations and
structural elements.
At the time when most of the masonry arch bridge stock was constructed, soil mechanics was in its infancy; consequently, engineering solutions were determined
based upon performance criteria. Competent rock was used as a founding level if it
could be economically reached. However, this was frequently not available and so
spread foundations in firm strata or pile foundations in weaker soil conditions were
used.
The nature and extent of the support is more complicated than it might initially be
thought to be. The assessing engineer must decide at the investigation stage what
the extent of the boundary is. In the case of masonry arch bridges where the springings are founded directly on to rock this might be quite straightforward. However, this
is usually not the case and so a more informed idealisation is required. It is of vital
importance that even at this stage in the assessment that it is recognised that the
nature of the foundation boundary significantly influences the soil-structure interaction
and that the backfill can make a significant contribution to the overall stability and
‘working’ response of the bridge to loads.
The condition, nature and extent of the backfill can also be very significant. It is important to consider the stress state of the backfill. Although the initial stress state of
the masonry in the barrel may be ignored for an ULS assessment; the same cannot
be assumed for the backfill. (It is usually assumed to be initially idealised as either in
an active, at rest or passive state when there is no evidence to suggest that any one
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of these state particularly exists). Some basic field tests should be undertaken to establish the competence of the backfill (see section 8.1.4).
Table 8.2 Foundation survey data
Initial
Intermediate
Details from archive and
routine field inspections.
Assumes that there is no
evidence of distress which
would automatically
require further
investigation.

Field investigation to
determine the actual
extent and type of
foundations.
Confirmation/investigation
of construction detail of
the whole bridge.

Enhanced
As per intermediate plus
more sophisticated
investigative methods (eg
GPR – see WP3/5) to
determine condition,
nature and extent of the
foundations and the
horizontal support material
(including backfill) within
and to the boundary of the
zone of influence.

8.1.4 Material properties
The materials used in masonry construction include a variety of bricks and stone
units, typically separated by beds and vertical joints comprising some type of mortar.

8.1.4.1

Mortars

Depending on the type of masonry, the volume of mortar per unit volume varies significantly, from 0 per cent in the case of some ancient arches which were constructed
from perfectly fitted dressed stone to over 20 per cent in the case of some random
rubble bridges. The mortar, historically, was usually a lime or lime/cement mortar and
hence tends to be "plastic" and forgiving. The proportion of mortar, its type and characteristics are an important influence on the performance and behaviour of a masonry bridge's structural elements, particularly the arch barrel.
Mortar function and behaviour
The functions of mortar in masonry are:

− to provide an even contact surface between the masonry units (brick or stone)
− to physically bind the masonry units
− to provide a preferential pathway for the movement of moisture through a
masonry structure
− to act as a sacrificial component.
Mortar types and characteristics
Modern Portland-type cements have dominated the 20th century but such cements
were not used commonly until the second half of the 19th century. Prior to this period
and concurrent with it lime cements were used.
“Traditional” lime-based mortars
There are two principal types of lime mortars:

− pure limes (also known as ‘fat limes’) which are produced by heating pure
limestone or similar materials; they are non-hydraulic cements which means
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that they harden slowly by reaction with atmospheric carbon dioxide only –
known as carbonation or ‘air-setting’. They will not set in permanently wet
conditions.
− Hydraulic limes rely partly on reaction with atmospheric carbon dioxide to set,
but also have a greater or lesser element of hydraulicity (i.e. set by chemical
reaction with water). The hydraulic properties result from the inclusion of clay
impurities in the limestone or from the direct addition of hydraulic material.
A very pure lime produces a mortar which strengthens and cures very gradually over
a long period, but remains relatively weak and plastic, typically with a crumbly texture. During this prolonged curing period, they are susceptible to damage from water
and frost. As the degree of hydraulicity of the lime increases, its characteristics can
become similar to those associated with a Portland-type cement, exhibiting more
rapid set, greater strength and brittleness, and lower permeability.
Modern cementitious mortars
The most commonly used type of mortar in modern masonry is cement:lime:sand,
with various additives such as plasticizers, retarders, air entrainers and pigments to
modify the fresh and set properties. The lime included in such mixes is a nonhydraulic, hydrated type which is available either dry-batched or, more commonly,
delivered to site mixed with fine aggregate and water ready for gauging with a suitable quantity of cement. Mortars based on modern cements are quite different in
character to the traditional lime-based mortars used in the construction of the majority
of masonry arch bridges.
Mortar selection and use
Cement-rich mortars have frequently been used to carry out repairs to existing arch
bridges which were constructed with much weaker and more flexible lime mortars.
Despite the potential benefits, this can cause problems, since patch repairs with
overly strong mortars can attract additional load and result in localised distress, and
the use of hard impermeable mortars for repointing can result in deterioration of the
masonry units themselves.
Lime-based mortars have properties which can be advantageous, particularly when
dealing with older masonry:

− deforms plastically rather than cracking
− their weak strength is compatible with weak masonry units
− more porous than cement-based mortars thus allowing moisture to pass
through the masonry without lodging in the units
− resistant to some forms of sulphate attack
− lime is more environmentally friendly than cement which has a larger carbon
dioxide footprint
There are some disadvantages:
− slow to cure
− slow to gain strength
− susceptible to leaching and frost action during long curing period
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Today a variety of cements and mortars based on limes and hydraulic limes are
available, but it should not be assumed that these modern versions of traditional materials are entirely similar to their historical predecessors.
To take advantage of the potential benefits of lime mortars requires specialist knowledge on the part of the specifiers and skill and experience on the part of the tradesmen.
It is common for lime to be gauged with Portland cement (or sometimes pozzolans,
which may be natural or artificially produced hydraulically reactive additives, e.g. volcanic ash, PFA, to confer an element of hydraulicity. This has potential advantages
over use of the pure lime mortar, including:

− more rapid strength gain
− reduced likelihood of shrinkage cracking
− less sensitive to inclement weather during application and curing
However, there are potential disadvantages, including:
− reduction in workable time
− can introduce soluble salts to the mortar, which may damage the masonry
− segregation of cement and lime as the mortar hardens
Mortar strength
Table 8.3 gives mix proportions for mortars and indicative ranges for their compressive strengths, as well as values for the compressive strength of the masonry produced using different brick strengths (assuming standard brick dimensions).
Table 8.3 Mortar mixes and compressive strengths used in the UK (Sowden, 1990)
Type of mortar (by volume)
Mortar strength range
(N/mm2)
Cement: lime: Masonry cement: Cement sand+ plassand
sand
ticiser
1:0- 0.25:3

-

1:0.5:4.5

1:2.5-3.5

1:3-4

4.5-6.5

1:1:5-6

1:4-5

1:5-6

2.5-3.6

1:2:8-9

1:5.5-6.5

1:7-8

1-1.5

1:3:10-12

1:6.5-7

1:8

0.5-1

0:1:2-3

8.1.4.2

11-16

0.5-1

Brick

Research conducted by British Rail (Temple and Kennedy, 1989) involved an extensive testing programme to determine the compressive strength and elastic properties
of brickwork from old masonry structures of different ages (predominantly between
1840 and 1910) from across the UK, and applied statistical techniques to draw general conclusions that could be used for arch assessments. The results, which are
summarised in Table A-8.2.1, illustrate the considerable difference in strength and
modulus of old blue Clay bricks are produced by firing natural clay at high tempera-
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tures until the clay minerals melt and fuse to form a combination of vitreous and new
mineral phases, the composition and characteristics of the fired brick being dependent on the original composition of the clay and the temperature and duration of the
firing process. Brick colour is dependent upon the raw clay materials used in their
manufacture, and can be influenced by the addition of other minerals and pigments.
Table 8.4 Physical properties of bricks sampled from old UK railway structures
Characteristic strength Modulus of elasticity Poisson's Ratio
(N/mm2)a
(kN/mm2)
Red and yellow 16.5
bricks
Blue bricks
70
a

5.2

0.11

15.6

0.16

value exceeded by 90 per cent of bricks tested in a large sample

8.1.4.3

Stone

Sandstone and limestone are the most commonly used types of stone in masonry
arch bridges. Table 8.5 shows the strength of the most commonly used stones in
UK.
Table 8.5 Comparison of typical strength and density values of some common UK
building stones
Masonry unit material
Typical compressive
strength (N/mm2)
Stokeground Bath - base
22.5
Stokeground Bath - top bed
13.8
Portland Roach
52
Portland Whitbed
36
Welsh Blue Pennant
158
Clipsham limestone
32
Woodkirk Yorkstone
54
Granites
100-350
Concrete (typical)
40
Bricks (typical commons)
20
Bricks (engineering class A)
70

8.1.4.4

Masonry

The properties of masonry are influenced by a large number of factors, such as material properties of the units and mortar, arrangement of bed and head joints, anisotropy of units, dimension of units, joint width, quality of workmanship, degree of curing, environment and age. Unfortunately some of the most important test data required in masonry analyses are known to be very variable and sensitive to the test
methods employed and hence may not represent the performance of the masonry in
the actual structure.
Masonry is a brittle material with very low tensile strength that can sustain substantial
plastic deformation in compression. As a result of their inability to resist bending
forces, masonry structures under loading will deform and crack unless they can resist
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those loads through a path of compressive internal forces. As a consequence of this,
cracking is quite common in masonry structures and should not be automatically associated with structural distress. Moreover, the durability of masonry is not as severely affected by cracking as, say, reinforced concrete, and in many cases the plasticity of most historical lime mortars will allow those cracks to be gradually sealed by
autogenous healing.
Uniaxial compression
As a composite material, the stress state of masonry, even under simple loading
conditions is quite complex. Under uniaxial compression, the most common loading
condition in masonry structures, the internal stress state can be simplified as illustrated in Figure 8.3. As a result of this, masonry fails by developing indirect tension
cracks in the units.

Figure 8.3: Masonry under uniaxial compression
The quasi-static compressive strength of brick masonry depends upon the compressive strengths of the bricks and mortar, the nature of the applied loading, and environmental conditions such as the degree of saturation. The quasi-static compressive
strength under concentric loading is well documented and information relating the
strength of the masonry to the strengths of the units and mortar appears in codes of
practice.

f c = 0.6 f b0.65 f m0.25

(8.1)

fc = compressive strength of the masonry (N/mm²)
fb = compressive strength of the bricks (N/mm²)
fm = compressive strength of the mortar (N/mm²)
It is also well known that the quasi-static compressive strength of masonry under
non-uniform loading may be significantly greater than its corresponding strength under uniform loading (Page and Hendry, 1988; Hendry, 1990b). However, recent experimental studies have indicated that the lower bound increase in compressive
strength due to non-uniform loading, typically up to 20 per cent can be accounted for
by assuming plastic, parabolic or rectangular stress distributions to determine the
maximum induced stress (Roberts et al, 2006).
Combined compression and shear
Apart from tensile stresses the two main stresses that the masonry experiences are
shearing and compressive stresses. The mode of failure will depend on the relative
magnitude of the shearing and normal stresses. With low normal stress, a frictional
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failure may occur as shown in Figure 8.4 (a) which can be represented by line (i) in
Figure 8.4 (c). Results for this type of failure can be expressed in a Coulomb type
failure criterion (Equation 8.2 ).

τ = ν 0 + μσ

(8.2)

τ = shear stress at failure
σ = normal stress
μ = coefficient of friction
Line (ii) represents the ‘unit-cracking’ mode of failure shown in Figure 8.4 (b). In this
case cracks pass through some head joints, but generally progress through the masonry at some angle to the bedding plane. (It is important to note that shear may not
only be induced by live loading but also by relative settlement which may cause significant shearing stresses in the piers/abutments and barrel – particularly as a result
of transverse settlement).
The third type of failure is straight compressive failure, represented by line (iii). This
can be more complex depending upon the orientation of the principal compressive
stress to the bedding plane.
σ

σ

τ

τ

(b)

Shear stress, τ

(a)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Normal stress, σ
(c)

Figure 8.4: Failure envelope for normal and shear stresses
Effects of cyclic loading
Little information is available concerning the high cycle fatigue strength of brick masonry. The earliest tests, undertaken by British Rail Research (BRR) on brick masonry piers, indicated the fatigue strength of dry brick masonry at 108 cycles, based
on the maximum induced stress, to be approximately 50 per cent of its quasi-static
compressive strength under similar loading conditions (Clark, 1994).
Recent and more extensive tests conducted for Network Rail have confirmed this
conclusion (Roberts et al, 2006). These tests also indicate that the high cycle fatigue
strength of dry brick masonry, based on the induced stress range, depends upon the
maximum induced stress and the quasi-static compressive strength under similar
loading conditions. A lower bound fatigue strength curve was proposed in the form:
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(8.3)

where ΔS and Smax are the induced stress range and maximum induced stress respectively, Su is the quasi-static compressive strength under similar loading conditions and N is the number of constant amplitude load cycles.
Part of the research undertaken considered the viability of the application probabilistic theory to the assessment of masonry arch bridges as reported in SB4.7.4 (2007).
As shown there, the statistical analysis of the test results obtained by Roberts et al.
(2006), show that the probabilistic fatigue resistance of brick masonry under compression can be described by a Weibull distribution. According to that, a proposed
fatigue equation (S-N relation) for a survival probability of 95% for masonry in any
condition (dry, wet submerged) is

S = 1.106 N −0.1034 (1− R )

S > 0.5

(8.4)

An endurance limit can be observed for S = 0.5
S = ratio of the maximum loading stress to the static strength
N = number of cycles of load
R = Min stress / Max stress
Recent research has shown that the properties of masonry change under dynamic
loading. Generally, they have been shown to improve under very high speeds of application. However, at speeds which will be normally experienced by railway bridges it
is recommended that the quasi-static values be used.
Creep and shrinkage
Creep often has a forgiving effect in masonry by allowing a beneficial redistribution of
stresses. The simulation of creep in the calculation of initial stresses in masonry arch
bridges by finite element (FE) analysis is a topic of current research, and is not adequately developed for routine application.
Shrinkage effects in masonry should have no influence, except in newly built masonry.
Effects of saturation
Relatively little information is available concerning the influence of moisture content
on the strength and stiffness of brick masonry. A recent experimental study has indicated that the presence of moisture can reduce the quasi-static compressive strength
and elastic modulus by up to approximately 20 per cent and 10 per cent respectively
(Amde et al, 2004). This study confirmed a much older study by Baker (1909).
Grimm (1999) suggested that poor workmanship, coupled with a soaking rain, may
reduce the factor of safety of brick masonry structures.
Tests reported by Clark (1994) indicated that the high cycle fatigue strength of saturated brick masonry, based on the maximum induced stress, reduces to zero at below 108 load cycles ie there is no fraction of the ultimate load below which 108 cycles
can be resisted. This conclusion was not confirmed by a more recent and comprehensive study reported by Roberts et al (2006) which indicated that the high cycle
fatigue strengths of dry and saturated brick masonry, based on the induced stress
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range, are similar and can be represented by the fatigue strength curve given in the
previous section, provided the appropriate value of Su (dry or saturated) is used.
There are no similar studies for stone masonry and so no guidance with regard to the
cyclic loading behaviour of stone masonry is given.
Table 8.6 to Table 8.13 are taken from draft UIC document for masonry arch bridge
assessment.
Masonry compressive strength (in N/mm2) as a function of the material
and mortar compressive strengths for Clay brickwork
MATERIAL COMMORTAR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (N/mm²)

Table 8.6

PRESSIVE STRENGTH

(N/mm²)

10

7.5

5

2.5

1

0.4

0.2

0

30

6.6

6.0

5.6

5.0

4.4

3.6

3.4

3.0

25

6.0

5.6

5.0

4.4

3.8

3.2

3.0

2.6

20

5.4

5.0

4.4

3.6

3.2

2.8

2.6

2.0

15

4.4

3.8

3.6

3.0

2.6

2.4

2.0

1.6

10

3.6

3.4

3.0

2.4

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.2

5

3.0

2.8

2.4

1.8

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.6

Table 8.7 Masonry compressive strength (in N/mm2) as a function of the material
and mortar compressive strengths for Natural stone blocks – squared masonry with unit height 50 – 100 cm
MATERIAL COMMORTAR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (N/mm²)
PRESSIVE STRENGTH

(N/mm²)

20

15

10

7.5

5

2.5

1

0

100

35.8

35.0

34.2

33.6

33.0

31.6

29.0

22.6

80

30.4

29.6

28.8

28.2

27.6

26.6

21.8

18.8

60

25.6

24.8

23.4

23.4

22.8

21.8

19.8

14.6

40

18.6

18.0

16.4

16.4

16.4

15.4

14.8

10.6

20

10.8

10.4

9.4

9.4

9.4

8.6

8.0

6.0

10

7.2

6.60

5.4

5.4

5.4

5.2

4.8

3.4
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Table 8.8 Masonry compressive strength (in N/mm2) as a function of the material
and mortar compressive strengths for Natural stone blocks – laid in
courses with unit height 20 – 30 cm
MORTAR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (N/mm²)
MATERIAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

(N/mm²)

10

7.5

5

2.5

1

0.4

0.2

0

100

24.0

23.0

22.0

21.0

19.0

17.0

16.6

16.0

80

20.0

19.0

18.0

17.0

16.0

14.0

13.6

13.0

60

16.0

15.6

15.0

14.0

12.0

11.0

10.6

10.0

40

11.6

11.0

10.6

10.0

9.0

8.0

7.6

7.0

20

7.2

7.0

6.6

6.0

5.6

5.0

4.6

4.0

10

4.6

4.4

4.0

3.6

3.4

3.0

2.6

2.0

5

3.0

2.8

2.6

2.4

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.2

Table 8.9 Masonry compressive strength (in N/mm2) as a function of the material
and mortar compressive strengths for Crushed stone
MATERIAL COMMORTAR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (N/mm²)
PRESSIVE STRENGTH

(N/mm²)

10

7.5

5

2.5

1

0.4

0.2

0

100

5.0

4.4

3.6

2.4

1.6

1.0

0.8

0.7

80

4.4

4.0

3.2

2.0

1.4

0.9

0.7

0.6

60

4.0

3.4

2.8

1.8

1.3

0.8

0.6

0.5

40

3.0

2.6

2.2

1.6

1.1

0.7

0.5

0.4

20

2.2

2.0

1.6

1.2

0.9

0.6

0.4

0.3

10

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.3

0.2

5

1.3

1.1

0.9

0.7

0.5

0.4

0.2

0.1

Table 8.10 Elastic modulus Eo (in N/mm²) for masonry as a function of the material
and mortar compressive strengths - Clay brickwork
MATERIAL COMMORTAR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (N/mm²)
PRESSIVE STRENGTH

(N/mm²)

10

7.5

5

2.5

1

0.4

0.2

0

30

660

600

560

500

330

180

170

105

20

540

500

440

360

270

140

130

70

10

360

340

300

240

175

90

80

42

5

240

200

200

180

105

60

50

24
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Table 8.11 Elastic modulus Eo (in N/mm²) for masonry as a function of the material
and mortar compressive strengths - Natural stone blocks – squared
masonry with unit height 50 – 100 cm
MORTAR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (N/mm²)
MATERIAL COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

(N/mm²)

20

15

10

7.5

5

2.5

1

0

100

3580

3500

3420

3360

3300

3160

2170

800

80

3040

2960

2880

2820

2760

2660

1840

660

60

2560

2480

2400

2340

2280

2180

1480

510

40

1860

1800

1740

1690

1640

1540

1110

370

20

1080

1040

1000

980

940

860

600

210

10

700

660

620

580

540

520

360

120

Table 8.12 Elastic modulus Eo (in N/mm²) for masonry as a function of the material
and mortar compressive strengths - Natural stone blocks – laid in
courses with unit height 20 – 30 cm
MATERIAL COMMORTAR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (N/mm²)
PRESSIVE STRENGTH

(N/mm²)

10

7.5

5

2.5

1

0.4

0.2

0

100

2400

2300

2200

2100

1420

850

830

560

80

2000

1900

1800

1700

1200

700

680

450

60

1600

1560

1500

1400

900

550

530

350

40

1160

1100

1060

1000

670

400

380

240

20

720

700

660

600

360

250

230

140

10

460

440

400

360

250

150

130

070

5

300

280

260

240

150

090

080

040

Table 8.13 Elastic modulus Eo (in N/mm²) for masonry as a function of the material
and mortar compressive strengths - Crushed stone
MATERIAL COMMORTAR COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (N/mm²)
PRESSIVE STRENGTH

(N/mm²)

10

7.5

5

2.5

1

0.4

0.2

0

100

500

440

360

240

120

50

40

23

80

440

400

320

200

100

45

33

20

60

40

340

280

180

97

42

30

16

40

300

260

220

160

82

33

23

10

20

220

200

160

120

67

28

18

5

10

150

140

120

100

52

23

15

3

90

70

37

20

13

2

5
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Soil and backfill

Backfill is almost certain to be local material that was convenient to the site and may
vary considerably in nature both vertically and laterally. Historically there may have
been poor specification of the quality and consistency of the fill (materials ranging
from ash, clay, sand, gravel, peat and concrete have been found in arch backfill) or
its method of placement and compaction. Additionally recent works may have removed the surface layer of material and replaced it with an engineered fill, or incorporated reinforcement such as concrete slab or steel plate elements. Parts of the fill
may also have been lost through washout. A first stage is to determine this potential
variability before making a judgement as to the likely consequences on bridge capacity.
Dynamic probing using hand operated penetrometers over a regular grid of points in
combination with trial pits may be used to profile the backfill and help identify the extent of masonry abutments and backing/haunching, if present. Soil interaction with a
loaded arch may extend up to1.5H behind the abutment (where H is the depth of the
abutment below the soil surface), and so soil investigations should extend at least
this distance.
The load carrying capacity of an arch bridge can be strongly influenced by the nature
of the infill material extending over and beyond the arch and by the stability of the
abutment and pier foundations. Generally the infill material over the arch will contribute to arch stability due to its capacity to spread loads applied at the surface and to
resist arch deformation due to its self weight, stiffness and shear strength. In situ
pressures, due for example to soil compaction, may also influence arch capacity.
The influence of soil properties on the carrying capacity of the structure can usefully
be ascertained in advance of detailed site investigation work by performing parametric studies, and the required level of accuracy of each soil parameter can be determined (as well as the associated cost).
The most commonly required backfill parameters are self weight and shear strength.
In-situ pressures and soil stiffness may also be required depending on the nature of
the analysis to be undertaken.
The possibility of saturation of the fill by for example flooding should be considered.
The soil-arch system response can be significantly altered due to changes in the
backfill effective weight and/or detrimental water pressure conditions in the fill. To
assess such scenarios the saturated unit weight and permeability of the backfill
should be determined.
It should be noted that the condition of the backfill will be continually changing in response to external environmental factors. In particular, since the strength of many
fills is a function of the moisture content, in situ test results may be representative
only of backfill moisture conditions on the day of testing, and would require additional
laboratory tests to investigate alternative moisture conditions. For example the often
high apparent cohesive strength derived from pore water suctions in an unsaturated
fine to medium grained backfill would be lost on flooding, and can lead to a significant
loss of capacity.
Typical soil parameters are presented in Table 8.14 to Table 8.16.
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Table 8.14 Friction angles between soil and construction materials
Masonry displacement

Surface of masonry

Friction angle between soil and
masonry

Possible

Rough a

δ = ϕ'

Medium a

δ = ϕ'

Smooth a

δ =0

Any

δ =0

Not possible
a

2
3

1
3

Rear surface of masonry – definitions
- rough

dressed stone masonry

- medium

Ashlar dressed stone
Brickwork

- smooth

Puddle clay waterproofed extrados
Modern waterproofing materials

Table 8.15 Properties for non-cohesive soil
Density (kN/mm³)

Stiffness
modulus ES
(MN/m²)

Damp soil

Submerged soil

Internal angle
of friction (°)

Loose sand round

18

10

30

20 – 50

Loose sand angular

18

10

32.5

40 – 80

Medium density sand, round

19

11

32.5

50 – 100

Medium density sand, angular

19

11

35

80 – 150

Gravel without sand

16

10

37.5

100 – 200

Natural ballast, angular

18

11

40

150 – 300

Dense sand, angular

19

11

37.5

150 - 250

Type of soil
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Table 8.16 Properties for cohesive soil
Density (kN/mm³)

Ultimate strength

Initial strength
Stiffness
modulus
ES
(MN/m²)

Damp
soil

Submerged
soil

Internal
angle of
friction (°)

Cohesion
of
undrained
soil
kN/mm³

Clay, difficult to
model, stiff

19

9

25

25

0

50 – 100

5 – 10

Clay, medium stiffness

18

8

20

20

0

25 – 50

2.5 – 5

Clay, easy to model,
soft

17

7

17.5

10

0

10 – 25

1 – 2.5

Marl strong

22

12

30

25

0

200–700

30 – 100

Loam, medium stiffness

21

11

27.5

10

0

50 – 100

5 – 20

Loam, soft

19

9

27.5

-

0

10 – 25

4–8

Silts

18

8

27.5

-

0

10 - 50

3 - 10

Type of soil

8.1.4.6

Internal
angle of
friction (°)

Cohesion
of
undrained
soil
kN/mm³

Sampling and materials testing techniques

The sections in the Guidelines dealing specifically with testing and monitoring should
be consulted. For further detail, the reader is directed to SB-CAI (2007).
Cores are normally taken to provide samples for laboratory testing to allow material
properties and presence and extent of deterioration to be established. They are also
used to confirm construction details such as ring thickness, spandrel wall thickness,
ring separation and material variation. If taken through the full thickness of the arch
barrel then the nature of the backfill material can be determined and further inspection undertaken using an endoscope.
Mortar sampling and testing
Mortar sampling and testing is particularly problematic. It is difficult to obtain specimens of sufficient size on which to carry out a test, and also the structure may have
been repointed several times within its life. Additionally, due to water percolation and
atmospheric ingress, the internal mortar will have changed, been washed out or will
have deteriorated. Furthermore, the material is liable to be damaged in removing it
from the structure. Taking all these things into account, that some nominal value of
mortar strength will have to be assumed. Where lime mortar has been used (which is
likely to be the case in old bridges), a strength of 0.5 to 1.0 N/mm2 would be realistic.
In Eurocode 6 (EN 1996) the strength of masonry is a function of the mortar strength
raised to the power 0.25, so that an increase in mortar strength from 0.5 to 1.0
N/mm2 would increase the masonry strength by approximately 15 per cent.
A chemical analysis of samples of the mortar coupled with petrographic examination
should give an indication of the mortar type, mix proportions and hence the mortar
designation from which an estimate of masonry strength can be determined. A thor-
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ough analysis is particularly important when dealing with the conservation and repair
of bridges with historic importance, where it may be necessary to obtain an authentic
match of repair mortars with existing mortar.
Masonry sampling and testing
It should be remembered that there can be considerable variation in the properties
of bricks within a bridge. Often well-fired bricks were used to face the structure, while
less well-fired bricks may have been used internally. Consequently, the sampling
should attempt to obtain a representative sample of each type. Earlier manufacturers' marks are often useful in identifying bricks from different origins. The best advice
is to assume nothing, investigate the nature of the structure as far as the project allows before finalising the sampling scheme.
It is unlikely that a statistically significant sample of whole bricks can be taken from
the structure and so some engineering judgement will be required. The selection
needs to be mindful of brick types, their variability, the importance of the various elements in the structure and the criticalness of the load bearing capacity.
The strength of masonry units in a bridge can be estimated by testing whole bricks
removed from it, but there are difficulties with obtaining statistically adequate samples
and with the preparation of samples for testing.
Reasonable estimates of masonry strength may be expected on the basis of unit and
mortar strength for ashlar, squared rubble and brickwork. Random rubble masonry is
much more problematic given the relatively large variation in the mortar joints. The
strength of masonry is significantly affected by the thickness of the mortar joint, and
in brickwork a doubling of the joint thickness from 10 to 20 mm results in a 15 per
cent loss in strength. It is unlikely that sufficient material will be available to undertake
a representative series of tests to establish a statistically acceptable value. Even
when sufficient material is available for tests to be carried out, the masonry strength
for assessment purposes may be assumed to be 0.75 of the strength so determined
(Hendry, 1990b). A 20 per cent overstress can be allowed on these values where it is
justified that the masonry is subjected to a concentrated loading.
There is no European standard for testing stone in a structure and therefore some
judgement should be exercised when dealing with this material. The effect of specimen size is significant, with smaller specimens overestimating strength. Although
small diameter cores are usual, they do not give very reliable values. Larger cores
are preferred. If cuboid specimens not less than 90 mm side can be tested then the
factors in Eurocode 6 (EN 1996) could be used to adjust the stone size to the standard 200 mm x 200 mm. Fortunately the strength of cylinders with a height/diameter
ratio of 1.0 have almost the same strength as cubes. Tests on cylinders with this ratio
used in conjunction with the Eurocode 6 shape factors could be used to give an estimate of strength.
Stone may not be homogeneous or isotropic and may have bedding planes, but the
number of cores available will usually be statistically small and so there are difficulties in adequately characterising stone in existing structures. Coring is usually perpendicular to the surface (radial in the case of the barrel) and the sample will inevitably be tested in a direction that will not be the direction of the principal stress. Published data from stone quarry sources should be used in conjunction with test results
to give what is at best an estimate of the stone strength.
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Where the condition of the masonry is suspect, for example in situations where the
barrel is subject to frequent wetting and drying cycles and the atmosphere and
ground conditions are aggressive, coring can be used to obtain samples for laboratory inspection and testing, for instance by Petrography. There have been cases
where the internal competence of sedimentary stone has been lost while the external
face has remained sound.
Petrological examination
This technique is carried out on samples of masonry from a structure, commonly in
the form of core samples but even small fragments of brick, stone and mortar can be
usefully examined. Petrological (also known as "petrographic") examination can provide a variety of information on the type of materials present, their quality, composition and condition as well as the presence, causes and potential effects of deterioration. It is useful for a variety of purposes in masonry bridge investigation:

−
−
−
−
−

to characterise brick, stone and mortar types
to assess the original quality and durability of materials
to investigate materials condition and physical characteristics
to investigate materials deterioration
to assess suitable materials for repair and matches for replacement brick,
stone and motar (particularly for the conservation of heritage structures).
Petrological examination is carried out by a materials specialist.
Geotechnical investigation
Geotechnical investigations aim to establish the type and nature of the material present over (fill) and adjacent to the bridge and of the founding strata. These are undertaken when there are doubts about the vertical or lateral stability of the abutments/
foundations, or when the bridge has failed an assessment and the acquisition of
more accurate soil information would improve the accuracy of the assessment.
Most commonly required backfill parameters are self weight and shear strength. In
situ pressures and soil stiffness may also be required depending on the nature of the
analysis to be undertaken. There may be significant variation in the nature of the
backfill both vertically and laterally.
The investigation will need to establish the variation in character and quality of the
backfill across the site. This should be established over the arch and for some distance behind the abutment (normally 1.5 times the depth from running surface to
foundation). Dynamic probing over a regular grid of points using hand-operated
equipment should be used to provide initial profiling of the backfill, followed by more
detailed testing at specific locations, thereby permitting the interpolation of data between these locations. Use of hand operated equipment over the arch barrel itself
also minimises risk of damage to the masonry beneath.
Where there is the risk of saturation of the fill, the permeability of the soil and overall
drainage capacity of the backfill should be established. Under conditions of high saturation, rapid loading of a low permeability backfill can lead to destabilising high water
pressure conditions and an undrained response from the soil.
A considerable variety of methods of ground investigation exist, consisting of those in
which samples are retrieved from the ground for description and testing and those in
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which the properties of the soil are described or measured in situ. Sampling inevitably
introduces sample disturbance. This is reduced in the case of in situ testing which
can give more representative results. However since the strength of certain fills is a
function of moisture content, in situ test results may be representative only of backfill
moisture conditions on the day of testing, and would require additional laboratory
tests to investigate alternative moisture conditions, for example, full saturation on
flooding.
It is sometimes easier to ensure that the sample orientation is correctly related to the
proposed loading conditions in the laboratory than with an in situ test. Long-term
tests are better handled in the laboratory. However, it is possible to test a more representative volume of soil in situ than in the laboratory (eg in a direct load plate test).
Any factor that influences the soil properties should be carefully considered when
deciding the mode of testing.
In the absence of more precise data refer to the tables in the sections above. It
should be noted that many arches were water proofed with a clay layers. If present
this will affect the interface behaviour.
Table 8.17 Determination of material properties
Initial
Intermediate

Enhanced

Type of material

As per initial plus -

As per intermediate plus -

Joint sizes

Characteristic strength of
units, mortar, backfill (and
founding strata).

Field measurement of
backfill and founding level
condition (NDT, Standard
Penetration Test etc)

Backfill
Determined from archive
and field inspection

These are determined
from the literature, field
investigation and, where
appropriate sample testing.

Sampling and testing of
the structural fabric.

8.1.5 Operating conditions
These should be in accordance with the requirements of the Railway Authority.

8.1.6 Loads
Dead loads are essential for the stability of masonry arch bridges. It is important to
consider accurately the weight and distribution of the bridge and its superimposed
dead loads. This may be significantly affected by the internal construction, for example where the original internal voids between longitudinal spandrel walls have been
filled. The application of load factors should take into account whether or not the
dead load is beneficial.
Specific guidance on the load type, magnitudes, positions, frequency, etc. may be
taken from the standard appropriate for the specific bridge.
Current assessment methods use deterministic approaches to represent the load
regime that the bridge experiences. More recently, probabilistic approaches have
been proposed.
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To date, the value and dispersal of load through the fill has been based upon equivalent static values and ‘classical’ geotechnical dispersal. This view is now being tested
against a background of proposed increases in train speeds and axle loadings. Preliminary conclusions of numerical modelling of an embankment incorporating a ‘rigid’
arch opening subjected to train loadings at various speeds suggest that the horizontal
pressure changes are concentrated to a zone in the vicinity of the ballast/backfill interface, see SB4.7.2 (2007). Additionally, large scale laboratory tests have been undertaken to study the fundamental nature of the soil-structure interaction with granular and cohesive backfills. Initial findings have indicated the extent of the backfill that
is mobilised at failure and the limited interaction at the permissible limit state.
Masonry arch bridges should be assessed taking into account the following actions in
accordance with EN 1991-2 (UIC Leaflet 776-1R):
Permanent Actions
Permanent actions include:

− Self weight including the arch, abutments and piers, spandrel and wing walls,
haunching and backing, track and ballast.
− Horizontal earth pressures and other soil/structure interaction forces resulting
from self weight and the passage of time.
− Self weight from line and other railway infrastructure equipment.
− Differential movement of structural elements, backfill and foundations.
Dead loads are essential for the stability of masonry arch bridges. Accordingly, it is
important to consider accurately the weight and distribution of the bridge and its superimposed dead loads. It is particularly important to take this into account when
maintenance works are undertaken and these loads are temporarily changed.
Table 8.18 Values of parameters used to determine self weight of the structure and
backfill
Backfill Material
Typical Density
Structural Material
Typical Density
3
(kg/m )
(kg/m3 )
Concrete

2240

Sand and gravel

1600-2200

Bricks (typical
commons)

1600-1800

Soft clay

1700-2000

Bricks (engineering
class A)

1800-2400

Weak rock (crushed,
compacted)

1800-2100

Hard intact stone

1900-2200

Hard rock (crushed,
compacted)

1900-2200

Weak intact stone

1800-2100

Brick rubble

1600-2000

Ash fill

1300-1600

In the case of an arch bridge prone to flooding consideration should be given to use
of buoyant weights, which act against dead loads, when calculating the load carrying
capacity.
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When applying factors to these loads it should be taken into account that dead loads
have a beneficial effect, but they can also have a negative effect if the pattern of
dead weight loading in relation to the shape of the arch is inappropriate.
Traffic loads - static, dynamic and cyclic
The following types of loads need to be considered:

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

vertical traffic loads (trains, vehicles, etc)
pedestrian loads
equipment load during works
lateral loads due to centrifugal effects
nosing
lateral internal loads due to the transfer of loads through the backfill
accidental loads on the parapets
accidental bridge bashing
longitudinal loads caused by traction and braking. These would only be
significant on multi-span bridges with slender piers.
Specific guidance on the load magnitudes, positions, frequency, etc to consider
should be provided by the standard appropriate for the specific bridge. When determining the loaded lengths masonry arch bridges initially behave as quasi-elastic
structures for which the use of influence lines may be valid. However, at loading levels that would induce hinge formation, the use of influence lines is inappropriate.
The vertical rail traffic action should be based on a single axle or group of axles in
accordance with the rail load models LM 71, SW/0 and SW/2 as defined in EN 19912 (UIC Leaflet 702 – OR), or specific trains in accordance with EN 1991-2 (UIC Leaflet 700 – OR), or as defined by the Railway Administration for the particular route on
which the arch bridge is located.
The effects of centrifugal action on curved track in accordance with EN 1991-2 (UIC
Leaflet 776 – 1R) result in one rail being more heavily loaded. In such cases, the
analysis should be carried out considering the portion of the barrel associated with
the more heavily loaded rail.
Nosing may be assumed to be shared by two adjacent sleepers (25%:50%:25%).
Load Distribution
The applied live loads are distributed by the track and by the fill supported by the
arch barrel (and abutment) to the foundations.
The transverse and longitudinal distribution of actions on bridges with ballasted track
is given in EN 1991-2 (UIC Leaflet 774-2R).
Load distribution through the fill is affected by the relative stiffness of the fill and the
structure (Background document SB 4.7.1 and SB 4.7.2).
Numerical modelling research produced several conclusions that should be taken
into account:

− The greatest increase in vertical and horizontal stresses occurs in the ballast
and sub-ballast layers; these increases occur approximately beneath the train
when the train is above the bridge.
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−

As train axle loads increase, the vertical and horizontal stresses, and vertical
deflections beneath the train increase.
− Horizontal stresses increase with increasing train velocity and axle load. The
vertical pressures are not significantly affected by train velocity for the range of
velocities evaluated. However, vertical pressures may be expected to increase
at very high train velocities (i.e. train velocities that approach the Rayleigh
critical wave velocity of embankment system).
− As the train axle load increases, the vertical and horizontal stresses below the
train increase, as expected. Significant vertical stresses are exerted on the top
of the arch. These stresses are concentrated primarily beneath the width of
the train.
− For a passenger train with an axle load of 125kN, the maximum net horizontal
stresses occur to depths of about 0.7m; however, for the freight trains with
axle loads of 225kN and 330kN, net horizontal stresses of the order of 15kPa
and 20kPa, respectively, are observed down to depths of 0.9 to 1.0m.
Application of Traffic Loads
The bridge should be assessed with the traffic loads anf forces placed in the most
unfavourable positions with all tracks loaded in accordance with EN 1991-2 (UIC
Leaflet 776 – 1R). Traffic actions which produce a relieving effect should be neglected.
Actions should be combined in accordance with EN 1991-2 (UIC Leaflet 776 – 1R).
When considering the permissible limit state

Ea ,dst < Ea , stb

(8.5)

where
Ea,dst Assessed value of the effect of destabilising actions
Ea,stb Assessed value of the effect of stabilising actions
When considering the ultimate limit state it should be verified that:

E a < Ra

(8.6)

where:
Ea Assessed value of the effect of the total adverse actions
Ra Assessed value of the corresponding resistance of the structure.
For each critical load case the assessed values of the effects of actions that are considered to occur simultaneously.
Partial Safety Factors
Partial safety factors should be applied to the permanent and variable actions to take
account of the possibility of unfavourable deviations from the representative values.
Similarly partial factors should be applied to the material properties to allow for deviations from the representative value. The value of the partial factor used may also
take account of model uncertainties and dimensional variations.
Alternatively a further partial safety factor (γf3) may be applied to the actions to allow
for the method of analysis not representing the true behaviour.
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For vertical traffic actions as defined in UIC Leaflet 776-1R, the values of the partial
factor may be as specified in European Standard EN 1990:2002: Eurocode Basis of
Design, with the incorporation of Amendment A1:2005.
Permanent loads on the arch barrel may generate relieving effects. To ensure that
the assessment does not produce an unconservative result, the analysis should also
be undertaken with partial factor for equal to 1.0 for all permanent effects, and the
assessed load capacity determined from the lower calculated capacity.
The value of the partial safety factor for material properties may be in accordance
with the recommendations in European Standard EN 1996-1-1:2005: Eurocode 6 —
Design of masonry structures — Part 1-1: General rules for reinforced and unreinforced masonry structures.
It should be noted that partial safety factors are used in assessment in a similar way
to their use in limit-state design. The assessment of an existing bridge is however
different from the design of a new bridge in that the required level of structural safety
(or target reliability) is different from that determined for design as some criteria may
be known e.g. material strength. Accordingly the partial safety factors used in assessment should be generally less than those used in design.
Accordingly each administration may determine alternative values for partial factors
using a reliability analysis. This is particularly recommended when load models
based on real trains or material parameters are confirmed by testing.
In such cases, ballast more than 300 mm below underside of sleepers may be considered as fill. Ballast between and within depth of sleepers up to 300 mm beyond
the ends of sleepers may be considered as track. Track includes rails, fixings, sleepers, and ballast between sleepers.
Dynamic factor
An additional allowance should be made for dynamic effects to be applied to vertical
traffic actions. The dynamic factor Φ2 and Φ3 to be applied should be determined by
the Railway Administration. Guidance as to the determinant length to be used is
given in UIC Leaflet 776 – 1R.
No additional dynamic factors should be applied to loadings due to real trains.
For arch bridges with a cover of more than 1.00 m, the dynamic factor Φ2 and Φ3 may
be reduced as follows:

red Φ2 ,3 = Φ2 ,3 -

h - 1,00
≥ 1,0
10

(8.7)

where:
h is the height of cover including the ballast from the crown of the extrados to the top
of the sleeper [m].
Environmental effects
The effects of wind loading on masonry arch bridges can be ignored as a result of the
high mass of this type of structure. However, other environmental effects that need to
be taken into account are floods and droughts, which can have significant effects on
one of the weakest points of masonry arch bridges, their foundations. Similarly, although stone and brick masonry is generally a very durable material, the effects of
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weathering and different deterioration mechanisms need to be taken into consideration when assessing their performance.
The thermal properties of masonry can vary quite significantly between the different
types of masonries. In general, however, although thermal changes will no doubt affect the results of a monitoring programme, they are not considered to have significant effects on the integrity of masonry arch bridges although they may affect the
long-term consolidated condition of the backfill.
Ground movements
As previously mentioned, older masonry arch bridges often have weak and shallow
foundations. As a result of this, foundation movements when the centring was removed and during its service life are common in these structures. As these movements take place, the arch will adapt its geometry to the new conditions and in doing
so it will crack. These types of cracks are found in many masonry arch bridges and in
most cases their effects on the structure can be neglected.

8.1.7 Bridge condition
Independent of the level of assessment, the nature and extent of any damages/defects will have a profound effect upon the behaviour and hence the carrying
capacity of the bridge. Defects, however minor, must be reported accurately. This is
particularly important before any routine maintenance like repointing as this will mask
the extent of any cracking and depth of mortar loss etc.
Most common defects can be categorised as affecting either the foundations (in the
broadest sense) or the superstructure, see SB-CAI (2007) for details.
Data Collection
There is frequently a lack of comprehensive and accurate data relating to the masonry arch bridge stock. Without adequate information it is impossible to develop coherent and cost-effective strategies for sustaining the bridge stock in an efficient
manner. It is important for bridge owners to systematically collect and record data on
their own bridges and retain this information for future use.
The techniques for the collection of data and monitoring of masonry arch bridges are
presented in the WP3 and WP5 guidelines respectively.
The primary sources of data are:

− Historical records (which may be the design drawings rather than the ‘as built’
drawings)
− Routine examination/inspection
− Emergency examination/inspection
− Investigations (testing and monitoring)
It should be noted that data usually relates to dead load only conditions and that live
load may cause cracks to open up which are not visible under the dead load only
case – this is particularly relevant to the performance of the arch barrel.
Interpretation of Data
It is important to remember that the interpretation can only be as good as the data
from the investigation and great care should be taken when extrapolating data and
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making judgements about parameters that were either not directly measured or
where the accuracy of the data is suspect.
The assessing engineer should have a thorough understanding of the behaviour of
masonry arch bridges. Additionally, inspectors should have at least a basic understanding of the holistic interaction of the constituent elements of masonry arch
bridges to ensure that important information is not overlooked.
It is important to appreciate that old bridges and their environments are subject to
gradual change. So any investigation only represents the current situation. This may
be adequate for determining basic dimensions, material types etc but it cannot provide information on how these parameters have changed with time. The geometry of
the bridge should be carefully recorded and tracked over time as settlement of the
structural elements will be an important key to unlocking the significant modes of behaviour that should be considered in the assessment of the load carrying capacity.
The heterogeneous nature of masonry dictates its behaviour; in particular, the nature
and pattern of cracking. Cracks usually follow the unit/mortar interface. If this is not
the case, then there may be some concerns over the integrity/competence of the
units and this should be reflected in the assessment model. Over time, the mortar
may have been washed out or ‘ground out’ by the working of the barrel. Although the
bridge may have been pointed regularly, this will not prevent internal damage or the
possibility of voussoir ‘drop’ in masonry barrels or ring separation in the case of multiring brickwork barrels. It is very important to map the cracks accurately prior to repointing, noting not only their position but also their width and nature (opening, shearing, variation along and into the structure). Once repointed, most of this vital information will be lost.
Care should be exercised in the interpretation of test results from localised sampling
and testing. The fabric of the constituent elements of masonry arch bridges may vary
considerably and so it is important not to give undue weighting to individual results
but rather that the data are seen in the context of the holistic behaviour/performance
of the bridge. This is not to say that individual rogue results should be ignored – they
may hold the key to the problem. Reliance on one type of test to determine key parameters is discouraged in favour of a broader approach.
Samples taken from the external faces of the fabric of the bridge may not be representative of the internal material. Bridges were often ‘faced up’ with expensive, high
quality material and finishing whilst being infilled with inferior materials. However, if
the bridge is one of a series constructed under one contract, it is likely that the same
centering will have been used along with similar materials, construction techniques
and workmanship. Sampling and testing should not be confined to the masonry but
should include the backfill up to a distance behind the abutment of 1.5 times the
depth from rail level to founding level. This information together with information on
the foundations and sub-strata are vital if a more sophisticated analysis is necessary
of if the bridge is showing signs of deterioration. In the latter case, monitoring of key
features is recommended to inform more sophisticated analysis methods.
Condition Assessment
Bridge owners may have their own system of condition assessment and guidance on
its linkage with the assessment of load carrying capacity. However, the present
guidelines offers guidance on how to assign a condition rating of ‘good’,’moderate’,
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or’poor’, based upon the evidence collected in the course of a bridge inspection, investigation and/or monitoring.
Table 8.19 Guidance on how to assign condition ratings based on evidence collected
in the course of bridge inspection, investigation and monitoring
Method

Comments

Visual

Traditionally, visual
inspection has been the
first level of inspection.
Visual signs of
deterioration have usually
led to further inspection
and/or repair.
Visual inspection has the
major disadvantage of
only recording that which
can be seen which may of
course be a consequence
Of that which cannot be
Seen.

Inspection:
Full visual inspection of all aspects of
the bridge and comprehensive report
including drawings and photographs.

All the basic dimensions
Of the structure should be
Recorded.

Fabric condition:
Units and mortar in good condition.

The type of material from
which the structure is
constructed, its general
condition and any defects
should be mapped such as
cracks, settlements,
distortions etc (including
the location of any slipped
voussoirs or bricks).
Any repairs or previous
works should also be
Recorded.
The presence of water
should be recorded.

Good

Assessment data output:
Material:
hard stone, engineering class bricks,
sealed surface, well pointed
Shape:
Arch barrel defined shape
Walls, abutments and piers plumb (or
as built).

Cracks:
Longitudinal:
None present
Transverse:
None present
Diagonal:
None present
Abutment, pier and wall cracks:
None present (less than 1 mm
measured over a 1m gauge length in
any direction)
Settlement:
Longitudinal and transverse relative
settlement less than 1 in 100.

Moderate
Inspection:
80 per cent coverage visual
inspection of all aspects of the bridge
and full report including drawings
and photographs.

Inspection:
Less than 80 per cent coverage visual
inspection of a representative sample
aspects of the bridge and a full report
including drawings and photographs.

Assessment data output:
Material:
Medium stone, building brick, up to
20 per cent not well pointed

Assessment data output:
Material:
Soft stone, weak brick (fk less than
N/mm2), up to 20 per cent not well
i d
Shape:
Arch barrel has general movement
than 25 per cent of the arch surface.
Areas identified than are flatter than
offset on a 2 m straight edge set
l 0.05
i dim offset
ll
or
on a 2 m straight
transversely.
Seriously mis-shaped arch barrels and
distorted walls can be dangerous and
immediate investigation.

Shape:
Arch barrel some movement over up
to 25 per cent of the arch surface
but no areas flatter than a 0.1 m
offset on a 2 m straight edge set
longitudinally or 0.05 m offset on a
2 m straight edge set transversely.
Fabric condition:
Up to five per cent of the mortar
joints displaying signs of
deterioration ie missing or crumbling
Up to five per cent of the units
displaying signs of deterioration ie
spalling, crumbling, fissures.
Cracks:
Longitudinal:
Outside the middle third of the arch,
less than 1/10 of the span in length
Transverse:
None present
Diagonal:
None present

Vehicular surface:
No significant defects

Abutment, pier and wall cracks:
Some present over 20 per cent or
Wall alignment:
more of the surface such that they
No evidence of wall sliding, bulging or are up to 6 mm measured over a 1 m
tilting
gauge length in any direction.
Vegetation:
None present
Water:
None present and no evidence that
water has been present and caused
deterioration and/or damage

Poor

Settlement:
Longitudinal and transverse relative
settlement less than 1 in 25
Vehicular surface:
Some minor differential longitudinal
alignment
Wall Alignment:
Up to 25 mm over a 2 m gauge
length affecting up to 10 per cent of
the structural element.
It should be recognised that a local
failure of a wall can result in a global
failure of the bridge.
Vegetation:
Some present in embankments
adjacent to walls etc and green
vegetation present in up to two per
cent of the wall elements.
Water:
Evidence that water has been present
in sufficient quantities to cause
deterioration and/or damage to up to
25 per cent of the fabric of the
structure including the backfill and
surfacing.

Fabric condition:
More than five per cent of the mortar
jdisplaying
i
signs of deterioration ie
i i
crumbling.
More than five per cent of the units
signs of deterioration ie spalling,
fissures
Cracks:
Longitudinal:
Outside the middle third of the arch,
than 1/10 of the span in length.
Any longitudinal cracking within the
iddlof the arch.
third
Transverse:
Within the middle third of the span potentially very dangerous and may
immediate attention.
Diagonal:
Normally start near the sides of the
the springing and spread up towards
centre of the bridge. The bridge is
b bl i state and requires
a dangerous
attention.
Abutment, pier and wall cracks:
Present over 20 per cent or more of
surface and/or greater than 6 mm
over a 1 m gauge length in any
Settlement:
Longitudinal and transverse relative
greater than 1 in 25
Vehicular surface:
Evidence of significant defects like
i
potholes,
track alignment etc
Wall Alignment:
More than 25 mm over a 2 m gauge
affecting up to 10 per cent of the
element and/or up to 25 mm over a
2
length affecting more than 10 per
structural element.
Vegetation:
Some present in embankments
dj etc and green vegetation
walls
than two per cent of the wall elements
woody vegetation is present in the
b id
structure
or close enough for the root
to affect the mortar joints and
foundations
Water:
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Evidence that water has been present
in
sufficient quantities to cause
and/or damage to more than 25 per
the fabric of the structure and
surfacing.
Load testing

This is usually only undertaken as

Technique:

Technique:

Technique:

a last resort or as part of a

Comprehensive loading system and
full
instrumentation of the bridge.

Specific loading system and

Limited loading system and

instrumentation. Full report

instrumentation. Full report

Comprehensive report including
details
of construction, fabric,
the
bridge

including details of the bridge

including details of the bridge

construction, fabric, backfill and

construction, fabric, backfill and

There are several types of loading

backfill
and
foundations, together with a full

foundations, together with a full

foundations, together with a full

tests:

analysis of the results.

analysis of the results.

analysis of the results

Proving

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:

Proof

Good correlation with model predicted
behaviour. Load capacity proven.

Marginal compliance

Load capacity not proven;

This is undertaken to determine

Technique:

Technique:

Technique:

material properties and condition.

Good representative samples are

Up to 25 per cent of the sample

Up to 50 per cent of the sample

recovered; Consistent test results.

is unusable but remaining

is unusable. Results variable (+/-

samples in good condition and

35 per cent).

research programme; it is not
permitted by all asset owners.

Supplementary

Collapse

Model non-compliant

dynamic.
Coring

It should be remembered that the
principal axes of stress may not

Assessment data output:

give reasonably consistent test

be those of the direction of
testing. Additionally, cores only

Consistent test results.
2
Unit strength > 60N/mm

results.

give local information in what is a

90 per cent presence of mortar

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:
2
Stone strength <40 N/mm
Brick strength <25 N/mm
2

very variable material. (With

Stone strength >40 N/mm Brick

friable masonry it may be best to

strength >25 N/mm

obtain a large 300 mm diameter

And/or more than 65 per cent

sample).

presence of mortar

2

2

And/or less than 65 per cent
presence of mortar

Endoscopic inspection of the hole
prior to reinstatement is
recommended.
Hammertapping

Surface is tapped -voids or

Technique:

Technique:

Technique:

delamination cause lower pitch

100 per cent coverage

75 per cent coverage

Less than 75 per cent coverage

(dull) response compared with
solid masonry. Also loose stones

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:

Up to 10 per cent of the arch

Over 10 per cent of the arch

No loose or spalling bricks or stones.

surface experiencing spalling

surface experiencing spalling

and/or brick/stone loss.

and/or brick/stone loss.

Up to 10 per cent of the arch

Over 10 per cent of the arch

when the masonry is frozen as

surface recording a "dull"

surface recording a "dull"

water within the structure may be

response.

response.

and bricks can be detected.
Delamination deep in the
structure cannot be detected.
The method should not be used

No "dull" areas

frozen and hence given a "solid"
response.
Crack

Can be carried out in a number of

Technique:

Technique:

Technique:

Monitoring

ways from simple observation,

Comprehensive inspection and

Full inspection. Monitoring only a

Reliance on visual inspection and

crack width gauges to data
logging systems. Crack width

monitoring installation

limited number of sites.

"tell-tail" installations

gauges are prone to being broken

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:

off. Automated systems are

No significant cracks are present.

Summation of crack widths over a

Summation of crack widths over a

preferred which also monitor

Summation of crack widths over a 1

1 metre gauge length (or 1/10

1 m gauge length (or 1/10 span,

temperature as this affects

metre gauge length (or 1/10 span,

span, whichever is the lesser) in

whichever is the lesser) in any

deformation.

whichever is the lesser) in any
direction
is less than 1 mm.

any direction is greater than 1mm

direction is greater than 6 mm.

Survey techniques range from

Technique:

Technique:

Technique:

simple tape surveys to digital

Full 3D survey of structure including
the
arch barrel, abutments, piers,

A 3D survey of main structural

Only data relating to a MEXE

elements at key points only.

assessment collected.

but less than 6 mm.

Note: that repointing destroys
crack pattern evidence.
Surveying

imaging.

spandrel
and wing walls and running surface
including approach and run-off
s rfaces

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:

Assessment data output:

Geometrical data allows MEXE
assessment and some alternative

Geometrical data limited to MEXE
assessment and crude alternative

Geometrical data allows MEXE

numerical methods.

numerical methods

assessment and all current numerical
methods.
Strain

There are a number of ways of

Technique:

Technique:

Technique:

Measurements

measuring surface strain

Instrumentation coincides with the

Instrumentation captures the

Instrumentation only captures up

including:

vulnerable parts of the structure and

response of the vulnerable parts

to 75 per cent of the response of

vibrating wire gauges

sufficient gauges are installed to be

of the structure.

the vulnerable parts of the

demec gauges
LVDT's

representative of the overall structbehaviour.
ral

Assessment data output:
Moderate help in validating

Assessment data output:

Good resolution is possible but it

Assessment data output:

numerical models and

Limited help in validating

should be remembered that the

Significant help in validating numerical
models and assessment methods

assessment methods

numerical models and

Technique:

Technique:

structure has already experienced

structure.

assessment methods.

a strain history and so any
measurement only relates to a
change in the strain state. Also,
masonry and brickwork are
heterogeneous and anisotropic.
Displacement

Traditionally displacement has

Technique:
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been measured used

Sufficient gauges are independently

Sufficient gauges are

Sufficient gauges are

potentiometric, linear variable

installed to monitor the 3D structural

independently installed to monitor

independently installed to monitor

displacement transformers

displacement of the bridge in order to

the 3D structural displacement of

the arch only.

(LVDT's) and manually read dial

capture the holistic response of the

the arch and its support.

gauges. Resolution is good.

bridge.

Assessment data output:
Assessment data output:

Limited help in validating

Additionally, electro-level, laser

Assessment data output:

Moderate help in validating

numerical models and

and photogrammetric methods

Significant help in validating numerical
models and assessment methods.

numerical models and

assessment methods.

have been used.
Tiltmeters

2007-11-30

assessment methods.

Used to monitor arch deformation and

Technique: Full series of beams

Technique: Sufficient gauges in-

Technique: Results dependent on

differential support movement.

installed.

stalled to enable triangulation of

isolated gauges.

results.
Assessment data output: Significant
Delicate to install. Expensive for a full contribution to the validation of
series of beams.

Assessment data output: Limited
Assessment data output: Moderate

contribution to the validation of

numerical models and assessment

contribution to the validation of

numerical models and assessment

methods.

numerical models and assessment

methods.

methods.

Endoscope/boro

Used to inspect regions where access

Technique: Representative sample of

Technique: Limited (67 per cent)

Technique: Very limited (less than

scope/

can be gained through small holes

the whole internal structure of the

sample of the whole internal struc-

33 per cent) sample of the whole

fibrescope/

which are not passable by an

internal structure of the bridge

video

inspector.

bridge recorded.

ture of the bridge recorded.

Assessment data output: Significant

Assessment data output: Moderate

In spite of the clarity of the images

contribution to the assessment

contribution to the assessment

produced by modern equipment it

method and where appropriate to the

method and where appropriate to the

Assessment data output: Limited

should be remembered that they only

validation of numerical models.

validation of numerical models.

contribution to the assessment

imagescopes

recorded - possibly only in the
vicinity of defects.

represent that part of the structure

method and where appropriate to the

that can be viewed. Provides a

validation of numerical models.

permanent record.
Can detect delamination.
Scour detection

There are several methods:
Sounding weights and probing -both
of these methods are time consuming
and potentially dangerous if undertaken during flooding.
Sounding rods - sleeved vertical or
near-vertical metal rods connected to
the bridge structure and resting on
the riverbed.
Sliding collars - the collar slides
down a vertical support (it can be
prone to jamming) and can be
located after a flood.
Sonic fathometers use reflected
acoustic waves to detect the waterbed interface. They give a continuous
real-time record but require expert
interpretation.
The above methods are not universally
trusted to give reliable data during
flood conditions.

Technique: A continuous record of

Technique: Regular inspection at

Technique: Regular inspection at

the structure - bed interface auto-

vulnerable sites with limited perma-

vulnerable sites with no permanently

matically monitored at vulnerable

nently installed instrumentation.

installed instrumentation.

Assessment data output: Assessment

Assessment data output: Assessment

Assessment data output: Assessment

should consider the effects of scour

should take account of the conse-

can take account of scour warning

and reliability of warning

quences of scour occurring during

sites.

operation.
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Table 8.20 Substructure deformational defects and conditional rating
In using this table it is important to note that the limits which are suggested relate to deformations
that have developed over many years and that if such deformations develop over a short period then
it should be treated as a matter for concern and should be investigated immediately.
Defect

Good

Moderate

Poor

Scour

No scour

Scour or weak founding
material up to W/10 (Wwidth of abutment) or
1.5m (whichever is the
lesser)

Scour or weak founding material for
greater than W/10 or
1.5m (whichever is
the lesser)

Differential settlement

No differential settlement

Up to 50mm over a 2m
gauge length

Greater than 50mm
over a 2m gauge
length

Pier/Abutment

1 in 200 or 25mm out of
plumb

1 in 100 or 50mm out of
plumb

Greater than 1 in 100
or 50mm out of plumb

Twist in plan of pier
or abutment

1 in 200 or 25mm

1 in 100 or 50mm out of
plan

Greater than 1 in 100
or 50mm out of plan

Relative sliding of
spandrel or wing wall
to support

None

Up to 10mm

Greater than 10mm

Bulging of walls

None

Up to 10mm measured
over a gauge length of
3m

Greater than 10mm
measured over a
gauge length of 3m

Tilting of walls

1 in 200

1 in 100

Greater than 1 in 100

Vertically

out of plan

It should be noted that they are only indicative and assessing engineers need to apportion appropriate weighting when two or more damages are co-existent (which is
often the case).
The elements of the bridge will be inspected individually but there is a high level of
interdependency and interaction. This MUST be borne in mind when assessing the
overall performance of the bridge once individual elemental competency has been
proven.

8.2

Bridge behaviour

8.2.1 Behaviour under quasi-static loading
In order to understand the behaviour of masonry arch bridges, it is important to understand which resisting modes are mobilised under loading and how failures take
place.
From a strict structural definition, an arch would have the antifunicular geometry of a
certain set of loads. Under loads that take the arch away from being the antifunicular
geometry, it resists as a result of having been pre-stressed by gravity. The geometrical nature of the way in which arches resist loads means that its capacity is dependent on the whole arch shape, not just its span and rise.
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However, the behaviour of the masonry arch bridge is made more complicated by the
type of construction used. Only masonry arch bridges with compacted backfill over
the arch will be considered in this section. As a ‘structural’ material in contact with the
masonry of the bridge, the initial stressed state and strength of the backfill have a
profound effect upon the working load behaviour and ultimate load carrying capacity.
The nature and extent of the interaction is not fully understood. The interactions identified in Figure 8.5 (b) include the load dispersal, earth pressure redistribution due to
consolidation and/or arch deformation and the mobilisation of stabilising soil pressures at the interface due to a sway failure mechanism (see SB4.7.1 (2007) for details). Of course, foundation movements due to consolidation etc and spandrel/wing
wall interaction should also be considered; although current practice is to ignore any
enhancement in capacity that might be gained by the inclusion of the spandrel/wing
wall contribution.
The initial stressed state of the masonry and backfill is difficult to quantify analytically
or experimentally. However, if the structure has not developed a mechanism, then it
must be at least statically determinate. The selection of a range of statically viable
idealisations will allow the determination of the stress levels and ranges associated
with a number of loading cases. Such an investigation will inform the selection of the
most likely mode of collapse.
In the case of multi-ring arch barrels it is important to check the stresses in the mortar
between the rings to guard against delamination (or ring separation) which has been
shown by laboratory experiments to reduce load carrying capacity (Melbourne and
Gilbert, 1995).
Square bridges
Three main modes of failure have been identified for square masonry arch bridges:

− failure by formation of a mechanism. This may involve the formation of hinges
and/or "sliders". A hinge characterised by the progressive opening of cracks at
the positions of the arch where the line of thrust is sufficiently eccentric. The
number of hinges required to convert a single span structure into a mechanism
is four (as shown in Figure 8.5), except in the special case of central
symmetric load, in which five hinges are required. When the abutments
contract or spread sufficiently (the equivalent of the mechanism of a "slider") a
three hinge mechanism can occur. The mechanism may be more complex in
the case of multi-ring brickwork arch barrels that may display ring-separation
− snap-through failure prior to the full formation of hinges. In highly restricted
arches, sufficient concentrated rotations can develop at the hinge under the
load so as to produce an instability local failure, prior to the formation of the
remaining fourth hinge. This results in a local failure that precipitates the global
collapse of the structure
− crushing failure. This occurs when compression failure of the masonry in a
certain zone of the structure results in local damage that instigates the global
failure. High compressions develop at hinges as cracking progresses and the
compressed area of the section is reduced. This type of failure can be quite
brittle and if signs of crushing are observed in the arch, immediate action
should be taken.
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(b)

Figure 8.5: Four hinge failure mechanism (a) laboratory test (b) theoretical idealisation
These failure modes are to some extent idealised, but an understanding of the idealised failure modes is useful in gaining an understanding of the response of masonry
arch bridges to loadings and their effect on serviceability. Real failures observed in
bridges are often more complex, since they normally comprise combinations of these
idealised modes in addition to general loss of performance. More complex modes of
failure can develop as combinations of the three main modes with local failures such
as ring separation, in the case of multi-ring arches, spandrel wall-arch separation or
radial shear failure in between units.
In shallow square masonry arch bridges, the critical load position is generally the
quarter point, whereas in deep square masonry arch bridges the critical load position
is primarily near the 1/3 point.
Square multi-span bridges
The behaviour of square multi-span arch bridges will be different to that of single
span arch bridges when the piers in between arches are sufficiently slender to ensure
that the application of load in one span will mobilise the adjacent spans, as shown in
Figure 8.6. Additionally, even when stocky piers are present it may be found that interaction between adjacent spans is important. For example, the critical collapse
mechanism might involve a four-hinge mechanism in the loaded span with horizontal
pressures transmitted onto an adjacent span leading to failure, as in Figure 8.7. Although this might seem unlikely, it is possible where concrete haunching or effec-
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tively compacted backfill is present. Considering the possibility of interaction and the
effect that it might have on the mode of failure and long-term performance is important.

Figure 8.6: Potential seven hinges failure mechanism in a multi-span bridge

Figure 8.7: Transmission of pressure from loaded span to adjacent span in a multispan bridge
The main difference between single and multi-span arch bridges is that sufficient rotation around the base of a pier can take place for the structure to fail with a seven
hinge mechanism. In this mechanism, only three hinges are necessary on the loaded
span since the slenderness of the pier is such that sufficient outwards movement of
the intermediate support takes places for the three hinge mechanism in the loaded
span to induce failure. For this particular failure mode, the critical load position is near
the centre of the span (Melbourne et al, 1997).
Skewed Bridges
The behaviour of all masonry arch bridges has a 3D component, but in the case of
skewed bridges this is more pronounced.
Although the behaviour of skewed bridges is quite complex and not completely understood, the following aspects have been observed (Melbourne and Hodgson,
1995):

− the stiffness of the arch varies considerably across its width
− the loads are generally transferred across the shortest span available. As a
result of this, stresses concentrate in the obtuse corners and torsional
moments are applied to the abutments and/or piers. This tends to make the
abutments rotate as well as lean backwards and this may be a particular
problem on a slender pier supporting two arches skewed in the same direction
(Page, 1993)
− as a result of this, the failure mechanisms involve complex 3D hinge patterns,
quite different to those on square bridges. In particular, the orientation of the
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hinges with relation to the load and/or abutments can change across the width
of the structure and diagonal cracks "isolating" the acute corners
− the hinges that develop are also more diffused than in square spans
− if ring separation takes place, the kinematics of the system are such that the
rings will slide transversely over each other multi-ring tests (Melbourne, 2001)
demonstrated the significance of the interaction between the skew barrels and
the piers which ultimately failed in torsion. Initially the barrel tried to form a
complex five hinge similar to that of the previous single span tests but when
the pier failed in torsion the barrel was released to initially form a four hinge
mechanism and finally a three hinge mechanism. Each of these modes of
failure should be considered in arriving at a "safe" load carrying capacity.
As in multi-ring arches, the brickwork pattern used to build skewed arches has a significant effect on the stiffness and strength of the structure (Melbourne and Hodgson,
1995). The worst case scenario relates to a barrel where each ring is not connected
to the next ring except by the mortar bed jointing material. The best case scenario is
one where headers are incorporated into the barrel every third course - this should
minimise the effects of ring separation. Additionally, positive features like a stone
voussoir barrel elevation and/or stone skewbacks saw-toothed to accommodate the
brickwork bedding planes as the brickwork reaches the abutment or pier support,
should be taken into account when considering the barrel edge effects and the possibility of springing sliding effects respectively.
Widened bridges
A comprehensive review of methods for widening arch bridges and their advantages
and disadvantages is provided by Tilly (2002). Essentially, the main problems associated with widening masonry arch bridges using different structural systems are the
difference in stiffness of both the structure and its foundations. As a result of this,
unless there are good reasons for structural connection between the two structures,
the best option is to let the two structures work independently. It is important however, to introduce a joint with sufficient movement capacity to prevent it from being
damaged and allow water to penetrate.

8.2.2 Behaviour under dynamic and cyclic loading
Fatigue has not been positively identified to date in masonry arch bridges. In fact,
research undertaken in the 1940s by Pippard on the effect of cyclic loading on masonry arch bridges indicated that although the load to produce the first cracking was
significantly reduced by repeated loading, the final collapse load was hardly altered
(Pippard, 1948). These observations could be explained by the low stresses developing in masonry arch structures until very advance stages of failure and the limited
influence of the strength of the materials in the capacity of masonry arch bridges.
More recent research at Nottingham University on the effects of repeated loading
(Peaston and Choo, 1997) found the scatter of the results too big to be conclusive.
Both Roberts et al (2006) and Melbourne et al (2004) have independently undertaken
laboratory experiments that indicate an endurance limit of about 50 per cent of the
static load strength.
However, the experience of some maintenance engineers with regards to the very
heavy traffic load increases experienced in the last 30 to 40 years suggests that the
repeated application of heavy loads could accelerate the deterioration of masonry
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arch bridges. Moreover, the recent nature of these increases, in terms of the fatigue
response, suggests that the full potential fatigue consequences of the loads currently
loading the masonry arch bridge stock have not manifested themselves in any structure.
A series of tests have been carried out at the University of Salford on large-scale
multi-ring brickwork arches (3m and 5m span, two and three-ring) under long term
cyclic loading. Tests showed that although the classical mode of failure of arches under static loading is generally seen as the four-hinge-mechanism, all arches within
the present test series failed by ring separation under fatigue loading. The fatigue
loading reduced the load capacity to as low as 37% of the static load capacity for
two-ring arches and 57% for three-ring arches and was a function of ring separation,
see SB4.7.1 (2007) for further details.

8.3

Structural assessment

8.3.1 Bridge performance (Limit states)
In the case of masonry arch bridges, the application of Limit States is at variance with
their application to other materials. This is because there is usually no structural
metal in the bridge to corrode and hence limits on crack widths etc have little meaning. The Guideline therefore offers the following definitions:
The ultimate limit state (ULS) for masonry arch bridges can be defined as – the condition at which a collapse mechanism forms in the structure or its supports.
The permissible limit state (PLS) for masonry arch bridges can be defined as - the
condition at which there is a loss of structural integrity which will measurably affect
the ability of the bridge to carry its working loads for the expected life of the bridge.
In determining the ULS (collapse load) the bridge owner is assured of the ultimate
capacity but little else. Based upon UK field tests in the 1980’s two modes of failure
were reported – the formation of a mechanism comprising hinges (4 in number for a
single span bridge) or a ‘snap-through’ failure. These modes of failure were, to some
extent, pre-determined by the nature of the loading system (a full-wide ‘knife edge
load’ applied at about the quarter span). The loading was applied monotonically
through to failure.
It is at this point that it is very important to appreciate that although there is some
general agreement as to the definition of the ULS as the condition at which a collapse
mechanism forms in the structure or its supports, no such agreement exists for other
limit states. There are three other limit states that have to be considered, namely: the
serviceability, fatigue and durability limit states respectively (SLS, FLS, DLS). Although it may be fairly easy to differentiate between these for metal and reinforced
and pre-stressed concrete bridges, it is not so easy for masonry arch bridges. The
SLS is usually determined against criteria of crack width, deflection, vibration etc. In
the case of the masonry arch bridge it is difficult to set meaningful limits for these.
Clearly, it would be unacceptable to have a rail deflection of a magnitude which could
derail a train. However, rail deflection will not be solely dependent upon the arch
flexibility and will be subject to the same limitations set for the entire system. The FLS
is quite specific for metal and reinforced and pre-stressed concrete bridges, it includes failure caused by fatigue or other time dependent effects. The DLS refers to
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the assessment of remaining service life in the context of environmental parameters.
There is a strong case to bring these three limit states together for the purposes of
masonry arch bridges. Bridges owners usually want to know two things: is the bridge
strong enough to carry its working loads and what is its residual life. This can be
achieved by assessing the ULS and what might best be called the Permissible Limit
State (PLS). The PLS may be defined as the limit at which there is a loss of structural
integrity which will measurably affect the ability of the bridge to carry its working loads
for the expected life of the bridge. As can be seen, this brings together the critical
elements of the other limit states to give a unique assessment tool for masonry arch
bridges. The process involves the calculation of the stress ranges that the bridge experiences for each of the modes of behaviour and their cumulative effects in the context of an S-N curve. The current state of knowledge means that the S-N curves for
each mode of behaviour/failure will be conservative and may reduce to a permissible
stress (endurance limit stress), but as experience and confidence in the method
grows these will be replaced by more usual S-N curves currently used for other materials.

8.3.2 Structural analysis and assessment
There are several methods of analysis currently available which range from the semiempirical MEXE method through to the latest non-linear finite and discrete element
techniques. All these methods should carry a health warning in as much as they usually focus on the structural performance of the barrel. It is vital that the assessing engineer takes a holistic approach to the assessment as any one of the other elements
of the bridge may be the critical element. It is important at this stage to consider ALL
the modes of failure/behaviour and thus determine the ultimate carrying capacity.
Masonry arch bridges are highly redundant structures that can develop ‘releases’ in
many ways by forming hinges, sliding (internally and externally), local crushing, relative ‘flexibility’, backfill failure, etc.
An ultimate limit state (ULS) analysis must be undertaken to demonstrate that the
bridge is capable of carrying an overload. This analysis is usually undertaken using
either a mechanism type approach or an FE/Discrete Element approach. In the latter
cases, some attempt can be made to monitor the structural response as the load increases, registering when hinges occur etc. It is very important to be aware that the
modelling (particularly of the material properties) may preclude the formation of some
modes of failure.

8.3.2.1

Analysis methods

The principal analytical methods for assessing the structural capacity of masonry
arch bridges are:

− Semi-empirical methods
− Limit analysis methods
− Solid mechanics methods
A brief review of these methods is included below, and the basic principles, application, strengths and limitations of each technique is summarised in Table 8.21.
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Semi-empirical Methods: MEXE
The method, based on Pippard’s work, was developed by the Military Engineering
Experimental Establishment (hence MEXE) and subsequently developed for civilian
use. With some variations, this method remains the most commonly used and has
been adopted by many railway authorities in Europe. However, a recent study (Harvey, 2008) has shown that the MEXE method had some drawbacks in its initial development and has since been substantially altered. The effects of these alterations
which were not fully understood, and extended the method beyond the limits anticipated by its original authors.
The consequence was that bridge capacity could be over estimated, particularly for
bridges with a span less than 5 metres and with shallow fill. The factor of safety for
larger span bridges may be reduced from that previously understood.
The MEXE method comprises the calculation of a provisional axle load (PAL) that
relates to the performance of a “standard” arch barrel. The provisional axle load is
then modified by the application of factors that take into account the extent of the departures of the “real” arch from the “standard” arch. The result is then subject to the
application of a “condition factor” which relates to the condition of the bridge and the
presence of defects. The results of a MEXE analysis are often considered to be conservative, but in certain circumstances this may not always be the case, for example:

− small span arches
− arches where the cover over the crown is greater than the ring thickness
− multi-ring brickwork arches where ring separation is suspected
− misshapen arches.
The MEXE method is quick and easy to use, and there is a great deal of experience
in its use. However, it is a semi-empirical method, and heavily dependent on the experience of the assessor since engineering judgement is required to arrive at a realistic final carrying capacity. Great care should be taken not to infer a greater accuracy
than the method is capable of delivering. Nowadays, there are several computer
packages that can be used in parallel to a MEXE assessment to give confidence
where uncertainty might exist.
The MEXE method should not be used as a method to justify an increase in the loading regime for a bridge.
Limit analysis methods
An alternative approach recognises the particulate nature of masonry and the observed collapse mechanisms. It was from the work of Pippard (1951) and Heyman
(1966) that the modern mechanism methods evolved. In their basic form the methods
consider a 2D arch comprising a series of blocks such that the arch possesses the
following properties:

−
−
−
−

it cannot resist tensile stresses
it has infinite compressive strength
it has finite stiffness
sliding between voussoirs cannot occur.
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These hypotheses force the local failure to occur by the formation of hinges between
adjacent voussoirs and global failure to occur by the formation of a sufficient number
of hinges in order to convert the structure into a mechanism.
This type of model has been used in a modern framework since the 1950s (Kooharian, 1952; Pippard, 1951). It was Heyman (1966) who demonstrated that masonry
could be analysed using either the upper or lower bound theorems of plasticity. Since
then, a number of computerised versions of this approach have been developed and
are currently available.
As a cautionary note, when using computerised versions of this approach it is important to check that the modelling criteria do not exclude other possible modes of failure, including:

−
−
−
−
−

movement of the supports (which might be interpreted as a release “roller”)
material failure
sliding between voussoirs
slippage between rings (ring separation)
“snap-through” failure.

Solid mechanics methods
In recent years, experience has been gained in modelling masonry arches using increasingly sophisticated techniques. In the early days, simple linear elastic models
were constructed and used to determine allowable carrying capacity by limiting stress
levels. Nowadays, software is available to create models that can take into account
not only the non-linear material behaviour of masonry but also the 3D behaviour and
holistic soil-structure interaction. These latter formulations require a great amount of
skill and computer time.
The principal solid mechanics methods used in the analysis of masonry arch bridges
are:

− Castigliano’s non-linear analysis
− finite element analyses
− discrete element analyses.
The Castigliano method, by the incremental application of loads, allows the area of
the arch ring to be modified as tension develops and masonry yields. The application
of load is continued until, ultimately, sufficient hinges form to create a mechanism.
Finite element analysis allows 2D and 3D elements and complex constitutive relationships for the materials to be represented.
2D plane strain models allow the analysis of problems such as ring separation to be
investigated and may allow some advanced soil models to be adopted.
3D finite element analysis using curved shell or appropriate elements should only be
used where specific structural problems warrant such complex analytical techniques.
The discrete element method (DEM) relates to a group of several formulations that
model the behaviour of a structure as elements whose interface can accommodate
severe discontinuities without convergence problems. In some packages, FE and
discrete elements can be used simultaneously, creating a very powerful tool.
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It is important to remember that sophisticated computational methods of analysis are
only as good as their input data and the expertise of the assessor. The input parameters, in particular, may be difficult and costly to adequately characterise, and are often estimated, which is a potential source of error.

8.3.2.2

Assessment procedures and selection of analysis methods

The appropriateness of the analysis methods depends on the particular structure being assessed, the available bridge data and the level of accuracy and confidence in
results that is required and that can be afforded.
The procedure for an assessment typically involves three distinct sequential phases:

− desk study of available information (this should be current and verified for
correctness)
− inspection and investigation (to gather the necessary data required for
analysis and verify existing data)
− analysis (using an appropriate method, using the data gathered during the
previous two phases).
The scope of assessment and the selection of appropriate analysis procedures
should be commensurate with the type and function of the bridge, the information
available, its current condition and the consequences of its failure. The typical information requirements for each method of assessment are indicated in Table 8.21,
along with potential techniques and relative costs for obtaining that information
through inspection and investigation of the bridge.
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Table 8.21 Comparison of main analysis methods for bridge assessment
Method

Main parameters

Applicability

MEXE

• span
• rise at crown and
quarter point
• arch thickness and
crown cover
• arch material
• backfill material
• mortar joint depth
and condition
• general condition
factor.

• only applicable to spans • relatively quick and
shorter than 18 m
easy, uses readily
available data, and
• not applicable for flat or
therefore an ecoappreciably deformed
nomical method for
arches
assessing large
• not applicable for multinumbers of bridges
span bridges, although
the BR version of MEXE • if applied by an
experienced engiaccounted for that using
neer, the condition
an extra factor.
factors may be used
to account for effects which are difficult to model accurately
• longstanding and
extensive experience with the
method gives confidence in its use.

• the only resisting mechanisms
considered are the arch and the
weight of the backfill
• the limiting load criterion is not
realistic
• unnecessary assumptions on
geometry and load locations
• the subjectivity of some modifying factors require the judgement of an experienced engineer
• its results are assumed to be
conservative, but can be overconservative or, in some circumstances (eg very short
spans) potentially unconservative
• cannot consider the effect of
strengthening measures.

Heyman's
limit
analysis
methods

• arch geometry
• can be difficult to apply • for simple structo deep arches
tures, it can pro• compressive
duce safe results
strength of masonry • can be difficult to apply
from very limited
(in some models)
to shallow arches with
input and at a limlarge spans
• masonry and backfill
ited cost
densities.
• can be difficult to apply
to bridges with complex • these methods are
very effective when
geometries.
the engineer has a
clear idea of the
mechanism by
which the structure
will fail.

• for upper bound methods, if
some failure mechanisms are
ignored, the method would provide an unsafe prediction
• for lower bound methods, if
some kinematically admissible
equilibrium states are ignored,
the method would provide a
conservative prediction. Similarly, if an assumed equilibrium
is not possible (because some
failure criterion has been ignored) the method will produce
unsafe results
• cannot consider ring separation
• cannot consider snap-through
failures
• cannot consider the contribution of the spandrel walls.

Discrete
and indiscrete rigid
block
methods

• arch geometry
• can be applied to multi- • quick and reliable
ring arches
for a significant
• compressive
range of bridge constrength of masonry • can be applied to multifigurations
(in some models)
span arches
• it is a very versatile
• masonry and backfill • can produce unsafe
tool for an experidensities
results in shallow
enced engineer.
arches with large spans
• dilatancy
(bridges where snap• angles of friction
through failure is pos(radial and tangensible)
tial).
• some methods might
be able to consider
skewed arches.

• cannot consider snap-through
failures
• cannot consider the contribution of the spandrel walls
• the separation between rings
cannot be reproduced. Instead,
the used has to assume
whether ring separation will or
will not take place
• consideration of masonry compressive failure might increase
the computational time.

Castigliano' • arch geometry
• cannot be used with
s nonskewed bridges.
• compressive
linear
strength of masonry
analyses
(in some models)
• masonry and backfill
densities
• the deformational
and strength parameters of the
backfill.

Advantages

• simple and easy to
use.

Disadvantages

• the prediction of the in-service
behaviour can be quite sensitive to the boundary conditions
and the initial stress state,
which are very difficult to determine
• cannot consider ring separation.
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Finite
element

• arch geometry
• these methods provide • can be extremely
results on the inversatile and allow
• initial stress state
service behaviour of
almost any sophis• compressive
the structure. As such,
tication required
strength of masonry
they can be used to
• the versatility of
(in some models) •
analyse existing dethese methods
masonry and backfill
fects, their origin and
means that they can
densities
relevance on the safety
be used to explore
• the deformational
of the structure
the benefits of variand strength pa• similarly, they can be
ous strengthening
rameters of the
used to consider
options.
backfill
strengthening and/or
• masonry tensile
repair options taking
strength and postinto account not only
yielding response
their effect on the ca(softening rule etc).
pacity of the structure,
but on the performance
of the structure and its
components. This allows to give more consideration to the performance of the structure and therefore consider the long term effects of the methods
adopted.

• the prediction of the in-service
behaviour can be quite sensitive to the boundary conditions
and the initial stress state,
which are very difficult to determine
• the lack of customised packages means that the preparation of the models can be quite
time consuming
• as the complexity of the model
increases, so does the time required to obtain results. Since
parametric studies are essential, this option can become too
expensive
• the results are sensitive to
input parameters difficult to determine such as the backfill
properties, the masonry
strength and the interface between the different structural
elements.

Discrete
element

• arch geometry
• same as FE.
• initial stress state
• compressive
strength of masonry
(in some models)
• masonry and backfill
densities
• the deformational
and strength parameters of the
backfill
• masonry tensile
strength and postyielding response
(softening rule, etc)
• contact properties.

• the prediction of in-service
behaviour can be quite sensitive to the boundary conditions
and the initial stress state,
which are very difficult to determine
• the lack of customised packages means that the preparation of the models can be quite
time consuming
• as the complexity of the model
increases, so does the time required to obtain results. Since
parametric studies are essential, this option can become too
expensive
• the explicit solver requires a
rigorous check of the results
predicted.

• same as FE, with
the advantage of
coping better with
discontinuities
(such as ring separation and spandrel
separation)
• uses explicit solver
which improves
convergence.

Multi-level assessment procedure
To minimise effort and use of resources, a multi-level assessment procedure may be
adopted so that where necessary assessment can be carried out with increasing levels of refinement. In the absence of any existing system, a simple multi-level system
as set out here may be adopted. Initially, a simple and conservative method of analysis should be used. Given the large number of bridges that most owners are responsible for, application of such a simple method could act as a "sieving process" in
which structures are initially assessed and categorised or possibly ranked according
to their assessment results. More sophisticated analyses are only introduced if the
simple methods predict failure and the use of more complex methods is deemed
cost-effective. Frequently such methods require additional input information which
might not be available or adequately reliable, necessitating site investigation, testing
and laboratory analysis of samples.
Although the details of such a phased multi-level approach would need to be tailored
to the needs and characteristics of each bridge owner, possible "levels of analysis"
are defined in Table 8.22.
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Table 8.22 Possible levels of structural analysis for masonry arch bridges
Level of analysis Elements of analysis
Initial

Basic analysis

• semi-empirical methods should only be considered as part of the appraisal by inspection
where the owner considers this procedure as appropriate
• basic 2D limit analysis methods should be used to assess all structures except significantly skewed bridges, long spans, bridges with unusual geometries and important structures.

Intermediate

Detailed analysis

• the bridges excluded from the previous group and those failing its assessment should be
analysed using solid mechanics methods
• these analyses should be adapted to the available bridge data and combined with site
investigations and monitoring as appropriate, if more refined analyses are required to
demonstrate the adequacy of the structure to fulfil its purpose
• the use of characteristic or worst credible strengths of materials may be used, based on
test results from samples taken from the structure
• the level of refinement achieved before it is decided that the structure is unfit for purpose
will depend on owner needs and constraints.

Enhanced

Special analysis

• where the use of refined solid mechanics methods cannot demonstrate structural adequacy, it may be possible to demonstrate its adequacy and inherent safety by comparison
of its safety characteristics with other similar structures using stochastic approaches and
probability analysis
• actual live traffic loadings of the bridge might be determined statistically and used for
analysis
• the safety criteria of the bridge in question might be assessed and specific relaxations
considered if this can be justified and the acceptability of risks clearly demonstrated with
adequate confidence
• this level of assessment would require considerable specialist knowledge and research,
and the benefit is unlikely to be justifiable only in the most critical of cases.

In all cases the level of analysis applied should be appropriate to the specific situation of the bridge and its circumstances, and the level of confidence required in the
results of the assessment. Some degree of engineering judgement should be exercised in every analysis, at least to perform a "plausibility check" on the assessment
results and the data used to obtain them. This will minimise the risk of spurious results that can arise in the application of routine procedures, caused by mistakes, incorrect assumptions or inappropriate use. In particular, discrepancies between assessment results and observed bridge condition, damage and deterioration should be
adequately explained.
It is important to remember that carrying out assessment using more complex methods of analysis will not always give more favourable results, as is sometimes assumed.
Prioritisation of assessments
It is suggested that in addition to its use as a tool for initially assessing load capacity,
a simple semi-empirical method such as MEXE, based on existing or readily obtainable data, could be suited to rapidly and economically prioritising the needs of sizeable bridge stocks to allow inspection and detailed assessment resources to be used
more effectively, directing them where they are most needed. Such an approach
would require trialling and development, and continual feedback, validation and im-
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provement before sufficient experience is gained to apply the refined prioritisation
methodology with adequate confidence.

8.3.2.3

Considerations when carrying out analyses

It is important that the assessing engineer never looses sight of the holistic behaviour
of the bridge and the range of the contribution that each element can make. It is vital
that the efficacy of the assumed (or derived) load paths is checked. This is particularly true when the bridge contains defects - using "smeared" elements, for example,
may rely on load paths that cannot exist in the actual structure.
The mechanical response of an existing masonry arch bridge is significantly influenced by its constructional details, the presence and extent of any defects and its
material properties.
Construction features
The construction of a bridge and the materials used are the result of reasoned technical decisions taken by the designers and builders based on their experience,
knowledge and skill, and influenced by a variety of specific environmental and economic considerations, eg local weather conditions, the "prestige" of the project and
the availability of resources. Unfortunately because this information is not available to
the modern engineer undertaking a structural assessment, they will have to make
assumptions regarding the design and construction of a bridge which may be 100 or
more years of age.
The non-visible construction features of a bridge can have a considerable influence
on structural behaviour. The assumption that a bridge has "typical" features, and not
taking into account, for example, the additional stiffening effect of internal spandrels,
can lead to significant error in calculating its structural capacity or interpreting its performance. It may also result in erroneous interpretation of cracks and other defects.
Additionally, serious technical problems and expensive delays can result when remedial work is commenced only to find that the bridges internal structure is not as was
assumed.
Since the internal structure of a bridge is not always apparent from a simple visual
observation, it may be necessary to carry out intrusive investigations, possibly supported by non-destructive techniques, to gain confidence in the assumptions made in
the structural assessment. Such investigations can confirm parameters such as arch
thickness as well as providing information on the type and condition of materials, and
identify hidden structural features such as internal spandrels and hollow areas. For
instance:

− spandrel walls, arch backings and infill may contain systems of relieving
arches and supports to produce hollow areas and reduce dead-load on the
structure. Internal spandrels may be longitudinal or transverse, are typically
supported directly by the arch barrel extrados, and can have a significant
stiffening effect. Relieving arches were typically designed to keep the line of
thrust close to the arch shape. The MEXE method of assessment cannot be
applied to such structures. Any model should take into account the particular
construction details
− piers may also use systems of hollowing or non-homogeneous construction to
reduce their dead-weight. Such features may not present externally visible
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clues. If there are concerns due to visual evidence that calculations would not
have predicted, then further investigation is advised to establish construction
details
− where backing material, such as rubble infill or massive masonry, is extended
over the pier and has a good frictional interaction with the arch extrados, this
may alter the effective springing location and cause the effective arch profile to
differ from the apparent geometric shape of the barrel. Knowledge of the
backfill dimensions and properties may be useful for structural analyses
− it should be remembered that statutory undertakers have apparatus in most
bridges and that installation, maintenance and repair can significantly
influence the contribution that the backfill makes to the bridge capacity. There
is at least one recorded case of a statutory undertaker cutting a chase
longitudinally across a masonry arch to accommodate his apparatus without
the knowledge of the bridge owner. Additionally, the variation in ground water
levels and leakage from water services can also affect the backfill
performance, as can flooding
− the external materials used for the bridge may be quite different in type and
quality to those found internally - for example, the external leaf of masonry
might be dressed stone or strong engineering brick, concealing an internal
structure of weaker bricks, rubble infill or voids. If there are no signs of
deterioration and adequate load carrying capacity has been demonstrated by
analysis, then the stress levels may be such that even with inferior infill
materials the structure may still be adequate
− such variation in quality is also found in stone bridges, where well-jointed and
regular shaped ashlar blocks present on external surfaces are frequently
backed by an irregular fill of random rubble or cobbles loosely cemented by a
weak mortar matrix. The rear face of stone blocks used for ashlar facings is
frequently undressed, giving rise to variations in depth between blocks; this
should be considered when assessing the true thickness of masonry courses.
Multi-ring arches occasionally comprise one material on the visible sections
and another internally, which can mask defects (eg ring separation) and lead
to erroneous assumptions regarding vault thickness and arch strength.
There is no universal agreement about the assessment of skewed masonry arch
bridges; however, some major asset owners do give guidance on this issue in their
standards. While Network Rail accept a 2D analysis for skewed bridges (Network
Rail, 2006), for skews up to 30° the Highways Agency advises that “average increase
in load carrying capacity of a skew bridge over a square bridge with the same span
and width can be estimated from (b/w)², where b = abutment width and w = bridge
width” (HA, 1997). For greater skews a 3D analysis should be undertaken.
However, large scale laboratory tests have demonstrated that arches with modest
skews of 22.5° display behaviour which is different to that of a square span arch
(Melbourne and Hodgson, 1995; Hodgson, 1996). Some care is needed when applying the above rules. Certainly bridges with a span/width ratio of greater than 1 should
be considered for a 3D analysis, even those with modest skews of 15°. On the other
hand, bridges with low span/width ratios (less than 0.5) may be assessed based on a
two dimensional analysis of the square span having due regard to the arch/spandrel
wall interaction.
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Piers are particularly susceptible to any imbalance between the thrusts from each of
the adjacent spans. Additionally, in the case of skew bridges the propensity for the
thrust to span at right angles to the abutments results in the pier of a multi-span
bridge experiencing significant torsion. Tests have shown that even for piers with a
height/thickness ratio of 3.4, failure in torsion is possible (Melbourne et al, 1997 and
1998). This should be checked using an appropriate shear stress limit of 0.15 N/mm²
for weak mortar. Piers should also be checked for soundness.
Tests on brickwork barrels subjected to point quarter span loading have shown that,
for barrels with an aspect ratio of one, the full width of the unloaded side of the barrel
was active in resisting the load (Melbourne and Wang, 2006). Most small span
bridges, up to about 6 m, are wider than their span, so there is some logic in analysing these bridges on the basis of an aspect ratio of one. Spandrel walls contribute to
barrel stiffness. If the barrel is wider than the span then this contribution reduces;
also, if spandrel wall separation is present then the stiffening effect is usually ignored
-although research has shown that if the backfill is in good condition, the spandrel
wall continues to stiffen the barrel, (Melbourne and Gilbert, 1997). However, current
advice is to ignore any contribution from the spandrel walls.
For a more thorough review of the influence of construction features on the structural
performance and capacity of masonry arch bridges, the reader is referred to:

− Using construction history as an aid to masonry bridge assessment (Colla et
al, 2002)
− The influence of construction technology on the mechanics of masonry railway
bridges (Brencich and Colla, 2002).
Defects
The assessing engineer is often faced with having to follow up a MEXE assessment
which has raised concerns about the carrying capacity of the bridge. This may be as
a consequence of the bridge's condition or a function of the MEXE method itself - for
example, a small span bridge with cover greater than the arch thickness often exceeds the 70 tonne maximum set by the method even when the bridge may be showing signs of distress.
Multi-ring brickwork arches present a particular mode of failure which involves the
breakdown in the bond between the individual rings. This is referred to as ring separation. Where headers (bricks laid radial that offer shear connection between the
rings) are provided, this may be sufficient to bond the two rings together. Even so,
there are cases where the headers have been cracked at the interface, with a resultant loss of homogeneity. Ring separation can also be caused by wash out of the
mortar -this may have occurred historically and so may not be suspected currently as
the bridge may now be "dry". Large scale laboratory experiments (Melbourne and
Gilbert, 1995) have shown that the net effect of ring separation is to significantly reduce the load carrying capacity of the bridge. Full ring separation may cause up to 50
per cent reduction in carrying capacity. Even partial ring separation can significantly
reduce the residual life of the bridge because propagation of internal cracking is accelerated by its presence (Melbourne, 2001). There are examples where changes in
loading regimes have accelerated such deterioration. Inspections should recognise
the importance of ring separation and the assessment method should fully recognise
its significance.
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Longitudinal cracks can occur anywhere within the barrel and reduce the capacity of
the arch to distribute the load evenly throughout the arch and onto the abutments or
piers. Additionally, if the cracks occur immediately behind the spandrel wall it can
isolate the wall and hence reduce its contribution to supporting the arch. This is a
point for debate as most computer models ignore the contribution from the spandrel
walls and therefore it could be argued that spandrel wall separation has no effect on
the predicted carrying capacity using such software. However, it is likely that the
software has been validated using test data from field tests where spandrel walls
were present. It is important to check this - in particular, the material; from which the
bridge was constructed, the nature of the foundations and backfill, and the aspect
ratio and, of course, the span to rise ratio and depth of fill. If these individually or collectively differ from the validating test by more than 25 per cent then the validating
test data should not be used (or at least treated with some caution and engineering
judgement).
Longitudinal cracks which extend down to the springings may be as a result of
stresses caused by live loading from bi-directional traffic.
Transverse cracking may not be significant if longstanding, and can be treated as
benign but its presence should be taken into account when idealising the bridge for
structural assessment. Recent or "live" transverse cracks are a more immediate concern, particularly where they form at the quarter-span positions of single span
bridges, or at the crown position of multi-span bridges, where they may signify the
formation of a mechanism. In the case of voussoir arches this may not mean that the
bridge is about to collapse but frequent monitoring is recommended. However, in the
case of multi-ring brickwork arches such cracking may be accompanied by the formation of ring separation which has been shown in laboratory tests to reduce load carrying capacity (Gilbert and Melbourne, 1994; Melbourne and Gilbert, 1995; Melbourne
et al, 1997).
Cracking in the crown region of a single span bridge may be associated with a
"punching" type failure mechanism and which may be accompanied by the formation
of a "yield-line" type failure. The assessment methodology should consider this mode
of failure.
Diagonal cracking is invariably caused by non-uniform settlement/spread of the
abutments/piers which results in torsion being induced in the barrel. The presence of
such cracking should be incorporated into the assessment model.
Section 8.3.3 gives some guidance regarding modelling of defects and how the various methods deal with them.
Materials
The simulation of masonry in analysis of masonry arch bridges can be significantly
complex.
Depending on the analysis method used, the following material properties may need
to be considered for masonry: Density, Young’s modulus, Poisson’ ratio, Compressive strength (and/or stress-strain relationship), Shear strength, Tensile strength,
Mode I fracture energy, Mode II fracture energy, Coefficient of friction, Coefficient of
thermal expansion etc. The most commonly required backfill parameters are self
weight and shear strength. In-situ pressures and soil stiffness may also be required
depending on the nature of the analysis to be undertaken.
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The sensitivity of different analysis techniques to the material properties is shown in
Table 8.23.
Others considerations
All masonry arch bridges have a common uncertainty over the way the load disperses through the backfill. This is a particular problem in the case of high-speed
trains and heavy road vehicles where dispersal of the load through the backfill is not
wholly understood and certainly has never been measured in the field. There is a
tacit assumption in the assessment methods that the backfill is in good condition and
it is well compacted, however this should be verified. Whether the backfill is granular
or cohesive should be considered when modelling its contribution to the carrying capacity of the bridge. It is very important to substantiate the nature and condition of the
backfill for a distance of at least 1.5 times the depth to the abutment foundations. Additionally, due account should be taken of seasonal and special events, like flooding,
when determining the contribution that the backfill will make to the load carrying capacity of the bridge.
Usually, the soil-structure interaction is only crudely represented in all but the most
sophisticated (and expensive) models. Many models assume fixed abutments which
predetermines the pattern of soil strain. In reality the barrel thrust causes spread of
the skewbacks. This may be manifest by sliding of the skewbacks, and/or sliding and
rotation of the abutments. All of which has a significant influence on the soil strain
and hence the stabilising effect of the backfill.
Another topic for debate is the equivalent width of the barrel that supports the applied
load. All the 2D analyses work on the basis of a unit width of arch. The axle loading is
determined per unit width based on a dispersal of 1H:2V through the fill.
The structural performance of the barrel has been the subject of much research, both
experimental and theoretical, but there are still many uncertainties regarding predicting performance. In particular, the prediction of serviceability limit state performance
continues to be a problem, and the prediction of brittle phenomena like ring separation in multi-ring brickwork barrels is difficult.
Recent studies at the Universities of Salford and Cardiff (Melbourne et al, 2004) have
confirmed, independently, that fatigue is an issue for brickwork barrels and should be
considered. At present, the advice is to limit the stress to below that created by applying somewhere between 40 to 50 per cent of the masonry strength. When considering the effect of fatigue the condition of the bridge is important. The presence of
cracks indicates that sections of the barrel have experienced redistribution of stress
leaving elements of the bridge in a continuous state of stress in excess of the limits
given above - which creates a situation where fatigue, or incremental loss of strength,
is likely. This possibility should be investigated. There is an important distinction to be
made between cracks that result from settlement and those that result from overloading. In the latter case the working stress levels in the barrel are high and the stress
range during each load cycle may be high. While in the former case, there is no
stress cycling although the working loads will produce some low stress cycling which
may be below the endurance limit and therefore not a long-term problem.
In recent years, data from many laboratory and field tests have confirmed the complexity of the behaviour of masonry arch bridges. The assessing engineer should always be mindful of the limitations of the model that is used to assess carrying capac-
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ity and the effects of working loads on the residual life of the bridge. The published
test data that are used to validate the models have limitations that should not be ignored -not least of which is that all field tests were undertaken under monotonic loading. Additionally, most of the test results suggested a ductile behaviour of the arch
barrel. The loading systems used were very stiff compared with the stiffness of the
bridge. This meant that as the arch barrel deflected the load would drop off very
quickly. In some cases servo-systems were used to follow the load but even in these
cases a falling load-deflection curve was observed. This means that had the load
been applied as Kentledge, the bridge would have collapsed when the maximum load
was reached. There would have been some warning but there would have been little
reserve of extra strength.
Table 8.23 is intended to identify both the importance and the sensitivity of different
assessment methods to the different properties of masonry arch bridges. Given the
wide range of methods that currently exists and that will be developed in the near
feature within each category of assessment considered, the values presented can
only be indicative. Similarly, the sensitivity of the assessment methods to the input
parameters will vary with the characteristics of the masonry arch bridge being considered.
Table 8.23 Sensitivity of analysis techniques to input parameters and techniques for
obtaining them
Input parameter

1

Parameter sensitivity
How to obtain
(√√= most sensitive, √ = sensitive, x = not sensitive)
Basic 2D Basic 2D 3D
3D
4
5
limit
rigid
FEM DEM
2
3
analysis block

Geometry
Number of spans

√√

√√

√√

√√

Visual inspection

Arch profile

√√

√√

√√

√√

Measurement by standard surveying techniques or "advanced"
techniques eg laser profiling, photogrammetry.

Arch thickness profile

√√

√√

√√

√√

Coring (E), external measurement (it should be remembered that
arch barrels are often not the same thickness throughout the
width of the bridge; it cannot be assumed that any previous
surveys took this into account. This is a fundamental parameter
that must be correct).

Number of rings

x

√√

√√

√√

Coring (E), visual inspection (see "Arch thickness profile"
above)

Backfill profile

√

√

√√

√√

Trial pits (E), radar (E), Standard survey techniques

Presence of backing

√√

√√

√√

√√

Trial pits (E), radar (E), electrical conductivity (E), acoustic
tomography (E)

Surfacing thickness

x

x

x

x

Trial pit, coring, radar (E)

Spandrel wall thickness and height

x

x

√

√

Coring (E), radar (E) - both coupled with standard surveying
techniques

Width of bridge loaded

x

x

√

√

Direct measurement

Pier height and thickness

√

√

√

√

Standard surveying techniques, coring (E), radar (E)

Material properties
Material properties are typically determined using in situ or laboratory tests which are often expensive and also relate only to
the location of the test/sample, so may not be fully representative of the element that is being modelled. Additionally some of
the parameters required for certain analysis techniques/software cannot be measured, in which case a parametric sensitivity
analysis should be undertaken and carefully validated before results can be relied upon.
Masonry elastic
properties

x

x

√

√

Standard tests on core samples. Test specimens should be
intact on arrival at the laboratory. Remember that the core was
probably taken perpendicular to the direction of the principal
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compressive stress. Flat jacks have been used to estimate
elastic modulus of masonry in situ (E)
Masonry density

√

√

√

√

Tests on core samples

Masonry crushing
strength

√

√

√

√

Tests on core samples

Masonry shear
strength

x

x

√

√

No test - estimate

Masonry tensile
strength

x

x

√

√

No test - estimate

Masonry post-yield
behaviour

x

x

√

√

Tests on core samples

Ring-ring friction
properties

x

√√

√

√√

No test - estimate (could use the core sample to assess the
nature and properties of the mortar and hence estimate the
internal friction between the units and the mortar)

Spandrel-arch
and spandrelbackfill friction
properties

x

x

√

√

No test - estimate from backfill properties

Backfill density

√√

√√

√√

Determine using standard tests (eg Sand replacement)

Backfill deformational properties

x

x

√

√

Determine using standard geotechnical tests

Backfill strength
properties

√

√

√√

√√

Determine using standard geotechnical tests

Surfacing density

x

x

√

√

Tests on core samples

Spandrel arch connection conditions

x

x

√

√

Visual, hammer tapping, radar (E)

Connection between
rings

x

√√

√√

√√

Hammer tapping, sonics (E), radar (E)

Abutment conditions

x

√

√

√

Core (E), radar (E), sonics (E), hammer tapping, visual

Masonry condition

√

√

√

√

Core (E), radar (E), sonics (E), hammer tapping, visual

Initial conditions

x

x

√

√

Flat jack investigation and crack survey together with
deformation analysis

√√

Condition aspects

1

Potential methods of measurement are indicated where applicable; these are listed in order of typical reliability. (E) indicates
that the technique is likely to be relatively expensive to apply.
2

Assuming a Heyman type analysis model, incorporating extensions such as the ability to model multi-span arches and

finite masonry strength (eg ArchieM).
3

Assuming the masonry is modelled explicitly using rigid blocks, with the backfill modelled in a simplified manner. Supports
assumed fixed (eg RING 1.5).
4

Non-linear finite element model in which the masonry and surrounding fill are modelled using continuum elements. Smeared
crack model for the masonry.
5

Assuming the masonry and surrounding fill are both modelled using 3D discrete elements.

8.3.2.4

Assessment results

Where assessment demonstrates adequate capacity
Where assessment results indicate that bridge capacity is adequate to meet loading requirements:

− structural adequacy should be kept under review and re-assessment may be
necessary where there are changes in vehicle loading, in the bridge's
condition (ie there is new evidence of structural distress or deterioration) or in
its environment
− the structural sensitivity of each bridge should be assessed, and critical
elements identified. Additional measures (eg monitoring or special
maintenance) may be required to reduce risk and ensure the continued
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adequacy of bridges and bridge elements which are considered particularly
sensitive, where deterioration is ongoing, or where incidents might damage the
bridge and compromise its structural integrity
− reassessment may also be required in response to specific needs, such as a
requirement for the bridge to carry abnormal loads, or where the bridge is to
be modified in some way
− some organisations require reassessment of old bridges to be undertaken on
a regular basis at some specified interval, irrespective of any specific need, in
order to ensure that assessments are kept reasonably current and that the
bridge's capacity has not been significantly reduced by the processes
associated with gradual ageing in service.
Where assessment fails to demonstrate adequate capacity

− Where assessment results indicate that a bridge does not meet the required
capacity, it should at least provisionally, be considered inadequate to meet
requirements. A "failed" assessment does not necessarily mean that the
bridge is inadequate to carry the required loading and consideration needs to
be given to other factors, including the bridge's history, current condition and
the potential degree of conservatism in the assessment results.
− the bridge should be managed in a safe and responsible manner until such a
time as either (i) its capacity can be proven to be adequate, either by
reassessment or by implementing remedial/strengthening works, or (ii) until it
can be replaced. This may require the execution of precautionary measures,
restrictions on its use (eg on vehicle weight or speed) and close monitoring of
its condition (eg through increased frequency of inspections)
− where the assessment was based on a simple assessment technique (eg
MEXE, thrust-line analysis) but the bridge shows no evidence of structural
distress and engineering judgement suggests that the assessment technique
is likely to be conservative, re-assessment using a more refined (and complex)
assessment technique may be appropriate. This may require additional
investigation of the bridge to determine the parameters needed for such an
analysis, and "hidden strengths" may be identified and taken into account.
This approach is that of a multi-level assessment procedure (see Section
8.3.2.2)
− where structural distress is evident, where engineering judgement suggests
that bridge capacity is inadequate, and where any additional (more refined)
secondary assessment of the bridge has failed to demonstrate its structural
adequacy, remedial (strengthening) works or replacement/renewal of the
bridge should be considered.
Wherever assessment indicates that a bridge has inadequate capacity to sustain
the required loadings, it is necessary to implement measures to mitigate the
safety risks and, as far as possible, preserve the integrity and function of the
bridge. The bridge owner has a statutory obligation to ensure the safety of their
staff and the public in such situations, and all of the large infrastructure owners
have their own internal procedures and policies for dealing with under-strength
bridges which satisfy their statutory obligations and align with their own organisational objectives.
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Available remedial options should be identified, considered and assessed based
on technical, operational and policy considerations, and recommendations made.
Appropriate precautions may be required to protect the structure and/or the public
before long-term remedial actions can be implemented.
Aspects to consider when determining the optimal course of action include:

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

bridge condition
strategic importance of route
volume of traffic
cost/benefit
availability of alternative routes
legal requirements
environmental impact.

The range of options available for dealing with bridges which fail to meet structural
performance requirements include:

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

monitoring
further testing and investigation
refined analysis
load tests (not permitted by some asset owners)
weight or speed restrictions
strengthening
reconstruction to current standards
closure.

The presence of services in bridge structures and the cost of diverting or supporting them during reconstruction can make some repair or replacements unviable.
The optimal timing of works to replace or repair a weak structure is dependent
upon a number of factors, including:

− volume and weight of traffic normally carried by it
− variations in traffic (eg periods of peak usage)
− the effect of traffic restrictions and redirection on the local transport
infrastructure
− the availability of alternative unrestricted crossings
− interaction with works scheduled on other elements of the local infrastructure
− nuisance and costs of delays and diversions to customers
− environmental impact of redirection, longer journeys etc
− the availability of resources
− economic factors, corporate policy and long-term performance objectives and
targets.
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In certain instances, immediate replacement or repair may not be feasible, or may
represent poor value for money. In such situations it may be possible to justify the
decision to postpone such works until a more favourable time and continue with
the necessary restrictions in usage until that point. In taking this decision it is important to give due consideration of all of the above factors, and to understand
that increases in the volume of traffic in other areas of the transport network, for
instance on nearby bridges, may hasten their deterioration.

8.3.3 Modelling of defects
Commonly available methods for the assessment of masonry bridges provide possibilities of simplified modelling of the main defect types. Selection of the appropriate
method is strongly dependent on the considered defect type. Some of the simple
methods are especially useful in the analysis of the typical defects providing sufficiently precise results for comparison of the various defect cases. However some of
the defects require more advanced approach like those based of 3D FE models to
evaluate reliably their influence on the load carrying capacity of the structure. Detailed analysis of the influence on the ultimate load of the selected types of defects
has been studied, see SB4.7.3 (2007) for further details.
It cannot be overemphasised that any analysis, however empirical (in the case of the
MEXE method) or sophisticated (as in the case of FEM/DEM methods), the result
can only be a good as the input data. This not only includes the field data for the particular bridge being assessed but also the compatibility of the validating
field/laboratory data. In particular, caution should be exercised in the interpretation of
computer output. The main advantage of computerised modelling techniques is that
stress levels and deflections can be calculated; how meaningful they are is open to
question but they do provide an idea of the potential problems. However, it is universally accepted that masonry arch bridges crack, even before the centering is removed. This is a very important observation that should not be obscured by the sophistication of some of the currently available software.
Where the analytical technique specifically excludes any of the potential modes of
bridge failure then the assessor should check whether or not such modes can occur
and take appropriate action. For example; the possibility of snap-through in a flat barrel or ring separation in a multi-ring brickwork barrel.
Table 8.24 gives some guidance regarding defects and how the various methods
deal with them.
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Table 8.24 Significance of defects for assessment purposes
Defect

MEXE

Rigid block

FEM/DEM

Vertical differential
settlement between
adjacent supports;
springings stay parallel.

Not specifically mentioned but is rolled
up in the "lateral cracks or permanent
deformation of the arch which may be
caused by partial failure of the arch or
movement at the abutments". This is
given a condition factor of 0.6 -0.8.

No specific
consideration.

Settlement can be incorporated into the model.

Horizontal spread of
support; springings stay
parallel.

Not specifically mentioned but is rolled
up in the "lateral cracks or permanent
deformation of the arch which may be
caused by partial failure of the arch or
movement at the abutments". This is
given a condition factor of 0.6 -0.8.

No specific
consideration.

Horizontal spread of the supports can be incorporated into
the model.

Horizontal inward movement of support; springings stay parallel.

Not specifically mentioned but is rolled
up in the "lateral cracks or permanent
deformation of the arch which may be
caused by partial failure of the arch or
movement at the abutments". This is
given a condition factor of 0.6 -0.8.

No specific
consideration.

Horizontal inward movement
of the supports can be incorporated into the model

Transverse settlement of
an abutment or pier
• Rotation
• local differential settlement

In the absence of any barrel cracking no
No specific
specific guidance is given. If diagonal
consideration.
cracking is present then this is considered
to be dangerous if extensive. A condition
factor of between 0.3 and 0.7 is given.

With a 3D model it is possible to
model the cracking but this
would make the analysis very
expensive and could only be
justified in special cases. (eg.
listed structure).

Effects of point load
actions (slipped units,
fan yield-line patterns)

Considered when determining the
condition factor.

No specific
consideration.

With a 3D model it is possible to
model the cracking but this
would make the analysis very
expensive and could only be
justified in special cases (eg.
listed structure).

Hinge formation and
incremental loss of
statical indeterminacy.

Not specifically mentioned but is rolled
up in the "lateral cracks or permanent
deformation of the arch which may be
caused by partial failure of the arch or
movement at the abutments". This is
given a condition factor of 0.6 -0.8.

The 2D ultimate limit
state load carrying
capacity is calculated.

The successive hinge formation
can be followed through the
analysis. 2D and 3D models can
be built.

Shear loading

No specific consideration but should be
incorporated into the condition factor.

RING program specifically models the interface between the units
to allow for unit slippage
and ring separation.

This can be modelled but there
are problems with validating the
output given that the parameters that govern this mode of
behaviour are not well understood or measurable for an
existing structure.

Transverse bending effects: The position and extent of the cracking
Longitudinal cracking
influences the condition factor. This varies
depending upon the bridge authority.
Longitudinal cracks due to differential
settlement are considered dangerous by
the Trunk Road authorities. If the cracks
are greater than 3 mm and at less than 1
m centres then a condition factor of 0.4
should be adopted. Otherwise, a factor of
up to 0.6 may be used. Network Rail, on
the other hand, offers a range of condition
factors from 0.95 for a situation where the
longitudinal cracks are outside the centre
third of the barrel, less than one tenth of
the span in length, to 0.85 for a crack
within the centre third of the barrel longer
than one tenth of the span in length.

Currently, all rigid block
formulations analyse the
barrel as a 2D problem
and so do not consider the
transverse distribution.
Consequently, whether
longitudinal cracks are
present or not does not
affect the calculated
carrying capacity per
metre width.

Like the rigid block programs,
2D models will not be affected
by the longitudinal cracking. In
the 3D models, but it is possible
to introduce the discontinuities
caused by the cracking. This
will make the model very complex and the validation of its
results would be highly questionable given our current
knowledge and material property data.

Transverse bending. Span- Suggests that spandrel wall separation
drel wall separation.
does not per se affect the condition factor
but that its presence should be considered within the remit of the overall condition factor.

Currently, all rigid block
formulations analyse the
barrel as a 2D problem
and so do not consider the
transverse distribution.
Consequently, whether
longitudinal cracks are

Like the rigid block programs,
2D models will not be affected
by the longitudinal cracking. In
the 3D models, but it is possible
to introduce the discontinuities
caused by the cracking. This
will make the model very com-
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present or not does not
affect the calculated
carrying capacity per
metre width.

plex and the validation of its
results would be highly questionable given our current
knowledge and material property data.

Material deterioration.

Material factors take into account the
condition of the material.

Engineering judgement is
applied to represent the
barrel by adjusting the
geometry and strength of
the barrel.

It is possible for a 3D model to
vary the properties of the bridge
material throughout its thickness and width and thus represent the actual condition of the
bridge. This is very difficult and
expensive to do. More usually a
"smear" approach is taken to
replicate the actual structure.

Ring separation

Not specifically mentioned in any of the
MEXE methods of assessment. This
should be considered very carefully.
Large-scale laboratory tests have shown
that there is the potential for crack propagation and that this results in loss of
carrying capacity. Ignoring the bottom ring
and carrying out an assessment using the
reduced effective thickness is not recommended unless it has been shown that
the remaining ring is intact.

RING program specifically
models the interface
between the units to allow
for unit slippage and ring
separation.

This can be modelled but there
are problems with validating the
output given that the parameters that govern this mode of
behaviour are not well understood or measurable for an
existing structure.

8.3.4 Modelling of repairs and strengthening
It is important to take into account the effect of repair and strengthening made on the
bridge. This includes not only the final state after repair or strengthening, but also
how the repair or strengthening was performed, the extent of the works (in particular
the extent of the earthworks on the backfill), the sequence of actions and the state of
loading. These circumstances can have a major influence on the mode of behaviour
of the bridge and on the distribution of forces in the bridge.
A comprehensive range of repair and strengthening techniques is presented in SB6.2
(2007). The engineering aspects of each technique are listed and these should be
taken into account when modelling the bridge.
A critical question that has to be evaluated is interaction between the constituent materials and the new materials whether they are simply replacement materials or significant structural elements like a reinforced concrete saddle.
Of particular concern is the long-term performance of near surface reinforcement in
the masonry arch barrel. The fatigue life of such ‘composites’ has not been independently reported in the public domain. Therefore, at present, such techniques are
not recommended as a means of reinstating/enhancing the load carrying capacity of
railway masonry arch bridges.

8.3.5 The SMART assessment method
It is recommended that the SMART method be adopted for the carrying capacity of
the bridge. This is outlined in Table 8.25.
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ENHANCED

1) GEOMETRY &
CONSTRUCTION

Basic dimensions
for MEXE and
REAM assessment

Full geometrical
survey

Full geometrical survey

2) LOADING

Determined from
nomogram/charts

UIC loading or
equivalent

UIC loading or equivalent

3) MATERIALS

Identified and
condition assessed.

Field tests and
samples

Extensive field tests
and sampling

4) ANALYSIS

No analysis required for MEXE
assessment. Basic 2D analysis

Mechanism
method plus consideration of
other modes of
failure (eg ring
separation)

Mechanism method
and FE/DE methods
including sophisticated
material and soil material properties

Statically determinate analysis
to establish
stresses
5) ULS

N/A

Check that the
failure load is
greater than the
factored loading

Check that the failure
load is greater than the
factored loading

6)PLS

Determined by
the application of
factors to the initial permitted
axle loading

Check that the
working loads do
not induce
stresses greater
than permissible
stresses

Check that the working
loads do not induce
stresses that are
greater than the permissible stresses – if
the do then probabilistic techniques may be
used to consider risk
or if S-N type curves
are available for the
critical stress parameters then this can be
considered (see residual life)

7) RESIDUAL
LIFE

Not determined

Not determined

Determination possible
using enhanced material property parameters (S-N type curves)
and/or probabilistic
techniques
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Note: The Ultimate Limit State (ULS) is defined as the condition at which a collapse mechanism forms in the
structure or its supports. The Permissible Limit State (PLS) is defined as the limit at which there is a loss of structural integrity which will measurably affect the ability of the bridge to carry its working loads for the expected life of
the bridge.
MEXE – Military Engineering Experimental Establishment,
REAM – Railway Empirical Assessment Method (Harvey, 2008)

In the following paragraphs each of the several stages is presented.
Stage 1 Geometry and Construction
It is important in any structural assessment that sufficient information is collected
which is compatible with the assessment method to be used. With a MEXE assessment it must be recognised that many factors have not been taken into account – and
hence this will have an impact upon the level of confidence in the output.
All assessment methods come with a ‘health warning’. Although this may appear selfevident, it is worth saying given the implied ‘accuracy’ of some FE analyses.
Recently, there has been a preoccupation with the stability of the arch barrel, particularly in the context of the development of hinged mechanisms. Admittedly, the soilarch barrel interaction is better understood, but this is only part of the story. Due regard should be given to the construction details and to the influence that the wing
walls, spandrel walls, foundations, piers and abutments have on the mode of behaviour. Most importantly at this stage, the defects should be carefully recorded as they
will have a significant influence on each of the subsequent stages.
Stage 2 Loading
Dead loads are essential for the stability of masonry arch bridges. It is important to
consider accurately the weight and distribution of the bridge and its superimposed
dead loads. This may be significantly affected by the internal construction, for example where the original internal voids between longitudinal spandrel walls have been
filled. The application of load factors should take into account whether or not the
dead load is beneficial.
Specific guidance on the load type, magnitudes, positions, frequency, etc. may be
taken from the standard appropriate for the specific bridge.
Current assessment methods use deterministic approaches to represent the load
regime that the bridge experiences. More recently, probabilistic approaches have
been proposed.
To date, the value and dispersal of load through the fill has been based upon equivalent static values and ‘classical’ geotechnical dispersal. This view is now being tested
against a background of proposed increases in train speeds and axle loadings. Preliminary conclusions of numerical modelling of an embankment incorporating a ‘rigid’
arch opening subjected to train loadings at various speeds suggest that the horizontal
pressure changes are concentrated in a zone in the vicinity of the ballast/backfill interface. Additionally, large scale laboratory tests have been undertaken to study the
fundamental nature of the soil-structure interaction with granular and cohesive backfills. Initial findings have indicated the extent of the backfill that is mobilised at failure
and the limited interaction at the permissible limit state.
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Stage 3 Materials
The third step is to consider the construction materials and their basic properties. The
main materials used in masonry construction include a variety of bricks and stone
units, typically separated by bed and vertical joints comprising some type of mortar.
In the case of dressed stone voussoir arches the interface with the mortar is conducive to good bonding and the percentage of mortar per unit volume is usually less
than 2%. In multi-ring brickwork arches, this percentage rises to approximately 20%
whilst the bonding becomes problematic. Additionally the brick bonding between the
rings is important and if no headers are provided then ring separation is increasingly
possible. This will result in tangential cracks, loss of continuum behaviour and hence
reduction of the carrying capacity. Finally, a random rubble arch may have up to 40%
volume of mortar with the consequential reduction in strength. The response of masonry to loads is influenced by the way in which these materials have been used in
the bridge construction, their original physical characteristics and any subsequent
changes, including deterioration. On this last point, it should be remembered that the
majority of the masonry arch bridge stock is now in excess of one hundred years old.
Guidance on the macroscopic material properties is given in current assessment
‘codes’, but little guidance is available if more sophisticated analyses are judged necessary.
The MEXE method deals with material properties in an empirical way by modifying
the carrying capacity derived for the ‘standard’ case to take account of the actual
condition and nature of the bridge. All other methods require the assessing engineer
to make some assumptions regarding the properties of the constituent materials.
These range, depending upon the method of analysis, from simplifying assumptions
like infinite stiffness and strength in compression and no tensile strength to very sophisticated mathematical models which consider interface bond and non-linear behaviour of heterogeneous assemblages. What is important is that the ramifications of
any limitations and/or assumptions that are made when applying the chosen approach to the problem are fully recognised. The more sophisticated FE techniques
should include a parametric study, as many of the parameters which have to be defined in the mathematical model cannot be measured in the real structure. The determination of the material properties of the bridge present the assessing engineer
with many problems. There has been some development in NDT methods
(www.sustainablebridges.net) but detailed evaluation of insitu properties and their
variation is still some way off. At present, a deterministic approach is adopted, although methodologies for probabilistic techniques are being tested as part of the
European Sustainable Bridges project (www.sustainablebridges.net).
The basic properties include the elastic modulus, compressive and tensile strengths,
bond strengths and shear strength. Other properties include thermal coefficient, viscous deformation, fatigue properties. Although some of these are well understood in
the case of modern brickwork, the same is not true for historic brickwork and stone
masonry. Consequently, a good deal of experience and judgment is needed to arrive
at realistic estimates. Of equal importance are the properties of the backfill and surfacing materials and the form and condition of the foundations.
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Stage 4 Analysis
Putting the MEXE method to one side for the time being – except to note that in the
context of the SMART method, it would be considered to be a PLS. It may be said
that all the alternative methods are preoccupied with the ULS.
The advantage of considering ULS mechanisms is that the calculated failure load is
not influenced by either the small geometrical changes that occur during loading or
the initial stress state. The mechanism analysis is based upon an arch barrel comprising a rigid material, infinitely strong in compression but with no tensile strength,
(however, most programs nowadays allow for a finite strength). The backfill may be
treated as anything from a vertical dead load only through to sophisticated soil mechanics models. Analyses rarely go beyond a 2D analysis. FE and DE analyses have
been undertaken and reported in the literature. All too often they depend on the selection of values for parameters that cannot be measured.
A major concern, however, is that as the mechanism, FE and DE programs develop
further and greater confidence in the accuracy of their output is claimed (and may be
justified in some cases), then the proposed working loads will be increased based, as
it is currently, on half the ULS capacity. The worry is that this enhanced working load
may be above the endurance limit for the fabric of the bridge. There are recent examples of bridges that have rapidly deteriorated when the loading regime has experienced a step change in axle loading which has taken the working load stresses
above the endurance limit. It is therefore recommended that working loads are NOT
calculated as a fixed fraction of the ULS capacity but in the context of the PLS capacity.
Where the SMART method has a major departure from current methods is in considering the analysis associated with the PLS. In this analysis, it is recognised, as Barlow so graphically demonstrated in 1846, that there are an infinite number of thrust
line trajectories – the analyst only has to identify one that does not violate the stress
criteria for stability to be demonstrated. The major stumbling block has always been
that the initial stress state is not known with any certainty. However, we do know that
the bridge is still standing and therefore must be in, at least, a statically determinate
state.
The bridge is analysed using a structural idealisation that takes its condition into account. For example, hinges may be assumed at the springings and crown; or that
hinges occur at each of the springings and one of the hinges is on a roller; etc. It is
interesting to consider the MEXE method at this stage. This method is based on work
by Pippard who idealised the arch barrel as a 2-pinned parabolic arch loaded at the
crown. The load capacity was determined based on stress criteria (1.4 N/mm² in
compression and 0.7 N/mm² in tension). He had effectively decided that the arch
would have retained one redundancy based upon field observations and common
engineering sense as he had ignored the stiffening effects of the backfill and the
spandrel and wing walls. Additionally, with the passage of time, any initial crown
cracking will have autogenously healed (and the intrados will have been repointed) –
anyway the method takes into account the condition of the mortar joints. The important point is that the method considers the working loads. It follows that it is only
those bridges for which the idealisation is not valid that the MEXE method is suspect
– these would include bridges where the relative stiffness of the abutments is suspect
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i.e. small spans with insubstantial abutments, flat spans, etc or where the idealisation
is inappropriate i.e. skew spans.
Stage 5 ULS
An Ultimate Limit State (ULS) analysis must be undertaken to demonstrate that the
bridge is capable of carrying an overload. This analysis is usually undertaken using
either a mechanism type and/or an FE/DE approach. In the latter cases, some attempt can be made to monitor the structural response as the load increases, registering when hinges occur etc. It is very important to be aware that the modelling (particularly the material properties) may preclude the formation of some modes of failure. Additionally, validation of the analysis is usually undertaken using the UK field
tests from the 1980’s. These data relate to bridges that were tested in a particular
way and for which very few parameters were accurately recorded. Also, the bridge
construction usually was not known prior to the tests and which in most cases proved
to be critical in determining the bridge failure mode and load. It is recommended that
before applying an FE/DE program to any bridge that it be validated using the most
relevant test bridge available and undertaking a parametric sensitivity exercise. Further, the idealisation should take into account the foundation conditions and the backfill for a distance of at least 1.5 times the depth from the traffic surface to the founding
level.
The crude method of determining the working capacity by using half the ULS capacity
is NOT recommended. This is based upon the 1980’s UK field tests where it was observed that the initial ‘elastic’ response of the bridge to the quarter span KEL extended to approximately half the failure load. But this type of loading may not be the
critical loading at working loads – Pippard may be correct in considering the crown
loading as the critical case for the working load.
Stage 6 PLS
The Permissible Limit State (PLS) in the context of the definition requires the assessing engineer to determine whether or not the endurance limit stress for the fabric of
the bridge has been exceeded. It should be remembered that this should include the
full range of modes of behaviour i.e. not just flexural stresses in the barrel but also
shear stresses in multi-ring brickwork arches, radial shear stresses, soil bearing
stresses etc. A number of ways in which this might be determined have already been
discussed. In the absence of reliable S-N type curves it will mean that for the time
being permissible stresses will have to be used to determine the load. To allow the
bridge to operate above this level may not result in immediate failure or any shortterm deterioration but will mean that there is a long –term concern.
Stage 7 Residual Life
The assessment of the fatigue performance of a bridge can be formulated in two different ways:
1) Calculation of the reliability index or probability of failure in a given reference
time
2) Calculation of the remaining service life with a predefined probability level.
With the available experimental data, the first assessment will be only pertinent in the
case of fatigue due to compression in the masonry (single-ring arches). The process
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of the calculation of the reliability index or probability of failure due to service loads
causing a fatigue failure is as follows:
1.- Build up a theoretical model of the bridge. Because the load level introduced in
the analysis will be equivalent to the service loads, a linear elastic model or other
simplified models as presented in this document can be used.
2.- Define the typical trains passing the bridge determining the axle-spacing and axleloads. Define how many of each typical trains will cross the bridge in the remaining
service life period (defined by the user)
3.- Simulate the passage of each train in the numerical model and obtain the stress
versus time relationship for the most critical locations in the bridge. Take into account
that the loads should include the dynamic amplification factor as we are dealing with
service load levels.
4.- From the stress-time relationship obtain the maximum stress in the predefined
locations and obtain the relation S= maximum stress/ compressive strength for each
typical train and only for the stress peaks in the stress-time curve where S > 0.5 (endurance limit)
5.- For each value of Si > 0.5 and according to the number of trains that will cross the
bridge in the defined period of time, obtain the number of times, ni , that each value S
will be reached in the selected locations ( Define the histogram of S ). According to
what is explained in the next point, it is recommended to obtain the values of ni for
the ranges 0.5<S<0.55, 0.55<S<0.6, 0.6<S< 0.65, 0.65<S<0.7,
0.7<S<0.75,0.75<S<0.8, 0.8<S.
6.- According to the Miner´s rule, the limit state function can be defined as:

G=1 −

(8.8)

ni
S i > 0.5 N i

∑

where Ni is the number of loading events causing the failure. According to what is
explained in SB4.7.4 (2007), Ni is a random variable that can be modelled by a
Weibull distribution with the parameters as presented in Table 8.26 depending on the
value of S. For each of the 7 ranges of S defined in point 5, the corresponding parameters of the distribution can be obtained from Table 8.26.
7.- Once the random variables Ni present in the limit state function are perfectly defined, then applying FORM, the reliability index can be calculated.
Table 8.26 Parameters of the Weibull distribution as a function of the stress level
S
αlnu
u
> 0.8

5.336

528

0.75-0.8

4.3585

3436

0.70-0.75

7.7298

1324

0.65-0.70

4.8822

40306

0.60-0.65

2.521

40010

0.55-0.60

5.3679

353144

0.5 - 0.55

9.0308

29138
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The process of the calculation of the remaining service life with a predefined probability level is as follows:
1.- Proceed from step 1 to five as in the previous case
2.- Calculate the minimum stress level (compression or shear) in the selected locations. This will be the value corresponding to the empty bridge (self-weight + permanent loads). For each stress range, calculate the ration Ri = minimum
stress/maximum stress
3.- In the case of fatigue due to compression (single-ring arches), according to Equation 8.9 and the values of A and B in Table 8.27 for the desired probability level, calculate for each range of S (with the corresponding values of R) the number of events
to failure Ni
S = A x N-B(1-R)

(8.9)

the values in table 8.28 are obtained for the coefficients A and B for different values
of the survival function SF
Table 8.27 Parameters of fatigue equation depending on the required confidence
level
SF
A
B
r
0.95

1.106

0.0998

0.95

0.90

1.303

0.1109

0.98

0.80

1.458

0.1095

0.97

0.70

1.494

0.1023

0.93

0.60

1.487

0.0945

0.90

0.50

1.464

0.0874

0.86

The mean value of the coefficient B for SF>0.6 is 0.1034.
4.- In the case of fatigue due to shear (multi-ring arches), at this moment the only
fatigue equation available is Equation 8.10, which corresponds to a probability of 50
% (correlated directly to test data). Using this equation, the number of events to failure Ni can be estimated.
S = 2.69 N-0.3(1-R)

S >0.4

(8.10)

5.- Given the estimated number of typical trains crossing the bridge for a reference
period ( 1 year for instance), then calculate the time necessary to reach the value 1 in
the accumulated damage equation.

8.4

Assessment and life expectancy

Currently it is assumed that the ‘safe’ capacity for masonry is around 50% of the ultimate limit state. However allowing the bridge to be used at 50% of its ultimate capacity may induce stresses that are well in excess of the PLS material stresses and consequently would result in premature failure.
It is also important to realise that the different modes of behaviour (and their associated induced levels of stress) are not mutually exclusive i.e. the load that induced
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punching shear is the same load that will be inducing simultaneously longitudinal
shear, flexure, tension, compression etc.
The number of cycles the structure can experience prior to any mode of failure may
be determined using Equation 8.8. This requires realistic values for the stress ranges
and the maximum stress to be determined that the arch experiences under each
range of loading. This can help indicating the effect of any change in the loading regime on the life expectancy of the bridge. For example, if for the compressive
strength of the brickwork the slope of the S-N curve is only 0.05, a small change in
the stress range parameter will have a large effect on the number of cycles to failure.
At the extreme case where Smax tends to Sult, Equation 8.8 reduces to Equation
8.11.
ΔS
= A − B log N
Sult

(8.11)

It can therefore be seen that if the change in stress level increases from for example
0.25 Sult to 0.5 Sult (if A = 0.7 and B = 0.05) then the maximum number of cycles to
failure reduces from 107 to 104 with the consequential reduction in residual life. This
is particularly significant when the line traffic regime is changed, for example, by increasing the number and axle loading of freight trains.
Subsequently the number of cycles to failure under the range of stress levels should
be compared with the number of cycles the structure has experienced with the help
of Miner’s Rule (see Equation 8.12).

n1 n2
+
+ ... < 1
N1 N 2

(8.12)

The new SMART assessment method can therefore give an estimate of residual life
of the bridge and thus enable a more informed management of the bridge stock.

8.4.1 Improvement of structural model
The analysis performed often reveals the critical modes of failure and the critical load
paths of the bridge. This means that a successively improved knowledge is gained
concerning the bridge and its response. Based on this it is often possible to further
improve the structural models, so that the response and/or the critical parts of the
bridge are better reflected. In previous sections different ways to improve the structural model are described. In Chapter 10, improvements of structural models through
testing and monitoring are described.

8.4.2 Improvement of basic information
The basic information can often be improved through more detailed inspections, testing and measurements. Based on the evaluation it is possible to focus the further
collection of field data to where the greatest benefit can be achieved (for example,
see Section 8.3.2).
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8.4.3 Strengthening, redefinition of use or demolition
It is essential that the cause of the deterioration is understood and the effects of any
strengthening or repair techniques are considered before commencing any work on
the bridge. At all times it is important to consider that masonry arch bridges derive
their strength and tolerance to movement from their ability to articulate – it is their
particulate nature that gives them their unique structural characteristics. If this is lost
then they behave in a different way that should be taken into account when considering their strength and residual life.
If remedial or strengthening works are selected without due consideration and understanding of their short and long-term effects, they may result in more harm than good
and can address one failure mode only to allow, or even cause, another. Particular
care is required when work is necessary to one span of a multispan bridge.
Sometimes repair and strengthening options are limited or their execution complicated by the presence of previous works on the bridge. The response of the bridge to
past works and their success can provide useful information for assessing the potential effects of the proposed works and their chances of success.
Strengthening and repair techniques of railway masonry arch bridges are further
treated in SB-STR (2007).

8.5
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9. Foundations and transition zones
For the assessment of existing railway bridges, it is important to have a holistic approach that takes into account the bridge, foundation and the embankment transition
zones. The load distribution and deflections in the transition zones due to passing
trains, which will be faster and heavier in the future, should be assessed with respect
to the influence on the bridge.
This chapter addresses the geotechnical issues for railway bridge foundations and
subsoil in transition zones. General recommendations for assessment are provided
and examples of methodologies are presented. This chapter also discusses briefly
the numerical analyses that were performed to evaluate the loads and deflections at
bridge abutments indicating the possibilities of this methodology. Results of these
numerical analyses are presented and discussed in chapter 8 Masonry arch bridges.
A summary of an analytical method that may be used to evaluate long-term settlements beneath railway embankments supported on soft soil is also presented and
exemplified.
The recommendations presented in this chapter are valid for all bridge types.
The scope of this project does not include the evaluation and design of existing foundations. However, foundations are included in Section 9.4 very much based on the
results from the EC research project RuFUS “Re-use of Foundation for Urban Sites”,
EVK4-2002-00099. The Best Practice Handbook produced by that project applies to
a large extent also to foundations of existing railway bridges.

9.1

Introduction

Transition between bridge and approach embankment is one of the most complicated
parts of a railway track since, at these locations, the rail is subjected to concentrated
stresses, which are due to dynamic and cyclic loads caused by the passage of trains
and bridge deflections. The extent of the problems that develop within the transition
zone is dependent upon the train load and train speed, and subgrade stiffness.
Many of the problems that occur within the transition zones are associated with modern train traffic, which is heavier and faster than the traffic for which the bridges were
designed. Due to faster and heavier modern trains, existing railway bridges are experiencing problems, such as an increase of differential settlements within the bridge
transition zone, and an increase of loads on existing bridge structures. An illustration
of issues that can develop in bridge transition zones is shown schematically in Figure
9.1. These problems can require extra maintenance, effect track availability and at
critical stage even have an adverse effect on the safety, reliability, and economy of
the railway operations.
Settlements have been identified as one of the major contributory factors in deterioration of the track geometry in bridge transition zones (ERRI 1999). Settlements may
occur in the subsoil and/or in the bridge backfill material. Three major causes of settlement within the transition zones have been identified (Li and Davis 2005):

− A large difference in stiffness between the portion of the track on the bridge
and the portion in the transition zone can lead to uneven deflections;
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− Unlike the bridge, which is supported on stiff foundations, the transition
zone is supported on the subsoil and inherently settles more than the
bridge;
− Settlements develop due to poor embankment materials, inadequate
compaction, and poor drainage conditions.
Train
Ballast Layer

Bridge Structure

Increased vertical deformations
Increased vertical and
horizontal stresses behind
the bridge
Embankment
Subsoil
Settlements in subsoil

Stiffness and bearing capacity of foundation

Figure 9.1. Illustration of geotechnical issues in bridge transition zones as train loads
and velocities increase
Differential settlements that develop within the transition zone have several impacts
on the railway operations, such as required repeated maintenance work and restrictions on train velocities. As soon as differential settlements begin to develop, the
variations of the dynamic train/track forces increase and this speeds up the track deterioration process (Lundqvist and Dahlberg 2004). Differential settlements are the
root of the "jump and bump" phenomena, which is shown schematically in Figure 9.2.

"Jump & Bump"
difference in rail level

Much less stiff track foundation
Very stiff track foundation

Bridge structure

Embankment

Subsoil

Figure 9.2 Illustration of the “jump & bump” phenomena.
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Dynamic response for assessment purposes

At low train speeds, the embankment response from a moving load is essentially
quasi-static. Loads within the transition zone increase with train axle load, as expected. The only dynamic effects associated with slower trains are those that arise
due to track irregularities.
However, as train velocities increase, the stresses against the bridge abutment and
the deflections within the transition zone increase non-linearly. Stresses and deformations increase substantially as the train velocity approaches the Rayleigh-wave
velocity of the embankment system. The Rayleigh wave velocity, VR, of a soil material may be estimated using the following expression (Hall 2000):

VR =

(9.1)

G (0.87 + 1.12 ⋅ υ )
⋅
ρ
(1 + υ )

where G = shear modulus =

E
, E = Elastic Modulus, υ = Poisson's ratio, and
2 ⋅ (1 + υ )

ρ = density.

The velocity of the train that equals the Rayleigh-wave velocity of the soil system is
commonly referred to as the “critical velocity.” Close to the critical train velocity, the
dynamic stresses and strains in the embankment and subsoil materials are high and
materials behave non-linearly. As the train velocity approaches the critical velocity,
deformations and vibrations within the embankment increase significantly. Therefore,
sites with low Rayleigh-wave, or shear-wave, velocities, such as sites with soft soils,
are particularly susceptible to excessive deformations, vibrations, and stresses from
high-speed trains. Regarding transition zones this is relevant at low embankments on
soft subsoils. The response of the track system is highly dependent upon the
Rayleigh-wave velocity of the soil and structural components.
At sites with low embankments on soft subsoil the ratio between the critical velocity
and the maximum train speed should be determined. In the Swedish instructions
from Banverket (Swedish Railway Organisation) it is stated that the critical velocity
shall be larger than 1.5 times the maximum allowed train speed if empirically based
and larger than 1.4 if the critical velocity is measured (Jorddynamiska analyser, Banverket 2001).
An example of a site with very soft subsoil and a low embankment is presented in
“Mitigation of Track and Ground Vibrations by High Speed Trains at Ledsgård, Sweden” (Holm et al. 2002). The critical velocity can for example be increased by improving the stiffness and strength of the subsoil, see “Mitigation of Track and Ground Vibrations by High Speed trains at Ledsgård, Sweden” (Holm et al. 2002).

9.3

Bridge transition zone assessment

The length of the bridge transition zone is governed by the difference in stiffness between the bridge and the embankment, the differential settlement between the bridge
and the embankment and the train speed. The length of the transition zone increase
with increasing differences in stiffness and differential settlement and with the train
speed. The bridge transition zone assessment should comprise the whole transition
zone. The length of the transition zone is normally in the range 10 to 40 meters. The
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length increases with increasing ratio between critical velocity and train speed (Esveld, 2001).

9.3.1 Initial assessment
As the first step in assessment the following documentation should be gathered and
evaluated

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

year of construction
as-built documentation
as-built documentation regarding possible transition slab
any reconstructions or track adjustments.
observations/records from inspection and maintenance
reports of total and differential settlements
reports on damage or rotation of the bridge structure
possible strengthening measures that have been implemented in the
transition zone. Such measures could have been performed with respect to
observed settlement, or with respect to the stability of the embankment in
the transition zone
− any available data from previous geotechnical investigations should be
compiled. Valuable information includes 1) the embankment profile,
including ballast, sub-ballast, and backfill materials, and 2) the subsoil
profile, including soil type, soil stratification, material property values and
ground water conditions.
− any other foundation activities, such as excavation, piling and ground water
lowering performed close to the bridge.
Existing old bridges normally do not have specially designed transition zones, and
embankments are often separated from the bridge only by a slot filled with draining
material, see Figure 9.3. Transition zones on such embankments are therefore sensitive to insufficient drainage. Insufficient drainage capacity may lead to surface erosion of embankments and a lowering of the bearing capacity of embankment materials, especially in silty materials. In many cases poor drainage close to abutments can
accelerate the degradation process that leads to settlements and low stability.
Where possible, the drainage system behind the bridge abutment should be investigated.
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Figure 9.3. A typical drainage design at a railway bridge (UIC 1982)
As part of the initial assessment, a visual inspection should be performed regarding

− pattern and extent of possible cracks in the superstructure
− deflections of superstructure (e.g. wings)
− the slopes in the embankment in the transition zones should be visually
inspected and evaluated. Slopes of the embankment close to the bridge
are sometimes very steep. In many cases there are no supporting wings,
or the wings are very short, and creep movements of slopes in transition
zones might occur. The movements are observed as additional
settlements of track and they can be recorded by a track geometry
recording car. Figure 9.4 shows an example of inclination of slopes and the
direction of slope creep.
− settlements in the transition zones
− hanging sleepers
− crushing of ballast
− movements/inclination of backfill supporting structures (E.g. gabions)
− poor drainage conditions in the transition zones close to the bridge
abutments
− scour or other erosion problems around the backfill/embankment close to
the bridge abutments and in the transition zones. Scour is the engineering
term for the water-induced erosion of the soil surrounding bridge
foundations (piers and abutments).
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Figure 9.4. Steep inclination of slopes close to the bridge abutments where creep
movements might occur
In general, the initial assessment stage includes collecting any existing data on the
bridge and transition zone, and performing visual inspections. Defects or insufficiencies in the bridge foundations, transition zones and subsoil can often not be inspected visually without excavation. However, deformations and cracks in the superstructure are indicators of problems and should be regarded during inspection. Scour
and other erosion problems, as well as differential settlements between bridge abutments and transition zones, are often more obvious.
Regarding scour reference is made to the CIRIA report “Manual on scour at bridges
and other hydraulic structures” by May et al. (2002). This report comprises definition
of scour, scour processes including scour failures, input to design process, estimation
of scour, scour protection and general issues. It is a manual for engineers engaged in
the design, construction, operation and maintenance of structures in the water environment that might be subject to scour. The manual is relevant to scour problems
affecting both new and existing structures.

9.3.2 Intermediate assessment
If the information gathered in the initial assessment is lacking or unsatisfactory, new
or complementary information shall be gathered by inspection and investigations at
the site. The level of investigation is dependent upon a number of factors including
the previously existing data, extent of problems observed at the site, and budgetary
constraints. Investigations will often be required if problems are developing at the
bridge site.
If a transition slab is existing a field investigation should be performed regarding

− length and width
− condition
− connection to the bridge abutment
Such an investigation could be made be exposing the slab or possibly by georadar.
Many technologies exist for obtaining information regarding subsurface conditions
(see SB-ICA, 2007). Examples of methods are

− auguring,
− coring, and
− cone penetration testing.
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Field investigations should be complemented with laboratory testing of field samples.
For soft soil sites, it is often necessary to evaluate the strength and consolidation of
the soil beneath the railway embankment. Cross-hole tomography has been verified
and presented within the larger framework of this project as a new method to determine the actual material property values of the subsoil in the transition zones of existing railway bridges. Cross-hole tomography is a large improvement on traditional
methods. First, using cross-hole tomography the material property values of the subsoil are obtained in the whole cross-section and not point-wise as with traditional
methods. Second, use of the method does not interfere with train traffic since the
measurements are made from outside the railway structure, while with traditional
methods access to the track area is required. Cross-hole tomography is discussed in
detail in SB3.14 (2006).
In Figure 9.5 an example of evaluation of cross-hole measurements as shear wave
tomogram is presented. In Figure 9.6, an example of the evaluated undrained shear
strength below the railway embankment is presented.
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Figure 9.5 Contour plots of shear wave tomograms beneath a railway embankment
(SB3.14 2006).
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Figure 9.6. Estimated undrained shear strength in natural soil beneath a railway embankment (SB3.14 2006).

9.4

Foundation assessment

The assessment of existing foundations on urban sites was studied and developed in
the EU-research project RuFUS “Reuse of Foundations for Urban Sites” EVK4-200200099 and presented in a Best Practice Handbook (RuFUS 2006). It applies to a
large extent also to foundations of railway bridges. Much of the following is taken
from the “Reuse of foundations for urban sites. A Best Practice Handbook”. (RuFUS,
2006).

9.4.1 Initial assessment
The assessment of the foundation should start with a desk study and a walkover
survey. It is important to collect and collate all available information before undertaking the visual inspection. The desk study will reveal gaps in the information available, some of which can be found during the walkover survey. The visual inspection
will also supply information that will confirm or augment the desk study data and additionally supply information about the local environs at the site. The information gathered in the desk study and the visual inspection will be used to design the complementary field investigation and will include elements to assess the existing foundation.
Information relevant at assessment of foundations includes the following.

− Date of construction
− Type (foundation slab; piles including pile end-bearing or shaft-bearing,
type/size of pile and pile material; deep footing; ground treatment)
− Design
− Design loads (per pile, per pile group, transfer loads, column loads)
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− Geometry (elevation and dimensions of the foundation slab; size of pile
groups and number of piles per pile group)
− Results of possible pile/foundation load tests
− Foundation construction method (piles: bored, driven, cast-in-situ,
continuous flight auger; reinforcing: number, depth)
− Design specification of materials (concrete design mix, steel material
specification)
− As-built information
− Current condition (integrity of component parts, condition of component
parts)
− Geology, subsoil (conditions and properties), ground water (level including
changes since construction which is especially important for timber piles
and chemical composition of soil matrix and ground water (to assess
potential corrosion rates of concrete and steel)
− Possible cracks in foundation and superstructure (bridge structure) and
crack pattern
− Scour around foundations. Scour is the engineering term for the waterinduced erosion of the soil surrounding bridge foundations (piers and
abutments). See the CIRIA report “Manual on scour at bridges and other
hydraulic structures” by May et al. (2002) dealing with scour processes,
estimation of scour and scour protection etc.
For the bridge structure the information relevant to the foundation includes the following.

− Current condition (possible cracks and crack pattern)
− Settlements and/or twist of the bridge abutments and piers

9.4.2 Intermediate assessment
The following is complementary to what is presented in the “Guideline for Inspection
and Condition Assessment of Railway Bridges” (SB-ICA 2007).
The desk study and the visual inspection may have established many but not all of
the parameters required. It will be necessary to obtain missing parameters and to
establish confidence in the desk study findings. Possible required investigation might
include investigations of the soil and the foundation elements. The relevance and
applicability of visual and Non Destructive Testing (NDT) methods for foundations
and soil are presented in “Guideline for Inspection and Condition Assessment of
Railway Bridges” (SB-ICA 2007). NDT methods for foundations, (slabs and piles) are
presented more in detail in “Reuse of foundations for urban sites. A Best Practice
handbook” (RuFUS 2006), especially chapter 6 apply to a great extent for bridges.
At railway bridges there is a need to expose the slab and the piles to make it possible
to apply NDT methods. This can be performed for example in a sheet piled excavation at a side of the bridge abutment.
By the seismic cone penetration test (SCPT) the length and integrity (possible
cracks) in concrete piles can be investigated. By the Pile Integrity Test Low strain
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method (PIT) the pile length and the pile integrity with respect to cracks and crosssection reductions can be investigated. In Figure 9.7 the principle of the PIT method
is shown (Anthony & Pandey 1996). The required exposure of an existing pile is exemplified in Figure 9.8 showing an exposed driven pre-cast concrete pile (below a
silo) prepared for PIT (Rankka & Holm, 2006)

Figure 9.7 The principle of the use of accelerometers at two levels and at the hammer. at a PIT test (Anthony & Pandey 1996).

Figure 9.8 Example of exposed driven pre-cast concrete pile and a close-up of the
shelf for PIT of the pile (Rankka & Holm 2006)
The PIT test of the pile is preferably performed with two accelerometers. One accelerometer (A1 in Figure 9.9) on a shelf and one accelerometer (A2 in Figure 9.9) 0,6
meters below the shelf. The impact can be made by a hit with a small hammer on
side of the pile. In the example in Figure 9.9 a clear reflection can be seen at 15 meters of depth. Accelerometer A2 contributes to a better interpretation. In the example
no damage is detected, see Figure 9.9.
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Figure 9.9 Example of PIT test of a pile P1 with two accelerometers and a hit on side
of pile (Rankka & Holm 2005)
Measurements of the deformations/movements in the foundation versus time
may also be performed and evaluated. Monitoring of the performance of the bridge
structure may also be performed. These measurements could comprise vertical and
horizontal deformations/movements, twist and tilting. The measurements should be
performed over as long period of time as possible.
The assessment of the ground slab normally requires that it is exposed. The assessment comprises the size (length, width and thickness) and the condition of the
slab, the possibility of the slab to take care of the load from the columns/wall and the
soil above the slab and to transfer the load to the soil layer below the slab. The soil
layers below the slab should be assessed regarding the new load (from increased
axle loads and higher train speeds). Different methods are presented in the “Guideline for Inspection and Condition Assessment of Railway Bridges” (SB-ICA 2007).
The potential occurrence of scour has to be investigated. Scour develops at river or
marine bridges with high water velocities and can be a major cause for failure. The
speed of water-flows for which scour start to develop (critical speed) depends on soil
properties and pier layout. Scour may be visible but as floodwater recede scour holes
may refill with sediment and become hard to detect. The extent of material susceptible to erosion may not always have been investigated so well when the bridge was
built. The influence of the extent and magnitude of the scour on the safety of the
foundations of the bridge abutments and piers as well as the embankment close to
the abutments has to be assessed. Endangered bridges have to be monitored carefully. The erosion protection measures have to be appropriately designed and investigated regularly.
The ground water level should be measured and preferably monitored over as long
period of time as possible. A prognosis of the future ground water level should be
made. This is especially important for the assessment of the durability of timber
piles. The chemical composition of soil matrix and ground water should be investigated by sampling and laboratory testing to assess potential corrosion rates of concrete and steel.
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9.4.3 Enhanced assessment
In an enhanced assessment the “reserve capacity” of existing piles and of foundation
slabs that might exist could be assessed. There might be a “reserve capacity” due to
another design philosophy is used nowadays than were used at the time of the bridge
construction. For piles there might also be this “reserve capacity” due to the timerelated bearing capacity of piles. Also regarding slabs there might be another “reserve capacity” if the existing ground pressure is lower then the possible ground
pressure based on the soil properties, (the size of the slab is larger due to other issues).
For driven friction piles in cohesive and granular soils (normally called friction piles
in clay and friction piles in sand respectively) the bearing capacity often increases
with time after the installation. On the other hand for bored piles in sandy soils there
may even be a slight reduction in capacity with time. An increase in bearing capacity
is often referred to as set-up, whereas a decrease in capacity is referred to as relaxation or negative set-up. Examples of the long-term performance of driven piles in clay
are shown in Figure 9.10 (Long et al. 1999). The x-axis shows time in days after driving and the y-axis shows the ratio between the capacity at the time t and at time of
end of driving. The consolidation period relates to the dissipation of excess pore
pressure .Although the mechanism behind the effect during the ageing period is not
fully understood, it appears to have an important and long-lasting effect on the pile
capacity. Powell at al (2003) reported the results of a series of load tests on steel
driven and jacked piles in clay 20 years after their installation. In Figure 9.11 the results are shown.

Consolidation

Ageing

Figure 9.10. Examples of long-term performance of driven piles in clays (Long et al.
1999). The x-axis shows time in days after driving and the y-axis the ratio between the capacity at the time t and at time of driving.
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Figure 9.11. Normalised capacity against time for friction piles in clay (Powell et al.
2003)
Several models have been developed to predict the set-up for driven piles.
Skov&Denver (1988) have proposed a model that can be used in all soils and predicts a semi-logarithmic capacity increase with time:
where:
Qt/ Qt0 =1+Alog(t/t0)
Qt = axial capacity at time, t, after driving,
Qt0 = axial capacity at time, t0,
A = dimensionless set-up factor, depending on soil type
t

= time in days

In practice, the following figures are recommended for this model:
t0 = 0.5 days for sandy soils and t0 = 1.0 days for cohesive and mixed soils.
A = 0.2 in sand and A = 0.6 in clay was recommended by Skov & Denver (1988).
However it is recommended that the pile capacity is determined at t0 and at another
time than t0. By this the site specific A is determined. To make these tests new piles
with the same length as the existing piles are driven close to the railway bridge in the
same soil profile as at the bridge abutment/piers. The pile capacity can be determined by dynamic load test at t0 = 0.5 days for sandy soils and at t0 = 1.0 for cohesive
and mixed soils and also at least 21 days after driving for piles in sandy soils.
For bored non-displacement piles Bulloc (2003) has reported a study of the set-up
behaviour of drilled shafts. He reported very similar and small set-up factors in the
different soil layers studied, The set-up factor A was 0.05 in sand, 0.12 in clay, 0.08
in clay-sand and 0.10 in limestone. However, it should be noted that some piles even
showed negative set-up (a reduction in capacity).
Powell & Skinner (2006) reported the first stage of a study of bored piles in heavily
overconsolidated clay. The set-up factor A was evaluated to be 0.25 based on t0 =
1.0 day.
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The “reserve capacity” needs to be carefully assessed and validated before it can be
used in the assessment The validation should include pile load test on piles installed
close to the bridge foundation in the same soil conditions. These test piles shall be
the same type of piles and installed in the same way as the bridge foundation piles.

9.5

Modelling and analysis

In this sub-chapter two modelling to be used in enhanced assessment are presented
informative and methodology wise respectively.

9.5.1 Numerical analyses to evaluate loads and displacements
An advanced method of evaluating the loads and displacements imposed by passing
trains is through the use of non-linear numerical modelling. In the Sustainable Bridge
WP4 Background Report “Numerical analyses of load distribution and deflections in
railway bridge transition zones due to passing trains” SB4.7.2 (2007) such modelling
is presented. Numerical analyses were performed using the three-dimensional, dynamic code FLAC3D (Itasca 2005) to evaluate the behaviour of bridge transition
zones under the passing of trains. The results of FLAC3D analyses were compared
and verified with data from instrumentation installed at test embankments (with no
bridge) along railway lines in Sweden and Finland. Bridge geometries representative
of a typical European concrete and masonry arch bridge were considered in this project. Results were given for the vertical and horizontal stresses on the bridge abutment or arch, and the maximum vertical deflections at the first bridge abutment. A
numerical parametric study was performed to study the effects of 1) the train load, 2)
the train velocity, and 3) the stiffness of the ballast, sub-ballast and embankment fill.
Key findings from the numerical analyses are discussed briefly here. Results and
conclusions are presented more in detail in Chapter 8.1.7 of this Guideline.
The response of the embankment system is highly dependent upon the Rayleighwave velocity of the soil. As train speed increases, stresses and deflections increase,
however, they do not increase linearly with train speed. As the train speed approaches the "critical velocity" of the embankment system, stresses and deflections
increase substantially. When a soft embankment system is present, vertical deflections increase substantially, and these deflections can be observed to occur as it
there is a “stern wave” behind the train.
For all systems, the stresses imposed by a passing train increase with increasing
axle loads. However, the stresses imposed on the bridge structure due to a passing
train are primarily located within the upper 2 m of the system, or in the upper ballast
and sub-ballast layers. Stresses against the bridge structure may be reduced by increasing the stiffness of the material within the upper 2 m of the embankment system. Increasing only the stiffness of a relatively thin (i.e. 40 cm) layer of ballast will
do little to decrease stresses on the bridge. Likewise, changing the stiffness a thin
layer of ballast material has little effect on the calculated vertical deflections behind
the bridge abutment.
Similar observations have been made by Li and Davis (2005) who investigated four
pre-cast concrete ballasted deck bridges and observed that the tracks in the transition zone experienced more degradation than the tracks on the bridge or the tracks
far away from the bridge. They concluded that the resulting differential settlement
within the transition zone came mostly from the ballast and sub-ballast layers, with
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some additional contribution from the underlying soil layers. Li and Davis (2005) recommend that mitigation techniques such as rubber pads under the concrete sleepers
or rubber mats on the concrete bridges be used to reduce track stiffness on bridges,
to increase damping characteristics, and to reduce impacts between the ballast particles and concrete sleepers or bridge surfaces.
For masonry arch bridges, significant vertical stresses are exerted on the top of the
arch during the passing of a train. These stresses are concentrated primarily beneath the width of the train. However, these stresses are less at the ¼ and ¾ points
due to damping provided by the ballast and/or sub-ballast material. When stiffer ballast and/or sub-ballast material is used within the arch, smaller deflections occur,
which in turn lead to smaller accelerations within the arch.

9.5.2 Analytical method for evaluating long-term settlements
For a railway embankment on soft soil (like clay, gyttja and peat) the assessment of
long-term settlement in the transition zone is important. The foundation of the bridge
is stiffer than the embankment and differential settlements can develop at the bridge
end. With respect to the future increase in train axle loads and speed, the ability to
calculate the increase in settlement for a certain time interval is crucial to judge the
need for maintenance or strengthening measures in a long-term perspective.
Described in this sub-chapter is a simplified prediction method to evaluate settlements in the soft subsoil in the transition zones with a probabilistic approach. The
method is only discussed briefly herein; for a detailed description of the method, see
SB4.7.5 (2007). Settlements can occur also in the ballast, sub-ballast and the embankment fill; however, such settlements are not considered with this method. In
general, the following steps should be performed:

− Identify the problem;
− Collect geotechnical information from field investigation and laboratory
tests;
− Collect possible settlement records, possible information on additional
loading to compensate for the settlements;
− Collect other possible observations related to maintenance etc.;
− Evaluate and set input parameters for analytic model;
− Answer from analytic model as input for statistical analysis;
− Evaluate field and laboratory data, and set input parameters for statistical
analysis;
− Perform Monte-Carlo simulation;
− Evaluate statistical result; and
− Evaluate predicted future behaviour.
The objective of this simplified method is to obtain an approximate solution, without
doing extensive field and laboratory test. Data obtained from a normal geotechnical
investigation is sufficient. The method requires the following geotechnical parameters:
− surcharge, or embankment, pressure (q): The mean value of the load
distribution with depth can be obtained using a simple method, such as the
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2:1 method or the Boussinesq method. The load distribution in this model
is infinite in all direction and so this must also be regarded. The statistical
input parameter has normal distribution and therefore, the mean value and
a standard deviation should be used so that it includes a representative
upper and lower boundary.
− natural water content of the soft soil (w %): In this model, the water content
is used to calculate the creep number, rs. A representative mean value of
the water content should be used. The statistical input parameter has a
log-normal distribution. Therefore the statistical input parameters should
contain the representative mean value and a standard deviation that
represent the upper and lower boundary of the soil conditions.
− elastic compression modulus of the soft soil (M): The elastic compression
modulus of the soil is obtained through laboratory odometer tests. If the soil
is normally consolidated, the mean value of compression modulus just
above the preconsolidation pressure ML may be used. However, if the soil
is overconsolidated, either a reduction of the load or a higher modulus
could be used; both are dependent on the level of overconsolidation. An
estimation must been done by the user after evaluating the modulus for the
soil at different depths. The statistical input parameter has a log-normal
distribution. Therefore the statistical input parameters should contain the
representative mean value and a standard deviation that represent the
upper and lower boundary of the soil conditions.
− permeability of the soft soil (k): A representative mean value of
permeability for the total soil layer should be used. The statistical input
parameter has a uniform distribution. Therefore, the statistical input
parameter should have an upper and lower boundary condition that
represents the soil condition and its uncertainties.
− total thickness of the soft soil layer (H): The total layer thickness is
evaluated by results from field investigations, as normal practice. The input
should be a representative mean value for the soil. The statistical input
parameter has a triangular distribution. Therefore, the statistical input
parameters should contain the representative mean value and a
representative upper and lower boundary of the soil.
− drainage distance for the soft soil layer (L): The drainage length is
evaluated from the total layer thickness and field investigations that reveal
the permeability with depth. The statistical input parameter has a uniform
distribution. Therefore, the statistical input parameters should contain the
representative mean value and a representative upper and lower boundary
of the soil.
The geotechnical parameters are determined based on laboratory and field tests at
the project site. It is important to have good quality data for the input parameters. No
specialized method is required but standardised geotechnical testing methods should
be used. The geotechnical parameters may represent the average values for the soil
profile. However, probabilistic distributions can be used to account for uncertainties in
the input parameters, and a statistical method, such as a Monte Carlo simulation, can
be used to perform the calculation iteratively. Sensitivity analyses have indicated that
the results are most affected by the creep number (natural water content) and the
permeability of the soft soil.
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A spreadsheet has been developed in order to implement the predictive method, and
may be obtained from the Swedish Geotechnical Institute. An example of the
spreadsheet is shown in Figure 9.12. (The properties used in the method are presented here with the Scandinavian notations.)

Figure 9.12. Example of spreadsheet to determine long-term settlements in soft
subsoil in transition zones.
The predictive method was used at an embankment at Lilla Mellösa, Sweden, which
was constructed over 20 years ago. The predictive method was used for this case to
provide an example of similar calculations that may be performed for a transition
zone at a railway embankment. The geotechnical parameters for the site are shown
in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1. Geotechnical parameters for Lilla Mellösa, 20 years after construction
Mean
Standard Lower
Upper
Distribution
value
deviation limit
limit
Embankment load, q (kPa) Normal

20

2

-

-

Modulus, M (kPa)

Lognormal

250

30

-200

-

Permeability, k (m/s)

Uniform

8 x 10-10 -

3 x 10-10 3 x 10-9

Water content, wN (%)

Lognormal

90

20

60

130

Total layer thickness, H (m) Triangular

13,5

-

13

14

Drainage length, L (m)

6,75

-

6

8

Uniform
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A comparison between measured and calculated settlements at Lilla Mellösa is presented in Figure 9.13. The calculations were performed both with and without considering the long-term creep effects, and using the statistical approach (Monte Carlo
simulation). As can be seen in Figure 9.13, the results of the analytical predictive
method provide a good match to the measured data at the site. The method may
then be used to predict future settlements at the site over time due to changes in either the soil conditions or loading conditions at the site.
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Figure 9.13. Measured and calculated settlement at the embankment in Lilla Mellösa,
Sweden.
The proposed new simplified method can be used to evaluate the long-term settlements in soft subsoil below railway embankments. Promising results have been
achieved with this new simplified prediction method in comparing it with measured
and calculated settlements for a number of embankments. The method can be applied to the assessment of the behaviour of soft subsoil in transition zones at existing
railway bridges. The method is to be used as a first step in the assessment to calculate the magnitude of the future settlements. If the calculated settlements are too
large to be acceptable, then strengthening measures should be performed.

9.6 Service life assessment
There is no general accepted method to determine the remaining life of foundations
and transition zones.

9.7 Strengthening
The decision to repair or strengthen the bridge transition zones of foundations should
be made using engineering judgement based upon the results of the assessment.
Acceptance criteria should by established by the railway owner.in regards to

− safety,
− deformations (total and differential)
− maintenance costs.
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Recommendations for strengthening the subsoil beneath railway embankments can
be found in "Guideline for Use of Repair and Strengthening Methods, " SB-STR
(2007).
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10. Improvement of assessment using information from
testing and monitoring
This chapter provides the information regarding the results of testing and monitoring
that can be used in the assessment of existing bridges in order to upgrade their load
capacity rating. It also guides the reader to the several documents prepared within
Sustainable Bridges project, and also to other documents, where the testing or monitoring methods are presented and described. Furthermore, it presents methodologies
allowing to incorporate the results of testing or monitoring in the assessment.

10.1 Introduction
Validation and updating (if necessary) of the assumptions made when deriving theoretical models of resistance and loading for bridge assessment, can be achieved by
testing and monitoring. The term “testing” is usually associated with a point in time
(discrete) observation of the bridge behaviour, whereas “monitoring” refers to the
continuous or repetitive (long-term) observation of the bridge response by means of
sensors that are usually permanently installed on the bridge.
In the step by step methodology of capacity assessment as proposed in chapter 2,
testing and monitoring will be used in the advanced levels of the process (Phase 3,
enhanced assessment). In fact, the cost of these tests limits their use to more critical
structures. Moreover, inherent extra capacity of bridges can be ignored or not accurately considered in the first level of assessment, just for the sake of simplicity.
When assessing existing bridges and structures that may fail the first level of assessment, testing and monitoring are fully justified by the fact that some mechanical
parameters of material and resistance models normally used in those levels of assessment are over conservative. Furthermore several factors are normally not considered in standard or routine evaluation. These factors may range from unintended
composite or continuity actions to the participation of secondary members (diaphragms, lateral bracing,…) and non-structural members (railings, parapets, barriers). The distribution of the traffic loads to the main carrying members can also be
confirmed by testing and monitoring. Additionally, the condition of the structural elements or structure in the first level evaluation is usually assessed by means of visual
inspection which gives rather rough estimation of the real condition.
Testing and monitoring can significantly improve the level of knowledge about the
actual bridge condition and its evolution in time. Moreover, in the standard or routine
evaluation the bridge permanent and variable loads are considered conservatively
according to bridge design or assessment codes. Those models can be calibrated
using information obtained from testing and monitoring.
The complexity of these techniques requires full cooperation between those responsible for testing, inspection, assessment and, eventually, maintenance or repair. Only
a close link between all intervening parts can assure proper and reliable use of gathered information.
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10.2 Testing
10.2.1 General
As testing is an expensive process, a careful planning should be developed considering:

− Type of tests to be carried out;
− The number of measurements necessary to obtain reliable results;
− The limitations of the testing procedures;
− The location for which representative values can be found;
− The need of complementary devices to carry out the tests.
The aim of testing is to gather information about the parameters that are relevant for
the assessment of the surveyed structure.
The available testing methods can provide several information regarding the structure
itself and loads acting on the structure. The provided information about the structure
itself can be at different detail level, for example material level, element level, and
structural level. The procedures allowing the use of the results from different test performed on structure at different detail level are different. On the other hand the performed test can provide the information about required parameters directly, for example measuring the concrete compressive strength on cores retrieved from the
structure, or indirectly by using correlation with some other parameters. In the assessment of existing railway bridges the amount of information obtained indirectly
can be much bigger due to availability of various Non Destructive Testing (NDT)
methods. The procedures and methodologies of using indirectly obtained information
in the assessment are different than those for directly obtained information due to
different level of confidence in the obtained results.
Keeping in mind the above mentioned facts, several methods for incorporation of
various tests results in the assessment are discussed in the following points. They
are related to different type of tests regarding the structural geometry and integrity,
properties of materials, performance of structural components and structure, presence and intensity of damages and the loads.

10.2.2 Structural geometry and integrity
In the first level assessment of an existing bridge, the geometry of the structure and
its integrity is usually assumed according to existing documentation (design, as built
drawings, reports, etc.). Sometimes, the results of visual inspection and some simple
superficial measurements are considered. However, the existing documentation and
the visual appearance of the bridge may not reflect its actual geometry and/or integrity state. Furthermore, in many situations the documentation does not exist. In all of
these cases the geometry and integrity of the bridge have to be obtained via measurements and other test, preferably non destructive.
There are numerous guidelines and reports concerning Non Destructive Testing
(NDT), Minor Destructive Testing (MDT) and Destructive Testing (DT) reported in the
Sustainable Bridges Project (SB-ICA 2007) and in other references (IAEA 2002, OFM
2005, NI 2003, Scott et al. 2001). This group of tests provides general information
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about real location and geometry of structural elements. Main examples are given
below:

− Position of structural or foreign elements.
− Concrete structures (plastic and metallic tendon ducts, steel bars)
− Masonry structures (steel elements, timber beams, water pipes)
− Determination of the structural geometry
− Concrete structures (mapping of the thickness of concrete elements,
concrete cover thickness, area of steel bars)
− Masonry structures (arch thickness, layer thickness determination).
− Steel structures (thickness measurements, verification of structural
system and system details: type of connection, bearing conditions)
− Structural integrity assessment - it is possible to determine the type of
materials used and their possible state (e.g., infill in masonry bridges or areas
with very poorly vibrated or deteriorated concrete) by using information
obtained from methods which use mechanical or electromagnetic waves.
However, that information is not direct and does not contain information about
mechanical properties of material.
In general, it is stated that most of the NDT tests are not direct. Therefore, the results
obtained using these methods have to be used with care and checked against direct
measurement if possible. Detailed information about particular inspection and testing
techniques and possible ways of application can be found at (Bien et al. 2005, SB3.4
2005, IAEA 2002, SB-ICA 2007, Olson 2004, OFM 2005, NI 2003, Scott et al. 2001).
In the case of masonry arch bridges description of levels and types of assessment
procedures for superstructure and substructure elements together with complete information about types of parameters used for geometry and integrity assessment can
be taken from the chapters 8.1.1 and 8.1.3 of this guideline.
Considering the information obtained from the test, regarding the geometry and integrity, the models used in the assessment can be updated, in terms of numerical model
of the structure, model of the resistance of structural elements, model of load (structure self weight or other permanent loads). Depending on the precision of the test
and number of measurements performed, the obtained geometrical results can be
considered as deterministic quantities (e.g. to adjust the dimensions of the bridge
elements in the models) or as probabilistic quantities (e.g. to use in the probability
based assessment).

10.2.3 Properties of materials
As in the case of structure geometry, the properties of materials in the existing
bridge are very often completely unknown or the knowledge about them is very limited. In the first level of assessment they are usually assumed based on available
information and engineering judgement. However, in the enhanced assessment they
have to be determined based on tests performed on the structure or on specimens
retrieved from the structure. In case of masonry arch bridges some general information about material parameters necessary for further assessment can be found in
chapter 8.1.4 of this guideline.
Mechanical properties of materials
The most reliable way to define the mechanical properties of materials used in
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bridge construction is by means of destructive tests, directly characterizing the required parameter, performed on specimens retrieved from the structure (SB-ICA
2007). The testing procedures required to define mechanical property of materials
used for construction of bridges are described in specific codes. Depending on the
number of available specimens and the required type of data (characteristic or design value for deterministic analysis or complete probabilistic model for probabilistic
analysis) the results of destructive test, before being used in the assessment, have
to be processed using one of the suitable methods. In order to define the characteristic or design values of any mechanical property of material the procedures defined
in “Annex D - Design assisted by testing” of reference (EN 1990, 2002) may be of
application. However, when the probabilistic model is required, the procedure described in section 10.4.2 should be used.
Frequently there is no possibility to retrieve specimens from the structure and the
mechanical properties of materials have to be measured indirectly by using some
minor destructive or non-destructive methods. The methods available for indirect
testing of mechanical properties of materials can be found in the following references (SB3.4 2005, IAEA 2002, Olson 2004, CEB-FIP 2003, Ryall 2001, OFM 2005).
The information regarding the mechanical properties of materials obtained due to
indirect test may improve the assessment of load carrying capacity of the bridge.
However, the information obtained from those tests is often only representative of
near surface properties. Thus, application of this type of tests should be considered
very carefully and only on selected areas. When possible, it should to be verified
against a limited number of destructive tests. Furthermore, the uncertainty related to
the mechanical parameters obtained using this kind of test may be significant and
have to be considered in the definition of representative values (characteristic or
design) or in the definition of the probabilistic models of those parameters.
Durability properties of materials
Tests vary with execution time and the damage inflicted on the structure. For example, concrete cover measurements (SB-ICA 2007) can easily be performed entirely
non-destructively. So, an entire concrete element can quickly be measured supplying
large amount of data. Other tests, for example the extraction of concrete cores, are
extremely time consuming and destructive in nature. Therefore, only a few results are
usually obtained for a single concrete element. In addition, certain parameters can be
assessed for an area of the structure (for example the carbonation front or the surface chloride concentration) whilst others are localised at a certain part of an element
in degradation (for example corrosion rate) and therefore the amount of data obtained is reduced. Although certain parameters might not be representative of the
overall condition of the structure, they can be critical and compromise the integrity of
the structure, and therefore need to be quantified appropriately.
As can be expected, there is often a lack of data to determine the PDF (Probability
Distribution Function) of the parameter. In this case, and without prior knowledge on
the variation/scatter of the parameter type, an initial possibility is to consider that the
data can be represented by a normally distributed PDF. In this situation, the average
and the standard deviation of the collected data define our PDF. If a frequency diagram can be drawn, the assumed PDF can be compared visually, suggesting the nature of the assumption. Care should be taken to check if the CoV is too large. The
physical meaning of the parameters for the assumed scatter should be analysed.
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This procedure is not recommended for situations in which the CoV is larger than
30% as negative values may occur. Some published research show assumed PDF
for various parameters (DuraCrete 2000, Mejlbro 1996, Tang 1996, DURACON 2004,
HETEK 1996).
An assumed PDF may be verified as more data is obtained on a certain parameter or
when there is confidence in a certain PDF for a parameter based either on previous
experience or published data. Often, the choice of PDF is dictated by mathematical
convenience.
If one has a lot of statistical data, there is a minimum need for the other methods of
modelling. One may simply use the data directly or find a probability density model that
fits best with the data. In the latter case one may find the parameters of a distribution by
methods like graphical curve fitting (by visual comparison or using least square methods), the method of moments (calculate the mean and standard deviation of the distribution from the mean and standard deviation of the data) or the maximum likelihood (find
those parameters that make the data most likely).
Some of the test performed on concrete to asses its durability are briefly discussed in
section 10.2.5.

10.2.4 Performance of structural components and structures
10.2.4.1 Bridge elements laboratory tests
Several theoretical models of structural behaviour can be used when performing assessment of an existing bridge. These models describe the overall response of the
structure (e.g. FEM model of the bridge for calculating distribution of internal forces)
or the local response of some bridge element (e.g. model of a bridge element for calculating shear, bending or axial capacity of the element, model of some connections,
etc.).
The models of structural behaviour used in the assessment of existing bridges are
typically the same as used in the design of new bridges. However, the models used
in the design are usually very conservative and due to economical reasons may not
be the most appropriate for the assessment. Therefore, whenever it is justified they
should be calibrated based on results of laboratory tests.
In some cases, the models and/or technologies used during the design and/or the
construction of the bridge are now obsolete. This is the case, for example, of riveted
connections which are not used any more for the construction of new structures.
Consequently, the calculation models available for this type of connections are not
developing since many years and may not reflect the present state of knowledge.
Therefore, whenever it is justified, such doubtful models should be validated using
laboratory tests or more advanced models.
Such test should be performed on the specimens retrieved from the assessed structure or some similar structure. They could also be performed on specially constructed
specimens. The theoretical models (functional relation) describing the behaviour of
the tested elements can be calibrated or upgraded using one of several possible
methods. In the deterministic analysis the procedures defined in “Annex D - Design
assisted by testing” of reference (EN 1990, 2002) may be of application. However,
when the probabilistic analysis is required, the procedure described in section 10.4.3
may be used.
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10.2.4.2 Bridge elements site tests
Identification of cable forces
In some situations, the load carrying capacity of an existing railway bridge may depend on the remaining forces in cables (stays, external prestressing cables, hangers,
etc.). When the cables are accessible, the cable forces can be determined by means
of the measurements of eigenfrequencies of the basic and harmonic oscillations
(CEB-FIP, 2003). Such determined forces can then be used to calibrate the numerical model of the bridge.
Identification of piles capacity
Many times the load carrying capacity of existing bridges is conditioned by the capacity of its pile foundation. In the first level of assessment, the foundation capacity is
determined by standard calculation making many assumptions that are common for
design of new bridges and may be too conservative in the assessment of existing
bridges. In order to reduce the margin of uncertainty related to the assessment of
capacity of the foundation, some pile load tests can be performed and the obtained
results can be used in reassessment using for example Bayesian approach described in section 10.4. More detailed information about such application can be
found in reference (Sloth et al. 2004).

10.2.4.3 Bridge load tests
Assessment of existing bridges can make use of the so-called load tests. The objective of these tests is to monitor the response of the bridge or some structural components to controlled loads. Basically, there are two types of load tests: diagnostic tests
and proof tests. Furthermore, two types of diagnostic load tests can be distinguished,
namely static and dynamic.
It is very important to employ considerable specialist expertise in devising a load test,
during the execution and in the analysis of results. A poorly planned load test can
endanger the structure of cause permanent damage to some elements.
DIAGNOSTIC LOAD TESTS
Diagnostic tests serve to verify and adjust the predictions of analytical methods and
structural models used in the design and assessment. They can be very helpful in
understanding the behaviour of existing bridges with some defects (damages, deterioration…). Defects could change significantly the bridge response which can not be
easily predicted in the time of developing numerical model of the bridge and performing bridge assessment.
The load applied during diagnostic test is at a level similar to the serviceability conditions of the bridge. As a consequence, extrapolation of the analytical models updated via diagnostic test to the assessment of bridge performance at the ultimate limit
states may not be feasible at all. There is no safe basis to extrapolate the results of
tests carried out with fairly low levels of loading, unless the materials and their interconnections can be determined with a degree of certainty and some pattern of load
carrying behaviour at higher levels of loading has been established. In other words,
the extrapolation can be performed solely in the situation when the bridge exhibits
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linear behaviour and it is expected, based on the numerical analysis and previous
experience, to behave linearly in a higher level of loads.
Normally, diagnostic tests are classified according to the variation with position/time
of the load applied to the bridge. Therefore they are divided into: static (the load, a
vehicle or a weight, is applied in fixed points), pseudo-static (a vehicle moves across
the bridge at a crawl speed) and dynamic (the vehicle moves at full speed).
Either static, pseudo-static or dynamic, the complete and correct application of a load
test in a bridge comprises the following parts:
1. Design of the load test
Based on the main objectives pursued by the load test execution, the engineer
must design it. This design includes, at least, the selection of the most appropriate sensors, their location within the bridge, and the test load. The objective
is to obtain the maximum of information at the lowest cost. Because a diagnostic load test seeks for the validation of a theoretical model of the bridge
used in the first steps of bridge assessment, this model will be already available at the time of the load test design and will be used to carry out preliminary
calculations to decide on the range of the sensor´s measurements and best
locations as well. Also, based on the results of the previous standard assessment and using the available theoretical model, the target value of the load to
be introduced by the test can be established. The design of the test should
also include the configuration and position of the test loading and the traffic
conditions during execution (bridge closed to normal traffic or bridge under
normal operation). In the case of a dynamic test, the selection between ambient vibration or forced excitation (by application of imposed load or deflection)
has also to be made.
2. Execution
In the case of a static test, the maximum target load should be applied in several increments while observing structural response. Also in this case, the
measurement of the temperature during the period of execution is necessary
to correct the results of the test according to the temperature variations.
Before a new loading scheme is applied, it is mandatory to remove from the
bridge deck all loads corresponding to the previous loading scenario in order
the structure recuperate deformations caused by the test loads. This is not
necessary in the case of simply supported bridges since the loads applied on
one span are not affecting the response of adjacent spans. Therefore, just the
loads from the tested span have to be removed.
Load-deflection response at critical locations should be measured during the
loading increase to determine the onset of non-linear behaviour. Once any unpredicted non-linearity is observed, the bridge should be unloaded immediately and the deflection recovery recorded.
3. Analysis of results
The analysis of results has to be performed by the specialist in bridge load
test. The obtained results have to be compared with results of numerical
analysis.
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Static load tests
What to obtain (measure) from a static test ?
The main objectives of this type of test are the correct estimation of the traffic load
distribution between the main carrying members, checking of possible support restraint, checking the quality of composite action (e.g. in the composite bridge girder),
verifying the assumed stiffness, sag and/or stress level in bridge members.
In certain circumstances (when the tests are also performed for moving loads) the
effect of impact and the actual bridge influence lines can be determined (see chapter
5).
The most widely used sensors are strain gages, displacement transducers and mechanical tiltmeters for rotation measurement. To know the actual load applied to the
bridge previously calibrated vehicles or weights (with known weight) have to be used.
Alternatively, the load/ pressure cells may be of application in the cases when the
load is introduced by jacking. To take into consideration the temperature changes
during the execution of the test, it is also recommended to instrument one crosssection with thermocouples, one at the top and one at the bottom. References (SB5.1
2007) give some guidance to appropriate instrumentation and techniques applicable
for monitoring of bridge response during load test.
In the design of the test, it is important to assure the placement of the test load at
various positions to determine the response in all critical bridge members.
The load level achieved in the test must be representative of serviceability conditions.
It is recommended to achieve a load level corresponding to a 5 year return period. In
practice, this means to raise the test load up to approximately 60 % of the characteristic live load defined in the design code. It is recommended never to go beyond the
70 % of the design load or 90 % of the actual load on the bridge
Up-dating structural models from the results- how ?
As long as the bridge exhibits linear behaviour, the test can be used to validate and
update the analytical model and bridge load capacity. There are two ways to incorporate the results of the static tests in the assessment process:
1. By up-dating the structural model and calculation of the new bridge capacity
(reliability index, load factor) based on the new model. The idea is to change
the bridge properties (area, inertia, modulus of elasticity, etc.) in the way that
the theoretical model matches as good as possible the results of the load test.
To this end, an acceptable match is considered to have been reached when
the differences between the site-measured maximum deflections and the analytical values are within the following limits:
+/- 10% for prestressed concrete and metallic bridges
+/- 15 % for reinforced concrete and composite bridges
Once the model is up-dated, the assessment calculations are carried out using
the revised model and it can be used in the recalculation of the bridge safety
(reliability index, load factor,…)
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2. 2. Direct calculation of the load capacity from the test results. In this case, it
is assumed that the bridge assessment is carried out using the partial safety
factor format (see chapter 3.1.1) and the load capacity is the value for which
the rating live load should be multiplied to reach the failure limit state. According to (AASHTO 2004), the proposed equation is:

LCT = (1 + K a K b ) × LCC

(10.1)

where LCT is the load capacity based on the result of the load test and LCC is
the load capacity based on calculations and before incorporating the results of
the load test. Ka can be positive or negative depending on the results of the
load tests and can be calculated as:

Ka =

εc
−1
εT

(10.2)

where, εT is the maximum member strain measured during the load test and εC
is the calculated strain due to the test vehicle at its position on the bridge
which produced εT. It should be calculated using a section factor (area, inertia,….) which most closely approximates the member´s actual resistance during the test.
Kb is a factor that takes into account the possibility that the bridge has adequate reserve capacity beyond the rating load level and also the load level
(compared to the rating load) that the bridge has faced during the test. If the
relationship between the unfactored test vehicle effect (T) and the unfactored
gross rating load effect (W) is less than 0.4, it is recommended to take Kb=0. If
this relationship is higher than 0.7, then a value of Kb=1.0 is recommended if
the behaviour of the member during the load test can be extrapolated for a
load level of 1.33 W, if not, the value is Kb=0.5.
Dynamic load tests
What to obtain (measure) from a dynamic test ?
The main objectives of a dynamic test are:
1.- To assess the user´s comfort in predicting any undesired acceleration level that
may appear in the bridge
2.- To obtain the dynamic amplification factors and check if they are in accordance
with the one predicted in the design process
3.- To perform the structural updating of the dynamic model used in the bridge design
4.- To look for possible damages and deterioration that may affect the bridge´s dynamic performance.
To accomplish such objectives the results of the dynamic tests are used. The principal results of a dynamic test are the natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping and
dynamic allowance. They are obtained from a series of time records of displacements
and/or accelerations in different points of the bridge. Detailed information regarding
various dynamic bridge properties obtained from direct measurements is presented in
chapter 5. In this section just the most important topics related to bridge dynamic response are discussed.
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One of the main results of a dynamic test is the correct estimation of the impact factor, specific for the bridge under assessment, to be used in the checking of the Serviceability and Fatigue Limit States. In fact, many theoretical and empirical formulations and equations are available in the literature for the estimation of the impact factor on a railway bridge (based on the span length, natural frequency, structural configuration,…). However, their accuracy is in many cases not sufficient due to the high
number of parameters influencing the dynamic response that can be hardly considered in a theoretical or parametric study (track irregularities, bridge approach,…).
Only the dynamic response of the specific bridge under study can provide an exact
estimate of the dynamic amplification to be used in the assessment.
The other main parameter to be estimated in a dynamic load test is damping. Accurate estimate of damping is difficult to obtain from available literature. However,
damping is a key parameter in a dynamic model to correctly predict the maximum
response and the number of cycles of vibration. Therefore, it is of major importance
to have a good estimate of the real damping through a dynamic test. In the chapter 5
more detailed information regarding evaluation of damping is presented. Furthermore, some methods of experimental estimation of structural damping of railway
bridges are presented in (SB-MON 2007, UIC 2006).
Besides to provide accurate estimates of the impact factor and damping, the execution of a dynamic load test is of great help when assessing the remaining fatigue life.
A dynamic test can provide data concerning the range of stress in the most prone
fatigue members as well as the number of stress cycles.
Up-dating structural models from the results- how ?
The comparison between experimental and theoretical natural frequencies and mode
shapes can be used to up-date the distribution of stiffness and mass within the
bridge. It can also be used to detect defects and damages related to the stiffness and
mass characteristics of the bridge. However, in the last case, it is fundamental to
bear in mind that environmental conditions (changing temperature, thaw-freeze cycles) may influence the changes in natural frequencies and mode shapes during the
year (Peeters et al. 2001).
In order to get a good correlation between site data and the model, the bridge frequencies, stiffness, span, mass and damping must be accurately matched in the analytical model.
The recommended order for adjusting parameters is:

− damping (based on measured values),
− structure mass,
− structure/element stiffness,
− effective span.
The natural frequencies of the bridge are the most critical parameters required for
obtaining a good match with site data, and this is normally the first step in the matching process. It should be noted that the fundamental modes contribute to the majority
of the structure’s displacement, and as such the first step involves matching the displacement traces.
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Higher order modes should then be matched with the site data. Higher order modes
can make significant contributions to accelerations and the higher order modes
should not be ignored in the matching process.
Careful extraction of self-weight and member stiffness, from detailed site examinations, will assist in predicting modal frequencies close to observed values.
It should also be noted that in many cases, small higher frequency vibrations obtained in the dynamic test are the result of train induced vibrations emanating from
vertical vehicle motions due to track and/or wheel defects and are not from the
bridge’s natural vibrations. Selecting two similar trains at different speeds provides
the data to identify the vibrations from track and/or wheel defects. The vibrations from
track corrugations are speed dependent, contrary to the bridge’s frequencies which
remain constant. By scaling the time data for one of the trains the speeds of the two
trains can be matched. The response spectra for the two trains can then be compared. By scaling/matching the time data, the matching frequencies are due to the
forced vibrations from the train (including track and wheel defects).
According to (UIC 2006), matching natural frequencies, mass, stiffness, damping etc.
of the structure will be an iterative process. An acceptable match is considered to
have been reached when the differences between the site-measured peak accelerations and displacements and the analytical values are within the following limits:

− Deflections +/- 5%
− Acceleration +/-20%
The above limits assume that ‘abnormal’ effects due to track or vehicle defects,
and/or excessive track roughness have either been filtered out, or included within the
analytical model.
More detailed and complete information about the measurement techniques, the
execution, interpretation of results and how to obtain the dynamic parameters is
available in (UIC 2006).
Fatigue load tests
In order to be able to calculate the fatigue behaviour of a bridge component, it is first
necessary to know the Wöhler curve for each fatigue detail.
Stresses varying with time result in material fatigue. It is assumed that the stress
ranges Δσ are the important factor. The most important parameters which determine
the dynamic stresses in bridges are the span, the natural frequency and the damping
effect of the bridge components as well as the axle load, wheel base, speed of the
trains and irregularities in the wheel and rail.
The stress ranges in the time-stress histories are analysed by means of counting
methods. To analyse the stress histories in connection with the fatigue of railway
bridges, the Rainflow counting method has been found especially suitable, in accordance with the linear cumulative damage theory of Palmgren-Miner. The load spectra
(Δσi) optained by applying the Rainflow counting method to stress-time histories for
service loads ni are made dimensionless by relating them to the UIC loading diagram
71. Each stress state corresponds to a relative stress level λi.. Then the equaldamage single-stage spectrum for each service train can be calculated. Further the
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single-stage spectrum is transformed into another damage equivalent single-stage
spectrum, only one load cycle being introduced. Finally all the measured transformed
single-stage spectra are combined and the result is a fatigue load factor λ for all
measured trains.
As the traffic running over a railway bridge is random, since:

− the number of axles, the axle loads and the wheelbases vary from train to
train;
− the effect of an axle load may vary with time according to the type of track and
the speed;
− there are variations in the composition of traffic loads due to changing railway
operating systems;
the number of trains recorded needs to be sufficiently high to be representative of the
real situation.
More detailed advices are given in ORE D154.1/Rp 5”Stresses and strength of
orthotropic decks”:
PROOF LOAD TESTS
Proof tests are used to verify component and/or system performance and provide an
alternative evaluation methodology to analytically computing the load rating of a
bridge. They are of particular importance in the assessment of existing bridges with
some defects (damages, deterioration…). The effects of deterioration or damages on
the structural resistance are usually difficult to predict with sufficient accuracy using
allowable theoretical models.
In general two approaches of dealing with the results of proof test can be distinguished, namely deterministic and probabilistic.
Successful proof test shows directly that the bridge can safely resist the load as big
as that applied during the test. Therefore, using simple deterministic (or semiprobabilistic) safety concept one can assume that applying loads on the bridge up to
a value equivalent to the assessment loads factored for the ultimate limit state gives
the proof of sufficient bridge safety (Ryall 2001). The problem is that if full design factors are used the bridge would theoretically have collapsed. According to (Ryall
2001), if it is suspected that some hidden reserves of strength are present, then a
test can be sanctioned. If not, then lower load factor will have to be assumed and the
safe load capacity will have to be calculated from the maximum test load reduced by
an appropriate factor.
Of course to reduce the risk of bridge damage during such a test the proof load has
to be applied incrementally and the bridge response (deflections, strains, etc.) have
to be monitored continuously during the test (see references (SB5.1 2007) for appropriate instrumentation and techniques). If any unexpected behaviour is registered,
then the test should be stopped immediately. However, one has to remember that for
the case of structures characterized by brittle behaviour there would be probably no
warning before the structure collapses or an important damage is present in the
structure. Therefore this kind of tests should not be used in the situations where there
is significant probability that the structure fails in a brittle mode.
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A more rational way of dealing with the information from a proof test is by using a
probabilistic framework. Based on the survival of proof load testing, the reliability of a
bridge may be updated in accordance with the pattern and intensity of the proof load
applied (Faber et al. 2000, Moses 1994).
Several approaches can be used to incorporate the information of successful proof
load test in reliability assessment. In the simplest one, the probability distribution
function of the bridge resistance, or the resistance of one of its members, can be updated by truncating the lower tail of corresponding theoretical distribution at the value
that is equal to the load effect induced by the applied proof load (see Figure 10.1).

Figure 10.1. Truncation of FR′ (r ) after application of proof load (Nowak& Tharmabala
1988])
The updated (truncated) probability distribution function of the resistance FR′′(r ) after
the proof load test may be rewritten as:
FR′′(r ) = 0 for r < l p

FR′′(r ) =

FR′ (r ) − FR′ (l p )
1 − FR′ (l p )

(10.3)
for r ≥ l p

where FR′ (r ) is the probability distribution function of the resistance prior to the proof
load test and l p is the load effect induced by proof load.
In a practical application of this method the question to answer is: how high should be
the proof load in order to update the estimate of the reliability of the bridge to the required level? This can be obtained by performing reliability analysis and considering
the resistance distribution truncated at few different levels and then plotting the trend
line (proof load vs. updated reliability index). The required proof load level can later
be retrieved from the trend line.
It has to be stated that the truncation of the probability density function of resistance
is not very effective when a low variability of resistance is adopted in the initial assessment (Faber et al. 2000, Moses 1994). This occurs because the lower tail of the
distribution of resistance is less sensitive to truncation at lower proof loads. Also the
truncation is less effective when the lognormal distributions are assumed a priori for
the resistance variable in comparison to normal distribution.
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Proof load testing updates information on the bridge resistance and consequently
improves the assessment of bridge reliability. However, there is always a risk of
bridge failure during a proof load test. Furthermore, the risk increases with increasing
proof load level. Therefore, some balance has to be found between the risk of failure
under the test load and the updated risk of bridge failure. This could be done by a
risk-cost-benefit analysis (Stewart & Val 1999).
A reduction of the time between assessment and necessary proof tests reduces reference period in the time dependent reliability analysis allowing to reduce significantly the magnitude of the proof load and the risk of bridge failure during the test.
The optimal periods between proof tests can be also found due to risk-cost-benefit
analysis (Stewart & Val 1999).

10.2.5 Presence and intensity of defects and deterioration
In the first level assessment of a bridge safety or its remaining service life the bridge
condition, reflecting the presence of some defects or deterioration, is usually assumed based on the results of visual inspections (SB3.2 2004, SB3.3 2005). However, many common defects in bridges and especially the progress of deterioration
processes can not be assessed visually. Therefore more detailed inspections are
required. There are several methods that allow to identify various types of defects
and to quantify the progress of deterioration. Some general information about most of
the currently available testing methods that allow to discover the presence and quantify the intensity of defects or deterioration, are described in references (SB-ICA
2007, CEB-FIP 2003, Ryall 2001). In the following paragraphs more detailed information regarding the use of results of various available test in the modelling of most
typical defect and deterioration processes in bridges are presented.
CONCRETE BRIDGES
Carbonation front
Presence of this degradation mechanism can be identified by measurement of pH
factor of external concrete layer by means of Rainbow-Test or pH reaction (Ryall,
2001). Depth of carbonization, measured mainly by coring, is the parameter which
specifies current state of this degradation. It is suggested that at least four measures
of non-coloured depth along the exposed surface must be carried out, including
maximum and minimum values, so that a representative mean value can be obtained
(CONTECVET 2004). Carbonation depth can also be measured on cores drilled
for mechanical strength or in the exploratory removals. If sufficient readings are
collected from a single structure (same concrete type), then a PDF can be determined for the data. This is, however, not easy and usually a normal distribution is
assumed. The parameters of the distribution can be adjusted based on test results
and using the procedure described in section 10.4. Distributions should only be
made for homogeneous areas of the structure, i.e. ensure that samples are taken
from areas where environmental parameters are the same.
Carbonation depth sampling should allow the calculation of the average and standard
deviation of the carbonation depth on a structural element (COST 521 2003, Pentti
1999). The amount of depassivated steel can be estimated by comparing this value
to the average reinforcement cover. The progress of the carbonation front cannot be
calculated on a single carbonation depth measurement because the time law of carbonation progress is not known usually. Using the simple square root law, the future
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carbonation depth on atmospherically exposed concrete will generally be overestimated.
From the value of XCO2, the VCO2 is obtained through the square root law: XCO2 = VCO2
√t, where t is the age of the structure. For more information consult (CONTECVET
2004).
Chloride advance
Chloride content can be determined by laser induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS) (SB3.12 2006). Simpler methods for determining chloride profiles, that base
on destructive tests on concrete cores or dust samples taken from the structure, can
also be used.
The aim is to establish the chloride gradient or profile from the concrete surface to
the interior and to identify the critical chloride threshold which produces causes depassivation of the reinforcement. The chloride concentration can be expressed in
several ways: as total Cl- percentage by dry mass of concrete or by weight of cement, and as water soluble or free chloride content referred either to the concrete or
to the cement mass.
The diffusion coefficient and the surface chloride concentration can be determined
from the chloride profile by curve fitting with Fick’s second law of diffusion. The skin
effect should be taken into account when performing the calculation (CONTECVET
2004).
The presence of an above-critical amount of chloride ions at the rebars leads to depassivation and in the presence of oxygen and water, to corrosion attack. Information
on the transport of chlorides into the concrete can be obtained from chloride profiles.
Chloride profiles in combination with potential mapping can provide valuable information for assessing the seriousness of attack and the probable location of active corrosion. On chloride-contaminated structures an empirical correlation between chloride
content and half-cell potential could be established, thus the chloride distribution can
be roughly obtained from the potential map (RILEM, 2003).
The number of profiles depends on the representativeness of the samples collected.
A minimum of three (based on core samples) and six (based on dust samples extracted directly from the structure) is recommended, including maximum and minimum values so that a representative mean value can be obtained.
If sufficient readings are collected from a single element (same concrete type), then a
PDF can be determined for the data. This is, however, not easy and usually a normal
or lognormal distribution is assumed. Distributions should only be made for homogeneous areas of the structure, i.e. ensure that samples are taken from areas where
environmental parameters are the same. In this situation, special attention should be
given to the standard deviation to guarantee that negative values are not obtained. It
is common to obtain COV in the order of 20%.
Loss of concrete cover and/or reinforcement
In most cases loss of concrete cover and reduction of reinforcement area appear at
different stages of the same deterioration process of concrete elements. There is the
oxidation of steel initiated by the loos of rebars passivation at the high electrolytic
conductivity of concrete (high humidity) and the permanent supply of oxygen from
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outside. Generally, the expansive nature of producing oxides induces cracks and loss
of the concrete cover.
In the simplest situation the reduction of the reinforcement area in the model is
enough to evaluate load capacity of an existing bridge (Maksymowicz et al. 2006a).
This kind of situation is quite usual but there are many more complicated situations
that require detailed analysis.
Corrosion of steel as well as loss of concrete cover change conditions of bond between concrete and rebar (SB3.10 2007). This fact has to be taken into consideration, especially when this damage occurs in the anchorage zone of rebars, according
to hints presented in chapter 6 of this guideline (section 6.2.4). Loss of steel as well
as loss of concrete cover causes reduction of stiffness in the current section, which is
very important in hyper static construction systems. In this case, the redistribution of
internal forces takes place. Furthermore damaged elements have different dynamic
behaviour. More information about validation of modelling of reinforced concrete
structures attacked by corrosion can be found in (SB3.11 2007).
Measurement of the rebar area loss or attack penetration can be made directly on the
bar by previously eliminating the concrete cover and cleaning the oxides. Both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement areas should be measured in sound and more
damaged zones of the lot. As the area loss is not homogeneous, several measurements must be made, attending to measure the maximum or averaged loss. Care
should be taken to identify the reason of the corrosion (i.e. carbonation or chlorides).
Considerations on rebar cross section loss should only be made in areas where it is
important for structural integrity or aesthetic reasons. If pitting is being produced, a
calibrated wire should be used to measure pit depth in the exposed rebars.
Corrosion rate
Quantitative information on the corrosion rate of steel in concrete is of great importance for service-life prediction and structural assessment of corroding structures. In
order to measure corrosion stage several electrochemical methods are available
(SB3.9 2006). One of the technique available today is the polarization resistance
method (RILEM 2003).
The measurement of the corrosion current gives the quantity of metal that goes into
oxides by unit of reinforcement surface and time. The most used technique to
measure corrosion current is the so-called polarisation resistance. Differences of a
factor of 10 between commercial available corrosion rate equipments have been
reported. The corrosion rate changes over time. In Nordic countries there is a difference of corrosion rate from January to May in the range of a factor of 10. The same
difference will not be found in climates where the temperature and humidity is as
much more stable over the year. Weekly corrosion rate measurements over the year
will be the only way to obtain a weight loss.
The most common way to achieve a representative value of the corrosion current is
by means of on-site measurements. An approach to obtain representative corrosion
current can be made by averaging the value obtained on-site during the inspection
(either from the area loss measurement or by the use of a suitable corrosion rate meter), with the value obtained from extrapolating the resistivity measured in a core to the
corrosion current value given by the Icorr-ρ diagram. The method is described in detail
in (CONTECVET 2004).
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Resistivity
The electrical resistivity of concrete gives information on the concrete water content
and its quality and therefore is a useful complementary technique for locating areas of
corrosion risk
The results of concrete resistivity measurements can be used for a quantitative or
qualitative interpretation. Resistivity data measured on a structure and corrected for
the temperature effect can be compared to reference data of similar concrete types.
Usually additional information is necessary.
Cracking
Although not entirely accepted, some research has indicated that discontinuities open
access for aggressive substances and consequently cause faster corrosion of reinforcement process especially, when cracks have bigger width. This fact should be
taken into consideration regarding the modelling of degradation processes like carbonization, chlorides etc. Depth of cracks can be measured by impact echo method
(SB3.7 2007).
STEEL BRIDGES
Loss of material
In most cases the loos of material in steel bridges is caused by the corrosion process
(Maksymowicz et al. 2006b). In the basic elements the loss of material causes a
change in the geometry of its current cross section and consequently, changes of the
element stiffness. In hyperstatic construction systems, it causes a redistribution of
internal forces in elements. This fact should be taken into consideration during updating of the numerical model of the bridge. Loos of material has the fundamental meaning in case of evaluation bridge condition (SB3.3 2005), which is one of the most important and the most difficult challenges in bridge engineering.
Deformation
If this damage is significant, it should be taken into consideration during bridge model
updating. The deformed element as well as entire construction system has different
behaviour regarding to the internal forces distribution.
Cracking related to fatigue phenomenon
Fatigue of material is a mechanism of sequential degradation of material, by crack
initiation and its increasing to critical size, from which unstable escalation is started.
This phenomenon is caused by recurrent loads. Usually load spectrum regarding to
considered bridge structure is irregular. The first step of the fatigue analysis is to
pass from irregular load spectrum to the uniform shape. At this moment fatigue parameters analysis for application in Paris low is needed. Using Palmgren’s and
Miner’s hypothesis and also Paris low it is possible to evaluate remaining life time of
the structure. In order to update the model topics related to the performance of crack
detection methods (detection by NDT methods threshold, POD curves, etc) have to
be taken under consideration. In report (SB4.6 2007) there is described complex
methodology.

10.2.6 Loads
The accurate knowledge about real loads acting on the bridge has great influence on
its load capacity rating. In the first level of assessment the permanent loads are usu-
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ally determined based on the structure geometry and density of the materials defined
in codes or guidelines. The variable loads, including traffic loads, are also assumed
according to codes or guidelines. In the enhanced assessment the loads acting on
the particular bridge can be determined by testing.
For example, the permanent load can be determined based on the results of the
geometrical survey (see point 10.2.1) and the expected or measured value of the material density. This way the uncertainties related to the estimation of permanent load
can be significantly reduced and the corresponding safety factors can be diminished
in the case of deterministic assessment (SIA 462 1994). However, in the case of the
probabilistic assessment, the mean value of the total permanent load can be adjusted
according to measured value and the variability of the load can be greatly reduced if
the weighting is performed with accuracy. Further information about the method that
may be used to adjust the probabilistic model of permanent load can be found in section 10.4.
The permanent load (structure self-weight plus self-weight of non-structural elements:
ballast, track, etc.) can be also determined by weighting the bridge deck using hydraulic jacks. Due to the fact that the permanent load determined in such a way is
almost certain the reduction in partial safety factor or in the variability of the probabilistic model may be even more significant than in the previously described situation.
The traffic loads acting on the bridge can also be determined or adjusted based on
measurements performed on the bridge using for example Weigh in Motion system.
Further information regarding this subject can be found in section 10.3.4 and in chapter 5 of this Guideline.
While reducing partial safety factors for loads, in all described above situations, one
have to remember that the safety factors present in the design or assessment codes
(e.g. Eurocode) covers not only uncertainty in the estimation of the permanent load
itself but also in its distribution to the girders and in the calculation models which allow to estimate the load effects (i.e. stresses, strains, internal forces, etc). Therefore,
the reduction of the safety factors is limited to the certain value always higher than
unity.

10.3 Monitoring
10.3.1 General
If testing is the way to assess several characteristic properties and improve models
based on the actual state of the bridge, monitoring is aimed not only to know the actual state, but also to follow up the evolution and changes of the bridge condition in a
systematic way. Thus, continuous or semi-continuous data is obtained. With more
data, the quantification of the parameters for the models is more reliable.
Another advantage of monitoring, comparing to testing, is the quantification of the
time dependant parameters. In the assessment, these parameters are normally the
most difficult to quantify and are usually considered based on assumptions or passed
experience. Through monitoring of the parameter with time, an accurate characterization of the parameter is obtained.
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Since continuous monitoring gauge the bridge performance in service it could act as
a warning device by recording unusual behaviour. According to Ryall (2001) the sort
of information that can be collected by the monitoring systems is:

− deck deflection and rotation
− stress levels and changes
− change of water level
− vibration characteristics
− temperature variation in the deck
− wind speed and direction
− corrosion rates and crack widths
− water speed and rise of rivers
− scour at abutments and piers
− rise and fall of tides
− bridge traffic loads
The information outlined above allows us to upgrade our understanding of bridge
condition, performance of structural components or structure, evolution of degradation processes and loads acting on the structure. In the following point, several methods of incorporation of various monitoring results in the assessment are discussed.

10.3.2 Performance of structural components and structure
Several procedures for evaluating the performance of structural components have
been proposed recently. These methods can be categorized in two groups: Local
and Global methods. Local methods include most of the non-destructive techniques
like radar and ultrasonic methods. A review of all these non-destructive techniques
can be checked in (NI 2003) and (SB5.1 2007).
In the case of global methods, vibration based methods are the most popular. These
methods use the comparison of the modal identification of the bridge like comparison
of resonant frequencies, mode shapes, critical damping and operating deflection
shapes in different stages of deterioration. The modal identification of the bridge can
be performed using two general procedures. The first procedure considers the traditional methods which need information about the excitation force. In this classification, all the methods based on obtaining the Frequency Response Function are included (Randall 1999). The second procedure does not need information about the
forced excitation. These methods known as output only modal analysis (OMA) methods have been proposed in the last years. Frequency Domain Decomposition
Method, Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition and Stochastic Subspace
Identification methods are the most well-known OMA methods (Peeters & Ventura
2003, Brincker et al. 2000, Peeters & de Roeck 1999).
Small differences present in the modal parameters can be identified using global
methods. In the last years, some dynamic tests have been carried out in real bridges
for the evaluation of their structural components. The first attempt for using global
methods in a real bridge was done in USA. In 1993, the I-40 highway bridge was deliberated damage in its structural components and its dynamic response was also
acquired (Farrar & James 1997). Various global methods were evaluated in this test.
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The damage index method (Stubbs & Kim 1994) and the curvature method (Pandey
et al. 1999) could detect severe damage in almost all the evaluated cases. In 1997,
another highway bridge was tested in Switzerland (Maeck & de Roeck 2003). In this
case, more damages cases were considered and more global methods were also
evaluated. Several methods could detect damage in the most severe cases. More
recently, other bridges have been tested within the European project “Sustainable
Bridges”. Global methods were evaluated in the failure test carried out in France
(SB7.2 2007) and in Ornskoldsvik, Sweden (SB7.3 2007). A review of several global
methods can be found in (Sohn et al. 2003).
Modal Identification of bridges for evaluation of their structural components must be
carried out with some variants related with traditional modal identification applied for
other objectives. Firstly, vibration based methods can only detect damage due to loss
of stiffness. Local damage can identify only if one of several measuring points are
located near to the damage. In fact, local damage has very little influence in the
global structural behaviour of the structure even when severe damage is considered.
Moreover, damage is more evident in higher mode shapes. Therefore, a bigger frequency range and more measuring points should be considered. Weather conditions
can also play an important role in vibration based methods. Small differences in modal parameters can be confused or hidden for changes in the vibration parameters
due to weather conditions. Other dynamic measurements different that accelerations
can also be acquired. Dynamic displacements and dynamic strains can give more
information about the structural behaviour of the bridge. At least two modal identification analyses must be performed over the bridge. The first one is considered as the
baseline model and it will be compared with subsequent models obtaining after different damage scenarios. More details about experimental tests for dynamic measurements of railway bridges can be read in (SB-MON 2007).
For all the experience collected in global evaluation in bridges, it can be concluded
that it does not exist any reliable global method for detecting damage in a real bridge.
The best procedure for detecting damage consists in applying different methods for
the same problem. Anyway, only severe damage can be detected. However, these
techniques have an enormous potential if a long-term monitoring can be implemented
over the bridge and it can be evaluated the structural performance of the bridge continuously.
Recently, a procedure for the fatigue evaluation of bridge components based on
monitoring of their dynamic behaviour has been proposed (Sorrenson 2003). Fatigue
evaluation of bridges using dynamic long term monitoring requires the knowledge of
the principal dynamic parameters as resonant frequencies, mode shapes, etc. These
parameters obtained from the accelerations of a structure, exposed to random loading, are measured in a few strategic accessible points of the structure. The process
required for the fatigue evaluation of bridges using monitoring can be resumed as
follows:

−
−
−
−
−

Preparation of a numerical (e.g. FEM) model of the bridge;
Measurement of the railway traffic loads;
Measurements of the dynamic response of the bridge;
Calibration of the structural model to match measured bridge response;
Analysis of the stress histories using previously calibrated model;
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− Evaluation of the remaining fatigue life using Palgrem-Miner rule.

10.3.3 Degradation processes (evolution of defects and deterioration in time)
The monitoring systems allow calibrating the model of bridge behaviour. The list of
available monitoring systems can be found in (SB5.1 2007, SMART 2002, Sørensen
et al. 2006).
Crack and strain monitoring
By means of these monitoring systems, it is possible to measure and make observations of the structural behaviour under the real load. Observed strains can lead to
information about stiffness of the elements and also stress distribution. Comparing
this result with the values from the bridge model can help to update and make analytical analysis that is closer to the real behaviour of the bridge.
Corrosion monitoring system
Monitoring of corrosion shows clearly the progress of degradation (SB3.9 2006). The
calibration of the parameters of corrosion can be performed by means of compassion
of the results in particular time points with the expected parameters of corrosion
model (SB3.11 2007).
In order to predict service life, data from corrosion sensors have to be included to
update the ingress models of corrosion. More information about monitoring of corrosion and model updating can be found in (Sørensen et al. 2006, Rafiq et al. 2004).

10.3.4 Loads
As already stated, the accurate knowledge about loads acting on the bridge has great
influence on assessment of the bridge’s safety. The knowledge of permanent loads,
since they are constant in time, can be improved based on the results of unique (single) measurement (see section 10.2.6). However, the knowledge about variable
loads acting on the bridge, specifically bridge traffic load, can just be improved based
on results of continuous measurement - monitoring. This is due to the fact that variable loads are changing in time and they can be estimated with accuracy only based
on the results of monitoring performed during an adequately long period of time.
From the variable loads acting on railway bridges the railway traffic loads are the
most important in majority of situations. The traffic loads on railway bridges can be
monitored using bridge weigh-in-motion systems (WIM). Several WIM systems have
been proposed up to now. Their precision depends of the algorithm used for identifying the loads, the type of sensors, the characteristics of the bridge and the kind of
railway traffic to be identified. WIM systems have been proved to be useful for gather
information about traffic railway probabilistic parameters like static axle loads, distance between axles, speed and acceleration of the train, identification of the locomotive, direction of the train, frequency of trains and other information related with load
identification. More details about WIM systems can be consulted in references
(SB4.3 2007, SB5.1 2007).
Monitoring of traffic on railway bridges by means of bridge weigh-in-motion systems
(WIM) could work as a warning system preventing bridge overloading by inadmissibly
heavy trains. It also allows collecting data for developing a site-specific railway traffic
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load model. Furthermore, the data collected by WIM systems can be, for example,
used to estimate the number of cycles experienced by the bridge within its service
life, which is essential for fatigue analysis.
The procedures of using data collected by WIM systems for developing bridge sitespecific load model or for preparing data for fatigue analysis are too complex to be
presented within this Guideline. Nevertheless, some information regarding development on bridge specific railway load model can be found in chapter 5 of this guideline
and in reference (James 2003). However, the information regarding the use of WIM
data in fatigue analysis can be found in chapter 5 and in reference (SB4.4.4 2007).

10.4 Bayesian updating
10.4.1 Introduction
When destructive or non-destructive tests, monitoring, or load tests are performed,
new information becomes available. This new information can be used in the safety
or durability analysis of a structure, resulting in a reduction in uncertainty on the
analysis or, in some cases, leading to significant changes in the values of the parameters used.
In current practice, this data is included in the analysis considering that it is correct,
disregarding previous information available. However, in most cases, the new information can not be assumed to be absolutely accurate, as uncertainty exists on both
the results obtained and on the relation between those and the safety of the structure.
In other words, the uncertainty in measured results arises from uncertainty in the material properties and from lack of accuracy of the testing methodology. In a Bayesian
updating framework, both sources of uncertainty are considered in a consistent manner, resulting in a more reliable indication of the real properties of materials.

10.4.2 Updating of single random properties
Due to the cost of non-destructive or destructive tests, these are only performed after
all available data was collected and analyzed. As a consequence, before performing
such tests, the bridge engineer is already capable of estimating the most significant
parameters necessary for the analysis of the structure. This estimative can have different levels of confidence, depending on the data available, experience with similar
structures, and previous analysis of the structure. This initial knowledge will be denoted as prior, since it is acquired before any test is carried out.
Due to the nature of this information, it is usually associated with large uncertainty.
The main objective of performing destructive or non-destructive tests is to reduce this
uncertainty, and adjust the values obtained.
Let’s define the property under analysis (e.g., concrete compressive strength) by θ.
Using existing codes or previous experience, it is possible to define a probability density function for this variable as:

θ ~ fθ (θ )

(10.4)
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If no information exists on the property, what is called a non-informative prior can be
used. This is simply a function that is constant for all possible values of the property

θ.

Let’s consider a case where the results of a test are described by a variable x. Knowing the nature of the test, we can calculate the probability of the observation being
made, for each value of the parameter θ. For example, if cores from several concrete
elements using a concrete of class C30 are tested, it is possible to measure the
probability of each result of the core compressive strength. If this work is repeated for
several cores, the distribution for values of the unknown parameter θ can be found. It
must be noted that this information can be found in the literature for the most common tests.
The posterior distribution of the unknown variable θ can be found through expression:

fθ (θ ) =
'

fθ (θ ) × ∏ in=1 f x|θ ( xi | θ )
+∞

∫ fθ (θ ) × ∏

n
i =1

f x|θ ( xi | θ )

(10.5)

−∞

The denominator of the above expression serves only as a normalization parameter,
so that the area below the function is 1. It is, therefore, not important at this stage. As
a result, the expression (10.5) can be replaced by:
fθ' (θ ) ∝ fθ (θ ) × ∏ in=1 f x|θ ( xi | θ )

(10.6)

The first term of expression (10.6) refers to the prior distribution probability. The second term describes the likelihood of a certain value of x being output from the test, for
a certain value of the parameter θ. For example, represents the probability of a concrete with compressive strength θ yielding a core resistance x, when tested. Direct
use of this equation can be made for relatively simple cases. For more complex situations simulation can be employed.
An example of typical results obtained using this methodology is presented in Figure 10.2. The prior distribution represents knowledge before carrying out the test.
Considering that it is based on limited information, it is associated with significant
dispersion. The likelihood distribution is associated with a smaller dispersion, meaning that it refers to a test with high accuracy.
The posterior distribution represented shows a dispersion between the two previous
curves, meaning that execution of the test implies a significant reduction in the dispersion of the parameter (e.g., concrete compressive strength) under analysis. Moreover, since the test yielded a result different from the mean of the prior distribution,
there is a small shift in the mean of the parameter.
Let’s consider the most common case in which a structural parameter with Gaussian
distribution is investigated. Characteristic values of this parameter, using the results
of tests, can be found using:
⎛ 1⎞
xk = m − tvd ⋅ s ⎜ 1 + ⎟
⎝ n⎠

(10.7)

where n is the number of samples or tests, m is the mean value obtained from tests
and prior knowledge, s is the standard deviation obtained from tests and prior knowl-
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edge and tvd is the coefficient of the Student distribution dependent on the sample
size, prior standard deviation, and probability of occurrence as given in Table 10.1.
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Figure 10.2. Comparison of Prior, likelihood and posterior distributions

Table 10.1 – Parameter tvd for normal distributed variables
Probability
Degrees of freedom, ν = n - 1
F (-β)

1

2

3

5

7

10

20

50

∞

0.10

3.08

1.89

1.64

1.48

1.42

1.37

1.33

1.30

1.28

0.05

6.31

2.92

2.35

2.02

1.89

1.81

1.72

1.68

1.64

0.01

31.8

6.97

4.54

3.37

3.00

2.76

2.53

2.40

2.33

0.005

63.7

9.93

5.84

4.03

2.50

3.17

2.84

2.68

2.58

0.001

318

22.33

10.21

5.89

4.78

4.14

3.55

3.26

3.09

If the standard deviation is known from past experience than ν = ∞, and s should be
replaced by the known standard deviation, σ.
If no prior information exists on the problem, the standard deviation and the mean are
given by the sample mean and standard deviation as:

m=

∑x

i

n

(10.8)
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1
(xi − m)2
∑
n

(10.9)

When prior information exists, the updated mean and standard deviation must conjugate the two sources of information. Let’s consider that prior information indicates
that the parameter has a normal distribution with unknown mean and standard deviation.
Prior information gives as estimative on the values of the mean and standard deviation in terms of the expected values and uncertainty. In other words, prior information
gives an belief on the distribution of the parameter. Since this belief is not certain, it is
defined in a probabilistic form Let’s define the expected value and the coefficient of
variation of the prior mean as m’ and V (μ') . The expected value and the coefficient of
variation of the prior standard deviation are given by s’ and V (σ') .
This prior can be considered equivalent to n’ associated with a parameter ν’ as:

⎡ m(σ ') 1 ⎤
n' = ⎢
⎥
⎣ m(μ ') V (μ ') ⎦

ν '=

2

(10.10)

1
1
2 [V (σ ')]2

(10.11)

Equation (10.7) changes to:
xk = m(μ ' ') − tν '' ⋅ m(σ ' ') 1 +

1
n' '

(10.12)

where m(μ ' ') is the updated expected mean value, m(σ ' ') is the updated standard
deviation, n’’ is the number of samples, and tv’’ is the updated coefficient of the Student distribution as given in Table 1.
The updated mean, m(μ ' ') , updated standard deviation, m(σ ' ') , updated number of
samples n’’ and updated ν’’ are:
n' ' = n + n'

(10.13)

n ⋅ m + n'⋅m(μ ')
n' '

(10.14)

⎧ν + ν '+1 if n' > 0
ν '' = ⎨
⎩ν + ν ' if n' = 0

(10.15)

m (μ ' ' ) =

m(σ ' ') =

[ν '⋅m(σ ') + n'⋅m(μ ') ]+ [ν ⋅ s
2

2

ν ''

2

]

+ n ⋅ m 2 − n' '⋅m(μ ' ')

2

(10.16)

In Annex 10.1 an example of application of Bayesian updating is presented in which
the results of strength tests on the concrete cores are used to improve the model of
concrete compressive strength and its characteristic value.
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10.4.3 Updating of uncertain relations
In civil engineering, it is quite common that a measured parameter depends of a large
number of uncertain basic variables. For example, the deflection at mid-span of a
bridge can be measured with certain accuracy, although it depends on a large set of
parameters including the load applied, the type of concrete, the geometry of the
structure and the resistance of critical cross sections.
The probability of failure can be updated considering a measured property I as:

P(F | I ) =

P(F ∩ I )

(10.17)

P(I )

where F represent the failure event, and I the observed event.
The analysis of this type of problems can become extremely complex due to the possible existence of correlation between the different parameters.
However, an analysis performed using Monte-Carlo simulation is relatively simple. In
fact, let’s consider a structural problem where the probability of failure is computed
using simulation. This analysis will yield the probabilistic distribution of a set of results, including displacements and stresses, for different levels of loading. Some of
these results can be measured in the real structure, although this measurements will
always include some degree of error. Let denote the measured quantity by θ.
The new probability of failure is:
pf =

∑ I ( g ≤ 0 ) p( x | θ )
∑ p( x | θ )
i

i

(10.18)

i

where I ( ⋅) is the identity function, and p ( xi | θ ) is the probability of displacement associated with the sample xi occurring.
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Annex 3.1: Calculation of Redundancy Factor
The calculation of the redundancy factor is explained in the case of an existing railway bridge.

Figure A-3.1.1: Brunna Bridge.
The Brunna Bridge (Figure A-3.1.1) is a reinforced concrete four spans continuous
bridge constructed in 1969. The owner is the Swedish Railway Administration (BV).
The spans have the following length: 13.5 m, 15.0 m, 13.0 m and 11.0 m. This is a
through bridge. The deck is composed by two T shape (almost rectangular) girders
spaced by approximately 4.0 m and connected by the bottom 0.4 m thick slab which
gives the support for the single rail track. The depth of the girders is 1.5 m and the
webs are 0.8 m thick. Dimensions of the cross section are presented in Figure
A-3.1.2.

Figure A-3.1.2: Brunna Bridge – Cross Section
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The Brunna Bridge is a frame bridge, where the intermediate reinforced concrete circular columns (B, C and D in Figure A-3.1.3) are rigidly connected to the deck and to
the footing foundation. The end supports (A and E) are also composed by circular
columns however they are designed as double pinned and transfer just the vertical
reactions. The bridge has a skew of about 50 degree. The connection of the deck
with the abutment is designed by means of cantilever nose with teeth immersed in
the embankment.
According to the design specification the concrete has got a characteristic compressive strength of about 28MPa. The characteristic yielding strength of the reinforcing
steel is about 400MPa.
The reinforcement of the main girders is composed by bars of 25mm diameter. In the
middle of the spans are up to twenty bars provided, and over the piers there are
placed up to 24 bars. The outline of the longitudinal reinforcement is presented in
Figure A-3.1.3

Figure A-3.1.3: Brunna Bridge – Outline of the longitudinal reinforcement (the values
in the brackets are the vertical reinforcement coordinates counting from
the bottom of the girder; in case of piers the reinforcement is distributed
evenly on the perimeter).
The loads considered in the analysis are presented in Table A-3.1.1 and the resulting
bending moments using a linear-elastic model are those in Table A-3.1.2. Section 1
is the section over pier A, section 2 is the mid-span section of the first span and section 3 is the section over pier B
Table A-3.1.1: Definition of loads
Load

Symbol

Unit

Nominal/Characteristic
value

Self weight of the structure

GS

kN/m

47.53

Additional dead loads

GA

kN/m

21.07

Railway traffic load (concentrated)

Qc

kN/m

78.13

Railway traffic load (distributed)

Qd

kN/m

40.00

Impact factor

I

-

1.25
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The traffic load is extended over the first and third spans. The values of railway traffic
loads were obtained from the UIC train load model (axle load (250kN) and distributed
load (80kN/m)). The characteristic values of the railway traffic load were obtained
distributing the load for two girders and distributing the concentrated load from the
axles through the ballast (the distribution length was considered equal to 6.4m).
Table A-3.1.2: Bending moments in the critical sections of the first span (13.5 m).
Bending moment
Load
Symbol
Unit
Sect.1
Sect.2
Sect.3
Self weight of the structure

MGs; (MGsk)

kNm -481.19

415.60

-853.10

Additional dead loads

MGa; (MGak) kNm -213.35

184.24

-378.25

Railway traffic load

MQk

1163.58

-705.72

kNm 0

The calculation of the redundancy factor was performed following the sequence of
the step-by-step methodology proposed in SB4.4.1 (2007) (see list of references in
chapter 3) and presented below:
1st step: Identify the critical members of the bridge
In the present example, the cross-sections at mid-span and over the piers can be “a
priori” identified as critical for the bridge safety in longitudinal bending. However, for
the sake of simplicity, only the safety of the mid-span section of the first span is analysed, hence the identification of the critical members of the bridge was simplified to
the choice of that section.
2nd step: calculate the required member capacity and the actual member capacity
The required member capacity MRk(required) according to the adopted design Code (in
this case the Eurocode is used) and the partial safety factor method is expressed by
the following equation:

M Rk ( required ) =

γ Gs M Gsk + γ Ga M Gak + γ Q IM Qk
φR

(A-3.1.1)

where MGsk, MGak and MQk are the bending moments in the analysed section due to
the characteristic values of the structure self weight, additional dead loads and the
railway traffic loads respectively and assuming a linear-elastic behaviour of the
bridge. ΦR is the resistance factor for the analysed section (considered equal to
1/1.15=0.86 according to Eurocode); γGs , γGa and γQ are the partial safety factors for
the structure self weight, the additional dead loads and the railway traffic loads respectively (considered equal to 1.35, 1.35 and 1.50 ) and finally I is the impact factor
(= 1.25).
Using a linear-elastic model of the bridge, the values of the bending moments are
calculated with the railway traffic load extended in the most unfavourable position
(spans 1 and 3) and the required member capacity for the mid-span section is obtained:

M Rk ( required ) =

1.35 ⋅ 415.6 + 1.35 ⋅ 184.24 + 1.5 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 1163.58 2992
=
= 3478 ⋅ kNm
0.86
0.86
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The actual member capacity of the analysed critical section is MRK = 5164 kNm and
is obtained according to EN 1992-2 (2003) (see list of references in chapter 3) and
considering the characteristic values of geometry and material strength.
3rd step: Develop a model of the bridge for the non-linear analysis
A non-linear FEM model of the Brunna Bridge was developed taking into account the
material non-linearity. The best estimates (mean values) of material properties, geometry and loads were used as input to the model (see Table A-3.3.1 in annex 3.3 )
4th step: Identify the most critical loading position of the live load
In this example, only the safety of the mid-span section of the first span was analysed, hence the identification of the loading position and the most critical load pattern was simplified to the longitudinal positioning of the railway traffic load (UIC train
load model) to cause the maximum bending moment in the analysed section (loading
in spans 1 and 3 ).
5th step: Calculate the member reserve ratio
This involves the calculation of the required member capacity and actual member
capacity expressed in terms of the load factor by which the characteristic value of the
railway load have to be multiplied to reach the relevant member capacity. This is performed according to the following equations:

LF1( required ) =

LF1 =

M Rk ( required ) − M Gs − M Ga
M Qk

M Rk − M Gs − M Ga
M Qk

(A-3.1.2)

(A-3.1.3)

Considering the required and actual member bending resistance as defined in the 2nd
step and considering the bending moments due to the mean dead loads and characteristic railway traffic loads as defined in Table A-3.1.2 the following values were obtained:

LF1( required ) =
LF1 =

3478 − 415.60 − 184.24
= 2.47
1163.58

5164 − 415.60 − 184.24
= 3.92
1163.58

The member reserve ratio is obtained as:

r1 =

LF1
LF1( required )

=

3.92
= 1.59
2.47

(A-3.1.4)

6th step: Calculation of the redundancy ratio for functionality (serviceability ) limit
state
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Calculation of the system reserve ratio for the functionality limit state is performed
according to the following equation:

Rf =

LF f
LF1

(A-3.1.5)

The load factor LFf (for which the bridge reaches the functionality limit state defined
as allowable deflection - L/500) was obtained via the non-linear model developed in
step 3. The load factor LF1 describing actual member capacity was determined in the
5th step. Performing the calculations the following value was obtained:

Rf =

3.93
= 1.00
3.92

The redundancy ratio for the functionality limit state is obtained using the following
formula:

Rf

rf =

R f (t arg et )

(A-3.1.6)

As reported in SB4.4.1 (2007) (see list of references in chapter 3), the target value is
1.10 and, therefore, the redundancy ratio was found:

rf =

1.00
= 0.91
1.10

7th step: Calculation of the redundancy ratio for the ultimate limit state
Calculation of the system reserve ratio for the ultimate (collapse) limit state is performed according to the following equation:
Ru =

LFu
LF1

(A-3.1.7)

The load factor LFu (for which the bridge reaches the ultimate limit state defined as
collapse of the structure) was obtained with the non-linear model. The load factor LF1
describing actual member capacity was determined in the 5th step. Performing the
calculations the following value was obtained:

Ru =

5.80
= 1.48
3.92

The redundancy ratio for the ultimate limit state was obtained using the following formula:

ru =

Ru
Ru ( t arg et )

(A-3.1.8)
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Considering the target value as presented in SB4.4.1 (2007) (see list of references in
chapter 3), the redundancy ratio was found.

ru =

1.48
= 1.14
1.30

8th step: Calculation of the redundancy ratio for the damaged limit state
The damaged state is defined as the bridge state after removal of one of the critical
members identified in step 1. In this case, the damage is represented by the placement of a hinge in one of the sections at mid-span or over the piers (the most critical
for the section being analysed).
Calculation of the system reserve ratio for the damaged condition is performed according to the following equation:
Rd =

LFd
LF1

(A-3.1.9)

The load factor LFd (for damage condition) was calculated using the same non-linear
model of the bridge used previously, but in this case, placing a hinge in the main
girder at the mid-span section of the first span. The load factor LF1 describing actual
member capacity was determined in the 5th step. Performing the calculations the following value was obtained:

1.66
= 0.42
3.92

Rd =

The redundancy ratio for the damaged condition limit state was obtained using the
following formula:

rd =

Rd
Rd ( t arg et )

(A-3.1.10)

Considering the target value as presented in SB4.4.1 (2007) (see list of references in
chapter 3), the redundancy ratio is found.

rd =

0.42
= 0.84
0.50

9th step: Repeat the last step for members whose failure might be critical for the
structural integrity of the bridge (identified in step 1). The final value of rd is the minimum for all critical members
The damage in this case was introduced in the model as the hinge in the main girder
in the section over pier B. The load factor LFd obtained in the non-linear analysis for
this case is 2.31.
The following values of the system reserve ratio and the redundancy ratio were obtained:
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Rd =

2.00
= 0.51
3.92

rd =

0.51
= 1.02
0.50
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Since the obtained values of those parameters are higher than the values obtained in
the 8th step, the system reserve ratio and redundancy ratio previously calculated
were considered as relevant. The analysed two cases of damages are likely to be the
most significant and relevant for the analysed case. Due to this fact the analysis was
not repeated for any other cases of possible damage (hinge in other cross-section).
10th step: Repeat steps 4th to 9th to cover all critical load patterns and identify the
minimum values of redundancy ratios rf ru rd
The analyses of all possible load patterns were omitted in this example because only
the safety of the mid-span section is being analyzed. Hence, the minimum values of
the redundancy ratios rf, ru and rd were considered as those obtained in the 6th, 7th
and 8th step respectively.
11th step: Determine the redundancy factor
Calculation of the redundancy factor is performed according to the following equation:

φ red = min(r1 ru ; r1 r f ; r1 rd )

(A-3.1.11)

Considering the member reserve ratio and redundancy ratios as calculated above the
following calculation is performed:

φred = min(1.59 ⋅ 0.91 ; 1.59 ⋅ 1.14 ; 1.59 ⋅ 0.84) = min(1.447 ; 1.813 ; 1.336) = 1.34
12th step
Since the redundancy factor Φred calculated in the previous step is greater than 1, the
bridge may be considered as safe from the system point of view. The fact that redundancy factor is significantly higher than 1 means that the actual safety margin of the
bridge is expected to be very high.
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Annex 3.2: Probabilistic non-linear analysis
The probabilistic nonlinear analysis of a reinforced concrete railway bridge (Brunna
Bridge alreday described in annex 3.1) is presented. Due to its relative simplicity and
the applicability within any available FEM codes, the Latin Hypercube simulation
method was used in this study. The numerical nonlinear model of the bridge was
developed within the non-commercial FEM code Plastd90 developed by Henriques
(1998) (see list of references in chapter 3). A summary of the probabilistic non-linear
analysis is presented here. The complete analysis can be found in SB4.4.3 (2007)
(see list of references in chapter 3).

Numerical model
Some simplifications were made at the phase of bridge modelling. Just one alignment
of the girders was modelled. This implies that no transverse redistribution of loads
between two girder alignments is allowed and that the effect of skew is neglected.
Also the distribution of all the loads between girders was assumed to be fifty-fifty
which implies that the random eccentricities in the load application are neglected.
The non-commercial software Plastd90 was used for modelling the bridge. The software considers non-linearity of steel and concrete. This program is based on FEM
techniques and uses the Timoshenko three nodes beam elements with a layered approach through the height (see Figure A-3.2.1). The methodology used by the program to model the non-linearity of concrete and steel, is described in Henriques
(1998) (see list of references in chapter 3). The strain-stress relationships for concrete and reinforcing steel are taken according to CEB-FIP, (1993) (see list of references in chapter 3).

Figure A-3.2.1: Layered approach
The non-linear FEM model consists of 67 beam elements (see Figure A-3.2.2). The
elements representing girders comprise 15 layers of concrete and 6 layers of reinforcing steel. The piers were modelled by elements composed by 10 layers of concrete and 8 layers of mild reinforcement.
1
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Figure A-3.2.2: FEM model
The boundary conditions were modelled as follows. Since the lateral piers (A and E,
see Figure A-3.1.3 in annex 3.1) were designed as double pinned in the numerical
model they were neglected and substituted by the simple supports which transfer just
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the vertical reactions. Due to the fact that the intermediate reinforced concrete circular columns (B,C and D, see Figure A-3.1.3 in annex 3.1) were rigidly connected to
the deck and to the footing, in the model the connection of pier with deck and foundation were considered as fixed.
The following actions were considered in the analysis (see Figure A-3.2.3):

− G - Self-weight of the structure;
− GA - Additional permanent loads;
− QT - Live load on the railway track including impact (UIC train load model);

Loading schemes and condition states
Prior to the probabilistic numerical simulations of the studied bridge some deterministic analyses were performed considering all variables as their mean values (see Table A-3.2.2). The objective of those analyses was to choose the loading approach
which could lead to the highest probability of failure. Figure A-3.2.3 shows all loading
schemes considered. The loading schemes LS1-LS4 corresponds to the elastic influence lines of maximum bending moments in the middle of the first, second, third and
fourth span respectively. However the loading schemes LS5-LS7 corresponds to the
elastic influence lines of maximum bending moments over first, second and third pier
respectively.

Figure A-3.2.3: Loading schemes
The loads were imposed to the structure as follows: at first the mean value of the self
weight of the structure, the mean value of the additional dead loads and the mean
value of the railway traffic load including impact were applied, later the traffic load
was incrementally increased up to failure. The failure in this analysis was defined as
the state of the deformation of the finite element for which the equilibrium between
the applied loads and the internal state of stresses can not be reached. This happens
when the concrete crushes (maximum strain of 0.35 %) or the steel reach the deformation limit (in this case considered a maximum deformation of 2.5 %). The factors
by which the mean railway traffic load has to be multiplied to cause the bridge failure
for each of the seven load schemes (named as “load factors”) are presented in the
Table A-3.2-1. From the table it is possible to conclude that considering the mean
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values of all variables the worst loading approach is due to scheme LS1, LS4 and LS5.
In real bridge assessment all those three cases should be studied in detail and even
load case LS3 should be analysed. However, in this example it was decided to perform further study just for load schemes LS1, which cause failure of the middle span
section of the first span. This decision can be explained by the fact that the presented
example aims to show methodology of probabilistic non-linear analysis rather then
show complete bridge assessment.
Table A-3.2.1: Load factors for different scheme of loading
Loading scheme LS1

LS2

LS3

LS4

LS5

LS6

LS7

Load factor

6.9

6.2

5.7

5.7

6.6

6.8

5.7

Variability of parameters
Trying to reduce the time of simulations, the pre-selection of the variables to be considered as random was performed considering some previous knowledge and engineering judgement. In the analysed example the pre-selection allowed to eliminate all
the variables that describe the geometry and material properties of the pier. Also the
variability of elasticity modulus and ultimate strain of the reinforcing steel of the girder
were considered to be insignificant and negligible. Other variables, like concrete elasticity modulus and concrete tensile strength have a low importance and in the analysis they were considered as perfectly correlated with the compressive strength of
concrete as defined by the formulas in EN 1992-2 (2003) (see list of the references in
chapter 3). The girder effective depth in the analyses was considered to be perfectly
correlated to the height of the girder in such a way that the relative position of the
reinforcement regarding to the girder surface (concrete cover of each reinforcement
layer) was assumed to be constant.
The statistical models of the compressive strength of concrete, the yielding strength
of steel, the girder geometry and the area of reinforcement assumed in the analysis
are presented in Table A-3.2.2. Also the statistical models of the dead loads, the
railway traffic loads and the impact as considered in the study are presented in Table
A-3.2.2. As it can be noticed, for purpose of simplicity all the random variables were
assumed to have normal (Gaussian) distribution. The parameters of all the random
variables were defined according to the data obtained by various authors and presented in SB4.4.2 (2007) (see list of references in chapter 3).
The values of railway traffic loads were obtained from the UIC train load model considering that the characteristic axle load (250kN) and distributed load (80kN/m) corresponds to the 98-th percentile of the PDF of the railway load assuming normal distribution. Considering this assumption the mean value for the axle loads (207kN) and
distributed load (63.4kN/m) were obtained. Later due to the assumption of equal distribution of the load between the two girders and the assumption of the distribution of
the concentrated load form the axles through the ballast (the distribution length was
considered equal to 6.4m) the values as presented in Table A-3.2.2 were obtained.
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Table A-3.2.2: Definition of random variables considered in the analysis
Random variable
Symbol Unit
Mean
COV

358 (428)

PDF

Concrete compressive strength

fc

MPa

34.00

0.15

normal

Reinforcement yield strength

fy

MPa

454.00

0.10

normal

Height of the girder

hg

M

1.50

0.02

normal

Height of the slab

hs

M

0.40

0.07

normal

Reinforcement area

AS

m2

nominal

0.02

normal

Self weight

G

kN/m

47.53

0.08

normal

Additional dead load

GA

kN/m

21.07

0.10

normal

Railway traffic load (concentrated)

Q

kN/m

64.69

0.10

normal

Railway traffic load (distributed)

q

kN/m

31.70

0.10

normal

Impact factor

I

-

1.25

0.50

normal

Results of the analysis
The safety assessment of the bridge was performed according to the following methodology. First, a set of values of random variables were generated, using Latin Hypercube sampling method according to the parameters presented in Table A-3.2.2.
Later, structural analyses were performed for each combination of generated variables (100 simulations). Finally the results were evaluated statistically and the reliability index β was calculated using the Mean Load Method. In the simulations the
railway traffic loads and impact where considered as deterministic. Their variability
was decided to be considered in the further calculation of the reliability index β.

Figure A-3.2.4: Load factor (safety margin) for the load scheme LS1.
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Figure A-3.2.4 presents the histogram of the calculated load factor factor by which
the railway traffic loads have to be multiplied to cause the bridge failure) for the load
scheme LS1. The normal curve plotted in the diagram was determined based on
mean values and standard deviations of the results obtained from simulation. In the
presented example the plot shows a very good fit of the obtained results with the
normal distribution which is also confirmed by the Kolmogorov Smirnoff nonparametric test.
The reliability index β was calculated using Mean Load Method. In this case the random variables (namely the generalized structural resistance and the generalized action) have normal distribution; hence the following equation was used:

β=

R−S

(A-3.2.1)

σ R2 + σ S 2

The load factor obtained by simulation using Latin Hypercube method (see Figure A3.2.4) was considered to be the generalized resistance. The load factors which correspond to the real loads on the bridge were considered to be the generalized action.
In this case, due to the fact that during the simulations the loads were applied as their
mean value including impact and later incremented (by multiplying the mean load by
the load factor) to reach the structure failure, the mean value of the generalized action takes unit value. The standard deviation of the generalized action was considered to be equal to 0.14. This value is the effect of the multiplication of the railway
load with a coefficient of variation equal to 10% by the impact factor with a coefficient
of variation equal to 50%. Table A-3.2.3 resumes the calculation of the reliability index β for the load case LS1.
Table A-3.2.3: Calculation of the reliability index
Resistance R
Action S
Load
scheme Mean
St. Dev. Mean
St. Dev.
LS1

5.576

0.453

1

0.14

Safety margin R-S
Mean

St. Dev.

Reliability
index β

4.576

0.474

9.65

The high value of the reliability index is in accordance with the high value of the load
factor obtained in the deterministic analysis and the redundancy factor calculated in
annex 3.1
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Annex 3.3: Calculation of relative reliability indices
The practical calculation of the relative reliability indices is illustrated in the same real
bridge as presented in annex 3.1 (Brunna Bridge). Similar to there, the example is
restricted to the checking in the mid-span section of the first span.
Analogously to the calculation of the redundancy factor, the process also needs the
calculation of the required member capacity LF1 and load factors for functionality LFf,
ultimate LFu and damaged condition LFd limit states. How these values are obtained
is explained in annex 3.1 (steps 1 to 10). After the definition of load factors LFi, the
parameters necessary for the reliability analysis (bias factor and coefficient of variation) are determined.
To obtain the bias factor and coefficient of variation, the calculation of the mean value
of the actual member capacity was first performed according to:
LF1 =

M Rk − M Gs − M Ga
M Qk

(A-3.3.1)

where M R is the mean value of the bending resistance; M Gs is the bending moment
in the analysed section due to the mean value of the structure self weight; M Ga is the
bending moment due to the mean value of the additional dead loads and MQk is the
bending moment due to the characteristic value of the railway traffic load without impact. In all cases the calculation of the bending moments is made via a linear-elastic
model.
The mean value of the member resistance to bending can be obtained via simulation
and using a deterministic model of response. In this case, a Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) was used and the value obtained was 5772 kNm. The statistical definition
of the variables used is presented in Table A-3.3.1
Alternatively to the simulation process, we could use the simplified probabilistic
model developed in SB4.4.2 (2007) (see list of references in chapter 3) and summarized in section 3.1.1 of this Guideline. Using the nominal value of 5164kNm, as obtained using according to EN 1992-2 (2003) (see list of references in chapter 3), and
the bias ratio equal to 1.15 as proposed in Table 3.2 for a reinforced concrete rectangular section, a mean value of 5939 kNm is obtained.
The values of railway traffic loads were obtained form the UIC train load model considering that the characteristic axis load (250kN) and distributed load (80kN/m) corresponds to the 98-th percentile of the PDF of the railway load assuming normal distribution. Considering this assumption the mean value for the axis loads (207kN) and
distributed load (63.4kN/m) were obtained. Later due to assumption of the equal distribution of the load between the two girders and the assumption of the distribution of
the concentrated load form the axles through the ballast (the distribution length was
considered equal to 6.4m) the mean values as presented in Table A-3.3.1 were obtained.
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Table A-3.3.1: Random variables considered in the analysis
Sym
Char.
Mean
Random variable
Unit
-bol
value
value

361 (428)

COV PDF

Concrete compressive strength

fc

Mpa

28.00

34.00

0.15

normal

Reinforcement yield strength

fy

Mpa

400.00

454.00

0.10

normal

Height of the girder

hg

M

1.50

1.50

0.02

normal

Height of the slab

hs

M

0.40

0.40

0.07

normal

Reinforcement area

AS

m2

nominal

nominal

0.02

normal

Self weight of the structure

GS

kN/m

47.53

47.53

0.08

normal

Additional dead loads

GA

kN/m

21.07

21.07

0.10

normal

Railway traffic load (concentrated)

Qc

kN/m

78.13

64.69

0.10

normal

Railway traffic load (distributed)

Qd

kN/m

40.00

31.70

0.10

normal

Impact factor

I

-

1.25

1.25

0.50

normal

Considering the mean member bending resistance and the bending moments due to
the mean dead loads and characteristic railway traffic load, we obtain the following
value:

LF1 =

5772 − 415.60 − 184.24
= 4.45
1163.58

The bias factor for member capacity (expressed in terms of the load factor by which
the characteristic value of the railway load has to be multiplied to reach the relevant
member capacity) is obtained according to the following equation:

λLF =

4.45
= 1.135
3.92

(A-3.3.2)

The coefficient of variation of the member capacity was obtained with the following
formula:
V LF =

σ MR 2 + σ MGs 2 + σ MGa 2
M Qk ⋅ LF1

(A-3.3.3)

where MQk is the characteristic value of the bending moment due to the railway traffic
loads without impact; σMR is the standard deviation of the resistance against bending;
σMGs is the standard deviation of the bending moment due to the self weight of the
structure; σMGa is the standard deviation of the bending moment due to additional
dead loads and LF1 the mean value of the member capacity.
Using a simulation process (LHS), the value of 10 % is obtained for the coefficient of
variation of the member resistance and a Normal distribution function fits well with the
histogram of samples. Note that using the simplified model presented in chapter 3.1.1
a Normal distribution is also recommended in this case, and a value of the COV = 10
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% (equal to the COV of the strength of reinforcing steel assumed for the present
bridge)
Considering the distribution types and coefficient of variations of loads effects equal
to those of the corresponding loads as determined in Table A-3.3.1, the characteristic
value of the railway load effect and the mean member capacity, we obtain:

VLF =

(5772 ⋅ 0.10) 2 + (415.60 ⋅ 0.08) 2 + (184.24 ⋅ 0.10) 2
= 0.112
1163.56 ⋅ 4.45

In general, the member reliability index is calculated using the Mean Load Method (
Equation 3.4 in Chapter 3). However, because in this case all resisting and loading
variables were assumed as normally distributed, the calculation is:

β member =

LF1 − LLTRAIN

(A-3.3.4)

2
2
σ LF
+ σ LL

where LF1 is the mean value of the load factor that will cause the first member failure
in the bridge assuming elastic analysis. LLTRAIN is the mean value of the load factor
describing maximum expected lifetime live load including dynamic allowance effect.
σ LF is the standard deviation of LF1 while σ LL is the coefficient of variation of the
maximum expected live load LLTRAIN .
Considering the mean value of the member capacity defined by the Equation A-3.3.1,
the coefficient of variation of the member capacity as defined by the Equation
A-3.3.3, the mean value of the maximum expected lifetime live load as the product of
the impact factor (as defined in Table A-3.3.1) and a bias factor equal to 0.82 (the
ratio between the mean value of the railway traffic load effects and the characteristic
value of the railway traffic load effects obtained according to the values of traffic
loads in Table A-3.3.1), it is possible to perform the calculations. However, it was
necessary to determine the coefficient of variation of the product of the railway traffic
and the impact factor. The coefficient of variation was considered to be equal to 0.14.
This value is the effect of the multiplication of the railway load with a coefficient of
variation equal to 10% by the impact factor with a coefficient of variation equal to
50%. The following equation shows the calculations:

β member =

4.45 − 1 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 0.82
(4.45 ⋅ 0.112) 2 + (1 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 0.82 ⋅ 0.14) 2

=

3.425
= 6.61
0.518

To perform the calculations of the system reliability index for the ultimate, functionality and damaged condition limit state the following assumptions are made. First, the
mean value of the load factors for the ultimate LFu, functionality LFf and damaged
condition LFd limit state are assumed to be related with characteristic values by the
bias factor equal to that obtained for the load factor describing member capacity LF1.
Second, the coefficients of variation of those load factors were also assumed to be
equal to the coefficient of variation obtained for the load factor describing member
capacity.
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Considering those assumptions, the system reliability index for the serviceability limit
state (defined as the allowable deformation equal to L/500) was calculated according
to:

LF f − LLTRAIN

β serv =

(A-3.3.5)

2
2
σ LF
+ σ LL

where LF f is the mean value of the load factor corresponding to the load level for
which the deformation of the mid-span section reach the limit defined as
L/500=0.027m. The remaining parameters are the same as in the previous case.
The nominal value of the load factor LFf has been already obtained. The bias factor
for LFf is the same as defined by the Equation A-3.3.2 and the remaining parameters
are the same as in the member analysis performed above. Then, the following reliability index for the serviceability limit state is obtained:

1.135 ⋅ 3.92 − 1 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 0.82

β serv =

=

(1.135 ⋅ 3.92 ⋅ 0.112) 2 + (1 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 0.82 ⋅ 0.14) 2

3.424
= 6.60
0.519

The system reliability index for the ultimate limit state was calculated according to the
following expression:

β ult =

LFu − LLTRAIN

(A-3.3.6)

2
2
σ LF
+ σ LL

where LFu is the mean value of the load factor corresponding to the ultimate limit
state. The remaining parameters are as previously.
Considering the characteristic value of the load factor LFu and remaining parameters
as in the previous case, the following reliability index for the ultimate limit state was
calculated:

βult =

1.135 ⋅ 5.80 − 1 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 0.82
(1.135 ⋅ 5.80 ⋅ 0.112) + (1 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 0.82 ⋅ 0.14)
2

2

=

5.558
= 7.40
0.751

The system reliability index for the damage condition limit state was calculated using
the following equation:

β damage =

LFd − LLTRAIN

(A-3.3.7)

2
2
σ LF
+ σ LL

where LFd is the mean value of the load factor corresponding to the damage condition limit state. The remaining parameters are as previously.
Considering the characteristic value of the load factor LFd, and remaining parameters
as in the previous case, the reliability index for the damage condition limit state was
determined as follows:

β damage =

1.135 ⋅ 1.66 − 1 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 0.82
(1.135 ⋅ 1.66 ⋅ 0.112) + (1 ⋅ 1.25 ⋅ 0.82 ⋅ 0.14)
2

2

=

0.859
= 3.37
0.255
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All reliability indexes are higher than the target values defined in section 3.1.2. Due to
this fact, the bridge can be considered safe.
To check the level of inherent redundancy of the bridge, the relative reliability indexes
were calculated too using the following equations:

Δβ ult = β ult − β member
Δβ serv = β serv − β member

(A-3.3.8)

Δβ damage = β damage − β member
The values obtained in the calculations are:

Δβ ult = 7.40 − 6.61 = 0.79
Δβ serv = 6.60 − 6.61 = −0.01

Δβ damage = 3.37 − 6.61 = −3.24
Comparing the relative reliability indexes with the target values defined in Table 3.7
(see chapter 3), it is concluded that the bridge is not very redundant. However the
bridge can be considered safe due to the fact that the member safety is very high.
The calculated relative reliability indexes are strictly related to the redundancy factors
obtained in Annex 3.1. The relative reliability index for the ultimate limit state is
slightly lower than the target value, in the same way that the redundancy factor for
the ultimate limit state is also very close to the target. The same type of relation can
be observed for the remaining relative reliability indexes.
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Annex 3.4: Calculation of system reliability in continuous
bridges
The bridge safety to failure mode consisting in the formation of a mechanism in the
first span of the Brunna Bridge (see Annex 3.1) was also analyzed using the safety
format described in 3.1.1 consisting on a simplified probabilistic approach applicable
to structural systems (continuous beams and frames) and named in the Guideline as
the Method of Sobrino and Casas. The safety of the bridge main girder (considering
the redundancy in the longitudinal direction) is evaluated by means of the reliability
index β and taking into account the non-linear behaviour of the bridge. The first step
is the definition of the limit state function (see Equation 3.11 in Chapter 3). In this
case for the mid-span section of the first span (section 2) it is as follows:

(

e
e
Z = M R2 − λ.2 M Gs
+ M Ga
+ I ⋅ M Qe

)

(A-3.4.1)

where M2R is the ultimate resistance moment of the middle span section of the first
span, MeGs is the bending moment due to structure self weight calculated for the
equivalent simply supported beam, MeGa is the bending moment due to additional
dead loads calculated for the equivalent simply supported beam, MeQ is the maximum
bending moment due to traffic loads calculated also for the equivalent simply supported beam and I is the impact factor. The equivalent simply supported beam is defined in this case as the simply supported beam with the span-length 13.5m equal to
the length of the first span of the bridge. λ2 is the actual redistribution factor at the
instant of real failure (failure of section 2 considering non-linear behaviour of the
structure) and takes the form:

λ =
.2

1
M nla

2
M nla
3
+ M nla
2
+ M nla
2

(A-3.4.2)

where M1nla, M3nla and M2nla are the bending moments at failure for the sections over
the supports and at mid-span (analysed section) respectively, for the first span of the
bridge obtained in the nonlinear analysis. Due to the randomness in the bending
moments at failure, λ2 is a random variable itself.
To perform the reliability analysis using FORM the complete statistical information of
all the random variables is required. In the analyzed case the distribution types and
statistical parameters of the impact factor were considered as defined in Table A3.3.1 of Annex 3.3. The mean value of the load effects in the equivalent simply supported beam is presented in Table A-3.4.1.
Table A-3.4.1: Bending moments in the equivalent simple supported beam (13.5 m).
Load
Symbol
Unit
Bending moment – Sect. 2
Self weight of the structure
(mean)

MeGs

kNm

1082.75

Additional dead loads (mean)

MeGa

kNm

480.04

e

kNm

1245.85

Railway traffic load (mean)

M

Q
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The distribution types and coefficient of variations of the load effects were considered
equal to those of the corresponding loads as determined in Table A-3.3.1 of Annex
3.3. The bending resistance of section 2 is modelled as a Normal variable with mean
5772 kNm and coefficient of variation 10 % as deduced from a simulation process
(see Table A-3.4.3). The mean values of the bending moments at failure for the section over the piers and in the mid-span are presented in Table A-3.4.2 and are obtained with a non-linear analysis using the mean values of the input variables (see
Table A-3.3.1 in Annex 3.3). The distribution types for the bending moments at failure
were assumed to be normal and the coefficients of variation were taken equal to the
coefficient of variation of the ultimate response of the corresponding sections against
bending presented in Table A-3.4.3.
Table A-3.4.2: Bending moments at failure in the critical sections of the first span
(13.5 m).
Bending moment
Symbol
Unit
Sect.1
Sect.2
Sect.3
Mnla

kNm -639.76

5751.30

-8073.67

Table A-3.4.3: Ultimate response of mid-span section for characteristic values of
variables and probabilistic ultimate response of critical sections
SymChar.
Mean
Section
Unit
COV
PDF
bol
value
value
Section over the pier A

M 1R

kNm

-

2228

0.0991

normal

Mid-span section

M 2R

kNm

5164

5772

0.1011

normal

Section over the pier B

M 3R

kNm

-

8606

0.0995

normal

For the defined limit state function and assumed probabilistic models of all the random variables FORM analysis leads to the reliability index β=6.61. The FORM analysis was performed considering statistical independency of all the variables. When the
correlation between the bending moment at failure in the mid-span section M2nla and
ultimate resistance of the mid-span section M2R was assumed the reliability index rise
to the values β=7.16 and β=9.21 for the correlation coefficients C=0.5 and C=0.99
respectively. The effect of the statistical correlation between these two variables was
studied due to significant likelihood of their mutual dependency (they are the moments at the same section).
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Annex 3.5: Calculation of nominal value of shear strength
The nominal value of the shear strength for concrete elements with shear reinforcement (Vu2) is evaluated in the following way:

Vu 2 = Vcu + Vsu

(A-3.5.1)

Vsu is the contribution of the shear reinforcement, calculated as:

Vsu = z senα (cot gα + cot gθ ) ΣAα f yα ,d

(A-3.5.2)

where:
Aα is the area per unit length of reinforcing steel with an inclination angle α relative to
the longitudinal axis of the element
fyα,d is the design strength of Aα
z is the mechanical arm, that can be estimated as z=0,9d
d is the effective cross-section depth
Vcu is the contribution of concrete to the shear strength, calculated as:

[

Vcu = 0,10ξ (100 ρ1 f ck )

1/ 3

]

− 0,15σ cd b0 dβ

(A-3.5.3)

fck is the characteristic value of concrete compressive strength [N/mm2]
d is effective cross-section depth [mm]
b0 is the minimum cross-section width [mm]
σcd is the effective tensile stress in the cross-section (tension has a positive value)

σ cd =

Nd
Ac

(A-3.5.4)

Nd is the design value of the axial load (tension is positive) including prestressing
Ac is the area of cross-section

ξ = 1+

200
(with d in mm)
d

As + Ap

ρ1 =

b0 d

(A-3.5.5)

f yp
fyd

p 0,02

(A-3.5.6)

ρ1 is the geometric steel ratio (reinforcing or bonded pre-stressing) in tension anchored at a distance equal or greater than d from the cross-section under study
Ap is the area of pre-stressing steel
Asl is the area of reinforcing steel
fyp is the yielding stress of pre-stressing steel
fyd is the yielding stress of the longitudinal reinforcing steel
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β=

2 cot gθ − 1
2 cot gθ e − 1

if 0,5 ≤ cotg θ ≤ cotgθe

(A-3.5.7)

β=

cot gθ − 2
cot gθ e − 2

if cotgθe ≤ cotg θ ≤ 2,0

(A-3.5.8)

θe – angle of inclination of shear cracks, obtained as:

cotgθ e =

f

2

ct , m

− f ct ,m (σ xd + σ yd ) + σ xd σ yd
f ct ,m − σ yd

⎫
⎪
⎬ 〉 0,5 and
⎪⎭

〈2

(A-3.5.9)

fct,m is the mean value of the tensile concrete strength (assumed as positive)
σxd and σyd are the design values of the normal stress in the centre of gravity of the
section, in the direction of the element and the shear force Vd respectively. σxd and
σyd are obtained from the design values of the actions, including pre-stressing, according to the Elasticity Theory and assuming non-cracked concrete. Tension is
taken as positive. In the normal case where σyd=0, then the expression for cotg θe
takes the form:

cot gθ e = 1 −

σ xd
f ct ,m

(A-3.5.10)

In the normal case of reinforced concrete elements in axial or biaxial bending with
shear reinforcement placed with α=90º and θ=θe=45º, and neglecting the favourable
effect of compression, the contribution of concrete in the shear strength is:

Vcu = 0,10ξ (100 ρ1 f ck )1 / 3 b0 d

(A-3.5.11)

and the contribution of the reinforcing steel:

Vsu = A90 f y 90,d 0,90d

(A-3.5.12)
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Annex 3.6: Available software for non-linear and reliability
analysis
During last decades extensive work has been done to apply the best known models
describing behaviour of materials, structural elements etc. into numerical finite element code. This work has led to the development of several numerical subroutines
and programs. The most known commercial software for nonlinear analysis of structures and their main features are presented in Table A-3.6.1.
Analogously, reliability analysis has been applied in several computer codes with different capabilities as presented in Table A-3.6.2. Obviously other commercial and not
commercial software, which are not included in Tables A-3.6.1 and A-3.6.2, can be
also used for the purpose of the nonlinear or reliability analysis of railway bridges.
The aim of including this table was to give some guidance for engineers, who are not
familiar with any nonlinear FEM code, rather then to favour any of the available software.

Nonlinearity
of concrete

Tension stiffening

Time dependent effects

Buckling

Contact elements

ABAQUS

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

www.hks.com

ATENA

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

www.cervenka.cz

ANSYS

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

www.ansys.com

DIANA

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

www2.tnodiana.com

LUSAS

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

www.lusas.com

NASTRAN

yes

yes

yes

www.mscsoftware.com

PERMAS

yes

yes

yes

www.intes.de

SOLVIA

yes

yes

TDV

yes

yes

yes
yes

Reference

Nonlinearity
of steel

Table A-3.6.1: Nonlinear FEM software and their main features.
Features related to nonlinear modelling
Nonlinear
analysis
FEM Software

yes

www.solvia.com

yes

www.tdv.at
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Table A-3.6.2: Reliability analysis software and their possibilities.
Reliability
Analysis
Software

Reliability Analysis Method
including all subgroups
Monte
Carlo

ANSYS

yes

CalREL

yes

COSSAN

yes

FERUM

yes

FORM
SORM

Response
Surface
yes

yes

Interaction
with FEM
Software

Sensitivity

Reference

ANSYS

Yes

Reh et al. 2006 (a)

FEAP

yes

Der Kiureghian et
al. 2006 (a)

FE_RV

yes

Schueller & Pradlwarter 2006 (a)

yes

FERUM,
FEDEAS

Der Kiureghian et
al. 2006 (a)
Thacker et al.
2006 (a)

NESSUS

yes

yes

yes

NASA_GRC,
ABAQUS,
yes
ANSYS,
NASTRAN

PERMAS-RA
STRUREL

yes

yes

yes

PERMAS

yes

Gollwitzer et al.
2006 (a)

OpenSees

yes

yes

OpenSees

yes

Der Kiureghian et
al. 2006 (a)

PHIMECA

yes

yes

ANSYS,
ABAQUS,
etc.

yes

Lamaire & Pendola
2006 (a)

PROBAB

yes

yes

yes

DIANA

PROBAN

yes

yes

yes

Available

yes

Tvedt 2006 (a)

PROFES

yes

yes

yes

ANSYS,
NASTRAN

yes

Wu et al. 2006 (a)

SARA

yes

ATENA

yes

www.cervenka.cz

UNIPASS

yes

NASTRAN,
etc.

yes

Lin & Khalessi
2006 (a)

yes

yes

www.dianausers.nl

Note: (a) All these references are available in the special edition of the journal Structural Safety, Vol. 28, 2006, dedicated to software for the reliability analysis.
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Annex 3.7: Fatigue assessment of structural details and
components in steel using probabilistic methods
This annex is applicable for the examination of fatigue safety and remaining fatigue
life of structural details of steel bridges and steel reinforcement of concrete bridges.
Examination of the fatigue safety of a railway bridge may be necessary as a result of
observations (displacements, deformations, change in dynamic properties, detection
of cracks, corrosion), changes in traffic conditions (increase of axle or uniformly distributed rail traffic loads) or when a defined service life is reached.
A procedure in stages with different objectives and increasing level of sophistication
is presented. It begins with a simplified deterministic safety check for the identification
of critical members. A detailed probabilistic method considering inspections is presented for critical members. Fatigue safety is expressed as a reliability band (resulting e.g. from lower and upper bound for the traffic action) which is function of the
number of future trains. The comparison with the target reliability allows dividing the
future service life into three domains. Adequate safety measures are proposed for
each domain.
Fatigue safety depends on the following three main parameters:
-

The amplitude of stress range due to rail traffic load depends on the structural
behaviour of the bridge.

-

The geometry of the construction details leads to a more or less pronounced
stress concentration which may trigger or accelerate fatigue crack propagation.

-

The number of stress cycles due to the past rail traffic influences directly the remaining fatigue life of a structure.

Comprehensive examination of fatigue safety and remaining service life of railway
bridges is based on these three main parameter and includes theoretical studies of
the structural reliability, bridge inspection and for specific cases also field testing.
A rational procedure for the examination of fatigue safety which proceeds by stages
using both deterministic and probabilistic methods of increasing sophistication is appropriate in most cases. Probabilistic methods enable the explicit consideration of the
scatter of the parameters that influence the fatigue strength and the fatigue damaging
effect. Inspection methods and intervals are an integral part of a comprehensive fatigue examination, and field testing may be appropriate to calibrate the model for
structural analysis by which fatigue relevant stresses are calculated.
The main objective of this report is to introduce a framework for such a rational procedure allowing for examination of the fatigue safety and determination of the remaining fatigue life based on a procedure by stages. Corresponding characteristic values
will be suggested and discussed.
An application of this procedure (Brühwiler & Kunz, 1993) is presented in the example at the end of this annex.

A 3.7.1 Procedure in stages
Concept
The fatigue safety is examined using a procedure in stages with increasing level of
sophistication including the following steps:
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1. Simplified deterministic method
2. Simplified probabilistic method
3. Consideration of monitoring
4. Detailed probabilistic method
The aim of the first stage is to identify the fatigue critical members of the structure.
The probability of fatigue fracture of a structural detail or element is calculated in
stages 2 and 4. The probability of crack detection during inspection and monitoring is
evaluated in stage 3, and subsequently linked to the (calculated) probability of fatigue
fracture to obtain the probability of failure:
p fail = p fat ⋅ (1 − pdet )

p fail

: probability of failure

p fat

: probability of fatigue fracture

pdet

: probability of detection

(A-3.7.1)

The probability of failure can also be expressed by means of the reliability index according to the standard normal distribution. Finally the reliability of a structural element is compared to the target value:

β fail ≥ β target
β fail

: reliability index with respect to failure

β target

: target reliability index

Simplified deterministic method
The fatigue safety of all fatigue vulnerable construction details may be expressed by
the fatigue safety ratio defined below:
a) with respect to the fatigue limit (a limit below which no crack propagation will occur):

n fat =
n fat
Δσ D

γ fat
Δσ max

Δσ D γ fat
Δσ max

≥ 1.0

(A-3.7.2)

: degree of compliance
: fatigue limit of the investigated construction detail
: fatigue resistance coefficient
: maximum fatigue action effect (stress range)

b) with respect to the fatigue strength (fatigue damage (crack propagation) will accumulate if a part of the spectrum of stress cycles is above the fatigue limit):
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(A-3.7.3)

: fatigue strength at 2 million cycles (fatigue category)
: (equivalent) fatigue load effect referred to 2 million cycles

Based on this deterministic method, the bridge members are compared, and a
ranked list identifying fatigue critical details is established. Details with n fat < 1.0 require further investigation. Fatigue safety is verified if n fat ≥ 1.0 .
The fatigue resistance coefficient γ fat may be assumed according to risk-based considerations. If the considered detail is redundant causing local failure, a smaller coefficient may be assumed compared to a fatigue hazard scenario where fatigue failure
of the detail is leading to collapse of an element or the whole structure. Recommended values for γ fat may be found in EN 1993-2 (2006)
Simplified probabilistic method
The fatigue action effect (the required nominal fatigue strength) is expressed as “required operational load factor α req“ which is obtained by dividing the required nominal fatigue strength by the action effect of the fatigue load, consisting of the load
model Φ ⋅ UIC71 (Kunz, 1992), equation (A-3.7.4).

α req =

Δσ c ,req
Δσ (Φ ⋅ Q fat )

(A-3.7.4)

Δσc.req
: required nominal fatigue strength
αreq
: required operational load factor
Δσ(Φ·Qfat) : stress range due to load model UIC71 at unfavourable position
In order to anticipate time consuming traffic simulations and allowing a simplified
probabilistic approach, a relation “mean value of required operational load factor
m(log α req)” – “number of future train passages N fut” (Figure A-3.7.8) was established
(by simulations combining damage accumulation and crack propagation calculations
for varying fatigue strengths, see Section A 3.7.4) using the action effect of the traffic
model in UIC 779-1 (1986) including assumptions on the scatter. That relation was
established in 1992, therefore the year 1990 was taken as is the reference year from
which on all future trains are counted (Nfut ≥ 1).
The mean of required operational load factor m(log α req) is then read for three different ranges of fatigue categories (expressed as ND, the cycle number of fatigue limit)
starting from a predefined number of future trains Nfut (as from 1990)
The relation is valid for influence lengths over 10 m, a commissioning time 1900±25
and a partition of freight traffic of 75%. There is one relation for 60 and one for 120
trains per day in the past (before 1990).
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A value of 0.04 may be taken as standard deviation of the required operational load
factors (Kunz, 1992). It results from the assumed fuzziness of the traffic model.

sE = s (log α req ) = 0.04
The fatigue strength is given by the nominal fatigue strength of the detail log Δσ c and
the scatter of test results s (log N ) . A rough assignment is given in Table A-3.7.1 for
three ranges of fatigue categories (Kunz, 1992).
a)
60 trains per day
(before 1990)

number of trains as from 1990

Nfut

b)
120 trains per day
(before 1990)

number of trains as from 1990

Nfut

Figure A-3.7.8: Operational load factor for influence lengths over 10 m, year of construction: 1900±25, traffic model UIC 779-1 (1986) for past and future, 75% freight
traffic.

Table A-3.7.1: Standard deviation of fatigue test results for three ranges of notch
categories.
fatigue category Δσc

standard deviation s(logN)

>80

0.45-0.65

63-71

0.25-0.45

<56

0.15-0.30
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In the case where the detail consists on a system of many parallel arranged elements, a failure criterion should be defined first (e.g. fracture of the first element).
Then mean and standard deviation should be calculated for the fatigue strength corresponding to that failure criterion.
The reliability index for fatigue failure of a structural detail or element is examined as
follows. The fatigue strength and the required fatigue strength follow a lognormal distribution:

β fat ( N fut ) =

mR − mE ( N fut )
sR2 + sE2

mR = log Δσ C + 2s R

(A-3.7.5)
: mean of the fatigue strength (log Δσ relating
to N = 2·106)

mE ( N fut ) = m(log α req ) + log Δσ (Φ ⋅ Q fat ) : mean of the required fatigue strength as a
function of the number of future trains N fut
sR =

s (log N )
m

sE = s (log α req )

: standard deviation of the fatigue strength
where m is the slope of the S-N curve and
s(logN) is the standard deviation of test results.
: standard deviation of the required fatigue
strength

If the probability of crack detection due to monitoring (inspections) is not considered,
thus pdet = 0; it follows from the above equation that pfail = pfat(Nfut) or β fail = β fat(Nfut).
The reliability index is now compared to the target value β target.
There are two ways to influence the calculated reliability index: (1) to optimise and
focus monitoring on the fatigue relevant construction detail, considering thus the
probability of crack detection, and (2) to refine the assumptions and calculate pfat using a detailed probabilistic method.
Consideration of monitoring
The condition of a railway bridge is monitored by regular inspection at least every 5
years throughout its service life. The monitoring of construction details identified as
being fatigue vulnerable makes it possible to increase safety of the bridge. According
to equation A-3.7.1 a construction detail with a theoretical probability of fracture
above the target value can remain in service when the probability of crack detection
(based on a specific monitoring technique) and the inspection interval are taken into
account.
Appropriate monitoring techniques (including detailed inspections) allow for determining the probability of detection of a fatigue damage indicator (usually a crack). The
crack should be detected within the period before its critical size is reached. Depending on the accessibility of a construction detail to be monitored, the reliability and precision of the monitoring technique applied as well as the interval of inspection or
measurement of a specific structural property, values for the probability of detection
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of an anomaly due to fatigue damaging may be determined and justified for use in the
fatigue safety check.
Detailed probabilistic method
Action effect: Contrary to the simplified probabilistic method, based on the traffic
model in UIC 779-1 (1986), the rail traffic is modelled more precisely in the detailed
probabilistic method. Traffic models are adapted in terms of hauled load, the lengths
of the trains and the axle loads are adjusted (updated traffic model). The rail traffic in
the past may be based on statistical data and other relevant information regarding
the number of trains and hauled loads. The rail traffic model for the future considers
the expected traffic in terms of number of trains and expected axle loads for the investigated line.
The reliability as a function of the number of future trains is computed according to
the following procedure:
1. The number of future trains Nfut to failure is calculated for different values of
operational load factors. The results are obtained by simulations combining
damage accumulation and crack propagation calculations (described in Section A 3.7.4) using the action effect of the updated traffic model. The relation
mean value of required operational load factor m(log α req) – number of future
train passages N fut is obtained (Figure A-3.7.9a).
a)

b)
regression line

sup

inf

Figure A-3.7.9: Calculated Nfut for different operational load factors with regression
line, a) consideration of the statistical distribution of traffic loads, b) consideration of
an upper and a lower bound for the traffic loads.
2. For each number of future train passages the mean value and the scatter of
the accordant required operational load factor may be calculated as follows:

m(log α req ) = mα ⋅ log( N fut ) + qα
m(log α req )

: mean value of the logarithmic distribution of α req

mα

: slope of the logarithmic distribution of α req

qα

: increment of the regression line

N fut

: number of future train passages

(A-3.7.6)
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3. The reliability as a function of the number of future trains may be calculated
using again equation (A-3.7.5).
Alternatively, the required fatigue strength may be considered with upper and
lower bound values of traffic data (Figure A-3.7.2b) when the statistical distributions of the traffic data are not known. The reliability index is written with
Equations (A-3.7.7) and (A-3.7.8), for superior and inferior reliability respectively.

β fat,sup ( N fut ) =
β fat,inf ( N fut ) =

mR − mE,sup ( N fut )
sR
mR − mE,inf ( N fut )
sR

(A-3.7.7)
(A-3.7.8)

Target reliability index for fatigue safety
Information on the target reliability index to be chosen may be found in Chapter 3.
Similar values to those used for other Ultimate Limit States can be used.

A 3.7.2 Evaluation of the remaining fatigue life
There is uncertainty regarding the past traffic, particularly axle loads. This may be
considered in the probabilistic analysis with lower and higher bound values for the
action effect (axle loads) instead of modelling a statistical distribution. In Figure A3.7.3 (left) the devolution of the reliability index as a function of future train passages
is shown for upper and lower axle load bound.
More over, the target reliability index may be given as a band with upper and lower
limit. The remaining fatigue life (Nfut) is divided into three domains: There is a sufficient safety even under pessimistic assumptions on the traffic load in the green domain (Nfut (β>βt)). The yellow domain (Nfut (β≈βt)) begins when pessimistic assumptions on the traffic load leads to insufficient safety and ends where safety is insufficient under optimistic assumptions and low target reliability.
In the yellow domain, safety may be improved by supplementary safety measures
e.g. reinforced surveying or monitoring. However, as reinforced surveying or monitoring may be expensive, it is important to update the fatigue reliability calculations
based on a special (and reliable) condition survey.
Rehabilitation or strengthening is triggered by fatigue damage detection (usually a
crack that should not exceed a threshold size, which is function of a predefined intervention period).
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With accurate stresses and the knowledge of fatigue failure behaviour, the reliability
to fatigue failure is determined as a function of the number of future trains

Probabilistic modeling
of the likelihood of failure

Action
effect (Efat )
fat)
(in terms of a damage
equivalent stress range)

FatigueFfrat
e) sistance (Rfat )
of the reinforcement
and the concrete

ß-domains
β
reliability considering
monitoring

“Reliability-band”
β (Nfut ) = f (Efat , Rfat )
Nfut : Number of future trains

βt,sup
βt,inf

Nfut (β>βt)

Nfut (β ≈ βt)

β

Nfut
Nfut (β < βt)

+
Nfut

Target reliability βt
β
on the basis of the
β
β
risk of failure
(upper and lower limit)

t,sup

t,inf

Nfut

Verification of structural safety:
β (Nfut ) ≥ βt ?

Figure A-3.7.3: Fatigue verification and action.

A 3.7.3 Example (main bridge girder)
The bridge crosses the Rhine River in Northern Switzerland. It was built in 1875 and
comprises riveted wrought iron members. The simplified deterministic approach identifies the chord members at zero moment locations between the nodes 18 and 19 as
the most fatigue critical member of the main girders (Figure A-3.7.4).

Figure A-3.7.4: View of the bridge (one half).
Simplified probabilistic method:
The reliability index is calculated as a function of future trains Nfut (with and without
considering the probability of crack detection through inspection). Figure A-3.7.5
shows the result with Nfut presented in a log-scale. The calculated reliability indices
are smaller than the target reliability of β = 3.7.
Detailed probabilistic method:
With a refined traffic model based on statistical data regarding the number of trains
and hauled load (reduced lengths, lower axle loads and ratio of freight trains for the
UIC traffic model of the past), a higher reliability is obtained (Figure A-3.7.5). E.g. for
a number of future trains Nfut=150’000, the reliability is equal to βfat = 3.4.
If a 95% probability of crack detection is ensured due to appropriate choice of inspection intervals, the reliability is higher (Figure A-3.7.5); for the number of future trains
in question (Nfut =150’000) the reliability amounts to βfail = 4.5. Fatigue safety could
also be verified for more than 150’000 trains.
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Figure A-3.7.5 shows a striking increase in β from the simplified to detailed probabilistic method. This is due to the significantly smaller hauled load and length of the
trains on this branch line when compared to the traffic load models used in the simplified method. For main lines with usually higher loads and longer trains, there is a better agreement between service and traffic load models, and consequently, the difference in β between the simplified and the detailed probabilistic method is smaller.

Figure A-3.7.5: Reliability index as a function of the number of future trains for simplified and detailed probabilistic approach.

A 3.7.4 Theoretical base for the damage accumulation calculations
Subsequent methodology is based on the work of Kunz (1992).
The determination of the remaining fatigue life is refined by combining damage accumulation and crack propagation calculations:
-

The fatigue damage accumulation theory according to Miner is based on the fatigue strength curves (S-N curves, Wöhler lines). It is widely accepted and many
results are available. In addition, the probability density functions of the fatigue
strength of construction details are sometimes well known. A classification system
is available for frequently built construction details (for both in steel and reinforced
concrete).

-

Fatigue crack propagation calculation in steel (structural details in steel construction, reinforcements in reinforced concrete) may be conducted using fracture mechanics (Paris’ law for stable crack propagation). Crack propagation for each
stress range is calculated and the influence of each stress cycle on crack propagation can be analysed. However, appropriate fracture mechanics parameters for
individual construction details are often not well known.

The damage increase per cycle as a function of the applied stress range is calculated
by equation (A-3.7.9).

di =

Δσ im − Δσ Dm ⋅ (1 − D) m 1
⋅
, __ di > 0
Δσ Km − Δσ Dm ⋅ (1 − D) m N K

di

: damage increase per cycle

Δσ i

: applied stress range

Δσ k

: reference stress range (e.g. the fatigue category Δσ c )

NK

: number of cycles to failure for the reference stress range

(A-3.7.9)
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The procedure for the establishment of the relation Nfut - αreq (see Figure A-3.7.2a) is
depicted in Figure A-3.7.6. Departing from traffic models (one for each period), the
fatigue life of the element in question is calculated for several chosen “required fatigue strengths” (Δσc,req, ΔσD). The traffic model may be considered with its scatter by
varying some parameters (such as the number of train passages, the axle loads and
traffic mix) randomly.
Alternatively, the traffic model data may be considered with upper and lower bound
values for the traffic data when the statistical distributions of the traffic data are not
known.
INPUT
PARAMETERS

α req =

choice.of .SN .curve :
Δσ D , Δσ c ,req , m

Traffic.model.
per. period .
including.scatter

di =

s tr e s s . r a n g e . h is to −
g r as m
tr .e s s . r a n g e . h is to −
tr .e s s . r a n g e . h is to −
Δσg1r−asmR
1 N ( period )
gram .

Δσ c ,req
Δσ (Q fat )

, _ N = 0, _ Ntrains = 0, _ D = 0 _

Δσ im − Δσ Dm ⋅ (1 − D) m
1
, __ d i ≥ 0
⋅
Δσ cm,req − Δσ Dm ⋅ (1 − D) m 2 ⋅106
n

average.damage. per.cycle : d cycle = ∑ Ri ⋅ di

M Δσ1 − RN
1 / train
ΔσMn −ΔRσn1 − R1
ΔσM − R
n

RESULTS

DAMAGE ACCUMULATION

i =1

n

N = N fract

D = d cycle + D

Δσ − R

n ....:. n u m b e r . o f . s tr e s s . r a n g e . c la s s e s
Δ σ i :. s tr e s s . r a nng e . c la sns . i

n ....:. n u m b e r . o f . s tr e s s . r a n g e . c la s s e s

R i ...:. p a r titio n . o f . th e . s tr e s s . r a n g e
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Figure A-3.7.6: Establishment of the relation Nfut - αreq. ΔσD for the detailed probabilistic
method: fatigue limit of chosen S-N curve, Δσc,req: reference stress range
of chosen S-N curve (fatigue category), m: slope of chosen S-N curve, N:
number of load cycles, Ntoday: number of trains until the point in time where
future trains refer, Nfut: number of future trains.
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Annex 5.1: Available software for dynamic analysis
Recently extensive work has been done to apply into numerical finite element code
the best known approaches allowing to model dynamic behaviour of bridges. This
work has led to the development of several numerical subroutines and programs. In
the following sections several commercial and non-commercial software allowing for
dynamic analysis of railway bridges are presented. Obviously other software, which
are not included in this annex, can be also used. The aim of including this annex was
to give some guidance for engineers, who are not familiar with any software for this
type of analysis of bridges, rather then to favour any of the available software.

Special programs
CEDYPIA - The program is developed by SNCF for dynamic analysis of linear beam
(one-dimensional) structures and isotropic or orthotropic plates (two-dimensional)
structures. Longitudinal and transverse modes are taken into account and an allowance is made for skew. Torsion effects can be modelled. The trains are modelled as
constant moving point forces, i.e. neglecting the bridge-train interaction. The program
evaluates bridge frequencies numerically but solves the dynamic equations analytically. Further details are given in ERRI D 214/RP 7 and RP 9 (see list of references in
chapter 5).
DIA - The DIA program (Dynamic Interaction Analysis of Train Bridge Systems) has
been developed from the program developed by CESPI for the analysis of simply
supported and continues structures. Torsion effects can be modelled but not skew.
Bridge-train interaction is accounted for where the trains are modelled using very
simple sprung mass models. The finite element method is adopted for modelling the
bridge and the mode superposition technique for solving the dynamic problem. Further details are given in ERRI D 214/RP 7 and RP 9 (see list of references in chapter
5).
DynSolve - The computer program has been developed by Raid Karoumi at The
Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden. The program was originally developed
with the intention of studying the moving load problem of cable supported bridges.
The bridge is modelled in 2D using the finite element method. Different types of elements are available including cable elements. Bridge damping is considered. In addition, the user can include discrete damping devices as Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD)
allowing for a study of the effect of such devices. The trains are modelled as either
moving constant point forces, moving masses, or as simple sprung mass systems.
Rail surface roughness and defects can be considered. The bridge-train dynamic interaction is taken into account using an iterative procedure. The user can choose between two methods for evaluating the dynamic response, i.e. the mode superposition
technique for linear dynamic analysis and the direct integration methods for nonlinear
dynamic analysis. Further details are given in Karoumi’s PhD thesis which can be
found at :http://www.byv.kth.se/publikationer/pdf/raid/Karoumi_PhD_thesis.pdf
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IDTBS - A program developed by CESPI and is based on the finite element method.
The effect of bridge-train interaction can be considered. The program calculates displacements, accelerations, strains, stresses and forces which occur in the train, track
and structure (bridge or viaduct), during the passage of a train, due to train’s weight
and track irregularities. IDTBS has two kinds of finite elements: a truss element for
ballast and vehicle suspensions and a beam element for rails and bridge girders. Further details are given in ERRI D 214/RP 9 (see list of references in chapter 5).
Program developed by DB - With this program the effect of bridge-train interaction
can be considered. The bridge is described in finite elements as a series of simply
supported or continuous beams. Torsion effects can also be considered. Trains are
modelled in 2D using a refined sprung mass model and the track is represented by a
spring and a viscous damper between each wheel set and the bridge deck. Further
details are given in ERRI D 214/RP 9 (see list of references in chapter 5).

Commercial finite element programs
Commercial programs such as BRIGADE, LUSAS, TDV, ABAQUS and NASTRAN
can also be used for solving the bridge-train dynamic problem. These programs have
some advantages compared with the programs described above as they are more
user-friendly i.e. better pre- and postprocessor for visualization of results. They also
have the capability of making more complex models of the bridge-track structures.
However the commercial FE-programs ABAQUS and NASTRAN are very complex as
they are built to be very general and not always suited for modeling and solving this
type of dynamic contact problem.
Some of the commercial programs that are used today by many bridge engineers for
such simulations are described below.
BRIGADE/Plus - BRIGADE is a finite element program for the analysis and design of
bridge structures. The program is developed by the Swedish company Scanscot
Technology. BRIGADE includes an integrated ABAQUS solver and the company is
an appointed ABAQUS Solution Partner.
BRIGADE can be used for both static and dynamic analysis. These analyses can
take non-linear behaviour into account e.g. material non-linearity (concrete, steel etc),
geometric non-linearity as well as non-linear contact conditions. In addition BRIGADE
offers a library of linear analysis procedures such as eigenvalue extraction, modal
transient dynamics, steady state dynamic, response spectrum and eigenvalue buckling.
BRIGADE offers a library of loads and load combinations in accordance with several
design codes. User defined loads and load combinations can easily be defined.
BRIGADE includes the efficient handling of live loads. Both static and dynamic response of train loads can be calculated. In both cases results are enveloped automatically. BRIGADE includes predefined train loads in accordance with several design codes as well as the possibility for analysis of user-defined train loads.
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BRIGADE includes an extensive element library including the following element families: solids, shells, membranes, beams, trusses, springs, connectors and rigid elements.
BRIGADE has a modern easy-to-use graphical user interface for pre- and post processing. A complete suite of post-processing features is provided in order to enable
efficient interpretation of results.
LUSAS - This program includes an Interactive Modal Dynamics Plus (IMDPlus) module, which can carry out the dynamic analysis of bridges subjected to moving loads
using the mode superposition technique. The modal response is obtained in the form
of the natural frequencies, mode shapes and participation factors. Then, the train
loads are applied to each mode and the total response is calculated summing the
individual responses. This superposition is only possible in the case of the linear behaviour of the structure and results in displacement/velocity/acceleration response of
the bridge. This response can be obtained for a single train speed, to give the timehistory, or for a range of speeds to give peak values. The program allows for simulation of multiple vehicles. Real-life applications include analysis of Newark Dyke
Bridge on the East Coast Mainline in the UK and bridges on the West Coast Mainline,
UK.
RM2004 - The program is developed by the Austrian TDV Technische Datenverarbeitung GmbH. It is based on the Finite Elements method and allows the analysis of 2D
and 3D structures. The software specifically supports the static and dynamic analysis
of bridge structures. Geometric nonlinearities (e.g. P-Delta effect, large deflections,
Cable sagging) and nonlinear Material behaviour (Cracking of concrete) can be taken
into account, even for dynamics. The following features are implemented:

−
−
−
−

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors
Evaluation of Response Spectra, based on modal superposition
Evaluation of Excitation spectra, based on modal superposition
Simulation of Wind – buffeting, stochastic approach based on modal
superposition
− Linear and nonlinear time history, direct integration (Newmark scheme),
including moving load, moving mass, Rayleigh-damping, specific viscous
damping devices, material nonlinearities and geometric nonlinearities
− Vehicles can be modelled by using complex substructures consisting of
springs, masses and dampers. Vehicles may move on the overall structure.
A comprehensive Pre-processor supporting the specification of input for structuretrain interaction simulations is available. Post-processing supports the representation
of results as required for the given context. Results of several simulated events (different trains passing the bridge at different speeds) are superposed and a final envelope is set up automatically for internal forces, displacements, velocities and accelerations.
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Annex 7.1: Example of bending moment redistribution
A fictitious bridge girder according to Figure A-7.1.1. will be analysed. The cross section data are as presented in Table A-7.1.1.

Figure A-7.1.1: Bridge girder with load arrangements.

Table A-7.1.1: Data of the main girder cross section.
Sagging region

Hogging region

Flanges

PL 36x650

PL 38x650

Web

PL18x2000

PL 20x2000

A m2

0,0828

0,0894

I m4

0,0605

0,0646

MRd MNm

20,0

21,4

VRd MN

5,2

6,1

The steel grade is S355 with fy = 355 MPa. The design loads are as follows:
g = 60 kN/m,

q = 40 kN/m,

F = 450 kN

The girder is first analysed elastically for hogging bending. The resulting bending
moments are shown in Figure A-7.1.2. The hogging moment exceeds the resistance
and the load factor is thus λ1 = 21,4/24,1 = 0.888. In the next step the hogging moment is set to a fixed value Mref = MRd = 21.4 MNm and a hinge is introduced at the
support. Practically this was done with a normal hinge 0,1 m from support. Both
girder ends joined by the hinge were loaded with bending moment 21.4 MNm in opposite directions. This was defined as a separate load case. The maximum shear
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force is 3.37 MN which is 55 % of the resistance 6.1 MN and the condition for the
rotation capacity to be valid (<80 % of the resistance) is fulfilled.
The rotation capacity of the hinge is calculated as follows.
bf =

650
− 10 − 5 2 = 308 mm with welds a = 5 mm
2

ε=

235
= 0,81
355

λf =

380
1
= 0,53
38 18,6 ⋅ 0,81

κf = 3,8 − 5,9 ⋅ 0,53 = 0,673
hw = 2000 − 2 ⋅ 5 2 = 1986 mm
kσ = 23,9 for stresses varying from compression to the same magnitude in tension
λf =

1986
1
= 0,88
20 28, 4 23,9 ⋅ 0,81

10 ⎤
⎡
θ0 = 0,673 ⎢3 +
= 11 mrad
0,882,6 ⎥⎦
⎣

In order to get the worst case the axle loads has to be shifted to the left and it turns
out that x=16 m gives the highest sagging moment. An elastic calculation for this load
arrangement shows that the maximum hogging moment is still higher than 21,4
MNm, which means that there will still be a hinge at the support. The load is increased by increasing the load factor for the basic load case. After some trials it turns
out that λ iu = 1.04 when the sagging moment reaches its resistance. The bending
moment distribution for this load level is shown in Figure A-7.1.3. The rotation in the
hinge is taken as the sum of the rotations on each side of the hinge from the computer output and it turns out to be θ = 7 mrad. The rotation capacity 11 mrad is clearly
sufficient. The utilisation of a limited redistribution has in this case increased the resistance of the girder with 17% with respect to hogging bending.
A check of sagging bending is done for the load combination in Figure A-7.1.1 and
the bending moments are shown in Figure A-7.1.4. It can be seen that the resistance
in sagging bending is almost exhausted and λu = 20.0 19.7 = 1.02 with respect to this
load arrangement. It means a 15% increase compared to an elastic analysis. It is obvious that the SLS requirement of elastic behaviour is fulfilled so this verification is
not shown.
For simplicity this example has not considered imposed deformations as non-uniform
temperature or support settlements. In principle it is no problem to include those actions in the same way as in a normal design calculation. The effect would be increased rotations in the hinge. Assume for instance that settlements of both abutments of 50 mm are considered. For a constant bending stiffness it can be shown
that the rotation needed to cancel the bending moments is
θ = 2δ l = 2 × 0.05 / 40 = 2.5 mrad . The total rotation becomes 7+2.5 = 9.5 mrad, which
still is less than the available 11 mrad.
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24,1

15,5 MNm

Figure A-7.1.2: Maximum hogging moment from elastic analysis x=24 m

21,4 MNm

20,0
Figure A-7.1.3: Bending moments at maximum load with plastic hinge at support,
load factor 1.04 and x=16 m.

19,5 MNm

19,7 MNm
Figure A-7.1.4: Maximum sagging moment from elastic analysis, x= 15,5 m.
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Annex 8.1: Masonry arch bridges - Glossary
Note on the use of the term - Masonry
Although sometimes used specifically to refer exclusively to building stone, here the
word "masonry" will be used in the broader sense ie to refer generally to both brick
and stone construction. When referring to brick or stone in particular, specific terms
will be used e.g. "stonework", "stone arch bridge", "brickwork" and "brick arch bridge".
Abutment

a body, usually of masonry, which provides the resistance to
the vertical forces and the thrust of the arch.

Adobe

regularly shaped body made of dried clay, usually incorporating straw to give it cohesion.

Antifunicular geometry

for a given set of loads, this is the geometry that results in an
equilibrium state free from bending stresses ie simply under
axial section forces

Appraisal

includes the range of activities involved with the evaluation of
a bridge's condition and performance ie the gathering of existing data, inspection, investigation and structural assessment.

Archivolt

a projecting moulding which follows the curve of an arch
above the extrados, for example the arch ring on the façade,
or the shape of the arch curve.

Arch

a curved structural member capable of supporting vertical
loads across an opening and transferring these loads to piers
or abutments.

Arch barrel

the load-bearing part of the arch. It contains a single (or
thickness of voussoir tones or several rings of brickwork or
coursed random rubble.

Ashlar

type of masonry consisting of regularly shaped blocks of stone
square-dressed to given dimensions and laid in courses with
thin joints.

Aspect ratio

the ratio of the span (longitudinal axis) of a bridge to its width
(its transverse axis).

Assessment

here used specifically to imply the evaluation of a bridge's
structural capacity and performance, typically by one of a
number of prescribed methods and possibly making use of
proprietary software applications.

Autogenous healing

the "self healing" of fine cracks in mortars by the precipitation
of dissolved calcium ions as calcium carbonate; a slow and
gradual process which may occur in wet conditions where
there is adequate free lime (and thus particularly in lime-rich
mortars).
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Backfill (or backing/
fill/infill)

material (usually low quality fill) used to give support behind a
structure. For a masonry arch bridge, backfill material is
placed in the spandrels between the arch barrel and the road
surface and retained laterally by the spandrel walls and/or
wingwalls. It normally consists of granular material eg gravel
or building debris, which may have been excavated for the
foundations or is waste from the construction.

Backing

see Backfill.

Barrel

see Arch barrel.

Bastion

a section of solid masonry projecting from a wall to provide additional structural stability.

Bedding mortar

the mortar between masonry units which forms a part of
the structural masonry, as distinct from the pointing
mortar, which is that used for the outer finish of the
joints; in original construction, these are normally identical.

Bedding plane
Bed joint

a plane of stratification in natural sedimentary stone,
a joint between masonry courses.

Bond

an arrangement of masonry units so that the vertical
joints of one course do not coincide with those immediately above and below.

Bond types

refers to the relative arrangement of masonry units, particularly the arrangement of header and stretcher units,
the main types being: (1) Header bond: units laid so that
their ends only (short dimension) appear on the face of
the element, (2) Stretcher bond: units laid so that their
long side only appears on the face of the element, (3)
English bond: with alternate courses composed of headers or stretchers only, (4) Flemish bond: with alternate
headers or stretchers appearing in each course. The
most common type used in UK bridge arch barrels is
stretcher bond, in which there is no connection between
rings.

Brick

a masonry unit comprising a shaped and kiln-fired block
of clay or shale which can be used as an element for
the fabric of a bridge.

Bridge engineer

a person responsible for the technical and engineering
processes of bridge management eg carrying out or
making decisions regarding condition appraisal, bridge
capacity and serviceability, performance restrictions and
requirements for maintenance, repair and strengthening.

Bridge strike

an incident in which a road, rail or waterborne vehicle,
or its load, impacts on any part of a bridge structure.
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Calcining

The heating of calcite or limestone (CaCO3) to its temperature of dissociation so that its carbon dioxide is
driven off, leaving "quicklime" (CaO) which can be reacted with water ('slaking') to produce lime putty.

Centring

temporary structure on which an arch is supported during construction, normally made from timbers.

Clamp Common

a large stack of moulded dry clay bricks with crushed
fuel, which is then fired.

Brick

a type of brick whose characteristics suit it to general
use eg where there are no special requirements for appearance, strength and durability.

Condition appraisal

see Appraisal.

Conservation

work carried out to with the aim of maintaining or restoring the important features of a bridge, in particular the
visible parts of its structure.

Coping

a cap or covering to the top of a wall, which may be a
single or multiple units, the primary function being to
channel water away from the building.

Course

a continuous layer of brick or stone masonry units.

Corbel

horizontal outward masonry projection (in brickwork
usually constructed of headers) to provide an outstand
from the normal line of masonry.

Corbelling

structural form preceding the construction of true
arches, in which the masonry units of successive horizontal courses project progressively further inward from
the bottom course up, to create a "stepped" structure
capable of spanning an open space.
indicating a "flattened" semicircular arch, used to keep
height reasonable, to reduce approach gradients, and to
increase the width of gauge clearance below.

Elliptical arch

Engineering brick

a dense, strong and durable brick, often used for facing
engineering structures.

Extrados

in an arch or vault is the top surface of the arch barrel ie
the outer (convex) curve of an arch.

Facing brick

a brick with suitable colour and durability for use in the
exposed face of a masonry element.

Fatigue

the reduction of the failure load by the repeated application of loads.

Fill

see Backfill.
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Gauging

the addition of cement to lime and sand mixes to impart
an element of hydraulicity (ability to set by chemical reaction with water) to the set of a mortar (see also Hydraulic lime).

Haunch

the lower section of the arch barrel towards the springing

Header

a masonry unit laid with its longer dimension normal to
the face of a wall or arch barrel, used to interconnects
adjacent rings of brickwork. See also bond types.

Hinge

a more or less local situation in which, due to the formation of tensile openings, the structure can rotate as if it
were an articulation.

Historic bridge

one that has some recognised historical value, through
rarity or in terms of social, cultural or engineering heritage.

Hydraulic/ Semihydraulic hydraulic
lime

a non-hydraulic lime is a more or less pure calcium/nonhydroxide substance, used as cement, which can only
achieve a set through reaction with atmospheric carbondioxide. Hydraulic or semi-hydraulic limes also contain
calcium silicates or calcium aluminates, and their set is
to a greater or lesser degree assisted by chemical reaction with water (see also Natural hydraulic lime).

Impost

the upper element of an abutment or pier which supports an arch barrel or other superstructure.

Infill

see Backfill.

Inspection

refers to a visually-based examination of the bridge and
associated structures, which may be supported by other
simple methods of evaluation or measurement

Intrados

in an arch or vault is the inner surface of the arch barrel
i.e. the inner (concave) curve of the barrel.

Investigation

refers to an enquiry into one or more specific aspects of
a bridge's structure, its environment, performance or
behaviour, typically using techniques of measurement,
testing or sampling of relevant parameters which go beyond the normal scope of visual inspection.

Keystone

the highest and last-placed stones in an arch. In the
arch barrel of a bridge there are a series of keystones at
the crown, across its width, which are often left projecting on side elevations.
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Leaching

a deteriorative process where moisture movement
through or over the surface of a material causes the removal of soluble components from it; the "leachates"
may crystallise out of solution elsewhere or be redeposited at surfaces where evaporation occurs causing
distinctive staining and discolouration, and gradual
build-up of mineral deposits.

Lime mortar

a lime mortar is produced from limestone and relies at
least in part upon gradual reaction with atmospheric carbon dioxide ("carbonation") to harden and develop
strength. Pure limes (also known as "fat" or "nonhydraulic" limes) produce a mortar that is typically
weaker and more porous and permeable than limes with
a degree of hydraulic (water-dependent) set or those
which have been gauged with Portland cement.

Maintenance

all the operations necessary to maintain it in a serviceable condition until the end of its life, comprising routine
maintenance (routine work carried out with the aim of
preventing or controlling deterioration, including inspection and monitoring activities) and essential maintenance (rehabilitation works required to address specific
inadequacies in function and performance e.g. strengthening).

Masonry

the work of a mason, strictly referring to work in stone,
but commonly used to refer generally to work in either
brick or building stone, as it is here.

Masonry cement

a blend of Portland-type cement (typically comprising
around 75 per cent) with the remainder being fillers,
admixtures and sometimes other binders, often used for
general purpose applications.

Mortar

mix of one or more inorganic binders, aggregates, water
and sometimes additions and/or admixtures for bedding
,jointing and pointing of masonry.

Multi-ring arch

an Arch with more than one ring. Rings can be separated fully by mortar joints, or can be structurally connected by masonry units laid as headers between rings.

Natural hydraulic
lime

a lime produced by burning of more or less impure limestones with reduction to powder by slaking (the addition
of water) with or without grinding. They have the property of setting and hardening under water, although the
presence of atmospheric carbon dioxide can contribute
to the hardening process.
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Open-spandrel
arch

one that has apertures between the bridge
deck/roadway and the arch ring, which can have the
benefits of minimising dead weight loading and reducing
hydraulic pressure on bridges crossing rivers whose
levels rise in spate.

Parabolic arch

a very strong arch shape defined by the intersection of a
cone and a plane parallel to the plane tangent of the
cone. For uniform loads a parabola is theoretically an
ideal arch shape because the line of thrust coincides
with the centre-line of the arch ring.

Parapet

usually a vertical continuation of the spandrel wall; an
upward extension of a spandrel wall above road surface
level to protect those on and below the bridge.

Pattress plate

Load-spreading plate fitted at ends of tie-bars to restrain
spandrels.

Performance

operation and/or functionality of a bridge or bridge element, in relation to the requirements of owners/operators/users.

Pier

has two definitions: (a) an intermediate support between
adjoining bridge spans, or (b) a thickened section located at intervals along a masonry wall to strengthen it.

Pointing

the filling and finishing of mortar on the outer part of a
joint where the bedding mortar has been raked back
from the masonry face or left recessed from it in construction.

Polycentric arch

an arch shape with more than one centre ie one that is
not defined as part of a single circle or curve.

Pozzolan

a cement additive comprising silica in reactive form,
which can impart hydraulic set; can be either naturally
occurring (e.g. volcanic ash) or artificially produced (e.g.
brick dust or pulverised fuel ash, PFA).

Puddled clay

a thoroughly mixed combination of pure clay with a proportion of water, forming a plastic material which can be
used in construction to prevent the passage of water particularly for lining canals, aqueducts and as a waterproof backing to arches.

Pulverised fuel
ash

a waste product of coal fired power stations consisting
(PFA) of tiny spherules of reactive silica, sometimes
used as a component in mortars and grouts.

Rehabilitation

work that involves bringing features of a deteriorated
bridge back into a satisfactorily functional state.
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Relieving arch

one built over a lintel, flat arch or smaller arch to divert
loads, thus relieving the lower member from excessive
loading.

Ring

a layer of transverse single masonry elements that form
slender units which make up an arch barrel. In brickwork, multiple adjacent rings are commonly used to
produce a multi-ring arch.

Ring separation

loss of bonding between adjacent rings (not necessarily
a gap) in a multi-ring arch.

Rise

vertical height of arch from springing level to the crown
of the intrados.

Risk

a summation of the likelihood and consequences of an
undesirable incidence.

Roadway or road
surface

the upper surface of the bridge on which vehicular traffic
runs, used here also to include the equivalent surface of
bridges carrying rail traffic or waterways.

Roman cement

a quick-setting naturally hydraulic cement produced by
calcination of limestone containing clay materials (principally silica and alumina) in a coal or coke-fired kiln.
Used from about 1800 onwards, it was so named because its red/brown colour and hardness resembled
mortars of the Roman period, although rather misleading since this type of cement was not in use in Roman
times.

Rubble masonry

the term describes many different types of masonry, the
main types being random rubble (irregularly shaped
stone elements, typically as it comes from the quarry)
either coursed or uncoursed, and squared rubble (more
regularly shaped stone), either coursed or uncoursed.

Saddle

a concrete slab cast over an arch to strengthen it or distribute loads upon it.

Scour

the removal of material from around structural supports
by flowing water.

Segmental arch

arch whose intrados comprises a segment of a circle
which is smaller than a semicircle.

Semicircular arch
Shallow arch
Skew arch

arch with an intrados the shape of a semicircle (ie a
180° arc) so that the rise is half the span.
arch in which the rise is smaller than a quarter of the
span.
arch where the longitudinal and transverse axes are not
at right angles.
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Skewback

The inclined surface of the course of masonry located at
the extremity of an arch which transmits the stresses of
the arch to an abutment or pier; surface of an inclined
springing.

Slaking

see calcining.

Snap-through

mechanism in which sufficient rotations take place at a
hinge so as to produce an instability local failure, prior
to the formation of a global hinge failure mechanism.
This type of local failure can occur in highly confined
arches and precipitates the global collapse of the structure.

Soffit

the underside of an element - in masonry arch bridges,
equivalent to the intrados.

Soldier

masonry unit laid with its longer dimension upright and
parallel with the face of the wall ie bedded on its smaller
face.

Spalling

loss of material from the face of a masonry unit, either
through "flaking" or delamination.

Span

the distance between the supports of an individual arch
along its longitudinal axis.

Spandrel

the area overlying the arch barrel under the road surface (or equivalent), occupied by the spandrel walls, fill
material or voids, and occasionally hidden elements
such as internal spandrel walls.

Spandrel wall

masonry wall that sits on the edge of the arch barrel and
that limits the extent of, and retains, the backfill. Sometimes "internal" spandrel walls may be present at other
locations on the arch.

Spandrel separation

usually refers to lateral separation, in which the spandrel wall moves horizontally due to the action of applied
loads, sometimes over the extrados of the arch and
sometimes by forming a crack through the arch barrel
close to its outer face. However, it could also be tangential separation, in which a crack tangential to arch forms
at the contact between the arch and the spandrel walls.

Spreader beam

load spreading strip over the length of the span and fitted at ends of tie-bars to restrain the spandrels.

Springing

plane from which an arch springs ie the junction between the vertical face of the abutment and the arch
barrel.

Square spanning

non-skewed arches.

Stretcher

a masonry unit laid with its longer dimension parallel to
the face of the wall or arch barrel. See also bond types.
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Stock brick

originally meaning a soft mud brick that is hand made
using a stock mould, later coming to mean a large number (stock) of bricks all manufactured in the one locality
eg London stock brick.

Thrust line

the locus of the positions of the centroid of the compressive force within the arch. The point on a given section where if you transfer the stresses, there is no bending moment but only axial force.

Tie-bar

a structural tensile element used to provide restraint,
typically comprising steel rods installed transversely
through a bridge, and attached to pattress plates, to
provide restraint to the spandrel walls.

Unit

an individual stone or brick that is laid, normally in mortar, to form masonry.

Vault

either (a) the arched ceiling over a void, or (b) any
space covered by arches.

Voussoir

a wedged-shaped masonry unit used to make an arch or
vault (voissoirs can be flat or irregular in rubble construction).

Voussoir arch

arch with one ring only ie not a multi-ring arch.

Width

the transverse dimension of a bridge, perpendicular to
its span.

Wing wall

a wall at the abutment of a bridge, which extends beyond the bridge to retain the earth behind the abutment.
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Annex 8.2: Masonry arch bridges - complementary
information
A 8.2.1 Bridges type
Most of the masonry arch railway bridges were built during the nineteenth centuries.
Figure A-8.2.1 shows what purports to be the first masonry arch railway bridge and
Figure A-8.2.2 shows a contemporary photograph of an early multi-span bridge.

Figure A-8.2.1 Causey arch, 1727: Built to carry a 4ft gauge wooden-railed colliery
tramway across Beckley Burn in County Durum, Causey Arch is the
world’s oldest surviving railway bridge

Figure A-8.2.2 Hownes Gill Viaduct, 1858 (note how clean the stonework is)

a) Single-ring

b)multi-ring

Figure A-8.2.3 Multi-ring railway bridges

c) multi-ring with headers
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Figure A-8.2.4 Open spandrel arch bridge and relevant terms (Tao, 2003)

Figure A-8.2.5 Skew masonry arch bridge

A 8.2.2 Bridge construction
The bridge can take many forms but the basic principles and processes of construction were fairly similar.

− initially, some basic surveying and setting-out would be required. For
aqueducts and railways, levels were particularly critical. Since Roman times it
was understood that the performance of this type of bridge is highly dependent
on the adequacy of its foundations, and examination of ground conditions
would be undertaken. Dependent on the local conditions, excavations were
made to expose bedrock or to remove any weak and unstable materials at the
surface to allow foundation construction
− rafts or piled foundations were used where the near-surface substrate was not
suitably solid, with piles (frequently timber) driven either from a barge or from a
temporary scaffold. Foundations for piers could simply be constructed on piles
of stone dumped into the shallowest part of a river (often giving rise to bridges
with unequal spans), although for most bridges cofferdams, formed by rows of
adjacent piles, were used to divert watercourses. In later times, pressurised
caissons were used to allow the construction of foundations in deep water
− some type of grillage would be laid down on the piles to serve as a platform,
and construction of abutments and piers would begin. Bridges from medieval
times are characterised by massive construction, normally with solid rubble
masonry or with a masonry outer-wall and an internal fill of random rubble,
which was sometimes but not always cemented. Cut-waters and other antiscour and washout devices might be constructed to protect these pier-bases
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− construction of the bridge superstructure and parts of the substructure (eg tall
abutments and piers) would make use of scaffolding. For stone bridges, large
individual elements were typically lifted into place using a system such as a
block-and-tackle mounted on a wooden derrick
− the stone would have been quarried, aged, cut and dressed as necessary by
masons before being stockpiled to "mature" before use. Bridges varied
considerably in their masonry quality, dependent on the supply of local
materials, the skill of the masons, the prestige of the bridge and the funds
available
− with no transport system in place, bricks were often manufactured on site,
using material dug from cuttings in the vicinity. This led to much variability in
brick quality, even for bridges close together
− once the piers were completed, temporary formwork comprising a timber truss
in the shape of an arch, known as "centring", was erected to define the
intrados of the arch barrel. Voussoir stones or brick rings were positioned on
this centring, which had to support the full weight of the arch until the
keystones were placed or the brick rings completed. Frequently wooden
centring was re-used for a number of bridges on a route where they formed
part of a single contract (this fact can provide a useful check on survey results
for bridges).
− at its most basic, a stone arch could be built using flat or irregularly shaped
stones arranged in the shape of an arch, typically with mortar packed into the
gaps to provide support and improve cohesion. However, most used cut and
shaped stone at least for the arch ring, since this resulted in a more perfect
arch.
− the spandrel walls of the bridge were less critical; their function was simply to
retain the fill for the roadway. Although in stone bridges where appearance
was important the spandrel wall masonry was typically ashlar (regularly
shaped dressed stone blocks), less prestigious bridges often had spandrel
walls constructed from random rubble. In order to achieve good friction and
allow transfer of shear between the arch and the backing, the arch extrados
surface was often constructed to be "rough" eg by using alternating
thicknesses of stone in the arch ring
− fill material used in the spandrel often comprised whatever materials were at
hand locally; as a result it could be anything from ash to concrete
− once the arch barrel was complete it was preferably left for some weeks or
months before the centring was removed, but this was not always the case.
Sometimes the supports had to be removed soon after completion of the arch,
which could cause sagging. In order to limit this movement, timber wedges
were sometimes driven into the extrados of the central voussoirs. Longer-term
movements of the arch resulted from creep over a period of months or years,
the rate and final magnitude of the displacement being influenced by the
properties of the materials (particularly the mortar) used in the arch barrel.
Older bridges built with lime mortars tended to suffer from greater
displacements
− many of the visible defects in old masonry arch bridges are longstanding, and
visible cracking and distortion often dates back to the removal of the centring,
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after which the bridge structure found a new equilibrium. In order to minimise
cracking of the spandrel walls and parapets they were sometimes constructed
after removal of the arch supports and preferably after some of the creep
deformation of the arch barrel had occurred (Ruddock, 2000).

A 8.2.3 Foundation and support (Boundary condition)
At the time when most of the masonry arch bridge stock was constructed, soil mechanics was in its infancy; consequently, engineering solutions were determined
based upon performance criteria. Competent rock was used as a founding level if it
could be economically reached. However, this was frequently not available and so
spread foundations in firm strata or pile foundations in weaker soil conditions were
used. The determination of their nature and extent together with their load carrying
capacity is dealt with elsewhere in the guideline.
It is relevant to make reference to contemporary publications which can shed some
light on the engineering principles upon which masonry arch bridges’ foundations
were based.
An extended quotation from Alexander and Thomson (1927) ‘The Scientific Design of
Masonry Arches’ is illuminating not only in its detail but also in the presentation of the
structural idealisation that represents the engineering mind-set at the end of the nineteenth century.
‘An arch-ring well built of wedges of stone or voussoirs, as they are called, and more
especially one built of brick masonry in concentric rings, as is the most modern practice, has ample elasticity to accommodate itself to all the vagaries of the live load,
provided it be not overmuch constrained by a too rigid superstructure. The two joints
at equal distances from the keystone, which map out this central elastic part of the
arch-ring, are practically the joints of rupture; and a horizontal line, through the upper
edges of these joints, is the level of heavy backing. The backing above this level
should consist of light spandrel walls bonded into the arch-ring by though headers, or
simply riding on the arch-ring. Their principle function is to give a horizontal passive
reaction on the arch-ring when it bulges out due to the live load on the other half.
They stand upon heavy spandrel walls below them, and stretch horizontally such a
distance, that the friction on their base shall at least be equal to the excess of the
horizontal thrust of the loaded half arch over that of the unloaded half. Thus it will be
seen, that the passive horizontal reaction of the light spandrels is called out alternately on each side of the arch during a transit of the live load, and is zero while the
live load is either entirely absent or completely covers the arch.
The light spandrels are best built of rubble masonry, or of brickwork with plenty of
mortar in the vertical joints, to allow the arch-ring sufficient play while the passive
horizontal reaction is being called out. The spandrels serve also to lighten the superstructure and reduce its average weight per cubic foot, as the spaces can be left void
and the walls covered across.
The heavy backing consists of thicker walls with vertical-dressed joints, and having
the stones or bricks packed close horizontally, so as to yield but little when the centre
is struck. The voussoirs, below the point of rupture, have their backs dressed in a
flight of steps, so as to take the horizontal thrust truly. The heavy spandrels must
stretch horizontally a sufficient distance to give friction on their base equal to, from
two-thirds to one-half of the horizontal thrust of the arch at the crown. The earth filled
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in behind the spandrels can be relied upon to give promptly the remaining third or
half, according as it is filled loose, as in an embankment, or is rammed in layers between the masonry and the face of the excavation, as in some cuttings, in old consolidated earth or rock.
Observe, before the earth is filled, that the heavy backing can only take a large
fraction of the horizontal load. But the centre of an arch is always struck when the
superstructure is only partly built, else the superstructure would crack, due to the
after-subsidence, so that only a part of the horizontal load is required. Of course the
earth must be filled behind the spandrels before the remainder of the superstructure
is built.
Two rival designs present themselves for long-span light-surcharged masonry
arches- the Segmental Arch and the Semi-elliptic Arch.
In the one, the soffit is a segment of a circle, with a rise about a quarter of the span.
The joints of rupture should be at the springings, which demands that the total
headroom, from springing level to level of rails, should bear to the span the ratio,
almost constant, of one to three. In this design,too, it will be found that the arch-ring
must thicken outwards from the crown to the sprining, so that a skewback shall be
from once and a half to twice as thick as the keystone. This may be disguised on the
front of the bridge by a uniform moulding, of the thickness of the keystone, cut upon
the face of the pendring of stones.
In the other design, the soffit is a false semi-ellipse struck from five centres. At the
ends of a quarant the radii are those of the ellipse, being the square of one semidiameter divided by the first power of the other. Between them a centre is
interpolated at the intersection of two arcs, one from each of the main centres, with a
radius equal to the difference of that main radius and the rise. It will require three
templates to work in these three varieties of groups of voussoirs. In this design the
rise of the arch may be about a fifth of the span, and the ring in this case is of uniform
thickness. As the thrust at crown shall not exceed twice that at springing, the ring can
accommodate the line of stress in its middle third.’
The nature and extent of the support is more complicated than it might initially be
thought to be. The assessing engineer must decide at the investigation stage what
the extent of the boundary is. In the case of masonry arch bridges where the
springings are founded directly on to rock this might be quite straight forward.
However, this is usually not the case and so a more informed idealisation is required.
It is of vital importance that even at this stage in the assessment that the nature of
the foundation boundary significantly influences the soil-structure interaction and the
contribution that the backfill can make to the overall stability and ‘working’ response
of the bridge to loads.
The condition, nature and extent of the backfill can also be very significant It is
important to consider the stress state of the backfill. Altough the initial stress state of
the masonry in the barrel may be ignored for an ULS assessment; the same cannot
be assumed for the backfill.(It is usually assumed to be initially idealised as either in
an active, at rest or passive state when there is no evidence to suggest that any one
of these state particularly exists).
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A 8.2.4 Material properties
A 8.2.4.1 Material behaviour
Uniaxial compressive behaviour of masonry
As masonry structures are mainly stressed in compression, there has been a concentration of interest in the resistance of the material to this type of loading. Much early
work on compressive strength was carried out on piers and more recently on storey
height walls. Tests on the latter, however, are expensive. A test frequently used to
obtain the uniaxial compressive strength is the stacked bond prism made out of 5
units laid on top of each other. A number of studies have been undertaken on the use
of prism specimens and on the effect of a variety of test procedures on the result obtained (Hendry 1998).
Uniaxial compression of brickwork leads to a state of triaxial compression in the mortar and of compression and biaxial tension in the bricks due to different values of
Poisson’s ratio between bricks and mortar, and therefore different lateral strain characteristics. Generally speaking, the weaker mortar tends to expand laterally at
greater rate than the bricks, and the bricks restrict the expansion of the mortar, and
consequently most of the mortar is put into a triaxial state of compression. In conjunction with the confinement of the mortar, to maintain equilibrium, lateral tensile
stresses are introduced in the bricks on both sides of the bed joints.
The failure of masonry loaded in uniform compression will be either by the development of tension cracks parallel to the axis of loading or a shear failure along certain
lines of weakness, depending upon whether the mortar is weak or strong relative to
the unit. The strength of masonry is smaller than the nominal strength of the unit in a
compression test, and may greatly exceed the cube crushing strength of the mortar.
Several empirical formulae for the compressive strength of masonry have been established based on unit types and materials and a variety of mortar mixes (see Hendry 1998 for details).
Knowledge of the stress-strain relationship for masonry in compression is often required in structural design and more sophisticated FE analysis. This should be borne
in mind in any analysis which relies on a value of modulus that there is a great deal of
uncertainty about the elastic modulus of masonry.
Numerous measurements have been made on small specimens and on walls and
piers to establish the nature of the stress-strain curve and the value of Young’s
modulus, and there are several expressions available for estimating the modulus of
elasticity. This has resulted in values of E between 400 and 1000 times the masonry
crushing strength.
Figure A-8.2.6 shows the results from tests by Powell and Hodgkinson. The stressstrain relationship is closely represented by the parabola (Hendry, 1998).

σ
⎛ε ⎞ ⎛ε ⎞
= 2⎜ ⎟ − ⎜ ⎟
σ ' ⎝ε'⎠ ⎝ε'⎠

2

(A-8.2.1)

where σ ' and ε ' are respectively the stress and strain at the maximum point of the
curve. The initial tangent modulus is given by: E = 2σ ' / ε '
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Figure A-8.2.6 Stress –strain curves for brickwork in compression (from Hendry,
1998)
BS 5628 Part 2 recommends a general value of E = 900 f K (N/mm2), where f K is the
characteristic strength of the masonry determined from prism test. It should be noted
that the characteristic strength is likely to be considerably lower than the mean
strength, depending on the variability of the material strength. Thus a multiplier of 500
– 600 would be more realistic on the mean result of a limited series of tests (Hendry
1990).
In EC6, the modulus of elasticity of masonry may either be determined from tests in
accordance with EN 1052-1, with E calculated at one third of the maximum load;
where tests are not available, E may be taken as 1000fk for use in structural analysis
relating to the ultimate limit state.
Details of other description of the modulus or elasticity of masonry can be found in
Hendry (1998) and Brooks (1998).
Uniaxial tensile behaviour of masonry
The resistance of masonry to tensile or shear stresses is dependent on the bond between mortar and masonry units. The mechanism of bond between unit and mortar is
incompletely understood and possibly one of the most difficult properties of masonry
to control and model.
There is no clear consensus as to which type of tensile tests to employ, but generally
three methods have been adopted: direct pull test, bending test on stacks and
wrench test, as shown Figure A-8.2.7. Detail description of these tests can be found
in Jukes etc. (1998).

Figure A-8.2.7 Tensile test methods for brickwork masonry
For tensile loading perpendicular to the bed joints, failure is generally caused by failure of the relatively low tensile bond strength between the bed joint and the unit. As a
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rough approximation, the masonry tensile strength can be equated to the tensile
bond strength between the mortar joint and the unit. For tensile loading parallel to the
bed joints, depending on the relative strength of joints and units, there are two possible different types of failure: cracks zigzag through head and bed joints, and cracks
run almost vertically through the units and head joints.
Although extremely difficult to measure, the strain-softening effect (a gradual decrease of stress at an increasing strain after the maximum stress is reached), which
is often required by modern numerical analysis, has been identified by carefully conducted deformation controlled experiments (Pluijm 1992, Rots 1997). Figure A-8.2.8
shows the tension softening curve from tests in small masonry specimens of solid
clay and calcium silicate units carried out by Pluijm. The fracture energy obtained
from these tests ranged from 0.005 to 0.02 Nmm/mm2 for tensile bond strengths
ranging from 0.3 to 0.9 N/ mm2.

Figure A-8.2.8 Tensile bond behaviour of masonry (Pluijm 1992)
Shear behaviour of masonry
It is noted that under shear loading, masonry presents a different type of failure
mechanism: the slip of the unit-mortar interface which generally identified as mode II
failure.
Shear test approaches of brickwork prisms have not been standardised. There are
three methods which are commonly used for shear test: triplet, modified triplet, and
Couplet (Tao 2002).
It has been found that the brickwork shear tests have shown that the shear slip along
the bed joint is related to the combined shear and compressive stresses. The MohrCoulomb type of equation has often been used by a number of investigators in interpreting the results of the shear test. Figure A-8.2.9 shows the results of a series of
tests on storey-height shear walls reported by Hendry and Sinha (Hendry 1998).
Similar to strain softening observed in deformation-control tension test, shear softening process is also identified: when the shear displacement increases after the shear
strength is reached, the cohesion does not suddenly, but more or less gradually decreases to zero (Pluijm 1993, Rots 1997). Figure A-8.2.10 shows the experimental
results carried out by Pluijm on solid clay and calcium-silicate units.
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Figure A-8.2.9 Shear strength against pre-compression (Hendry 1998)

Figure A-8.2.10 Test set-up and typical shear bond behaviour (Pluijm 1993)
Biaxial behaviour of masonry
Under different combinations of biaxial loading, masonry exhibits strength and stressstrain behaviour somewhat different from that under uniaxial conditions. A series
tests have been carried out to investigate the biaxial stress behaviour up to peak
stress (Page 1983, Dhanasekar et al. 1985). All the tests were performed on halfscale brick masonry panels of 360mm square, laid in stretcher bond using 1:1:6 mortar (cement:lime:sand by volume), with the principal stresses oriented at various angles to the bed joints. Figure A-8.2.11 shows the experimental results of brickwork
masonry subjected to proportional biaxial loading by Page (1981, 1983).
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Figure A-8.2.11 Biaxial strength of solid clay units masonry Page (1981, 1983)
The mode of failure of the brick masonry panels varied markedly with the relative
proportions of the applied stresses. The various modes of failure are sketched in Figure A-8.2.12.

Figure A-8.2.12 Modes of failure from Dhanasekar etc. (1985)
Under biaxial compression, for most values of σ1 and σ2, failure occurred by splitting
in a plane parallel to the free surface of the specimen at mid-thickness, regardless of
the bed joint angle, it occurred suddenly, and the bed joint angle exerted little influence on the strength of the brickwork. However, when one principal stress dominated, failure occurred by cracking and sliding in the joints or in a combined mechanism involving both bricks and joints and the bed joint orientation markedly influenced
the strength, as can be seen from Figure A-8.2.13.
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Figure A-8.2.13 Biaxial compression failure relationship for brickwork (Page 1981)
In the tension-compression loading cases, all panels failed in a plane (or planes)
normal to the free surface of the panel. Both the bed joint angle and the principal
stress ratio considerably influenced the mode of failure. Failure occurred suddenly by
cracking, either in the joints alone or in a combined mechanism involving both brick
and joint. Figure A-8.2.14 shows in non-dimensional form a representation of the failure surface in terms of the applied stresses and the relative bed-joint angle derived
from results reported by Page (Hendry 1998).

Figure A-8.2.14 Biaxial compression-tension failure relationship for brickwork (from
Hendry 1998)
Fatigue behaviour
Quasi-static and high cycle fatigue tests have been conducted on brick masonry test
specimens under laboratory dry, wet and submerged test conditions (Roberts etc.
2003, 2006). The high cycle fatigue strength of laboratory dry, wet and submerged
brick masonry depends upon the induced stress range, the mean or maximum induced stress and the quasi-static compressive strength of the brick masonry under
similar loading conditions. A lower bound fatigue strength curve for laboratory
dry, wet and submerged brick masonry is shown in Figure 8.2.15. A lower bound fatigue strength was proposed in the form:
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(A-8.2.2)

where ΔS and Smax are the induced stress range and maximum induced stress respectively, Su is the quasi-static compressive strength under similar loading conditions and N is the number of constant amplitude load cycles.

Figure A-8.2.15 Masonry Eccentric loading of brick masonry test specimens (Roberts
etc. 2006)

Figure A-8.2.16 Fatigue strength of dry wet and submerged brick masonry: upper
middle and lower trend lines correspond to dry wet and submerged
test specimens (Roberts etc. 2006)
A 8.2.4.2 material type, sampling and testing techniques
The main materials used in masonry construction include a variety of bricks and
stone units, typically separated by beds and vertical joints comprising some type of
mortar.
At the dawn of the railway era most bridges were constructed using stone, as the
nineteenth century progressed, brickwork was increasingly used dependent upon
locally available raw materials for brick manufacture.
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Stone masonry ranged from random rubble, which comprises uncut, irregular shaped
blocks with mortar filling the gaps between the units to ashlar which comprises
square dressed stone, laid in courses with thin mortar joints.
Brickwork masonry may be laid in a variety of ‘bonding’ patterns which result in
greater or lesser interlock ‘connectivity’ between the constituent rings.

(c)

(d)

Figure A-8.2.17 Masonry construction patterns; (a) coursed rubble (b) random rubble
in mortar matrix, (c) cut-stone ashlar, (d) common brickwork bonds
The response of masonry to loads is influenced by the way in which these materials
have been used in construction, their original physical characteristics and any subsequent changes, including deterioration. Masonry structural elements which are uniformly constructed throughout their section will behave differently to those which
have a rubble core, and differences can also be expected between elements with
different proportions of mortar, or mortars of different strength and compressibility.
Mortars
Depending on the type of masonry the volume of mortar per unit volume varies significantly, from 0 per cent in the case of some ancient arches which were constructed
from perfectly fitted dressed stone to over 20 per cent in the case of some random
rubble bridges. The mortar, historically, was usually a lime or lime/cement mortar and
hence tends to be "plastic" and forgiving. The proportion of mortar, its type and characteristics are an important influence on the performance and behaviour of a masonry bridge's structural elements, particularly the arch barrel.
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Mortar function and behaviour
The functions of mortar in masonry are discussed in Section 8.1.4.
In stone masonry of well-cut ashlar, blocks typically rest directly on one another or on
a very thin bed of mortar which was probably used as much as a lubricant for moving
the blocks into place during construction as for any other reason. In such construction, the behaviour of the masonry is principally dependant on the properties of the
stone. Where stone is less well-dressed, thicker mortar beds are required to provide
a uniform bearing surface, and the mortar becomes an important influence on masonry behaviour. Likewise, mortar characteristics also become more significant to the
structural behaviour of the masonry where the mortar is present in high proportions,
eg in mortared rubble. Similarly, in brickwork, structural behaviour will be influenced
by the thickness of mortar beds.
In thin mortar beds between well-dressed stone, mortar may be in a state of triaxial
compression, where its strength is less significant. Conversely, where mortar is present in irregular masonry with thicker and less even beds it is most likely to be subject to non-uniform stresses and there is a greater potential for compression, which
may result in load transfer directly between masonry units.
Mortar types and characteristics
Modern Portland-type cements have been the predominant type used in mortars
throughout the 20th century but such cements did not come into common use until
the second half of the 19th century, and the great majority of older masonry arch
bridges were originally constructed using mortars based on lime cements.
Traditionally, mortars were produced using lime cements, the lime (calcium carbonate, CaCO3) is derived primarily from natural limestones. The raw material was broken into lumps and heated in a kiln, which drove off carbon dioxide and any water
present to produce calcium oxide (CaO - also known as "quicklime" or "unslaked
lime"). This was then "slaked" by reaction with water (a process of maturation traditionally carried out in pits over a period of months or even years) giving out heat and
resulting in the formation of hydroxides of calcium (Ca(OH)2) and, where present,
magnesium (Mg(OH)2). This "slaked lime" could be mixed with sand in a ratio of 1:3,
in which the lime slightly overfills the available void space in a dry and well-graded
sand, to produce a stiff mix known as "coarse stuff" which, when exposed to air, dried
out and set by slowly combining with atmospheric carbon dioxide to produce a mortar
cemented with calcium carbonate.
The characteristics of lime mortars were dependent on the nature of the raw materials used, the presence of any impurities or additions, and the process of production,
particularly the firing conditions in the kiln. The two principal types have been discussed in Section 8.1.4
A very pure lime produces a mortar which strengthens and cures very gradually over
a long period, but remains relatively weak and plastic, typically with a crumbly texture
like digestive biscuit. During this prolonged curing type, they are susceptible to damage from water and frost. As the degree of hydraulicity of lime increases, its characteristics can become similar to those associated with a Portland-type cement, exhibiting more rapid set, greater strength and brittleness, and lower permeability. "Roman
cement" was a type of eminently hydraulic lime which could be used to produce a
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relatively strong, dense and impermeable mortar and was commonly used for construction and repair in the 19th century.
Many of the lime mortars used in the past have been produced from limestone with
some degree of clay impurity, which may have imparted a very slight degree of hydraulicity to the mortar. However, certain limestone resources were suitable for the
production of stronger hydraulic materials, although still perhaps the equivalent of
what are classified as feebly or even moderately hydraulic limes today (Ellis, 2002). A
number of these "naturally hydraulic limes" were produced in the UK, the principal
examples being from the Lias limestones of Somerset, Devon, and Aberthaw in
South Wales, and the Arden lime in Scotland. However, since the mid 20th century,
although the raw material is still plentiful, the only naturally hydraulic lime available in
the UK at the present time is imported from the continent.
Since the late 19th century, modern Portland-type cements have been included in
mortar mixes in an attempt to overcome the potential disadvantages of traditional
lime mortars. Portland-type cements (now referred to simply as "cement") are in
some ways similar to very strongly hydraulic natural cements, but are artificially produced by burning a mixture of limestone and clay like minerals to form a clinker to
which gypsum is added during grinding to produce the typical fine powder. They rely
entirely on chemical reaction with water to set, and are hydraulic cements. Since
mortars based only on cement and sand at an optimal ratio of 1:3 are too harsh and
difficult to work with, and produce a mortar that is too strong and inflexible, cement is
instead added to lime and sand mixes to impart hydraulicity to the set by a process
know as gauging. The most commonly used type of mortar in modern masonry is
cement:lime:sand, with various additives such as plasticisers, retarders, air entrainers
and pigments to modify fresh and set properties. The lime included in such mixes is a
non-hydraulic, hydrated type which is available either dry-batched or, more commonly, delivered to site mixed with fine aggregate and water ready for gauging with a
suitable quantity of cement. Mortars based on modern cements are quite different in
character to the traditional lime-based materials used in the construction of the majority of masonry arch bridges.
Mortar selection and use
A relatively recent increase in awareness of the potential advantages of lime-based
mortars has led to something of a renaissance in their use for the maintenance and
repair of older structures, and even for some new-build projects.
Cement-rich mortars have frequently been used to carry out repairs to existing arch
bridges which were constructed with much weaker and more flexible lime mortars.
Despite the potential benefits, this can cause problems, since patch repairs with
overly strong mortars can attract additional load and result in localised distress, and
the use of hard impermeable mortars for repointing can result in deterioration of the
masonry units themselves.
Lime-based mortars have properties which can be advantageous, particularly when
dealing with older masonry:

− their relative weakness and flexibility when set allows them to deform
plastically
under load, rather than cracking, which imparts to the masonry a limited
tolerance to movement, which can be particularly useful in elements such as
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arch barrels which depend on a degree of articulation. In contrast, cement-rich
mortars have a much stronger crystalline structure but once fractured their
strength is lost permanently
− their low strength makes them well suited to use with weak masonry units,
common in older arch bridges, where a stronger cement mortar might cause
damage
− they are typically more porous and permeable than mortars based on cement,
allowing moisture to pass out of the structure through the mortar rather than
through the masonry units. Mortar is intended to act sacrificially so that
deterioration is concentrated at its surface, which can be easily repointed,
rather than in the masonry units, which are less easily repaired
− they are more resistant to deterioration from some forms of sulfate attack, and
have a limited "self healing" capability (autogenous healing) which allows very
fine cracks to seal themselves under certain conditions
− their malleability means that they tend to retain good surface contact with the
masonry units, which is an important factor in minimising the secondary
permeability of the masonry. In contrast, when small movements occur, hard
cement-rich mortars have a greater tendency to separate from the units,
generating fine cracks at the mortar/brick interface which allow water to pass
through
− lime has the advantage over cement because it is less environmentally
damaging, principally due to the lower energy consumption and carbon dioxide
emissions associated with its production, and its uptake of atmospheric carbon
dioxide on curing.
However, there are potential drawbacks to using lime mortars:

− they can be very slow to cure, particularly where they are constantly in
conditions which are too wet or too dry, or where they are used in thick
sections
− their low curing rate means they are slow to gain strength, and ultimate
strength is relatively low
− while curing they are susceptible to deterioration through leaching and frostattack.
Today a variety of cements and mortars based on limes and hydraulic limes are
available, but it should not be assumed that these modern versions of traditional materials are entirely similar to their historic predecessors. Their properties and performance can vary considerably and they may require special techniques for their
handling on-site and application. Lime mortars require more mixing, more care in
application, and more protection from the elements while curing than cement mortars, which undoubtedly have their place. Widespread use of "bag lime" of the type
available from builders merchants has given lime a poor name because of the instances where due to poor storage it simply has little reactive lime left by the time the
end-user works with it, or else it is specified and/or used incorrectly - hence it fails,
dusts etc.
To take advantage of the potential benefits of lime mortars requires specialist knowledge on the part of specifiers and skill and experience on the part of tradesmen. It
is recommended that care be taken in the very important task of mortar selection
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and application for construction, repairs and repointing, particularly where structures with special historic value are concerned. After many years of disuse, and with
sparse experience and guidance currently available, it may be necessary to gradually re-learn how best to make use of lime-based mortars and avoid potential problems. This is likely to require a certain amount of experimentation. However, errors
are not tolerable when carrying out work on infrastructure bridges. Measures may be
taken to increase the likelihood of success when dealing with these materials
(Ashurst, 1997):

− taking time to read about and understand the materials
− full and detailed specification covering materials and work with full reference to
manufacturers' instructions
− selection of experienced contractor and contractor's operatives
− submittal of material samples with manufacturers' data sheets
− execution of trial work for approval including mixing and placing procedures
− allowance made for slow curing
− close supervision of works and monitoring of performance.
Although the use of naturally hydraulic limes is currently limited in the UK, it is common for lime to be gauged with Portland cement (or sometimes pozzolans, which are
natural or artificially produced hydraulically reactive additives, e.g. volcanic ash, brick
dust or PFA) to confer an element of hydraulicity. This has potential advantages over
use of the pure lime mortar, including:
− more rapid strength gain
− reduced likelihood of shrinkage cracking
− less sensitive to inclement weather during application and curing.
However, there are potential disadvantages, including:
− reduction in workable time
− can introduce soluble salts to mortar, which may damage masonry
− segregation of cement and lime as the mortar hardens.
Gauging with cement is a common practice and can potentially produce a mortar with
the desired properties (see Section 24.4 on new bridges). However, care should be
exercised, particularly when working with older structures where the masonry is weak
or deteriorated, to match new mortar to old in terms of its strength and permeability.
This may require the addition of only a small proportion of cement to a lime:sand mix,
but this increases the risk of segregation, weakening the mortar and reducing its durability. Research carried out by English Heritage suggests that because of the risk of
segregation an un-gauged lime mortar, based on a well matured lime putty with
sharp, well graded aggregate, properly applied and carefully cured to ensure that it
fully carbonates, is likely to be more durable in the long run than a mortar gauged
with only a small amount of cement (Tutonico et al, 1994). If a hydraulic set is required, a safer alternative in most circumstances would be to use a good natural hydraulic lime mortar (O'Hare, 1995).
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Stone
Stone is a term applied to construction material quarried from a natural rock. It is one
of the oldest building materials known to man, and since the earliest times of civilisation has been the preferred material for the construction of permanent and important
buildings. Stone is important because of its potential for exceptional durability and
unique aesthetic appeal, and the oldest bridges in existence are all of stone construction. Despite the development and prevalence of man-made building materials in the
19th and 20th centuries, stone is still used today in prestigious structures, although it
is more often used in thin sheets as a facing material rather than as a structural component.
An understanding of the geological origin of building stones, their physical structure,
chemical composition and engineering properties is important in selecting stone that
will perform as required in either a new or an existing structure. Original sources of
stone are often unavailable, so finding stone that is a suitable match for the repair of
an existing bridge requires expert advice and frequently entails consideration of a
variety of alternative resources. When stone bridges were built, experienced masons
would typically have had a good knowledge of how local stone performed in different
circumstances and how best to use it within a structure. However, some existing
bridges do have problems with stone deterioration either because of original poor
selection and use of stone, subsequent implementation of inappropriate repairs, or
because deterioration has been hastened by changes in the bridge's environment.
Particular care should be taken when selecting stone for repairing existing bridges
since "new" stone can have significantly different properties and perform quite differently to the original stone in a structure, even where it appears to come from the
original source. It is important to appreciate that stone is a natural and variable material. Unlike man-made materials, which are typically produced so as to be homogeneous and uniform in quality and character, stone can be highly variable even within
the space of a single small unit, although some types and resources are more consistent than others in this respect. Innate characteristics such as inhomogeneity and
isotropy can affect the physical properties of stone and influence its performance
within a structure. For instance, strength can vary across a wider range than that of
man-made construction materials, and can change according to the orientation of
imposed stresses. Most quarries, though, are located in areas where there is some
degree of consistency of raw material, and selective quarrying can help to provide an
adequate supply of similar stone for a particular need.
A description of the range of rock and stone types available and their geological and
engineering characteristics is beyond the scope of this document, which is limited to
a discussion of some of the main factors affecting their selection and performance in
service particularly pertinent to their use in masonry arch bridges.
Whether selecting stone for a new bridge or for repairing an existing one, the important physical characteristics of building stone are:

− strength; most building stone has good compressive and shear strength
− hardness and workability; stone subject to wear should be hard, and in such
applications softer stone (such as poorly cemented sandstone) is unlikely to
provide
adequate performance. However, harder stone tends to be less workable and
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can
be more difficult (and expensive) to cut and shape
− durability; this is the ability of stone to resist deterioration in service. It is
dependent on characteristics such as the mineralogy, physical structure,
texture and porosity of the stone, and also on the way it is used in the
structure and its environment of exposure. A stone that is perfectly durable in
one part of a structure under one set of environmental conditions may perform
differently in another. Stone durability is an important influence on the
maintenance-free life of a bridge
− porosity; the degree of porosity will determine the amount of moisture that may
be absorbed into the stone, and is related to its durability. Porosity has a direct
bearing on the ability of the stone to withstand frost action and resist other
deteriorative mechanisms. It also influences how easily the stone becomes
marked and stained
− aesthetics; since stone was often selected for use on prestigious bridges, and
because existing stone bridges often have considerable heritage value, the
visual characteristics of stone are an important factor. Over time, weathering
can considerably change the appearance of stone in a structure and this
should be considered when trying to match new stone to old
− availability; this is an important factor, since stone can be very expensive to
process and transport over long distances. Potential stone resources should
be assessed to ensure that they can provide a consistent supply of suitable
stone adequate to complete the project.
A wide range of rock-types have been used as building stone, but in the UK the most
commonly used were the sedimentary rocks limestone and sandstone, and, in some
areas (particularly the north and West of England, Scotland and Northern Ireland),
igneous rocks such as granite. Historically, because of the difficulties and cost associated with the transport of large quantities of stone, the type used for most bridges
was one that was locally available. Occasionally, for more prestigious bridges, stone
was selected for other reasons (e.g. strength, appearance and durability) and where
necessary brought from further afield.
Sedimentary rocks
Sedimentary rocks, for example sandstones and limestones, are composed of individual grains of rock or minerals which have been compacted over time and are held
together by a cement which may wholly or partly fill the interstices between the
grains. The hardness and durability of such rock can vary greatly and is dependent,
principally on the physical and chemical nature of the grains and of the cement, and
the proportion of inter-grain spaces which are not filled with cement, which gives the
rock much of its porosity. Sedimentary rocks often have natural parallel lamina known
as bedding planes, which were horizontal when the rock was formed. Such features
contribute to the anisotropic nature of stone ie its characteristics may vary according
to its physical orientation. This means that the properties of stone can vary according
to how it is quarried, processed and used within a structure. It is important that stone
containing such features is correctly orientated within a structure in order to optimise
its performance. If these planes are parallel to the exposed face of a structure then
weathering processes may cause delamination and rapid deterioration. A skilled and
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experienced mason will have an understanding of such characteristics and how best
to use stone in a structure.
Sandstones and limestones are the most commonly used types of stone in masonry
arch bridges (and other stone structures in the UK) since they are relatively widespread in occurrence and are relatively easy to quarry and cut to shape. However, in
the long term they can be less resistant to deterioration than some of the stronger
and more durable igneous rocks.
Igneous rocks
Igneous rocks, such as granites, basalts and dolerites, are those that have crystallised from molten intrusions and lava. They are present in great quantities in certain
parts of the UK but absent from much of England, particularly the midlands and the
south east. They tend to be harder and more durable than sedimentary rocks and
more homogeneous since they do not contain bedding planes, so their orientation
within a structure is often less critical.
Certain igneous rocks exhibit exceptional durability when used in bridges, but they
are typically more difficult to quarry and shape into cut stone than the softer sedimentary rocks, and so may be more expensive, particularly if they have to be transported
from some distance away.
Metamorphic rocks
Over geological time, the nature of both igneous and sedimentary rocks may be
changed by a process of metamorphism, caused by exposure to extremes of pressure and/or temperature in the earth's crust. They exhibit a very wide range of physical, mineralogical and textural characteristics. Some types of metamorphic rock are
relatively homogeneous and isotropic, but others have textures and fabrics which
result in greater variability and can act as planes of weakness in certain orientations,
for instance the development of pronounced cleavage that is a characteristic of
slates.
Cast stone
Cast stone is not a true stone but one of a number of names given to various concrete-like mixtures that were (and still are) used to produce moulded shapes which
simulate natural stone. It is also known as "artificial stone" - or by the names of a
number of proprietary systems. Cast stone may be defined as any material manufactured with aggregate and cementitious binder and intended to resemble in appearance, and be used in a similar way to, natural stone.
Although the history of cast stone dates back to the middle ages, the ability to consistently mass-produce complicated shapes and replicate intricate architectural details
without recourse to the labour intensive and highly skilled methods of stone masons
saw a rise in the popularity and use of these materials in Europe (particularly Britain
and France) during the 19th century, and their widespread acceptance as an economical alternative to stone in the 20th century. Although most frequently used in
building elements such as lintels, cast stone was occasionally used to provide an impressive appearance to a bridge constructed using more modest materials, eg brick
or random rubble. Such materials could be used consistently over the whole exterior
of a bridge, for the vertical elevations only, or, most economically, just for the vertical
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elevations of the arch barrel. Sometimes cast stone was used as an attractive "trim"
over natural stone with poor or unfinished appearance.
Although this type of cladding is not common on bridges, engineers should be aware
that it may be encountered, and that care should always be exercised so as not to be
misled as to the internal composition of such bridges by their outer appearance.
Brick
Clay bricks are produced by firing natural clay at high temperatures until the clay
minerals melt and fuse to form a combination of vitreous and new mineral phases,
the composition and characteristics of the fired brick being dependent on the original
composition of the clay and the temperature and duration of the firing process. Brick
colour is dependent upon the raw clay materials used in their manufacture, and can
be influenced by the addition of other minerals and pigments.
Traditionally, clay known to be suitable for brickmaking was dug from the ground and
"weathered" for some time to dry it, before being mixed and hand-thrown into individual moulds. The earliest firings were done by heaping the bricks and fuel together
and covering with turf, but simple kilns followed - a single "clamp" consisting of a
brick arch covered with turf being one of the earliest, followed by round brick kilns.
The enormous demand for bricks by the middle of the 19th century led to the development of the first brickmaking machines and improvements in kiln design and efficiency.
The quality of bricks within a single structure, and particularly in large structures, can
vary because of the composition and quality of the raw materials used at the introduction of the brickmaking process itself. For instance, bricks that were fired in the
centre of the clamp were subject to burning and baking at high temperatures and
were often better quality. In contrast, bricks from the outer part of the clamp were
poorly fired, weaker and less durable. The fired bricks were graded according to their
"quality" so that they could be used appropriately, the best being reserved for facing
work and in areas most exposed to the weather. Poor quality bricks were frequently
used behind facings or as random rubble or fill, or set aside for re-firing.
Beyond their original variability, the process of ageing and deterioration of bricks in
old arch bridges is another factor which has influenced the current condition and
physical characteristics of their masonry.
In modern times technology has resulted in improvements in the efficiency of brick
production and the consistency of the product, and bricks can be specified to meet a
wide variety of requirements in terms of strength, durability and appearance. The
designations and classifications of modern brick units is discussed in Section 24.4.2
on new bridges. As with mortars, it is important to carry out brick replacement with
materials that are sympathetic to the original masonry materials, and new bricks
should not be too hard or dense as they may result in accelerated deterioration of
adjacent masonry through redistribution of stresses and moisture movement. There
are environmental and technical reasons why re-use of bricks may in certain circumstances be desirable, but reclaimed bricks should be carefully selected to ensure that
they will perform adequately in their intended environment. If it is necessary to use
new bricks to repair an old structure, it may be possible to find some that are similar
in appearance or to use treatments such as soot washes to help blend them visually.
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Sampling and Materials testing/analysis techniques
Cores are normally taken to provide samples for laboratory testing to allow material
properties and presence and extent of deterioration to be established. They are also
used to confirm construction details such as ring thickness, spandrel wall thickness,
ring separation and material variation. If taken through the full thickness of the arch
barrel then the nature of the backfill material can be determined and further inspection undertaken using an endoscope.
Cores are usually cut perpendicular to the masonry surface using a water-cooled
diamond-tipped core barrel to produce parallel-sided cores. Avoiding ridging of the
cores is difficult and requires skill and a rigid support platform. Where it is difficult to
provide support from the ground (eg working above water) a drilling rig can be bolted
to the structure itself.
If the cores are used to determine strength, they are usually not taken in the direction
of principal stress and so results should be interpreted accordingly. Typically cores
are approximately 100 mm in diameter, but larger diameter cores (300 mm or more)
may be necessary for certain purposes, and smaller diameter cores (as small as 25
mm) may in some cases be acceptable, dependent on the aims of the investigation.
Where masonry is satisfactorily cemented and in good condition long cores through
the full depth of thick masonry elements can be obtained by skilled and motivated
operatives using good equipment. However, the disruption caused by the drilling
process means that masonry cores often fragment and there is significant material
loss. Dependent on the masonry characteristics and condition this can be minimised
by good drilling practices, equipment and technique, and the operatives should understand that the objective of the exercise is the production of a good quality and
substantially intact core sample, not the making of a hole in the structure. The core,
including estimated materials loss, should be carefully logged, noting the types and
features of bricks, stone and mortar, their moisture condition, the presence of voids
and empty joints etc. Immediately after cutting, each core should be given a unique
reference, and its location and orientation within the structure recorded. Cores should
be wrapped in cling film to preserve their condition since exposure to the atmosphere
may influence the results of tests to be performed on them. Careful handling and
packing for transportation from the site is very important to avoid damage.
Reinstatement should be undertaken sympathetically using appropriate materials
Whole-brick sampling
Depending on the location, taking brick samples varies in difficulty and the rely upon
the strength and adhesion of the mortar. Occasionally a brick can be removed by
simply using a hammer and chisel, but there is always the risk of percussive damage
to the sample so using a wheel cutter is preferred. It is very important to individually
bag each brick and securely attach identification labels with information on the location and orientation of the sample within the structure. As with core samples old
bricks require careful packing and transportation to the laboratory to avoid fragmentation, which might render them useless.
The strength of masonry units in a bridge can be estimated by testing whole bricks
removed from it, but there are difficulties with obtaining statistically adequate samples
and with the preparation of samples for testing. At the laboratory the adhering mortar
of whole brick samples must be removed prior to testing. This can be a problem if the
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brick is weak as dressing may cause it to break. Examination of the brick will confirm
whether or not the British Standard approach of using thin plywood platen sheets
may be successful. Old bricks are often misshapen and the plywood sheets would
not be able to accommodate the irregular shape. In such cases, surface grinding has
been used successfully, but care should be taken not to alter the proportions of the
brick. If this happens, then the non-standard proportions should be taken into account
when estimating strength. Light grinding followed by mortar capping or plywood packing may be preferred.
Reasonable estimates of masonry strength may be expected on the basis of unit and
mortar strength for ashlar, squared rubble and brickwork. Random rubble masonry is
much more problematic given the relatively large variation in the mortar joints. The
strength of masonry is significantly affected by the thickness of the mortar joint, and
in brickwork a doubling of the joint thickness from 10 to 20 mm results in a 15 per
cent loss in strength. It is unlikely that sufficient material will be available to undertake
a representative series of tests to establish a statistically acceptable value. Even
when sufficient material is available for tests to be carried out, the masonry strength
for assessment purposes may be assumed to be 0.75 of the strength so determined
(Hendry, 1990b). A 20 per cent overstress can be allowed on these values where it is
justified that the masonry is subjected to a concentrated loading.
Tests on masonry prisms, constructed from bricks removed from the bridge and using a similar mortar, may be justified if there are any unusual features such as bonding in the masonry. Otherwise, an estimate based upon the unit strength and knowledge of the type of the mortar may be appropriate.
An alternative to testing a prism made from sampled bricks is to drill a 300 mm diameter core and test it on its end, applying a correction factor that will need to be derived from a limited number of validating tests on laboratory-built prisms (Edgell,
2005). This can work well for fairly friable brickwork, and may be merited where extensive sampling and testing is required on large structures.
Stone sampling and testing
There is no British or European standard for testing stone in a structure and therefore
some judgement should be exercised when dealing with this material. The effect of
specimen size is significant, with smaller specimens overestimating strength. Although small diameter cores are usual, they do not give very reliable values. Larger
cores are preferred. If cuboid specimens not less than 90 mm side can be tested then
the factors in Eurocode 6 (EN 1996, 200) could be used to adjust the stone size to
the standard 200 mm x 200 mm. Fortunately the strength of cylinders with a
height/diameter ratio of 1.0 have almost the same strength as cubes. Tests on cylinders with this ratio used in conjunction with the Eurocode 6 shape factors could be
used to give an estimate of strength.
A detailed review of the sampling and testing of building stone is included in Geological Society Special Publication No. 16 Stone: Building stone, rock fill and armourstone in construction (Geological Society, 1999).
Stone may not be homogeneous or isotropic and may have bedding planes, but the
number of cores available will usually be statistically small and so there are difficulties in adequately characterising stone in existing structures. Coring is usually perpendicular to the surface (radial in the case of the barrel) and the sample will inevita-
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bly be tested in a direction that will not be the direction of the principal stress. Published data from stone quarry sources should be used in conjunction with test results
to give what is at best an estimate of the stone strength.
Where the condition of the masonry is suspect, for example in situations where the
barrel is subject to frequent wetting and drying cycles and the atmosphere and
ground conditions are aggressive, coring can be used to obtain samples for laboratory inspection and testing, for instance by Petrography. There have been cases
where the internal competence of sedimentary stone has been lost while the external
face has remained sound.
Mortar sampling and testing
Mortar sampling and testing is particularly problematic. It is difficult to obtain specimens of sufficient size on which to carry out a test, and also the structure may have
been repointed several times within its life. Additionally, due to water percolation and
atmospheric ingress, the internal mortar will have changed, been washed out or will
have deteriorated. Furthermore, the material is liable to be damaged in removing it
from the structure. Taking all these things into account, that some nominal value of
mortar strength will have to be assumed. Where lime mortar has been used (which is
likely to be the case in old bridges), a strength of 0.5 to 1.0 N/mm2 would be realistic.
In Eurocode 6 (EN 1996) the strength of masonry is a function of the mortar strength
raised to the power 0.25, so that an increase in mortar strength from 0.5 to 1.0
N/mm2 would increase the masonry strength by approximately 15 per cent.
A chemical analysis of samples of the mortar coupled with petrographic examination
should give an indication of the mortar type, mix proportions and hence the mortar
designation from which an estimate of masonry strength can be determined. A thorough analysis is particularly important when dealing with the conservation and repair
of bridges with historic importance, where it may be necessary to obtain an authentic
match of repair mortars with existing mortar.
Petrological examination
This technique is carried out on samples of masonry from a structure, commonly in
the form of core samples but even small fragments of brick, stone and mortar can be
usefully examined. Petrological (also known as "petrographic") examination can provide a variety of information on the type of materials present, their quality, composition and condition as well as the presence, causes and potential effects of deterioration. It is useful for a variety of purposes in masonry bridge investigation:

−
−
−
−
−

to characterise brick, stone and mortar types
to assess the original quality and durability of materials
to investigate materials condition and physical characteristics
to investigate materials deterioration
to assess suitable materials for repair and matches for replacement brick,
stone and
mortar (particularly for the conservation of heritage structures).
Petrographic examination involves a close visual examination of masonry samples,
supplemented by the examination of very thinly ground slices of the samples ("thin
sections") using special microscopy techniques and equipment (Figure A-8.2.19).
Where necessary it can be supported by additional analytical techniques which fur-
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ther assist with determining the physical and chemical characteristics of the masonry
and its components, for instance wet-chemistry, x-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron
microscopy and analysis.

Figure A-8.2.18 Masonry thin-section viewed through a microscope; brick is on bottom left, mortar on top right, divided by a lighter band of secondary
calcite suggesting that the masonry has been exposed to wet conditions in service
Petrological examination is carried out by a materials specialist, typically working for
a specialist materials consultancy or laboratory, and have the potential to yield very
useful and detailed information. The benefit obtained is typically related to the extent
to which the materials specialist is involved in the process of the investigation itself.
Ideally they should have an opportunity to see the structure, understand the objectives of the investigation and ensure that adequate samples are obtained from suitable locations (normally by coring). Although the investigation is laboratory-based,
simply sending masonry samples to the laboratory with no explanation of the purpose
of the investigation, details of the structure, the location of the samples, their environment etc may result in less useful information.
Geotechnical investigation
Geotechnical investigations aim to establish the type and nature of the material present over (fill) and adjacent to the bridge and of the founding strata. These are undertaken when there are doubts about the vertical or lateral stability of the abutments/
foundations, or when the bridge has failed an assessment and the acquisition of
more accurate soil information would improve the accuracy of the assessment.
Most commonly required backfill parameters are self weight and shear strength. In
situ pressures and soil stiffness may also be required depending on the nature of the
analysis to be undertaken. There may be significant variation in the nature of the
backfill both vertically and laterally. Recent works may have stripped off the surface
layer of material and replaced it with a more competent fill. Additionally reinforced
concrete slabs, steel plates etc may have been incorporated into the fill or parts of
the fill have been lost through washout.
The investigation will need to establish the variation in character and quality of the
backfill across the site. This should be established over the arch and for some dis-
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tance behind the abutment (normally 1.5 times the depth from running surface to
foundation). Dynamic probing over a regular grid of points using hand-operated
equipment should be used to provide initial profiling of the backfill, followed by more
detailed testing at specific locations, thereby permitting the interpolation of data between these locations. Use of hand operated equipment over the arch barrel itself
also minimises risk of damage to the masonry beneath.
Where there is the risk of saturation of the fill, the permeability of the soil and overall
drainage capacity of the backfill should be established. Under conditions of high saturation, rapid loading of a low permeability backfill can lead to destabilising high water
pressure conditions and an undrained response from the soil.
Full details of applicable geotechnical investigations are outside the scope of the publication. However, it is appropriate to give a brief description of some of the more
relevant methods here.
A considerable variety of methods of ground investigation exist, consisting of those in
which samples are retrieved from the ground for description and testing and those in
which the properties of the soil are described or measured in situ. Sampling inevitably
introduces sample disturbance. This is reduced in the case of in situ testing which
can give more representative results. However since the strength of certain fills is a
function of moisture content, in situ test results may be representative only of backfill
moisture conditions on the day of testing, and would require additional laboratory
tests to investigate alternative moisture conditions, for example, full saturation on
flooding.
It is sometimes easier to ensure that the sample orientation is correctly related to the
proposed loading conditions in the laboratory than with an in situ test. Long-term
tests are better handled in the laboratory. However, it is possible to test a more representative volume of soil in situ than in the laboratory (eg in a direct load plate test).
Any factor that influences the soil properties should be carefully considered when
deciding the mode of testing.
Trial pit investigation
Shallow trial pits provide an economical method of examining in situ conditions. Exploration depths are typically between 1 m and 4 m (although smaller depths may be
achievable over the crown of an arch) and therefore require temporary support if personnel are to enter them. Investigation is normally limited to levels above groundwater in non-cohesive soils.
A close examination of the ground is carried out using a systematic scheme for the
description of the soils. Colour photographs of side faces should be taken with a
prominent scale marker and located on a plan. Trial pits can be used to locate statutory undertakers installations and any other buried equipment, and to examine the
arch extrados. Sampling can be carried out from either disturbed samples obtained
by excavation, or open-tubes driven into the base or side face. High quality "block"
samples may be cut from a bench formed in a trial pit. In all cases, the exact location
and orientation of the sample relative to the pit and walls needs to be recorded.
Borehole investigation
Exploration by means of boring or drilling, and the recovery of samples, is a wellestablished technique, and may be used exclusively or to supplement trial pits. It is
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unlikely to be used unless there are real concerns about the competence of the
bridge foundations or refurbishment includes new-build and/or change of loading regime.
Many of the most frequently used sampling and in situ testing methods can be carried out with a wide variety of boring rigs, so that the accessibility or labour costs can
often be controlling factors regarding rig selection. For rough terrain or inaccessible
locations, light rigs are advantageous. Environmental issues need to be strictly observed in particular with respect to the use of water and the disposal of material.
In situ density tests by replacement
The principle of determining the density of soil by the removal of a representative
sample is well-established. In cohesive soils, a core may be cut (core cutter method),
and its volume determined directly. In other soils, a replacement method is used.
Dried graded sand is poured into the void from which the soil sample is taken to determine its volume. The volume of soil removed should be large enough to be representative. A pouring cylinder is used to run sand into the void and an additional cone
of known volume. The density can then be determined. Alternatively a water replacement method can be employed. British Standard 1377-9:1990 describes these
methods in detail.
Test results are often variable, and it is important to carry out at least three tests at
any given location.

A 8.2.5 Bridge behaviour
The guideline presents advice relating to commonplace structural forms. This section
considers research undertaken by the authors which relates to more specialised
problems.
Cyclic loading
Cyclic load caused all 3m and 5m span arches to fail by sudden ring separation is the
main failure mechanism for brickwork arch under cyclic load. See SB4.7.1 (2007) for
further details.
Soil-arch interaction
With soil-arch interaction, there were more than 4 hinges developed in the arch barrel, See SB4.7.1 (2007) for further details.
Multi-span arch

Figure A-8.2.19 Collapse mechanism of a full-scale model of a multi-span bridge
(Melbourne and Gilbert 1995)
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Skew arch
The failure behaviour of a skew arch is not fully understood. The analysis of such
structures presents many difficulties. Full-scale skew arch tests have been conducted
by Melbourne etc. (Melbourne, 1995, 2006). They provide an insight into the ultimate
behaviour of these structures.
Figure A 8.2.20 shows a three dimensional failure mechanism (five fracture lines) of a
45° skew arch. For full-scale skew arch bridges, the failure mechanisms are more
complicated, as shown in Figure A 8.2.21 and Figure A 8.2.22

Figure A-8.2.20 Collapse mechanism of two skew arch barrels (Wang and Melbourne, 2006)

Figure A-8.2.21 Collapse mechanism a full-scale skewed bridge (Melbourne and
Hodgson)
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Figure A-8.2.22 Possible collapse mechanism
With diaphragm wall support
In the United Kingdom, many of the old masonry arch bridges have been subject to
alteration and extension. It is vital that the effect of any constructional changes on the
structural performance of the bridge must be well understood in order for a realistic
assessment to be made of its load carrying capacity and residual life.
One type of alteration is the introduction of longitudinal brickwork diaphragms under
the arch barrel. These are confined to side spans under which a clear span is not
required. At present there is no guidance to the assessing engineer as to how the
arch barrel is to be idealised for analysis. Figure A 8.2.23 shows the crack patter of
large-scale arch with point supports.

Figure A-8.2.23 Collapse mechanism of a full-scale arch with point supports to the
intrados (Melbourne and Wang, 2006)
Open spandrel masonry arch
Open spandrel masonry arch bridges comprise a main arch which supports subsidiary arches spanning in the same direction. Figure A 8.2.24 shows a failure mechanism of a large-scale open spandrel masonry arch.
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Figure A-8.2.24 Collapse mechanism of an open spandrel masonry arch (Melbourne
and Tao, 2005)
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Annex 10.1: Application of Bayesian updating
In the following example the results of tests on the mechanical properties of materials
are used to improve the models of the material properties of concrete used in the assessment. This is made using the analytical expressions described in section 10.4.
For the purpose of this example, let’s consider that to assess the compressive
strength of concrete a set of 3 tests were performed, which yields to the following
results: 30.1 MPa, 25.4 MPa, and 32.5 MPa.
The mean and standard deviation of the observed values can be defined as:
m=

s=

∑X
n

i

= 29.33 MPa

∑( X

i

− m)

n −1

(A-10.1.1)

2

= 3.61 MPa

(A-10.1.2)

Considering no prior information exists, the characteristic value of the compressive
strength is given by the Equation 10.7 where tvd is taken from Table 10.1.
In the present case, for a percentile of 5%, tvd is equal to 2.92 for ν = n -1 = 2. Consequently, Equation 10.7 becomes:
⎛ 1⎞
⎛ 1⎞
xk = m − tvd ⋅ s ⎜1 + ⎟ = 29.33 − 2.92 ⋅ 3.61 ⎜ 1 + ⎟ = 17.2 MPa
⎝ n⎠
⎝ 3⎠

(A-10.1.3)

Another approach to this problem is based on the use of Bayesian probabilities. Let’s
consider that the resistance of concrete follows a normal distribution, with mean and
standard deviation unknown. Since the mean and standard deviation are unknown,
they can be treated as random variables.
Let’s now assume that although no prior information exists on the class of concrete
used, the standard deviation of the concrete strength is quite constant, and close to 3
MPa. This is to say that the standard deviation of the resistance is a random variable
with mean 3MPa. Since we believe this value is quite consistent, we can assume it is
associated with a low coefficient of variation (e.g., 0.1=10%) (see Table A-10.1.1).
For simplicity let’s assume the standard deviation follows a normal distribution.
On the other hand, no prior information exists on the mean, as any class of concrete
could have been used. For this reason let’s assume the mean of the resistance is
also defined by a normal variable with mean equal to 30MPa, and a very high coefficient of variation (e.g., 10=1000%) (see Table A-10.1.1). Such a large coefficient of
variation is close to saying that any value is reasonable, considering no information
exists.
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Table A-10.1.1: Prior information on the compressive strength of concrete.
Compressive strength of concrete
Prior Mean

Prior Standard deviation

Mean [MPa]

Coef. of var.

Mean [MPa]

Coef.of var.

m(μ ')

V (μ ')

m(σ ')

V (σ ')

30

10

3

0.1

0.014

1.4

0.012

1.2

0.01

1

Probability

Probability

The distributions of the mean and standard deviation of the concrete compressive
resistance based on prior knowledge only are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure A-10.1.1: Mean and standard deviation of compressive resistance of concrete.
Now, we can combine the prior knowledge with the results of tests. Using the mean
value and the standard deviation of the observed values defined in Equations A10.1.1 and A-10.1.2 we can rewrite Equations 10.10 and 10.11 as follows:
⎡ m(σ ') 1 ⎤ ⎡ 3 1 ⎤
n' = ⎢
⎥=⎢
⎥ ~0
⎣ m(μ ') V (μ ') ⎦ ⎣ 30 10 ⎦

(A-10.1.4)

1
1
1 1
=
= 50
2
2 ⎡V (σ ') ⎤
2 [ 0.1]2
⎣
⎦

(A-10.1.5)

2

ν '=

In other words, the prior knowledge is equivalent to zero tests (since no information
on the mean exists, but to 50 degrees of freedom, since the standard deviation is
relatively well known).
We can now combine the prior information with the results of tests. The equivalent
number of tests is the sum of the number of tests associated with prior knowledge
and real tests:
n '' = n + n ' = 3 + 0 = 3

(A-10.1.6)

The updated expected value of the mean is the weighted average of the means of
prior knowledge and tests:
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(A-10.1.7)

In other words, since there was no prior information on the mean value, the updated
mean value is a result of tests alone.
The updated degrees of freedom are given by:
⎧ν + ν '+ 1 if n ' > 0
ν '' = ⎨
= 2 + 50 = 52
⎩ ν + ν ' if n ' = 0

(A-10.1.8)

The updated expected value of the standard deviation is given by:

[ν '⋅m(σ ') + n'⋅m(μ ') ]+ [ν ⋅ s
2

m(σ ' ') =
=

[50 ⋅ 3

2

2

] [

2

]

+ n ⋅ m 2 − n' '⋅m(μ ' ')

ν ''

2

]

(A-10.1.9)

+ 0 ⋅ 30 + 2 ⋅ 3.61 + 3 ⋅ 29.33 − 3 ⋅ 29.33 = 3.026
52
2

2

2

2

As can be seen, the prior information on the standard deviation as a significant effect
on the updated distribution. The results obtained are summarized in Table A-10.1.2.
Table A-10.1.2: Expected values of mean and standard deviation resulting from tests,
prior information and Bayesian updating
Compressive strength of concrete
Expected
Mean

Expected Standard deviation

Number of
samples

Degrees of
freedom

m(μ )

m(σ )

n

ν

Tests

29.33

3.61

3

2

Prior

30

3

0

50

Posterior

29.33

3.026

3

52

As a result, the new characteristic value can be computed as:
1 ⎞
⎛
⎛ 1⎞
xk = m ''− tv '' ⋅ s '' ⎜1 + ⎟ = 29.33 − 1.68 ⋅ 3.026 ⎜ 1 + ⎟ = 23.48 MPa
⎝ n '' ⎠
⎝ 3⎠

(A-10.1.10)

As the results show, the use of diffuse information on the expected standard deviation of the compressive strength of concrete can be extremely useful in updating the
information on this property. Although the mean value is unchanged, a significant
reduction in the standard deviation occurs, leading to a significantly lower characteristic value.

